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permitted, with the exception of permitted 
replacement anchors. NPS and BLM 
managers, with further input from the 
climbing community and tribes, will 
consider removing anchors in the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness that have unacceptable 
impacts on wilderness resources and 
wilderness character. 

Alternative B would have both adverse and 
beneficial impacts on the wilderness areas' 
natural and cultural resources, and on 
visitors. Most adverse impacts would be 
negligible to minor and long-term, and 
would be due to increased visitor use in 
localized areas, the development of 
designated routes and trails, and the 
presence of visitors in the Spirit Mountain 
traditional cultural property. 

In alternative B, climbing and bouldering 
would continue to be allowed in all 
wilderness areas and would be managed as 
described in the overall climbing 
management directions in chapter 2. In 
addition, in this alternative the use and 
replacement of fixed anchors and equipment 
would be managed according to policies set 
forth in Director's Order 41: Wilderness 
Stewardship and BLM climbing policy (see 
the discussion of Spirit Mountain and Bridge 
Canyon wilderness areas). The removal of 
fixed anchors and equipment in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness and the reduction in 
concentration of some bolt-intensive face 
climbs at certain climbing areas in the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness would reduce the 
number of climbers using the climbing areas 
at one time, therefore increasing 
opp~rtunities for solitude. Use of climbing 
eqmpment (including climbing chalk) within 
a minimum of 50 feet of rock art would be 
prohibited. Because only a few climbers are 
typically present at these areas at a given 
time, the impact on opportunities for 
solitude would result in a long-term, minor, 
beneficial impact on the visitor experience. 
Although the reduction in bolt-intensive 
face climbs would be authorized by 
Director's Order 41, there would probably 
be long-term, negligible to minor adverse 
impacts for some climbers who would no 
longer have access to some of the existing 
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Summary 

bolt-intensive face climbing opportunities in 
these areas. 

ALTERNATIVE C 

In alternative C the agencies would provide 
for a variety of opportunities for appropriate 
wilderness activities, including both day use 
and overnight use, and for those who have 
limited wilderness skills as well as those who 
are experienced and are self-reliant. 
Additional efforts would be made to inform 
and educate both visitors and the public 
about the presence of the wilderness areas 
and opportunities that are available. 
Dispersed use would continue to be 
encouraged, while the establishment and 
maintenance of designated routes would 
concentrate use in some areas. Although 
slightly more access opportunities would be 
provided in most of the wilderness areas, 
slightly fewer opportunities would be 
provided in the Black Canyon area. Access to 
the wilderness areas would be improved 
primarily through the establishment of 
trailheads at various points. More proactive 
management would be given to the Black 
Canyon, Pinto Valley, Spirit Mountain, and 
Bridge Canyon wilderness areas to ensure 
their values are protected and unacceptable 
impacts do not occur. No fixed anchors and 
equipment would be permitted in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness; all existing fixed 
anchors and equipment would be removed if 
it can be done without damaging the rock 
face. In the Bridge Canyon Wilderness no 
new fixed anchors or fixed equipment 
would be permitted, with the exception of 
permitted replacement anchors. NPS and 
BLM managers, with further input from the 
climbing community and tribes, will 
consider removing anchors in the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness that have unacceptable 
impacts on wilderness resources and 
wilderness character. 

In alternative C, climbing would continue to 
be allowed in all wilderness areas, and would 
be managed as described in the overall 
climbing management directions in 
chapter 2. In addition, in this alternative the 
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use and replacement of fixed anchors and 
equipment would be managed according to 
policies set forth in Director's Order 41 (see 
the discussion of Spirit Mountain and Bridge 
Canyon wilderness areas). The removal of 
fixed anchors and equipment in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness and the reduction in 
concentration of some of bolt-intensive face 
climbs at certain climbing areas in the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness would reduce the 
number of climbers using the climbing areas 
at one time, therefore increasing 
opportunities for solitude. Use of climbing 
equipment (including climbing chalk) within 
a minimum of 50 feet of rock art would be 
prohibited. Because only a few climbers are 
typically present at these areas at a given 
time, the impact on opportunities for 
solitude would result in a long-term, minor, 
beneficial impact on the visitor experience. 
Although the reduction in bolt-intensive 
face climbs would be authorized by 
Director's Order 41, there would probably 
be long-term, negligible to minor adverse 
impacts for some climbers who would no 
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longer have access to some of the existing 
bolt-intensive face climbing opportunities in 
these areas. 

This final wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement includes 
letters from governmental agencies, and 
substantive comments from the draft 
wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement, and NPS 
responses to those comments. 

Fallowing distribution of the final 
wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement and a 30-
day no-action period, a Record of Decision 
approving a final plan will be signed by the 
NPS Pacific West regional director and the 
BLM Southern Nevada district manager. 
The Record of Decision documents the 
NPS-BLM selection of an alternative for 
implementation. With the signing of the 
Record of Decision the plan can then be 
implemented. 
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Chapter One:
IntroductIon





A GUIDE TO THIS DOCUMENT 

This final wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement for Lake 
Mead National Recreation Area and adjacent 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands in 
the Southern Nevada District Office (SNDO) 
Las Vegas Field Office is organized in 
accordance with the Council on 
Environmental Quality's implementing 
regulations for the National Environmental 
Policy Act, the National Park Service's (NPS) 
"Park Planning Program Standards," and 
Director's Order 12: Conservation Planning, 
Environmental Impact Analysis, and Decision
making and the D0-12 Handbook. 

Chapter 1: Introduction sets the framework 
for the entire document. It describes why the 
plan is being prepared and what needs it must 
address. It gives guidance for the management 
alternatives that are being considered
guidance that is based on the Wilderness Act, 
special mandates and administrative 
commitments, agency laws and policies, and 
other planning efforts in the area. 

The chapter also details the planning 
opportunities and issues that were raised 
during public scoping meetings and initial 
planning team efforts; the alternatives in 
chapter three address these issues and 
concerns. This chapter concludes with a 
discussion of the scope of the environmental 
impact statement, specifically what issues and 
impact topics are or are not analyzed in detail. 

Chapter 2: Framework for Management, 
Use, and Administration of the Wilderness 
Areas provides general directions for 
management of the eight wilderness areas. A 
variety of administrative and operational 
topics is covered. The management directions 
included in this chapter would be the same for 
all the alternatives in chapter 3. 

Chapter 3: Management Alternatives, 
Including the Preferred Alternative begins 
by describing the management zones that 
would be used to manage the wilderness areas 
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in the future. It includes a description of the 
continuation of current management practices 
and trends in the wilderness areas (alternative 
A-no action). Two alternatives for managing 
the wilderness areas, the preferred alternative 
(alternative B) and alternative Care presented 
next. Mitigative measures proposed to 
minimize or eliminate the impacts of 
proposed actions in the alternatives are 
described, followed by a discussion of future 
studies that would be needed. The 
environmentally preferable alternative is 
identified, followed by a discussion of 
alternatives or actions that were considered 
but dismissed from further evaluation. The 
chapter concludes with summary tables of the 
alternatives and the environmental 
consequences of implementing the three 
alternatives. 

Chapter 4: The Affected Environment 
describes those areas and resources that 
would be affected by implementing the 
actions contained in the alternatives. It is 
organized according to the following topics: 
natural resources, cultural resources, visitor 
use and experiences, and wilderness 
character. 

Chapter 5: Environmental Consequences 
analyzes the impacts of implementing the 
alternatives on topics described in chapter 4. 
Methods for assessing the intensity, type, and 
duration of impacts are outlined at the 
beginning of the chapter. 

Chapter 6: Consultation and Coordination 
describes the history of public and agency 
coordination during the planning effort, 
including American Indian consultations, and 
any future compliance requirements. It also 
lists agencies and organizations that will be 
receiving copies of the document. 

Appendixes, Selected References, and a list 
of Preparers and Other Contributors are 
found at the end of the document. 



BACKGROUND 

INTRODUCTION 

This final wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement presents and 
analyzes three alternatives for future direction 
of the management and use of eight 
wilderness areas in Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area (NRA) and adjacent BLM 
lands in the Southern Nevada District Office 
(see figure 1). Alternative Bis the agencies' 
preferred alternative. The potential 
environmental impacts of all alternatives have 
been identified and assessed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF LAKE MEAD 
NATIONAL RECREATION AREA, 
ADJACENT BLM LANDS, AND THE 
WILDERNESS AREAS 

Lake Mead National Recreation Area, in 
southern Nevada and northwestern Arizona, 
was formally established by the Act of 
October 8, 1964 (78 Stat. 1039). The national 
recreation area covers 1,495,664 acres, 
including two Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) 
impoundments: Lake Mead and Lake 
Mohave. In both the national recreation area 
and adjacent BLM lands the scenery includes 
dramatically colorful geologic landforms and 
largely undisturbed panoramic vistas. Rugged 
north-trending mountain ranges and broad 
alluvial slopes dominate the area. The 
seemingly endless desert and massive 
mountain ranges, unencumbered by dense 
vegetation, are strange and awesome to many 
visitors. 

Shaped by fiercely hot summers, temperate 
winters, and low cumulative, but often locally 
intense rainfall, the desert generally supports 
sparse vegetation. The vegetation of the Lake 
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Mead National Recreation Area and adjacent 
BLM lands contain species representative of 
three of the four North American deserts. The 
creosote bush community is the most 
widespread and prominent plant community 
of the areas. However, in washes and other 
areas where moisture periodically 
accumulates, scattered cottonwood, desert 
willow, and mesquite grow. 

These areas and their environs contain a great 
diversity of wildlife. Animals of special interest 
include the desert bighorn-which thrive in 
the national recreation area's mountain 
ranges-and desert tortoises. Other animals 
include cougar, mule deer, bobcat, coyote, 
ringtail cat, and a host of small desert rodents. 
More than 230 species of birds have been 
recorded in the area. The wilderness units 
provide vital habitat for the threatened desert 
tortoise and other species of concern. 

Fossils and other paleontological resources, 
including petrified wood, are abundant within 
the national recreation area and adjacent 
lands. 

Archeological artifacts and rock art provide a 
record of early Indian habitation. There are 
more than 1,200 identified archeological sites 
above the water line of Lakes Mead and 
Mohave in the national recreation area and 
adjacent BLM lands. 

These eight designated wilderness areas offer 
picturesque views and remarkable natural and 
cultural resources found in the desert 
Southwest. Rugged mountains, secluded 
valleys, flat alluvial fans, steep canyons, 
astonishing geological formations, caves, 
springs, and seeps define the landscape. 
Opportunities for silence, solitude, and 
isolation abound within the wilderness areas. 
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History of Wilderness Designation in 
the Vicinity of Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area 

The wilde.rness study and recommendation 
process for T ,ake Mead National Recreation 
Area began in 1974 when the Ka.tional Park 
Service completed an initial wi lderness review 
of all the lands with in the national recreation 
ar ea. At that time, 409,000 acr es were 
proposed for wilderness. The 1986 general 
managem ent plan for Lake Mead ~ational 
Recreation Arca iden tified 558,675 acres as 
meeting the criteria of the Wilderness Act, and 
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115,700 acres t hat potentially meet the 
criteria. Per NPS management policies, these 
areas were subsequently managed to ensure 
that no actions being taken would diminish 
their wilderness suitability, pending action by 
Congrcs.s. 

In 2002, The Clark. Counly Conscrvalion of 
Public La nd and Nmura\ Resources Act (P.L 
107-282) was s.lgned into law. This act 
designated 18 wilde rness areas in Clark 
County, Nevada, as part of the national 
v.>i ldem ess p reservation system. Nine of t hese 
designated wilderne.qs areas are fu lly or 
partially within Lake Mead National 
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Recreation Area. These nine designated 
wilderness areas include approximately 
181,330 acres, or approximately 12% of the 
national recreation area's total of 1,495,664 
acres. This number excludes the portions of 

the wilderness areas that are managed by the 
Bureau of Land Management. Table 1 lists the 
nine designated wilderness areas, their 
acreage, and their administrating agency. 

TABLE 1. DESIGNATED WILDERNESS AREAS IN LAKE MEAD NATIONAL RECREATION AREA AND ON ADJACENT BLM LANDS, THEIR 

ACREAGES, AND THEIR ADMINISTRATION 

Wilderness Area Acreage* Administration 

Jimbilnan 18,893 NPS 

Muddy Mountains 48,019 (3,521 NPS; 44,498 BLM) NPS and BLM 

Pinto Valley 39,358 NPS 

Black Canyon 17, 146 NPS 

Eldorado 31,919 (26,219 NPS; 5,760 BLM) NPS and BLM 

lreteba Peaks 31 .979 (22.209 NPS; 10,330 BLM) NPS and BLM 

Nellis Wash 16,672 NPS 

Spirit Mountain 33,489 (32,939 NPS; 550 BLM) NPS and BLM 

Bridge Canyon 7 ,894 (numbers differ from previous) NPS 

*These acreage figures are different from the approximate acreage figures in the legislation establishing the 
wilderness areas. The NPS acreage figures were recalculated in 2012 using GIS and incorporate technical 
adjustments and corrections. The acreage figures were recalculated in the preparation of final NPS legal 
descriptions for the wilderness areas. 

This plan covers eight of the nine wilderness 
areas, of which three are jointly managed by 
the two agencies. The Muddy Mountains 
Wilderness is covered under a separate plan 
that was jointly developed by the Bureau of 
Land Management and the National Park 
Service (BLM and NPS 2007) 

HISTORY OF THIS PLANNING EFFORT 

Work began on the wilderness management 
plan for the eight wilderness areas in 2006. In 
April 2010, a draft wilderness management 
plan I environmental assessment for the eight 
wilderness areas was published. However, 
climbers and American Indian tribes raised 
issues regarding the use of fixed anchors for 
rock climbing, and the appropriate type and 
level ofrecreational uses (including climbing 
equipment) in the Spirit Mountain and Bridge 
Canyon wilderness areas versus how much 
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protection of cultural resources should be 
provided. These issues could not be resolved 
at the time. Consequently, the 2010 plan was 
not finalized. The National Park Service and 
Bureau of Land Management subsequently 
agreed to prepare a revised wilderness 
management plan I environmental impact 
statement that addressed the issues and 
concerns over the management of the 
wilderness areas. 

PURPOSE OF THE PLAN I 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT 

The purpose of this final wilderness 
management plan I environmental impact 
statement for the eight wilderness areas is to 
provide long-term direction for preserving the 
wilderness character, natural resources, and 
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FOUNDATION FOR PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 

LEGAL AND POLICY REQUIREMENTS 

Many federal laws and NPS and BLM policies 
guide the management and planning for the 
eight wilderness areas in Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area and adjacent BLM lands. 
These laws and policies form the foundation 
for this wilderness management plan. 
Management of the eight wilderness areas 
must be consistent with these laws and 
policies. The following section summarizes 
the key laws, policies, and authorities 
governing management of and planning for 
the wilderness areas. 

The Wilderness Act of 1964 (P.L.88-577, 16 
USC 1131 et seq.) establishes a policy for the 
enduring protection of wilderness resources 
for public use and enjoyment. The act defines 
wilderness as 

"a tract of undeveloped federal land of 
primeval character without permanent 
improvements or human habitation; an area 
where the earth and its community of life are 
untrammeled by man, where man himself is 
a visitor who does not remain; where the 
forces of nature predominate and the 
imprint of human activities is substantially 
unnoticeable; which provides outstanding 
opportunities for solitude or a primitive and 
unconfined type of recreation.,, 

This act established the national wilderness 
preservation system, and set forth 
management directives that specify the 
preservation of wilderness character. Section 
4 of the act identifies appropriate uses and 
inappropriate uses in wilderness areas. 

Clark County Conservation of Public Land 
and Natural ResourcesActof2002 (P.L.107-
282) designated the nine wilderness areas in 
Lake Mead National Recreation Area and on 
adjacent BLM lands. Title II of the act also 
provided direction on management of the 
areas, including livestock grazing, water rights, 
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military overflights, American Indian cultural 
and religious uses, wildlife management, and 
wildfire management (see appendix A). 

The National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969 (P.L.91-190, 42 USC section 4321 et 
seq.) establishes "a national policy which will 
encourage productive and enjoyable harmony 
between man and his environment." The 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
requires all government agencies to develop 
procedures that ensure open and honest 
documentation of existing resources and 
potential effects to these resources as a result 
of the proposed action. The National 
Environmental Policy Act fosters public 
involvement as a key element of the decision
making process. NEPA compliance 
procedures are described in NPS Director's 
Order 12: Conservation Planning, 
Environmental Impact Analysis, and Decision
making and the accompanying D0-12 
Handbook. See also the next section on this 
plan's compliance with the National 
Environmental Policy Act. 

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 USC 
1531-1543) requires federal agencies to 
ensure that management activities authorized, 
funded, or carried out by the agency do not 
jeopardize the continued existence oflisted 
endangered or threatened species, or result in 
the destruction or adverse modification of 
habitat that is critical to the conservation of 
the species. 

The National Historic Preservation Act of 
1966, as amended (16 USC 470) . Passage of 
the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA) established a comprehensive 
program to preserve the historical and cultural 
foundations of the nation as a living part of 
community life. Section 110 of the act 
delineates broad historic preservation 
responsibilities for federal agencies, such as 
the National Park Service and Bureau of Land 
Management, to ensure that historic 
preservation is fully integrated into all of their 



ongoing programs. Section 106 of the act 
requires federal agencies to take into account 
the effects of their undertakings on historic 
properties that are either listed in or eligible to 
be listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places. The national register includes districts, 
sites, buildings, structures, and objects 
important for their significance in American 
history, architecture, archeology, engineering, 
and culture. The goal of the section 106 review 
process is to seek ways to avoid, minimize, or 
mitigate any adverse effects to historic 
properties that are listed in or eligible for 
listing in the national register. 

American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 
1978 (AIRFA) (P.L.95-341; 92 Stat. 469; 42 
USC 1996) determines that the policy of the 
United States is to "protect and preserve for 
American Indians their inherent right of 
freedom to believe, express and exercise the 
traditional religions of the American Indians, 
including but not limited to site access, use 
and possession of sacred objects, and the 
freedom to worship through ceremonial and 
traditional rites." 

The Federal Land Policy and Management 
Act of 1976 (FLPMA) (P.L.94-579) 
established policies for the BLM's 
administration and management of public 
land, including the protection, development, 
and enhancement of these lands. Section 102 
calls for the public lands to be managed so 
their resources and values are protected, 
including preserving and protecting certain 
public lands in their natural condition. A land
use planning process is also called for, 
coordinated with other federal and state 
planning efforts. Section 603(c) enables the 
Bureau of Land Management to manage 
wilderness areas under the provisions of the 
Wilderness Act. 

The Clean Water Act of 19 72, as amended 
(33 USC 1251 et seq.). Restoration activities 
proposed in the preferred alternative may 
require a section 404 permit under the Clean 
Water Act. The proposed restoration of roads 
and mines and creation of trails may require 
future stormwater permitting. 
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The National Park Service Organic Act of 
1916 (16 USC 1a-1) created the National Park 
Service, and established its purpose: "to 
conserve the scenery and the natural and 
historic objects and the wildlife therein and to 
provide for the enjoyment of the same in such 
manner and by such means as will leave them 
unimpaired for the enjoyment of future 
generations." It directs the National Park 
Service to promote and regulate the use of the 
parks by such means and measures as conform 
to their fundamental purposes. Congress and 
the courts have interpreted this act with 
clarification that "when there is a conflict 
between conserving resources and values and 
providing for enjoyment of them, 
conservation is to be predominant" (NPS 
2006, section 1.4.3 ). 

NPS Management Policies 2006 establishes 
servicewide policies for preservation, 
management, and use of park resources and 
facilities, and establishes direction for the 
management of NPS wilderness. Section 6.1 
states: "The National Park Service will manage 
wilderness areas for the use and enjoyment of 
the American people in such manner as will 
leave them unimpaired for future use and 
enjoyment as wilderness. Management will 
include the protection of these areas, the 
preservation of their wilderness character, 
and the gathering and dissemination of 
information regarding their use and 
enjoyment as wilderness. The purpose of 
wilderness in the national parks includes the 
preservation of wilderness character and 
wilderness resources in an unimpaired 
condition and, in accordance with the 
Wilderness Act, wilderness areas shall be 
devoted to the public purposes of 
recreational, scenic, scientific, educational, 
conservation, and historical use." More 
specific guidelines for application of the 
Wilderness Act in NPS areas are described in 
chapter 6 of Management Policies 2006, 
including wilderness resource management, 
wilderness planning, wilderness use, and 
public education. 

NPS Director's Order 41: Wilderness 
Stewardship and Reference Manual 41, 
(2013) provide clarification and interpretation 
of the NPS wilderness policies and establish 
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Nevada Department of Wildlife Supplement 
No. 9 (2012) 
The agreement provides guidance and 
procedures for coordination and cooperation 
between the Bureau of Land Management and 
the Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) 
regarding the management of wildlife in 
designated BLM wilderness areas within 
Nevada. NDOW activities relevant to this 
planning process that may occur include fish 
and wildlife research and management 
surveys, facility development, habitat 
alteration, population sampling, chemical 
treatments, transplanting wildlife, and wildlife 
damage control. The agreement also calls for 
actions to reduce human disturbance of 
wildlife populations and habitat. (See 
appendix E for the agreement.) 

Issues and Concerns to be Addressed 

The planning team identified the primary 
issues and concerns facing the eight 
wilderness areas with assistance from the 
public, NPS and BLM staffs, various 
organizations, and other governmental 
agencies. An issue is defined as an 
opportunity, conflict, or problem regarding 
the use or management of the wilderness 
areas. Comments were solicited at public 
meetings, through planning newsletters, and 
in response to comments on the 2010 draft 
wilderness management plan I environmental 
assessment. Most of the issues facing the 
wilderness areas relate to protecting 
wilderness resources and values and providing 
for high-quality visitor experiences. This 
section summarizes the main issues or 
concerns to be addressed by the wilderness 
management plan. 

Identifying Appropriate Uses for the 
Wilderness Areas. A variety of uses and 
activities are appropriate and permitted in 
wilderness areas, while other uses are 
prohibited (see chapter 3). However, law and 
policy are not always clear about some uses. 
Should horseback users be permitted in these 
desert wilderness areas? Should large groups 
be permitted? Some people probably believe 
these uses should be allowed in some or all of 
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the wilderness areas, while others believe they 
should be restricted or prohibited due to 
potential environmental impacts or potential 
conflicts with other user groups. The 
wilderness management plan needs to provide 
direction on answering these questions. 

Use of Fixed Anchors (e.g., bolting) in 
NPS and BLM Wilderness Areas. Fixed 
anchors associated with rock climbing are 
currently located within the NPS portions of 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness and Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness, although limited 
bouldering is occurring in those areas as well 
as in the BLM portion of lreteba Peaks 
Wilderness. Climbing is a legitimate 
wilderness activity. However, there are 
differing views on whether the placement of 
fixed anchors and bolt-intensive routes 
should be permitted in wilderness. Some 
believe that fixed anchors and bolting are 
consistent with wilderness and protect 
wilderness natural conditions by limiting 
impacts; they do not consider bolts a 
"development" and they do believe that bolts 
support opportunities for primitive 
recreation. They argue that this equipment is 
necessary for safely climbing certain routes. 
Prohibiting fixed anchors and bolts would 
unnecessarily restrict a longtime wilderness 
activity and would limit or exclude climbers' 
use of wilderness areas. On the other hand, 
some argue that the presence of fixed anchors 
and bolts diminishes wilderness character, 
damaging rock faces and thus adversely 
affecting natural and undeveloped wilderness 
character qualities. Furthermore, bolt
intensive face climbs concentrate visitor use 
and impact solitude for other wilderness 
visitors, such as hikers. NPS Director's Order 
41 states that fixed anchors may be 
appropriate but should be rare in wilderness. 
The wilderness management plan needs to 
provide direction on these questions for NPS
and ELM-administered lands to provide 
seamless management across agency 
boundaries. 

Providing Access within the Wilderness 
Areas vs. Protecting Wilderness 
Character. There are relatively few well
marked access points into the wilderness areas 



and no designated trails within the wilderness 
areas. Should additional access such as 
trailheads, designated routes (cairned), or 
designated trails (to NPS/BLM trail standards) 
be provided for visitors? Providing this access 
into the wilderness areas would provide a new 
opportunity for people to use and enjoy these 
public lands. However, increased use levels, in 
turn, could affect opportunities for solitude 
and primitive recreation, the naturalness of 
the area, and other wilderness qualities. Some 
members of the public probably would want 
designated trails or routes, while others, who 
want to see no other signs of people and want 
opportunities to be self-reliant, could oppose 
these developments. On the other hand, 
sometimes designated trails or routes may be 
needed for resource protection purposes, to 
avoid sensitive resources or prevent erosion 
and resource damage from braided, user
created, foot-worn trails. These questions 
need to be addressed in the plan. 

Providing Information about the 
Wilderness Areas vs. Protecting 
Wilderness Character. This issue is related 
to the above issue. The National Park Service 
and Bureau of Land Management do not 
publicize or provide much information about 
the wilderness areas. Independent of the 
agencies, information is already available on 
the wilderness areas in guidebooks and on the 
Internet. Public education and outreach is 
needed to inform people about the concept of 
wilderness and the opportunities these areas 
provide, as well as to inform them about the 
sensitivity of the areas, Leave No Trace 
behavior, and other proper etiquette in 
wilderness. However, increasing information 
about the areas will also increase use levels in 
the wilderness areas, which in turn could 
result in some adverse impacts on wilderness 
resources and values. 

Providing for Use of Wilderness Areas 
while Meeting Tribal Needs and 
Concerns. Spirit Mountain is one relatively 
popular area with many undesignated access 
points. This area receives some of the greatest 
amount of use in the eight wilderness areas. It 
is also a national register-listed traditional 
cultural property. A traditional cultural 
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property can be defined generally as one that 
is eligible for inclusion in the national register 
because of its association with cultural 
practices or beliefs of a living community that 
(a) are rooted in that community's history, 
and (b) are important in maintaining the 
continuing cultural identity of the community. 
The unique and supplemental value of the 
national register listing does not overlap with 
the other four qualities of wilderness but 
reflects the unique and supplemental 
character of this wilderness. Its presence is 
part of the area's wilderness character and 
must be protected as rigorously as any of the 
other four required qualities. Furthermore, 
Spirit Mountain is a sacred area for the 
Yuman tribes, who are concerned about the 
use of this area. However, use may continue to 
increase in this area in the future. The 
management plan needs to determine what 
uses (e.g., hiking, rock climbing), use levels, 
and nonstructural recreational facilities (e.g., 
designated trails, climbing equipment) should 
and should not occur here, and where and 
when they should occur, to meet both the 
needs and desires of the tribes and visitors. 

Additional ethnographic resources of interest 
to the Yuman tribes exist in the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness Area. Current use levels 
do not pose immediate concerns; however, 
use of these areas may increase in the future. 
The management plan needs to determine 
what uses (e.g., hiking, rock climbing), use 
levels, and nonstructural recreational facilities 
(e.g., designated trails, climbing equipment) 
should and should not occur here, and where 
and when they should occur, to meet both the 
needs and desires of the tribes and visitors. 

Restoration of Disturbed Areas within 
the Wilderness Areas. Another issue r elated 
to wilderness is determining when and under 
what conditions managers should actively 
intervene in wilderness. As established by the 
Wilderness Act, the objectives to manage 
wilderness for ecological conditions (the 
forces of nature) and for wildness (minimal 
imprint of man's work) can be in conflict. 
There are signs of human disturbance in some 
of the wilderness areas (excluding cultural 
resources); these include litter and the 
presence of old roads. N onnative invasive 
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plants also are present, as are nonnative 
burros. Direction is needed on how much 
restoration work, if any, should be done in the 
wilderness areas. 

Coordination of Agency Management 
Efforts. For the three wilderness areas that 
are on BLM and NPS lands, coordination is 
needed to ensure consistent management with 
regard to resources, visitors, and overall 
administration of the areas. For instance, 
consistent direction is needed on visitor use 
management techniques including access to 
these areas, on interpretive materials, and on 
the application of the minimum requirement 
concept. The wilderness management policies 
of the two agencies vary on some topics, such 
as the collection of plants, animals, and rocks. 

Coordination is also needed for many of the 
wilderness areas regarding such topics as legal 
and illegal access from BLM nonwilderness 
lands onto NPS wilderness areas, obtaining 
required agency permits, law enforcement, 
and agency-led hikes into the areas. 

Issues and Concerns Not Being 
Addressed 

Overflights by agencies and military occur 
infrequently and are not addressed in this 
plan. The military overflights are provided for 
under the Clark County Conservation of 
Public Land and Natural Resources Act of 
2002. Agency aircraft overflights for wildlife 
management purposes are provided for under 
the memoranda of understanding among the 
National Park Service, Bureau of Land 
Management, and the State of Nevada 
Department of Wildlife. 

Identification of Impact Topics 

An important part of planning is seeking to 
understand the consequences of making one 
decision over another. To this end, an 
environmental impact statement was prepared 
as part of the wilderness management plan. 
Environmental impact statements identify the 
anticipated impacts of possible actions on 
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resources and on visitors and neighbors. 
Impacts are organized by topic, such as 
"impacts on the visitor experience" or 
"impacts on vegetation." Impact topics serve 
to focus the environmental analysis and to 
ensure the relevance of impact evaluation. 
Impact topics identified for the Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area Wilderness 
Management Plan I Environmental Impact 
Statement were identified based on federal 
laws and other legal requirements, Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidelines, NPS 
management policies, staff subject-matter 
expertise, and issues and concerns expressed 
by the public and other agencies early in the 
planning process (see previous section). The 
planning team selected the impact topics for 
analysis based on the potential for each topic 
to be affected by the alternatives. Also 
included is a discussion of some impact topics 
that are commonly addressed in 
environmental impact statements but that are 
dismissed from detailed analysis in this plan 
for the reasons given. 

The "Affected Environment" chapter contains 
a more detailed description of each impact 
topic potentially affected by the actions 
described in the alternatives. 

Impact topics were retained for analysis if 
there could be appreciable impacts from the 
actions of the alternatives considered. Impact 
topics were dismissed if either (a) 
implementing the alternatives would have no 
effect or negligible effect, or (b) the resource 
does not occur in the wilderness areas. 

Impact Topics to be Analyzed 

Natural Resources. 
Soils-Soils are a key resource in the 
wilderness areas, helping determine where 
native vegetative communities and wildlife 
occur. They affect the areas' productivity, 
drainage patterns, and erosion. The NPS 
Organic Act, the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act, NPS Management Policies 
2006, and BLM Manual 6340 call for the 
protection and conservation of soil resources. 
Soils may be affected by visitors and by the 



establishment and maintenance of designated 
routes and trailheads in the alternatives. 
Because some of the proposed actions could 
affect soils in the wilderness areas, impacts on 
soils are addressed. 

Vegetation-The area encompassed by the 
wilderness management plan I environmental 
impact statement is located at the juncture of 
three of the four desert ecosystems in the 
United States, and thus supports a variety of 
plants and plant communities. Nonnative 
vegetation is also present, which affects the 
character of the wilderness areas. The NPS 
Organic Act, the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act, NPS Management Policies 
2006, and BLM Manual 6340 call for the 
protection and conservation of vegetation. 
Some of the plan's proposed actions, 
including the development of designated 
routes and trailheads, could affect the 
wilderness areas' vegetation, which would be 
of concern to managers, visitors, and the 
public. Furthermore, bolt-intensive climbing 
routes concentrate visitor use and result in 
impacts on vegetation at the base of climbs 
and on climbing routes. 

Terrestrial Wildlife-Mammals, birds, reptiles, 
and other wildlife are an important resource 
of the wilderness areas. Desert bighorn sheep 
are highly valued by visitors, including 
hunters. The NPS Organic Act, the Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act, NPS 
Management Policies 2006, and BLM Manual 
6340 call for the protection and conservation 
of wildlife. Human activities can affect wildlife 
species. Because some of the proposed actions 
in the wilderness management plan may alter 
the patterns of human activities and affect 
wildlife and wildlife habitat, these impacts are 
included in the environmental impact 
statement. 

Special Status Species-The Endangered 
Species Act requires an examination of 
impacts on all federally listed threatened or 
endangered plant and animal species. NPS 
Management Policies 2006 repeats this 
requirement and adds the further stipulation 
that the analysis examine impacts on state
listed species. BLM Manual 6340 also requires 
that BLM sensitive species be analyzed in 
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environmental documents. One federally 
threatened species-the Mojave desert 
tortoise ( Gopherus agassizii)-and three state
listed critically endangered plant species-the 
Las Vegas bearpoppy (Arctomecon 
californica),threecorner milk.vetch (Astragalus 
geyeri var. triquetrus), and sticky buckwheat 
(Eriogonum viscidulum)-inhabit Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area and may occur 
within the wilderness areas. Several BLM 
sensitive plant and wildlife species also may 
occur in the wilderness areas administered by 
the bureau. Changes in human activities 
proposed in the management plan's 
alternatives have the potential to affect some 
of these species or their habitats; thus, this 
topic is included in the environmental impact 
statement. 

Natural Soundscape-NPS Management 
Policies 2006 calls for the National Park 
Service to "preserve, to the greatest extent 
possible, the natural soundscapes of parks" 
(NPS 2006). BLM Manual 6340 addresses 
natural soundscapes in relation to managing 
for solitude, which is "the sense of being alone 
or remote from the sights and sounds of other 
people. Additionally, the preservation of 
wilderness character and values includes the 
preservation of natural sounds, minimizing 
the noise intrusions of modern human 
activities. Noise can affect the apparent 
naturalness and opportunities for solitude in a 
wilderness area. The alternatives being 
considered in this plan call for new facilities 
and may increase use levels, which in turn 
could affect the sounds cape of the wilderness 
areas. Any such changes would be of concern 
to managers, visitors, and the public. Thus, 
this topic will be analyzed in the 
environmental impact statement. 

Wilderness Character-The Wilderness Act 
and management policies of both the National 
Park Service and the Bureau of Land 
Management mandate the protection of the 
resources and qualities of the eight wilderness 
areas. 

The management actions in the alternatives 
and visitor use could affect the character of 
the wilderness areas, including apparent 
naturalness and opportunities for solitude. 
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Any changes to wilderness character would be 
of concern to the land management agencies, 
visitors, and the public, and thus will be 
analyzed in the environmental impact 
statement. 

Cultural Resources. 
Archeological Resources-Archeological 
resources is retained as an impact topic 
because ground disturbance associated with 
proposed actions, such as for new designated 
routes and developed access points, could 
disturb currently unidentified archeological 
resources. This topic is also retained for 
further analysis as an impact topic because of 
potential impacts associated with increased 
visitation as more people use the designated 
wilderness areas. Law, regulation, or policy 
sources relevant to the impact analysis of 
archeological resources are section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as 
amended; NPS Director's Order 28: Cultural 
Resource Management; The Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards and Guidelines for 
Archeology and Historic Preservation, effective 
September 29, 1983, as amended; NPS 
Management Policies 2006; and the National 
Environmental Policy Act as amended. 

Ethnographic Resources-Ethnographic 
resources are defined by the National Park 
Service as any "site, structure, object, 
landscape, or natural resource feature 
assigned traditional legendary, religious, 
subsistence, or other significance in the 
cultural system of a group traditionally 
associated with it" (Director's Order 28: 
Cultural Resource Management). 

Ethnographic resources is retained as an 
impact topic because of potential impact on 
traditional cultural properties such as Spirit 
Mountain that may result from increased 
visitation. Law, regulation, or policy sources 
relevant to the impacts analysis of 
ethnographic resources are section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as 
amended; Director's Order 28; Executive 
Order 13007, "Indian Sacred Sites"; NPS 
Management Policies 2006; and the National 
Environmental Policy Act as amended. 
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Visitor Use and Experience. 
The NPS Organic Act, the Federal Land Policy 
and Management Act, and the Wilderness Act 
all provide for visitor use of the eight 
wilderness areas. Providing opportunities for 
visitor use is one of the primary issues being 
addressed by the alternatives in this plan. 
Actions being proposed in the alternatives, 
such as the development of designated routes 
and trailheads, would affect visitor use and 
experience. Management actions being 
considered would affect climbers in at least 
two of the wilderness areas. The alternatives 
also could affect interpretive and educational 
opportunities, which would affect the visitor 
experience. Any changes to visitor use and 
experience would be of interest to visitors, the 
land management agencies, and the public. 

Impact Topics Considered but 
Dismissed from Analysis in Detail 

The National Park Service and Bureau of 
Land Management have different 
requirements in which impact topics are 
considered in environmental documents. The 
following impact topics were dismissed by 
both agencies. 

Air Quality. Lake Mead and the eight 
wilderness areas are classified as class II areas 
under the Clean Air Act. Air quality is 
considered generally good. Visible pollutants 
rarely diminish the vistas within the 
wilderness areas. Depending on wind 
direction, air pollution from Las Vegas 
sometimes affects the air quality of the 
wilderness areas. In all of the alternatives, the 
National Park Service and Bureau of Land 
Management would continue to protect air 
quality as required under the Clean Air Act 
and NPS Management Policies 2006. 

No actions are being proposed in the 
alternatives that would measurably alter the 
wilderness areas' overall air quality. 
Construction of new facilities would result in 
dust and vehicle emissions and therefore 
would have a short-term, negligible impact on 
the airshed. Use levels may increase with 
implementation of the alternatives but the 



increase is not expected to be substantial and 
the emissions from additional vehicles would 
be negligible compared to current levels. 
Therefore, air quality is not analyzed in detail 
in this environmental impact statement. 

Carbon Footprint. For the purposes of this 
planning effort, "carbon footprint" is defined 
as the sum of all emissions of carbon dioxide 
and other greenhouse gases (e.g., methane and 
ozone) that would result from implementation 
of any of the alternatives. It has been 
determined that the action alternatives 
described in this document would only emit a 
negligible amount of greenhouse gases that 
contribute to climate change; therefore, this 
impact topic has been dismissed from further 
analysis. The reasons for dismissing this 
impact topic are that (1) no substantial 
changes in public use or motorized travel are 
proposed under the alternatives, and (2) 
minimal construction of new facilities is 
proposed under the alternatives. Because of 
the negligible amount of greenhouse gas 
emissions that would result from each 
alternative, a quantitative measurement of 
their carbon footprint was determined by the 
planning team not to be practicable. 

Prime and Unique Farmlands. In 1980, the 
Council on Environmental Quality directed 
federal agencies to assess the effects of their 
actions on farmland soils classified as prime or 
unique by the United States Department of 
Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation 
Service (NRCS ). Prime farmland is land that 
has the best combination of physical and 
chemical characteristics for producing food, 
feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops, and is 
available for these uses (the land could be 
cropland, pastureland, rangeland, forestland, 
or other land, but not urban built-up land or 
water). Unique farmland is land other than 
prime farmland that is used for the production 
of specific high value food and fiber crops 
(CEQ 1980). According to NRCS maps, there 
are no prime or unique farmlands within the 
wilderness areas. Therefore, prime and unique 
farmlands are not analyzed in this assessment. 

Water Quality. Aside from a few springs, no 
water bodies are within the wilderness areas. 
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No actions are being proposed in the 
alternatives that would be expected to 
increase the potential for water pollution 
within the wilderness areas-any impacts 
from increased visitor use to the springs in the 
alternatives would be negligible. Thus, there is 
no need to address this impact topic in further 
detail. 

Water Quantity. As noted above, water is 
almost nonexistent resource in the wilderness 
areas. The springs that do exist are important 
for recreation and wildlife habitat. The 
proposed changes in the alternatives would 
have negligible impacts on surface water 
flows, primarily from regrading for parking 
areas; thus, the topic of water quantity is not 
analyzed in detail. 

Floodplains. Executive Order 11988, 
"Floodplain Management," requires the 
examination of impacts on floodplains. The 
eight wilderness areas have dry washes but no 
perennial drainages. No new developments or 
uses are being proposed in the alternatives 
that would affect the floodplains of the dry 
washes. Thus, this topic is not analyzed in 
detail. 

Wetlands. Executive Order 11990, 
"Protection of Wetlands," requires the 
examination of impacts on wetlands. 
Wetlands have not been mapped in the 
wilderness areas, but due to the climate and 
nature of the areas, only a few isolated 
wetlands associated with springs, seeps, and 
small impoundments probably occur in the 
areas. No actions are proposed in the 
management plan that would affect these 
wetlands or their function. Therefore, 
wetlands are not analyzed in this 
environmental impact statement. 

Lightscapes. NPS Management Policies 2006 
states that the National Park Service strives to 
preserve natural lightscapes of parks, which 
are natural resources and values that exist in 
the absence of human-caused light. The night 
sky substantially contributes to the visitor 
experience in the wilderness areas. No actions 
are being proposed in the alternatives that 
would affect lightscapes in the wilderness 
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areas. Proposed development such as the 
addition of signs and access points would not 
require artificial lighting. Therefore, 
lightscapes are not analyzed in this 
environmental impact statement. 

Cultural Landscapes. A cultural landscape is 
a geographic area, including both cultural and 
natural resources and the wildlife or domestic 
animals therein, associated with a historic 
event, activity, or person or exhibiting other 
cultural or aesthetic values. Cultural 
landscapes can be associated with prehistoric, 
historic, and ethnographic resources. 
Law, regulation, or policy sources relevant to 
the impact analysis of cultural landscapes are 
section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 as amended; NPS 
Director's Order 28; The Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties with Guidelines for the 
Treatment of Cultural Landscapes, effective 
August 11, 1995; NPS Management Policies 
2006; and the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 as amended. 

A cultural landscape related to Hoover Dam 
has been identified for Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area; however, currently no 
cultural landscapes are identified in any of the 
wilderness areas. Cultural landscapes is 
dismissed as an impact topic because changes 
associated with proposed actions would not 
affect landscape features or patterns of 
national register-eligible cultural landscapes 
or potential national register-eligible cultural 
landscapes. 

Historic Structures. Historic structures is 
dismissed as an impact topic because none of 
the proposed actions would affect the very 
small number of historic structures within the 
wilderness areas. Laws, regulations, and 
policies relevant to the impact analysis of 
historic structures include the following: 
Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 as amended; NPS 
Director's Order 28; The Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties with Guidelines for 
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and 
Reconstructing Historic Buildings, 1995; NPS 
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Management Policies 2006; BLM Manual 6340; 
and the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969 as amended. 

Historic structures have been located in 
several of the wilderness areas. They are 
primarily associated with past mining 
activities. Most have not been evaluated for 
their significance or integrity for listing in the 
national register. These structures will not be 
impacted, as there is no proposed treatment 
for any of the alternatives. Currently visitation 
is not impacting historic structures within the 
wilderness areas and this is not anticipated to 
change in the future. Historic structures 
would be inventoried and their significance 
and integrity evaluated under National 
Register of Historic Places criteria. Those 
qualities of the historic structures that 
contribute to the structures' listing or 
eligibility for listing in the national register 
would be protected in accordance with The 
Secretary of the Interior's Standards and 
Guidelines for Archeology and Historic 
Preservation, and The Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties (unless it is determined 
through formal consultation that disturbance 
or natural deterioration is unavoidable). 

Therefore, although a few historic structures 
have been documented in some of the 
wilderness areas, they are not found near any 
of the areas proposed for actions under any of 
the alternatives. Therefore, this topic was 
dismissed from detailed analysis. 

Indian Trust Resources. Secretarial Order 
3175 issued by Secretary of the Interior Bruce 
Babbitt, November 8, 1993, requires that 
impacts on Indian trust resources from a 
proposed project or action by U.S. 
Department of the Interior agencies be 
addressed in environmental documents. 

This order was reinforced by President 
William Clinton's April 29, 1994, memoran
dum to the heads of executive departments 
and agencies directing that tribal trust 
resources be considered during the 
development of federal plans, projects, 
programs, and activities. 



The federal Indian trust responsibility is the 
fiduciary duty of the federal government 
emanating from treaties and statutes to 
protect Indian lands, resources, assets, and 
rights and to carry out the mandates of federal 
law concerning American Indian and Alaska 
Native tribes. 

Indian trust resources is not analyzed as an 
impact topic in this document because the 
resources of Lake Mead National Recreation 
Area are preserved and managed for the 
benefit of all Americans, as are other units of 
the national park system. This management 
mandate stems from the Organic Act of 
August 25, 1916, establishing the National 
Park Service; and from President Lyndon 
Johnson's signing of the 1964 legislation 
establishing Lake Mead National Recreation 
Area (Public Law 88-639). The planning team 
has concluded that there are no Indian trust 
resources within the wilderness areas at Lake 
Mead National Recreation Area. Therefore, 
the subject is not included as an impact topic. 

Museum Collections. Current Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area strategic goals call 
for a revision of the scope of collections 
statement and the continuation of a 
comprehensive cleanup of the catalog system. 
The park's museum collection consists of 
archives that contain records related to 60 
years of park operations. The collection also 
includes a number of archeological and 
historical objects that have been recovered 
during surface surveys or small data recovery 
projects within the park's boundaries. The 
collection also includes geological specimens, 
botanical specimens, faunal specimens, and 
other biological specimens (insect, reptile, 
amphibian, bird, and mammal specimens) 
with associated field records. The total 
number of objects in the park's collection is 
about 100,000 items. 

The topic of museum collections and archives 
is dismissed from further consideration 
because none of the alternative actions would 
affect museum collections. 
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Energy Requirements I Depletable 
Resource Requirements and Conservation 
Potential. None of the alternatives would 
affect the agencies' energy requirements or 
result in the extraction of depletable resources 
from the wilderness areas. No new facilities 
are being developed that would substantially 
increase the use of energy. Under all of the 
alternatives, ecological principles and 
sustainable design concepts would be applied 
to ensure that the wilderness areas' natural 
resources were maintained and protected. 
Therefore, this topic is not analyzed in this 
environmental impact statement. 

Public Health and Safety. No actions are 
proposed in the alternatives that would result 
in identifiable impacts on human health or 
safety. Although the alternatives would 
identify specific designated access 
opportunities into the wilderness areas, 
information is already available to visitors 
about potential risks of traveling in these areas 
(e.g., dehydration). Thus, this topic was not 
analyzed in this environmental impact 
statement. 

Environmental Justice. Executive Order 
12898, "Federal Actions to Address 
Environmental Justice in Minority 
Populations and Low-Income Populations," 
requires all agencies to incorporate 
environmental justice into their missions by 
identifying and addressing disproportionately 
high and adverse human health or 
environmental effects of their programs and 
policies on minorities and low-income 
communities. The alternatives in this 
document would not result in any identified 
effects that would have disproportionate 
health or environmental effects on minority or 
low-income populations or communities. 
Increased wilderness access would be 
available equally to everyone. Therefore, 
environmental justice is not analyzed in this 
document. 

Socioeconomics. There are no proposed 
actions in this plan I environmental impact 
statement that would change any local or 
regional economic patterns or affect nearby 
communities. Some actions in the alternatives 
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could affect private businesses in the area 
through the construction of a few new 
developments and increased use of the 
wilderness areas, but any such effects on 
businesses would be expected to be beneficial 
and negligible. Thus, this impact topic was 
dismissed from further consideration. 

Conflicts with Land Use Plans. Policies. or 
Controls. Whenever actions taken by federal 
agencies have the potential to affect planning, 
land use, or development patterns of adjacent 
or nearby lands, the effects of these actions 
must be considered. This plan would not 
affect land development or plans for areas 
outside of the wilderness areas. None of the 
alternatives would affect other land use plans, 
policies, or controls beyond the wilderness 
areas. Thus, this topic was not analyzed in 
detail. 

NPS and BLM Operations. Managing the 
eight wilderness areas would require a very 
small amount of time, resources, and staff 
under the alternatives. Some of the potential 
actions proposed in the alternatives could 
affect budget needs, as well as the workloads 
and day-to-day operations of some staff, but 
compared to the two agencies' overall 
workloads and operations in the Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area, any such changes 
would be expected to be negligible in extent. 
Thus, this impact topic was not analyzed in 
detail. 

The Bureau of Land Management also has 
several impact topics that it is required to 
analyze under the National Environmental 
Policy Act. Table 2 identifies these impact 
topics. None of the topics would be affected 
by the alternatives being considered in this 
plan/environmental impact statement. 

TABLE 2. BLM IMPACT TOPICS CONSIDERED BUT DISMISSED 

lssue(s) 
Rationale for Dismissal from Analysis or lssue(s) 

Resource/Concern Analyzed? 
(Y/N) 

Requiring Detailed Analysis 

Areas of cri tical The alternatives would not negatively affect ACEC values. 
environ mental concern N 

(ACEC) 

BLM natural areas 
N 

There are no BLM nat ural areas w ithin the area covered by the BLM Las 
Vegas Field Office. 

Fuels/fire management 
N 

The alternatives would not negatively affect the management of fire and/or 
fuels management. 

Geology I mineral Designation of w il derness. not this w ilderness management plan. affects 
resources I energy N mineral resources. All BLM-managed w ilderness areas are w ithdrawn from 

prod uction new mining claims. 

Invasive nonnative plant The alternatives would not negatively affect the management of invasive 
species (includes noxious N nonnative plant species. 
weeds) 

Land/access N There are no private inho ldings, thus access is not an issue. 

Lands with w ilderness 
N 

No LWC use allocation exists w ithin the current resource management 
characteristics (LWC) plan. 

Livest ock grazing N The alternatives would not affect any authorized grazing allotment s. 

Paleonto logica l resources 
N 

The alternatives would not affect areas w it h known paleontologica l 

resources. 

Rangeland health 
N 

Negative impacts on rangeland healt h are not expected. 

standards 
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TABLE 2. BLM IMPACT TOPICS CONSIDERED BUT DISMISSED 

lssue(s) 
Rationale for Dismissal from Analysis or lssue(s) 

Resource/Concern Analyzed? 

(YIN) 
Requiring Detailed Analysis 

Visual resources The planning area encompasses designated wilderness and adjacent 
nonwilderness lands, which are managed as visual resource management 

N class I and 11, respectively. The alternatives meet the objectives for visual 
resource management - the existing character of the landscape would be 

preserved and the level of change would be low to very low. 

Wastes, hazardous or 
N 

No wastes are anticipated. 

solid 

Wild and scenic rivers N No wild and scenic rivers are located in the area. 

Wild horse and burro N The alternatives would not affect any herd management areas. 

Woodland/forestry N Woodland and/or forestry resources are not present in the planning area. 

Relationship of This Plan to Other 
Lake Mead and BLM Management 
Plans 

Several agency plans have influenced or would 
be influenced by the approved wilderness 
management plan. The wilderness 
management plan is intended to complement 
and be consistent with these other plans. 
Some of these plans are briefly described here, 
along with their relationship to this 
management plan. 

Muddy Mountains Wilderness Management 
Plan and Environmental Assessment (2007) 
provides guidance for management of the 
Muddy Mountains Wilderness in Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area and adjacent BLM 
lands. This plan was jointly prepared by the 
Bureau of Land Management and the 
National Park Service. The plan identifies the 
conditions and opportunities that will be 
managed within the wilderness; creates 
specific guidance for managing resources and 
activities in the wilderness; and provides 
direction for the preservation of the area's 
wilderness characteristics. Although this 
wilderness area is not related to the eight 
wilderness areas addressed in this plan, it is in 
close proximity to two of the wilderness areas. 
Management of all the areas by the two 
agencies should be relatively consistent from 
both a visitor use and an administrative 
standpoint. 
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Clark County Multiple Species Habitat 
Conservation Plan (MSHCP) (2000) serves to 
conserve many species and their habitats in 
Clark County, Nevada, including species and 
habitats found with Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area. The MSHCP process works 
in accordance with the Endangered Species 
Act, treating covered species as though they 
are listed as threatened or endangered. All of 
the actions in this wilderness management 
plan should be consistent and would strive to 
comply, where appropriate, with the 
provisions of the habitat conservation plan. 

Las Vegas Resource Management Plan 
(1998) provides guidance for the long-term 
management of more than three million acres 
of public land in Clark and Nye counties in 
Nevada. These lands are administered by the 
Bureau of Land Management Southern 
Nevada District Office and include the three 
Lake Mead wilderness areas that are partially 
on BLM lands. Objective WS-2 of the 
resource management plan provides 
management direction for new wilderness 
areas. 

Lake Mead National Recreation Area Final 
Environmental Impact Statement Burro 
Management (1995) addressed the 
environmental impacts caused by nonnative 
burros in the national recreation area. The 
plan called for the elimination of burros in 
portions of the national recreation area. 
Control methods that were identified in the 
plan include live removal (e.g., 
helicopter/trap, helicopter/rope, and 
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helicopter/net-gun) and fencing. The 
wilderness management plan does not affect 
these actions; NPS staff will continue to 
manage burros in NPS wilderness areas as 
called for in this plan and the 2005 aerial 
operations plan. 

Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
General Management Plan (1986) 
establishes the guidelines for the overall use, 
preservation, management, and development 
of Lake Mead National Recreation Area. The 
general management plan articulates a 
management philosophy and framework for 
decision making and problem solving. The 
plan provides park purpose, significance, and 
emphasis statements to guide future actions. 
The plan divides the park into zones of 
activity to provide a separation of uses to 
enhance visitor enjoyment and to preserve the 
natural and cultural resources of the national 
recreation area. Although the general 
management plan does not directly address 
management of the wilderness areas, the 
directions in the wilderness management plan 
(which is considered an implementation plan) 
are consistent and compatible with the general 
management plan. 

Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
Backcountry Management Plan (1989) 
outlines the management of recreational use 
in the national recreation area's backcountry. 
The backcountry management goals were to 
provide a variety of appropriate recreational 
opportunities in the backcountry for visitors 
compatible with resource protection and 
visitor health and safety. For the eight 
wilderness areas, this wilderness management 
plan replaces, with more detailed 
management, the backcountry management 
plan. 

Lake Mead National Recreation Area and 
Grand Canyon-Parashant National 
Monument Environmental Assessment for 
the Implementation of the Fire Management 
Plan (2004) describes the approach the 
National Park Service takes to the 
management of fire in the national recreation 
area, including the wilderness areas. The 
management actions in this wilderness 
management plan are consistent with and 
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support the actions called for in the fire 
management plan. 

Southern Nevada District Office Fire 
Management Plan (2004) describes the 
approach the BLM's Southern Nevada 
District takes to the management of fire on 
lands it manages. The management actions in 
the wilderness management plan are 
consistent with and support the actions called 
for in the fire management plan. 

Environmental Assessment for Aerial 
Operations Plan Within Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area And Grand 
Canyon-Parashant National Monument 
(2005) describes fixed-wing and helicopter 
flights that the National Park Service and its 
cooperating agencies, including the Nevada 
Department of Wildlife and the Bureau of 
Land Management, have proposed to 
accomplish a variety of essential management 
actions over or within designated, suitable, or 
potential wilderness areas within the national 
recreation area. 

Lake Mead National Recreation Area Exotic 
Plant Management Plan (in process) 
describes the approaches NPS staff will take in 
managing nonnative plants in the national 
r ecreation area. The plan covers the 
wilderness areas in the national recreation 
area and is consistent with the Wilderness Act 
as well as this wilderness management plan. 

Relationship of This Plan to Other 
BLM Decisions 

Programmatic Environmental Assessment 
for Restoration in Wilderness (2012) 
describes and evaluates the impacts of actions 
that the BLM Southern Nevada District Office 
may implement to restore small-scale 
disturbances with designated wilderness using 
nonmotorized, nonmechanized methods. The 
actions in this wilderness management plan 
are consistent with the 2012 BLM decision. 

Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) 
Translocation throughout the Species Range 
within Southern Nevada District and 
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Chapter Two:
Framework For management, Use, and  

administration oF the wilderness areas





INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides general directions for 
management of the Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area and Bureau of Land 
Management wilderness. A variety of 
administrative and operational topics are 
covered, including the minimum 
requirement process, natural and cultural 
resource management, scientific activities 
and research, administration and operations, 
and monitoring of wilderness character. 
None of the management directions 
included here vary among the alternatives in 
chapter 3-the directions will be followed 
regardless of which alternative is selected for 
the wilderness management plan. The 
directions are based on the Wilderness Act, 
Clark County Conservation of Public Land 
and Natural Resources Act of 2002, and NPS 
and BLM policies, including NPS 
Management Policies 2006; Director's Order 
41: Wilderness Stewardship and Reference 
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Manual 41; white papers from the NPS 
National Wilderness Steering Committee; 
the "Wilderness Stewardship Plan 
Handbook. Level II Guidance: Wilderness 
Stewardship Plan EIS/EA Details"; BLM 
Manual 6340; and BLM "Manual 8561-
Wilderness Management Plans." 

This chapter does not cover several topics 
that are addressed in chapter 3, including 
management zoning, access into and within 
the wilderness areas, and visitor use 
management and wilderness character 
measures and standards. The management 
zones and directions provided for these 
topics in chapter 3 plus the general 
directions provided in this chapter make up 
the management plan for the eight 
wilderness areas in Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area and adjacent BLM lands. 
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environmental compliance would be 
required before release of a biological 
control agent by the National Park Service 
and Bureau of Land Management could 
occur. 

Ecological Restoration and Removal 
or Rehabilitation of Human 
Disturbances and Inappropriate 
Traces of People 

If a decision is made to actively rehabilitate or 
restore an area, active rehabilitation will occur 
at sections visible from key observation 
points, while other sections will be left to 
rehabilitate naturally. Where soils are 
compacted, the surface may be loosened with 
hand or power tools anywhere along the 
rehabilitated route. Use of power tools or any 
other mechanical equipment would be of last 
resort. 

Active rehabilitation will include visually 
obscuring the surface disturbance by breaking 
up compaction, "planting" dead vegetation 
collected near the site or brought in from 
offsite salvage areas (only native vegetation), 
and by scattering rock to mimic the form and 
texture of the surrounding landscape. Hand 
tools will be used for the work. Obscuring the 
site will help prevent continuing human
caused disturbance and will help trap native 
seeds to foster natural recruitment. The 
seeding or planting of live vegetation may also 
be used in those sites where there is a poor 
likelihood of native vegetation recruitment or 
a high likelihood of infestation by a noxious 
weed. 

When seeding is necessary, native species
with a preference for local genetic stocks
will be used exclusively. A mix of species will 
be selected that closely represents the plant 
composition for the site being reseeded. 
Active rehabilitation of any future disturbance 
that involves digging (for example, fire line 
construction) will include recontouring to 
restore slopes. 
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Structures and installations will be removed if 
they are not historically significant or are not 
the minimum necessary for administration of 
the area as wilderness. 

As called for in the alternatives, portions of 
roads on NPS lands would be closed (e.g., 
parts of Approved Road 21) and the land 
rehabilitated and restored. (These closures do 
not apply to BLM lands in the wilderness 
areas as they contain no accessible roads.) 
Another high priority would be restoring the 
land affected by old road cuts along the 
western edge of Approved Road 30 along the 
Nellis Wash Wilderness. Heavy equipment 
may be needed in these and other similar 
locations to restore affected areas. 

Management of Unofficial User
created Hiking Trails and Routes 

Unofficial user-created hiking trails and 
routes are present within the wilderness areas. 
These are paths that have resulted from 
repeated and continuous use by visitors, but 
are not maintained or recognized by the 
agencies. Examples of adverse impacts on 
wilderness character from these unofficial 
trails and routes include excessive erosion (for 
example, creation of a gully or making a tread 
surface difficult to maintain footing on), 
excessive impacts (such as trail braiding or 
widening), or other unacceptable impact on 
the wilderness resource. User-created trails 
will not be signed, displayed on agency maps 
or brochures, or normally receive 
maintenance. They may be available for use 
upon discovery by hikers simply because 
numerous hikers are visiting the same 
location, but creation of user-created trails 
will be discouraged if possible. 

Flat-bottomed sandy or gravely washes will 
not be defined as user-created trails. Field 
monitoring will be combined with a periodic 
review of private sector published route 
descriptions. As new user-created trails are 
discovered, they will be evaluated for impact 
on wilderness character (including cultural or 
biological) and the management objectives of 
this plan. New user-created trails may lead to 
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popular sites and receive regular use to the 
extent that rehabilitation may not be possible. 
These may be retained. Rock cairns will be 
dispersed unless needed to minimize visitor 
impacts on a single retained path. Where user
created trails are retained, but the trail is 
found to be unstable or causing an adverse 
impact, the trail may be rerouted, improved, 
or maintained in the problem section only 
(following designated trail guidelines). This 
work will be designed to make the trail 
compatible with protecting resources; but not 
to attract use or make the trail easier to travel. 

An inventory of user-created trails and routes 
will be maintained and monitored for 
resource damage. Field monitoring will 
identify paths that have cut vegetation, lead to 
camping areas, or show other evidence of use. 
Monitoring of user-created trails and routes 
will specifically occur at Pinto Valley and 
Redstone, Spirit Mountain, Sacatone Canyon 
and the Catacombs area, Boy Scout Canyon, 
and Tule Spring. 

Fire Management 

The Lake Mead National Recreation Area's 
Fire Management Plan/Environmental 
Assessment (NPS 2004b) and the Bureau of 
Land Management's Las Vegas Field Office 
Fire Management Plan (BLM 2004) provide 
guidance on management of fires in 
wilderness areas. 

Appropriate management responses would be 
developed following the initial report for 
wildland fires in the planning area and would 
include a range of specific actions including 
monitoring, confinement, initial attack and 
suppression I extinguishment, or wildfire 
suppression with multiple strategies, and may 
include use of mechanized equipment and 
retardant after authorization from the 
appropriate official. Appropriate management 
responses would be determined for each 
wildland fire based on site factors (including 
fuel loading and fire behavior, protection of 
natural and cultural resources), and the 
circumstances under which a fire occurs, 
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while ensuring the safety of firefighter, the 
public, and protection of private property. 

All of the wilderness areas are located in the 
BLM Tortoise Area of Critical Environmental 
Concern South Fire Management Unit and 
the NPS Lower Lake Mead Fire Management 
Unit. Portions of both the Eldorado and 
Ireteba Peaks wilderness areas are located in 
the Tortoise Area of Critical Environmental 
Concern South Fire Management Unit or the 
Tortoise Moderate Density Fire Management 
Unit. Fire suppression will occur on all 
wildland fires and all escaped prescribed fires. 
All wildland fires in the wilderness areas will 
be managed to include the application of 
minimum impact suppression techniques, and 
the consideration of firefighter safety, public 
safety, cultural resources, and sensitive habitat 
resource concerns. Motorized vehicles used in 
fire suppression efforts within wilderness will 
remain on preexisting roads. Off-highway 
vehicle use and heavy equipment is prohibited 
in these fire management units unless 
approved by the NPS superintendent and/or 
BLM district manager. Air resources including 
helicopters and single engine air tankers will 
be included in the WILDCAD system for all 
wilderness fire suppression activities. The use 
of retardant must be approved by the NPS 
superintendent and/or BLM district manager. 
However, if retardant is not approved, water 
may be dropped from aircraft on 
authorization of the incident commander. 

Wildfire management priorities include 
maintaining a diversity of native vegetation by 
managing fire size to minimize the spread and 
density of noxious or invasive weeds, such as 
red brome. 

Prescribed burns and mechanical fuel 
treatments could be proposed in wilderness to 
restore "natural conditions," although no 
prescribed burns or mechanical fuel 
treatments are foreseen as being necessary at 
this time. 

A resource advisor will be notified for all fires 
occurring in or threatening a wilderness area. 



Wildlife 

The agencies will continue to work closely 
with the Nevada Department of Wildlife in 
managing wildlife populations in the 
wilderness areas. Wildlife management 
activities within BLM-managed wilderness 
areas would be conducted in conformance 
with the current and subsequent BLM
NDOW Memorandum of Understanding 
(2012). A similar NDOW memorandum of 
understanding on wildlife management was 
signed with the National Park Service in 2004. 
Actions may include, on a case-by-case basis, 
the occasional and temporary use of 
motorized vehicles or mechanized equipment 
(see appendix E). 

Wildlife will be protected as much as possible 
from the general harassment of human 
interactions. This will mainly be accomplished 
through visitor education. If necessary, 
temporary closures or use limits may be set in 
specific areas to protect wildlife during critical 
periods of time or in critical habitats. 

Wildlife Relocation. Transplanting (i.e., 
removal or reintroduction of terrestrial 
wildlife species) may be permitted if necessary 
to accomplish either of the following: (1) 
perpetuate or recover a threatened or 
endangered species; or (2) restore the 
population of indigenous species eliminated 
or reduced by human influence. Sites and 
locations outside of the wilderness will be 
used first, and if not available, transplants may 
be made to or from the wilderness in a manner 
most compatible with preserving the 
wilderness character of the area. Only the 
species whose indigenous range includes the 
eight wilderness areas will be considered for 
relocation into the respective wilderness area. 
When a species is in need of augmentation in 
the wilderness, and until the population is 
thriving on its own, the National Park Service 
and the Bureau of Land Management will 
consult with the Nevada Department of 
Wildlife in taking actions to suspend or 
reduce activities contributing to the condition 
until the population is self-sustainable. 
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In furtherance of the values of the wilderness 
areas to the larger region, and when a species 
is sufficiently in excess of its viable population 
level in the wilderness areas, wildlife 
relocation from the wilderness areas may be 
approved to restore the population of the 
species at indigenous habitat elsewhere where 
long-term measures to mitigate the conditions 
affecting the species have been implemented. 

Relocation activities may be supported by 
motorized equipment or transport where it is 
the minimum necessary for the administration 
of the area as wilderness as determined by the 
National Park Service or the Bureau of Land 
Management. Staging will occur outside the 
wilderness boundary. Timing will consider 
visitor use of the area-whenever possible 
activities will be scheduled during periods 
when visitor use is low. In order to inform 
visitors of impending activity, relocation days 
will be posted on the NPS and BLM websites 
well in advance of the activity. 

Bighorn Sheep Management. The 
wilderness areas provide habitat for and 
support bighorn sheep. Wilderness managers 
will work closely with the Nevada 
Department of Wildlife to ensure state 
managers know what activities can and cannot 
occur in the wilderness areas. A minimum 
requirement analysis will be completed to 
make sure state operations are consistent with 
wilderness requirements. 

Wildlife Water Developments (Guzzlers). 
Currently, there are no wildlife water 
developments (guzzlers) within the wilderness 
areas. On NPS lands, wildlife water 
developments may be considered only when 
essential to preserve the wilderness areas' 
resources. Wildlife water developments would 
only be used when necessary to maintain the 
local indigenous wildlife population where 
human activity has caused loss of water within 
the local population's indigenous range, and 
an artificial water source cannot be located 
outside the wilderness areas to achieve the 
same purpose. 

The Clark County Conservation of Public 
Land and Natural Resources Act of 2002 
permits existing and future structures and 
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Much work still needs to be done to 
understand the human history of the 
wilderness areas. Any proposed surveys or 
excavations will go through the minimum 
requirement analysis to determine the 
minimum tool and determine how best to 
avoid or minimize wilderness impacts. 

To better understand and manage cultural 
resources in wilderness areas, cultural 
resource inventories will continue to be 
developed and research will continue to be 
conducted along with continued 
consultations with cultural associated 
American Indian tribes. 

With the exception of Spirit Mountain and 
Bridge Canyon, where there is evidence of 
visitor use, cultural resources in the 
wilderness areas do not show impacts from 
visitation. Cultural sites will continue to be 
monitored and management actions taken if 
visitor use begins to affect sites. 

It is important to stress that any action 
affecting cultural resources in the wilderness 
area will be undertaken only after appropriate 
consultations with the Nevada State Historic 
Preservation Office, any affiliated American 
Indian tribes, other interested agencies or 
organizations, and the general public. 

Traditional Cultural Properties 

The Yuman tribes, which include the Mohave, 
Hualapai, Yavapai, Havasupai, Quechan, Pai 
pai, and Maricopa, have traditional ties to the 
wilderness areas. Some mountains and 
canyons located along the Colorado River 
have been identified as traditional cultural 
properties and are listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places because of their 
significance to the Yuman tribes. This area is 
sacred to the members of these tribes, and 
they continue to use the area according to 
their traditions. The agencies will honor these 
traditional ties. 

The Spirit Mountain traditional cultural 
property will continue to be protected from 
illegal activities such as vandalism and 
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unauthorized collecting of artifacts. Managers 
will continue to consult with the tribes to 
ensure their concerns are being met. It is 
anticipated that visitor use would continue to 
increase, and expanded educational efforts 
and law enforcement efforts will occur if 
needed to address visitor use problems that 
may arise. Information about the protection 
and interpretation of the resources may be 
conveyed through brochures and wayside 
exhibits at entrances to the wilderness areas as 
well as through public outreach. Managers 
will also monitor the expected increase in 
visitor use in the wilderness areas, including 
the traditional cultural properties. 

Historic Structures 

Present in the wilderness areas are a small 
number of historic structures, primarily 
associated with past mining activity that 
predates wilderness designation. Most of 
these sites have not been evaluated for listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places, 
although several are considered potentially 
eligible. In general, historic properties eligible 
for the National Register of Historic Places 
that have been included in wilderness would 
be protected and maintained according to the 
pertinent laws and policies governing cultural 
resources, using management methods that 
are consistent with preservation of wilderness 
character and values (NPS 1999a). If 
appropriate, public outreach, expanded law 
enforcement, and educational efforts will be 
undertaken to address problems such as 
vandalism or illegal collection of historic 
items. 

Archeological Sites 

The wilderness areas have not been 
extensively surveyed for archeological sites. 
Archeological research, including excavations, 
collection of specialized soil samples from 
cores or excavation units, and the use of 
remote sensing devices, may be permitted 
after review through a minimum requirement 
analysis. 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 



Climbers would continue to climb routes with 
the use of removable equipment in the Lake 
Mead wilderness areas; would continue to 
have access to existing, bolted routes that have 
not been identified as appropriate for 
removal; and could replace certain anchors 
with authorization from the land managers on 
a case-by-case basis. While some of the 
existing bolted routes in the wilderness areas 
predate wilderness designation, their current 
and future use is not expressly authorized 
under the Wilderness Act or NPS and BLM 
wilderness policies. NPS Reference Manual 41: 
Wilderness Stewardship (RM-41) adds that, 
although "climbing has a history that predates 
the Wilderness Act, wilderness is a unique 
resource that has overriding implications for 
all recreation uses, including climbing. 
Wilderness has a special status that compels 
all visitors to a higher standard of ethics and 
conduct." Thus, these activities, including the 
use of fixed anchors, will be restricted or 
prohibited if they result in unacceptable 
impacts on wilderness resources or character, 
or interfere significantly with the experience 
of other park visitors. Wilderness climbing 
education and impact monitoring will be 
pursued to minimize impacts on wilderness 
character. Like all visitors, climbers are 
encouraged to adopt Leave No Trace 
principles and practices. 

"Clean climbing" techniques with the least 
negative impact on wilderness resources and 
character will always be encouraged in the 
wilderness areas. Clean climbing involves the 
use of temporary equipment and anchors that 
can be placed and removed without altering 
the environment (e.g., slings, cams, nuts, 
chocks, and stoppers). Climbing is prohibited 
within 50 feet of archeological sites. Practices 
such as gluing or chipping holds, and 
damaging or removing vegetation on or at the 
base of climbing routes are prohibited by NPS 
regulations (36 CFR 2.1 ). The use of 
motorized equipment (e.g., power drills) is 
prohibited by the Wilderness Act and NPS 
and BLM regulations (36 CFR 2.112, 43 CFR 
6302.14 and 6302.20). 

It is recognized that the occasional placement 
of a fixed anchor for belay, rappel, or 
protection purposes may be necessary and 
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does not necessarily impair the future 
enjoyment of wilderness or violate the 
Wilderness Act. But fixed anchors or fixed 
equipment should be rare in wilderness. Fixed 
anchors that are placed in more than an 
occasional manner, and those that are placed 
for convenience or to make an otherwise 
unclimbable route climbable, are incompatible 
with wilderness preservation. In addition, the 
establishment of bolt-intensive face climbs is 
considered incompatible with wilderness 
preservation due to the concentration of 
human activity that they support and the types 
and levels of impacts on wilderness character 
associated with such routes (e.g., impacts on 
the natural quality, opportunities for solitude). 

Authorization will be required by the NPS 
park superintendent and BLM district 
manager, as appropriate, for the placement of 
new fixed anchors or fixed equipment on 
lands in the wilderness areas. NPS or BLM 
authorization may be required for the 
replacement or removal of existing fixed 
anchors or fixed equipment. Authorization 
will depend on natural and cultural resource 
issues, including wilderness resources, and 
recreation opportunities. If unacceptable 
impacts are determined to be occurring in 
wilderness, the park superintendent or BLM 
district manager may deem it necessary to 
restrict or prohibit the placement of fixed 
anchors. 

Camping and Campfires 

Camping is allowed in the wilderness areas. 
Visitors are asked to use Leave No Trace 
minimum impact principles. Backpackers may 
camp anywhere in the wilderness areas. If 
monitoring indicates that unacceptable 
impacts are occurring to resources or visitors, 
specific campsites may be dosed or become 
designated campsites. Campsites must be at 
least 0.5 mile off designated roads and 100 feet 
from any spring, waterhole, seep, or other 
watering device. They also must be located 
farther than 100 feet from any archeological 
site including rock art. Some areas may be 
closed to camping or restricted if there are 
sensitive resources present. Sites will not be 
designated for camping unless there are 



 

 

 

 

 



geocaching activities. Leaving signs of human 
use in a wilderness area is inconsistent with 
the purpose of wilderness areas. 

Wilderness rangers will be given instruction 
on the identification of human artifacts 50 
years old or older. When human artifacts 50 
years old or older are identified, the resources 
staff will be contacted. Items that are 
obviously less than 50 years old will be 
considered unattended personal property or 
refuse. Unattended personal property not 
associated with an active camp, including 
geocaches, will be removed by NPS or BLM 
personnel upon discovery, and will be held at 
the appropriate office. If possible, the owner 
of the personal property will be contacted to 
retrieve it. In the case of a geocache, the 
National Park Service or the Bureau of Land 
Management will request the geocache 
sponsor to remove the site listing from the 
Internet. Human effects for which questions 
of age exist will be photographed for further 
consideration by the archeologist. 

Paint or marks on rock from graffiti, 
paintballs, or other forms of vandalism will be 
removed from the surface in a timely manner. 
The process of removal will vary according to 
the types of paint or marks and the type of 
rock affected. For example, water-soluble 
paints on hard rock surfaces may be removed 
with only water and a sponge, whereas 
markers used on sandstone may require more 
invasive procedures such as sandblasting. The 
least invasive methods will be used following a 
minimum tool analysis and the following 
priorities: 

1. water with soft washing implement 

2. water with scrubbing or scraping 
implement 

3. solvent with scrubbing or scraping 
implement 

4. wet or dry sandblasting equipment (where 
compressor is located outside wilderness 
and a hose can reach to the site in the 
wilderness) 

5. dry sandblasting equipment transported 
into the wilderness by wheeled cart or pack 
animal. 
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Except for dry sandblasting as noted above, all 
equipment and personnel would be 
transported into the wilderness by foot or 
pack animal. If the natural patina is lost during 
paint removal, an oxidizing process such as 
Permeonr~ would be applied to restore the 
patina and more closely replicate the 
surrounding rock. The objective would be to 
remove graffiti or other vandalism in as short 
a time as possible after its discovery, but to 
schedule the activity for a weekday during low 
use periods to avoid disruption of visitors. 
The site will be examined to ensure that 
cultural resources are not present on the 
affected site. Removal of graffiti within 100 
feet ofrock art will require separate, site
specific analysis and consultation with an 
American Indian representative. If graffiti or 
other vandalism is found within a cultural 
resource site or within the viewshed ofrock 
art, the NPS or BLM cultural resource 
specialist or archeologist will be contacted to 
determine removal method or required 
consultation. 

Accessibility 

The National Park Service, under section 504 
of the Rehabilitation Act and 29 CFR part 17, 
has legal obligations to ensure that no person 
who has a disability is denied the opportunity 
to participate in a program solely because they 
have a disability; this includes the opportunity 
to participate in wilderness experiences. All 
participants, including people who have 
disabilities, are to be allowed to participate as 
long as they "meet the essential eligibility 
requirements" applied to all people for 
participation in a given program or activity 
and they are able "to achieve the purpose of 
the program or activity without modification 
to that program or activity that fundamentally 
alters the nature of that program or activity." 

Title V, section 507c of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act specifies that in federally 
designated wilderness, a person who has a 
mobility impairment may use a wheelchair 
that is 1) designed solely for use by a mobility 
impaired person for locomotion and 
2) suitable for use in an indoor pedestrian 
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seasonal movements of animals, feeding areas, 
nor possess pack animals, gear, or the skills 
needed to locate, take, and, once harvested, 
care for a big game carcass. Thus, desert 
bighorn sheep guided hunting is a proper and 
necessary activity in the Lake Mead 
wilderness areas. 

Hiking-Hiking is an appropriate activity 
under the Wilderness Act-this activity is 
generally traditionally associated with 
wilderness, is the most common method of 
travel in wilderness areas, and is in keeping 
with the definition and purposes of 
wilderness. Furthermore, section 6.4.4 of NPS 
Management Policies 2006 states that guided 
services for hiking trips may be appropriate in 
wilderness. 

W.A. Worf (1993) notes generally that guided 
services are necessary for achieving the public 
purposes of the Wilderness Act. He states that, 
"They (guides) ... have an important role in 
setting the example for other visitors .... It is 
important for ... guides to give their clients 
advance information about what to expect 
when they visit a Wilderness. They must point 
out that all visitors are expected to pack in 
what they need and pack it out when they 
leave .... Most professional guides ... are 
committed to the wilderness concept and will 
be setting the example for others to follow. " 

Determining when the recreational purpose is 
"realized" for hiking is an exercise in 
management discretion. This determination 
depends on balancing the need to realize the 
recreational purpose with the mandate to 
prevent the impairment of wilderness 
character. 

Guided hiking in the Lake Mead wilderness 
areas is recreational in nature, providing 
visitors with opportunities for relaxation, 
exercise, photography, enjoyment of the 
wilderness areas, and getting away from the 
urban environment. Guided hiking tours also 
provide an opportunity for people to enter the 
wilderness area who are not experienced 
and/or do not have outdoor skills. Some 
people also are more likely to enter the 
wilderness areas because they feel safe being 
with a knowledgeable, trained guide. Without 
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guided hiking, it is probable that many of 
these visitors would not have an opportunity 
to recreate in the wilderness areas. Given the 
ruggedness of the Lake Mead wilderness 
areas, their remoteness, and other 
environmental factors (e.g., lack of water), 
guided hiking is a proper, necessary activity to 
ensure that visitors have safe, high-quality 
experiences. 

Extent Necessary Determinations. A 
second requirement under section 4(d)(6) of 
the Wilderness Act is to determine the 
minimum amount of commercial service that 
is necessary to achieve the wilderness 
purposes. A determination of the minimum 
extent necessary level of commercial services 
necessary to achieve wilderness purposes (as 
well as the allocation of this use) involves 
science and policy considerations, including 
mandates of the Wilderness Act and NPS 
policy, existing and desired resource 
conditions and visitor experiences in the 
wilderness, available data on use levels, likely 
future use levels, and best professional 
judgment of NPS managers and planners. 

Guided Desert Bighorn Sheep Hunting
Bighorn sheep hunting is limited to the 
number of hunting tags issued for the area by 
the Nevada Department of Wildlife, which in 
turn limits how many guides are permitted to 
operate in the wilderness areas. Big game hunt 
areas are geographically defined by the state. 
Units 264-267 cover the Lake Mead 
wilderness areas in Nevada. Because the 
number of tags is limited, the number of 
guides that may operate in the area is also 
limited. On average, 3 to 5 tags are issued for 
bighorn sheep hunting in the wilderness areas. 
On NPS lands the number of tags that are 
issued will determine the minimum amount of 
commercial service necessary to achieve the 
wilderness' purpose- the number of 
commercial hunters permitted will not exceed 
the number of tags issued. This number is 
expected to stay relatively low and, assuming 
the guides are spread out over the wilderness 
areas, should not adversely affect the 
wilderness character of the areas. 

Due to the current and anticipated relatively 
low number of visitors in the eight wilderness 
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ALTERNATIVE A (NO ACTION) 

CONCEPT AND SUMMARY 

Alternative A provides a baseline for 
evaluating changes and impacts in the other 
alternatives. In this alternative, the no-action 
alternative, the National Park Service and 
Bureau of Land Management would continue 
to provide minimal management of the eight 
wilderness areas as has been the case since the 
wilderness areas were established in 2002. For 
the foreseeable future, there would be no 
major change in the management of the 
wilderness areas. NPS and BLM managers 
would continue to strive to protect and 
maintain current natural and cultural resource 
conditions in the areas and provide for high
quality visitor experiences. 

Existing visitor uses (e.g., hiking, rock 
climbing) would continue. Dispersed access 
into the areas would continue. The agencies 
would not change access to or within the 
wilderness areas, or current efforts in 
educating visitors and the public about the 
areas. One existing trail that enters the Pinto 
Valley Wilderness- the Redstone Dune 
Trail-would continue to be maintained. No 
cairns that mark routes would be maintained. 
Existing access points at Pinto Valley (e.g., 
Redstone picnic area), Spirit Mountain (Pipe 
Spring Road trailhead), and Bridge Canyon 
(the parking area at Sacatone Wash and 
Christmas Tree Pass Road and the Grapevine 
Canyon trailhead) would continue to be 
maintained. Existing signs on the wilderness 
boundary and within the wilderness areas 
would be maintained. There would continue 
to be little effort expended by the agencies on 
orienting, interpreting, informing, and 
educating visitors and the public about the 
wilderness areas. 

Natural and cultural resource management 
efforts would continue as they are, without 
substantial changes. Natural resource efforts 
would continue to focus on resource 
protection and the restoration of noticeably 
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disturbed areas and on inventorying and 
monitoring. No actions would be taken with 
regard to user-created trails, such as the user
created route at the end of Approved Road 59 
in the Black Canyon, unless sensitive 
resources were being adversely affected. 
Cultural resource management efforts also 
would continue to focus on surveying and 
monitoring cultural resources and protecting 
historic structures. Natural and cultural 
resources would continue to be managed 
under existing approved plans (e.g., fire 
management plan, the Clark County Multiple 
Species Habitat Conservation Plan, Las Vegas 
Resource Management Plan). As appropriate, 
archeological surveys or monitoring would 
precede any ground disturbance associated 
with excavation or construction, and national 
register-eligible or national register-listed 
archeological resources would be avoided to 
the greatest extent possible. To appropriately 
preserve and protect national register-listed or 
national register-eligible historic structures, all 
stabilization, preservation, and rehabilitation 
efforts, as well as daily, cyclical, and seasonal 
maintenance, would be undertaken in 
accordance with The Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties (1995). 

MANAGEMENT ZONING 

Currently, there are management zones 
existing in the NPS portions of the wilderness 
areas. These zones that describe future 
desired resource and visitor experience 
conditions have not been applied to the 
wilderness areas. Thus, under the no-action 
alternative, there would be no new 
management zoning that would provide 
guidance for management of the areas. 
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VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT 

In this alternative, NPS and BLM managers 
would continue managing visitors as they have 
in the past, relying on approved plans. The 
agencies would continue to respond to visitor 
use management issues on a case-by-case 
basis. No major new initiatives would be 
pursued to manage visitor use or establish a 
wilderness character monitoring and visitor 
use management approach (i.e., monitoring 
measures to ensure standards are not 
exceeded). 

There would continue to be no limit on the 
size of groups entering the wilderness areas. 

CLIMBING, MOUNTAINEERING, AND 
CANYONEERING 

Under alternative A climbing and bouldering 
would continue to be permitted throughout 
all the wilderness areas, as provided for under 
the Wilderness Act and NPS and BLM 
management policies. No new actions would 
be taken by the agencies under this alternative 
to manage climbing and bouldering in the 
wilderness areas. However, as stated in the 
beginning of this chapter for all visitor uses, 
climbing would be managed as appropriate to 
ensure wilderness character is maintained. 
Wilderness character and wilderness 
resources would be dominant in all 
management decisions where a choice must 
be made between preservation of wilderness 
character and climbing or bouldering. See also 
the overall climbing management directions in 
chapter 2. 
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VOLUNTEER WILDERNESS 
STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM 

Although some volunteers may occasionally 
assist agency managers in their work in the 
wilderness areas, in this alternative there 
would be no formal wilderness stewardship 
program. 

COLLECTION OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

In the wilderness areas managed solely by the 
National Park Service, collection of natural 
resources, including wildlife, plants, rocks, or 
fossils (including petrified wood), would 
continue to be prohibited without a valid 
scientific research and collecting permit. 

In the portions of the three wilderness areas 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management 
(the Eldorado, Ireteba Peaks, and Spirit 
Mountain wilderness areas), the collection of 
natural resources, including plants and rocks, 
for noncommercial purposes would continue 
to be allowed. 

PETS IN WILDERNESS AREAS 

Under alternative A dogs and other pets 
would continue to be permitted in the 
wilderness areas. Pets on NPS lands are 
required to be on a leash. 



ALTERNATIVE B (PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE) 

CONCEPT AND SUMMARY 

Alternative Bis the National Park Service's 
and Bureau of Land Management's preferred 
alternative for managing the eight wilderness 
areas. In this alternative, the emphasis would 
be on preserving wilderness character while 
providing a few more opportunities for 
visitors to access some of the wilderness areas 
as compared to alternative A. The agencies 
would provide a variety of opportunities for 
appropriate wilderness activities, including 
provisions for both day users and overnight 
users, and for those who have limited 
wilderness skills as well as those who are 
experienced and self-reliant. Additional 
efforts would be made to inform and educate 
both visitors and the public about the 
presence of the wilderness areas and the 
opportunities that are available, as well as 
appropriate behaviors and uses in these areas. 
All signs, kiosks, and information would be 
provided close to or at the boundary of the 
wilderness areas. Dispersed use would 
continue to be encouraged, while the 
establishment of a few designated routes 
would concentrate use in some areas. 

Access to the wilderness areas would be 
improved primarily through the improvement 
of access points at various locations. These 
access points would be very basic and limited 
in extent, and would generally consist of a 
small vehicle-parking area, informational 
kiosk, and/or signs. 

In this alternative, the Black Canyon 
Wilderness would receive additional NPS 
attention because it is close to Boulder City 
and receives relatively high OHV use and 
other inappropriate uses, resulting in 
wilderness values being lost. More proactive 
management also would be given to the Pinto 
Valley, Spirit Mountain, and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas to ensure their values are 
protected and unacceptable impacts do not 
occur. 
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As in all of the alternatives, NPS and BLM 
managers would continue to strive to protect 
and maintain current natural and cultural 
resource conditions in the wilderness areas. 
Natural and cultural resource management 
would primarily focus on restoration of 
disturbed areas, long-term inventory and 
monitoring, and mitigation where 
appropriate. 

MANAGEMENT ZONING 

Under alternative B, the potential 
management zones would be applied to the 
eight wilderness areas (see figures 3-6). Most 
of the wilderness area would be included in 
zone 2. Higher use areas, or potentially 
popular use areas with improved access, 
would be included in zone 1; these areas 
would include Cleopatra Wash in Jimbilnan, 
the route to Hamblin Mountain in Pinto 
Valley, the northwestern side of Black Canyon 
closest to Boulder City, the route from Oak 
Creek Canyon to Lonesome Wash in 
Eldorado, the route from Christmas Tree Pass 
to the top of Spirit Mountain, and the eastern 
end of Grapevine Canyon in Bridge Canyon. 

VISITOR USE MANAGMENT 

As described in the management zones and in 
this chapter, NPS and BLM staff would 
monitor wilderness character and visitor use 
management measures, evaluate current 
conditions against standards, and take 
appropriate steps to ensure the protection of 
wilderness character, including opportunities 
for solitude and primitive and unconfined 
types of recreation in wilderness. See table 6 
for the wilderness character and visitor use 
management indicators, measures, standards, 
and management strategies that would be 
employed under this alternative. 
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Group Size Limits 

To avoid impacts on opportunities for 
solitude and resources, all groups using the 
wilderness areas, including hikers, 
researchers, tour groups, etc., would be 
limited to no more than 12 people per group, 
including the leader of the group. Agency-led 
hikes (including hikes led by groups that 
partner with the agency) also would be limited 
to 12 people per group. (Group size limits are 
often used in wilderness areas to reduce 
environmental impacts and conflicts between 
groups. In federal wilderness areas the most 
common group size for people is 10, with a 
median of 12 people, in areas that limit group 
sizes (Dawson and Hendee 2009). 

CLIMBING, MOUNTAINEERING, AND 
CANYONEERING 

In alternative B climbing and bouldering 
would continue to be permitted in all 
wilderness areas, and would be managed as 
described in the overall climbing management 
directions in chapter 2. In addition, in this 
alternative the use and replacement of fixed 
anchors and equipment would be managed in 
certain climbing areas (see the discussion of 
Spirit Mountain and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas). 

Areas close to sensitive resources, such as bird 
nesting areas, would be closed to climbing or 
scrambling during nesting periods. For 
occupied raptor nests, rock climbing would be 
prohibited up to 0.5 mile from the nest sites. 
Use of climbing equipment (including 
climbing chalk) within a minimum of 50 feet 
of rock art would be prohibited. Climbing, 
scrambling, or walking on rock art surfaces 
would be prohibited. 

VOLUNTEER WILDERNESS 
STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM 

The Bureau of Land Management and 
National Park Service, in cooperation with the 
other federal land management agencies, and 
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with start-up support from the Southern 
Nevada Agency Partnership, would establish a 
wilderness stewardship program. This 
program would be intended to enhance the 
capacity of the two agencies and create a sense 
of ownership on the part of the public, as well 
as aid in the implementation of this plan. The 
wilderness stewardship program would train 
volunteers with an interest in wilderness 
management to assist the agencies in the 
monitoring and implementation of certain 
actions outlined in the wilderness 
management plan. Volunteer wilderness 
stewards would be trained to monitor cultural 
and natural resources and visitor use in the 
areas, as well as help complete resource 
condition assessments, minor route work, 
nonnative plant surveys, wildlife observations, 
sign monitoring and sign installation. 

Volunteers would be selected for specific 
tasks and trained to fully carry out the 
requested work. They would have an 
electronic reporting protocol to submit their 
findings following each of their field visits. 

COLLECTION OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

In the wilderness areas managed solely by the 
National Park Service, collection of natural 
resources, including wildlife, plants, rocks, or 
fossils (including petrified wood ), would 
continue to be prohibited without a valid 
scientific research and collecting permit. 

In the portions of the three wilderness areas 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management 
(the Eldorado, Ireteba Peaks, and Spirit 
Mountain wilderness areas), the collection of 
natural resources, including plants and rocks, 
for noncommercial purposes would continue 
to be allowed. 

PETS IN WILDERNESS AREAS 

Specific to these wilderness areas, pets can 
intimidate and harass two important wildlife 
species-the desert bighorn sheep and the 



desert tortoise. With the exception of dogs 
under voice control that are used in support of 
hunting, pets would be required to be under 
leash control at all times in wilderness areas 
according to the requirements of 36 CFR 2.15 
-Pets. 

NEW DESIGNATED ROUTES 

Several new routes would be designated in 
alternative B (see table 4). A total of 
approximately 23 miles of routes would be 
designated in the wilderness areas. Rock 
cairns marking routes would be maintained. 
Otherwise the routes would not be 
maintained. For the route through Boy Scout 
Canyon occasional fixed anchors would 
remain in place. 

TABLE 4. PROPOSED DESIGNATED ROUTES IN ALTERNATIVE B. 

Route Wilderness Area Length 
(miles) 

Pinto Valley (former Pinto Valley 3.9 
road) 

Cottonwood/ Pinto Valley 5.9 
Pinto Valley 

Boy Scout Black Canyon 3.5 
Canyon/Hot Springs 
Route 

Hamblin Mountain Pinto Valley 1.4 
Route 

Lower Grapevine Bridge Canyon 2.0 
Canyon (old 
Approved Road 13) 

Oak Creek/ Eldorado 6.7 
Lonesome Wash 
Route 

TOTAL 23.4 

MANAGEMENT OF SPECIFIC AREAS 

Jimbilnan Wilderness 

No new visitor facilities would be provided in 
the wilderness area under alternative B. Self
discovery and self-reliance would continue to 
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Alternative B (Preferred Alternative) 

be encouraged for visitors going into this area. 
However, to provide visitors with information 
regarding the area (as well as Pinto Valley) a 
kiosk and information sign would be installed 
outside the wilderness area at the intersection 
of Northshore Road and Boathouse Cove 
Road (Approved Road 97). The kiosk would 
provide information on Cleopatra Wash, 
Cathedral Canyon, and Manganese Wash. 

The Boathouse Cove Road that forms the 
border of the wilderness area receives very 
little use. It is an extremely rugged road and 
requires use of a 4x4 vehicle as it travels 
through an active drainage area. This road is 
outside the wilderness area and contains 
designated camping areas. 

Pinto Valley Wilderness 

Pinto Valley is one of the most accessible and 
popular of the eight wilderness areas. In this 
alternative, several actions would be taken to 
provide more opportunities for use of the 
area, while also protecting the area from 
resource damage. The Redstone picnic area 
currently can be used as an access point to the 
wilderness area. Two additional access points 
would be established off the Northshore 
Road. At milepost 18.2, an information sign 
about Pinto Valley, including directions to 
Hamblin Peak, would be provided at the pull 
off. An information sign also would be 
provided at milepost 25.5. 

Under this alternative, the existing Redstone 
Dune Trail would continue to be maintained. 
In addition, the former Pinto Valley road, 
from mile post 25.5 to the head of Boulder 
Wash, would be established as a stock/hiker 
route, providing horseback riders an 
opportunity to travel into the wilderness area. 
The old road from milepost 18.2 to the head 
of Boulder Wash would be converted into a 
hiking route. The footprint of the road would 
be made smaller to trail width, with the rest of 
the area restored to native vegetation. 

To prevent resource damage from user
created trails, a designated route up Hamblin 
Peak would be established with cairns in areas 
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To improve wilderness information for 
visitors, signs may be installed as needed at the 
existing parking area at Sacatone Wash and 
Christmas Tree Pass Road (Approved Road 
20). Another information sign may be placed 
on the Pipe Spring Road, where there already 
is a parking area, on the route to Pipe Spring. 
Another information kiosk would be placed in 
the lower Grapevine Canyon parking area off 
Approved Road 20. The Spirit Mountain 
informational kiosks at the junction of U.S. 
Highway 95 and Christmas Tree Pass Road 
(Approved Road 20), at the intersection of 
Approved Road 20 and Nevada State Route 
163 in the national recreation area, and at the 
Spirit Mountain trailhead would also include 
information on the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness. 

An information sign also would be placed at 
the intersection of Nevada State Route 163 
and Nevada Telephone Cove Road (Approved 
Road 9). The Spirit Mountain access point at 
Christmas Tree Pass would continue to be 
available as an access point, and a kiosk and an 
interpretive panel on Spirit Mountain would 
also be developed at the parking area. 

Two roads, surrounded by the wilderness 
area, would be closed under alternative B. 
Neither of these areas receives much use and 
the roads are in poor condition. One of the 
roads also is used for illegal access into the 
wilderness area by off-highway vehicles. The 
road to White Rock Mine (Approved Road 
21) would be closed at the point where the 
road becomes impassable, or at another point 
where there is a turnaround. To protect a 
sensitive resource, smoke trees (Dalea 
spinosa), that occur only in this wilderness 
area in Lake Mead National Recreation Area, 
the Lower Grapevine Canyon Road 
(Approved Road 13) would be closed. Both of 
these road closures would constitute an 
amendment to the national recreation area's 
general management plan. 

Bridge Canyon Wilderness 

As with Spirit Mountain, Bridge Canyon is a 
popular destination that probably will receive 
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more use in the future and potentially could 
see more impacts compared to the other 
wilderness areas. Consequently, more 
proactive management is needed in this area 
to ensure that wilderness values are protected 
and the needs of visitors are met. 

Under alternative B, the Grapevine Canyon 
Trail outside the wilderness area would be 
improved to more clearly direct visitors into 
the wash and the multiple user-created trails 
would be restored to natural conditions. 

Approved Road 18 would be closed at the 
point where the road is surrounded by the 
wilderness. This area receives little vehicular 
use, is in poor condition, and is used for illegal 
access into the wilderness area by off-highway 
vehicles. This road closure would constitute 
an amendment to the recreation area's general 
management plan. 

Climbing areas within Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness would be managed to preserve 
wilderness character. The National Park 
Service would partner with the climbing 
community and local tribes to minimize 
impacts of fixed anchor use and protect 
cultural and natural resources and wilderness 
character. 

Under alternative B no new fixed anchors or 
fixed equipment, with the exception of 
permitted replacement anchors, would be 
allowed in the Bridge Canyon Wilderness. In 
addition, the concentration of existing bolt
intensive face climbs would be reduced. These 
actions would be taken, as in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness, because the intensive 
(more than occasional) placement of 
permanent, fixed anchors and hardware is not 
compatible with the Wilderness Act; NPS 
Director's Order 41: Wilderness Stewardship 
and Reference Manual 41: Wilderness 
Stewardship; ELM Manual 6340 -
Management of Designated Wilderness Areas, 
and BLM Instructional Memorandum 2007-
084 ("Use of Permanent Fixed Anchors for 
Climbing in Designated Wilderness Areas 
Managed by BLM").These actions recognize 
the area's cultural importance and further 
support the NPS stance that while climbing is 
a legitimate and appropriate use of wilderness, 



fixed anchors or fixed equipment should be 
rare in wilderness. 

An initial inventory of climbing routes with 
fixed anchors has been conducted in the 
Bridge Canyon and Spirit Mountain 
wilderness areas (NPS 2011). The National 
Park Service and Bureau of Land 
Management, with climber and tribal input, 
would make specific notation of those routes 
that may be considered bolt-intensive face 
climbs. Bolt-intensive face climbs may be 
considered any climb that includes "more 
than the occasional placement of a fixed 
anchor for belay, rappel, or protection 
purposes" per the intent of Director's Order 
41. 

The agency staff would gather further input 
from the climbing community and tribes to 
reduce the concentration of bolt-intensive 
face climbs in certain climbing areas within 
the Bridge Canyon Wilderness. Reducing the 
concentration of bolt-intensive face climbs 
refers to reducing the concentration of routes 
in a climbing area, not necessarily the number 
of fixed anchors per individual route. Factors 
that would be considered in reducing the 
concentration of bolt-intensive face climbs 
include climber safety; impacts on sensitive 
natural and cultural resources; and impacts on 
wilderness character and resources (e.g., 
opportunities for solitude). 

When anchors are removed as part of this 
process, park staff would work with partners 
who are skilled in rock-climbing fundamentals 
and safety protocols to remove and 
c~mouflage fixed anchors. Any chains, rappel 
nngs, or other fixed equipment would be 
removed first. Then, if possible, only bolt 
hangers would be removed from the 
remaining bolt/hanger hardware and the bolt 
ends would be painted to match the color of 
the surrounding rock. This method would 
remove the most visible piece of the anchor 
without damaging surrounding rock by 
physically ripping the bolt out of the rock. 

Climbers would be permitted, on a case-by
case basis, to replace old, unsafe anchors on 
existing routes within the wilderness unit. 
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Alternative B (Preferred Alternative) 

If unacceptable impacts occur in the 
wilderness area as a result of climbing in spite 
of the above actions, the superintendent may 
take additional action to restrict or prohibit 
the placement of fixed anchors. 

STAFFING 

One permanent employee from the National 
Park Service and one permanent employee 
from the Bureau of Land Management would 
continue to serve as wilderness coordinators 
for the eight areas, and would supervise the 
wilderness stewardship program. This 
program would develop a volunteer base for 
activities associated with inventory and 
monitoring programs, the restoration of 
habitat, and sign placement, as well as other 
needs. 

The coordinators would be specialist 
positions, if funding allows, or be filled as a 
collateral duty. The wilderness coordinators 
would have direct responsibility for the 
development, coordination, communication 
. . ' 
implementation, and accountability for the 
wilderness program in the eight areas. As 
mandated by NPS Director's Order 41, all 
NPS positions having significant wilderness 
responsibilities would be supported by 
position descriptions that detail these 
responsibilities. The coordinators would work 
with the Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
and BLM district staff, including resource 
management, protection, interpretation and 
education, planning, and facility management 
staff, to implement this plan and evaluate new 
proposals, provide mitigation when necessary, 
and make recommendations to modify the 
plan. The wilderness coordinators would also 
serve as a liaison to NPS regional and national 
wilderness programs. 
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ALTERNATIVE C 

CONCEPT AND SUMMARY 

In alternative C, the emphasis would be on 
continuing to preserve wilderness resources 
while providing additional opportunities for 
visitors to access several of the wilderness 
areas, particularly in the Pinto Valley and 
Spirit Mountain wilderness areas. The 
agencies would provide for a variety of 
opportunities for appropriate wilderness 
activities, including both day use and 
overnight use, and for those who have limited 
wilderness skills as well as those who are 
experienced and are self-reliant. Additional 
efforts would be made to inform and educate 
both visitors and the public about the 
presence of the wilderness areas and 
opportunities that are available, as well as 
appropriate behaviors and uses in these areas. 
As in alternative B, all kiosks and information 
signs would be provided close to or at the 
boundary of the wilderness areas. Dispersed 
use would continue to be encouraged, while 
the establishment and maintenance of 
designated routes would concentrate use in 
some areas. 

Access to the wilderness areas would be 
improved primarily through the establishment 
of trail heads at various points. These 
trailheads would be limited in extent, and 
generally consist of a small parking area, 
informational kiosk, or signs. However, a 
greater number of designated routes would be 
provided in alternative C than in alternative B 
in some wilderness areas, whereas for others 
the trailheads would simply be an entrance or 
access point in the wilderness areas. 

As in alternative B, in alternative C additional 
NPS attention would be provided to Black 
Canyon because it is close to Boulder City, 
receives relatively high OHV use, and is 
receiving other inappropriate uses, resulting in 
wilderness values being lost. As in alternative 
B, in alternative C more proactive 
management would be given to the Pinto 
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Valley, Spirit Mountain, and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas to ensure their values are 
protected and unacceptable impacts do not 
occur. In alternative C, however, this 
protection is accomplished through intensive 
visitor management and a different 
application of the management zones. 

As in all of the alternatives, NPS and BLM 
managers would continue to strive to 
protect/maintain current natural and cultural 
resource conditions in the wilderness areas. 
Natural and cultural resource management 
would primarily concentrate on restoration of 
disturbed areas, long-term inventory and 
monitoring, and mitigation where 
appropriate. 

MANAGEMENT ZONING 

Under alternative C, the potential 
management zones described in table 3 would 
be applied to the eight wilderness areas (see 
figures 7-10). Most of the wilderness area 
would be included in zone 2. Higher use areas, 
or potentially popular use areas with 
improved access, would be included in zone 1. 
These areas would include Cleopatra Wash, 
Cathedral Peaks, and Manganese Wash in 
Jimbilnan; the route to Hamblin Mountain, 
Boulder Wash, and Pinto Valley in Pinto 
Valley; the route from Christmas Tree Pass to 
the top of Spirit Mountain, the route to Pipe 
Spring, and the area between Sacatone Wash 
and Grapevine east of Approved Road 20 in 
Spirit Mountain; and the eastern end of 
Grapevine Canyon in Bridge Canyon. 

VISITOR USE MANAGMENT 

As described in the management zones and in 
this chapter, NPS and BLM staff would 
monitor wilderness character and visitor use 
management measures, evaluate current 
conditions against standards, and take 
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appropriate steps to ensure the protection of 
wilderness character, including opportunities 
for solitude and primitive and unconfined 
types of recreation in wilderness. See table 6 
for the wilderness character and visitor use 
management indicators, measures, standards, 
and management strategies that would be 
employed under this alternative. 

Group Size Limits 

To avoid impacts on opportunities for 
solitude and resources, all groups using the 
wilderness areas, including hikers, 
researchers, tour groups, etc., would be 
limited to no more than 12 people per group, 
including the leader of the group. Agency-led 
hikes (including hike lead by groups that 
partner with the agency) also would be limited 
to 12 people per group. 

CLIMBING, MOUNTAINEERING, AND 
CANYONEERING 

In alternative C, climbing and bouldering 
would continue to be permitted in all 
wilderness areas, and would be managed as 
described in the overall climbing management 
directions in chapter 2. In addition, in this 
alternative the use and replacement of fixed 
anchors and equipment would be managed in 
certain climbing areas (see the discussion of 
Spirit Mountain and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas). 

Areas close to sensitive resources, such as bird 
nesting areas, would be closed to climbing or 
scrambling during nesting periods. For 
occupied raptor nests, rock climbing would be 
prohibited up to 0.5 miles from the nest sites. 
Use of climbing equipment (including 
climbing chalk) within a minimum of 50 feet 
of rock art would be prohibited. Climbing, 
scrambling, or walking on rock art surfaces 
would be prohibited. 
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VOLUNTEER WILDERNESS 
STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM 

The Bureau of Land Management and the 
National Park Service, in cooperation with the 
other federal land management agencies, and 
with start-up support from the Southern 
Nevada Agency Partnership, would establish a 
wilderness stewardship program. This 
program would be intended to enhance the 
capacity of the two agencies and create a sense 
of ownership on the part of the public, as well 
as aid in the implementation of this plan. The 
wilderness stewardship program would train 
volunteers with an interest in wilderness 
management to assist the agencies in the 
monitoring and implementation of certain 
actions outlined in the wilderness 
management plan. Volunteer wilderness 
stewards would be trained to monitor cultural 
and natural resources and visitor use in the 
areas, as well as help complete resource 
condition assessments, minor route work, 
nonnative plant surveys, wildlife observations, 
sign monitoring, and sign installation. 

Volunteers would be selected for specific 
tasks and trained to fully carry out the 
requested work. They would have an 
electronic reporting protocol to submit their 
findings following each of their field visits. 

COLLECTION OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

In the wilderness areas managed solely by the 
National Park Service, collection of natural 
resources, including wildlife, plants, rocks, or 
fossils (including petrified wood), would 
continue to be prohibited without a valid 
scientific research and collecting permit. 

In the portions of the three wilderness areas 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management 
(the Eldorado, Ireteba Peaks, and Spirit 
Mountain wilderness areas), the collection of 
natural resources, including plants and rocks, 
for noncommercial purposes would continue 
to be allowed. 



PETS IN WILDERNESS AREAS 

Specific to these wilderness areas, pets can 
intimidate and harass two important wildlife 
species-the desert bighorn sheep and the 
desert tortoise. With the exception of dogs 
under voice control that are used in support of 
hunting, pets would be required to be under 
leash control at all times in wilderness areas 
according to the requirements of 36 CFR 2.15 
- Pets). 

NEW DESIGNATED ROUTES 

Several new routes would be designated in 
alternative C (see table 5). A total of 
approximately 32 miles of routes would be 
designated in the wilderness areas. Rock 
cairns marking routes would be maintained. 
Otherwise, the routes would not be 
maintained. For the route through Boy Scout 
Canyon occasional fixed anchors would 
remain in place. 

TABLE 5. PROPOSED DESIGNATED ROUTES IN ALTERNATIVE ( 

Route Wilderness Length 
Area (miles) 

Pinto Valley (former Pinto Valley 3.9 
road) 

Cottonwood/ Pinto Valley 5.9 
Pinto Valley 

Boulder Wash Pinto Valley 2 .2 
Route 

Hamblin Mountain Pinto Valley 1.4 
Route 

Boy Scout Black Canyon 3.5 
Canyon/Hot Springs 
Route 

Oak Creek/ Eldorado 6.7 
Lonesome Wash 
Route 

Pipe Spring Route Spirit Mountain 1.3 

Spirit Mountain Spirit M ountain 1.6 
Route 

Lower Grapevine Spirit Mountain 3.5 
Route 
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Alternative C 

TABLE 5. PROPOSED DESIGNATED ROUTES IN ALTERNATIVE ( 

Route Wilderness Length 
Area (miles) 

Sacatone Wash Bridge Canyon 2.0 
Route 

TOTAL 32.0 

MANAGEMENT OF SPECIFIC AREAS 

Jimbilnan Wilderness 

No new visitor facilities would be provided in 
the wilderness area under alternative C. 
However, several designated routes would be 
established and maintained, including routes 
along Cleopatra Wash, Cathedral 
Cove/Canyon, and Manganese Wash (via an 
old road). A new trailhead, including a parking 
area and informational kiosk, also would be 
established at Echo Wash (Approved Road 
102) to provide access into the northern end 
of the wilderness area. 

To provide visitors with information 
regarding the area (as well as Pinto Valley) a 
kiosk and information sign would be installed 
outside of the wilderness area at the 
intersection of Northshore Road and 
Boathouse Cove Road (Approved Road 97). 

As in alternative B, in this alternative, 
designated camping areas just outside of the 
wilderness along the Boathouse Cove Road 
would be marked to minimize camping 
impacts within the wilderness area. 

Pinto Valley Wilderness 

Under this alternative, several actions would 
be taken to provide more opportunities for 
use of the area while also protecting the area 
from resource damage. The Redstone picnic 
area currently can be used as an access point 
to the wilderness area. Under alternative C, an 
informational kiosk would be placed in this 
area. As in alternative B, two additional access 
points would be established off Northshore 
Road. At milepost 18.2, a sign and information 
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- Management of Designated Wilderness Areas, 
and BLM Instructional Memorandum 2007-
084 ("Use of Permanent Fixed Anchors for 
Climbing in Designated Wilderness Areas 
Managed by BLM"). 

In addition, as a designated traditional cultural 
property, Spirit Mountain has special 
significance. The use of fixed anchors is a 
sensitive issue in this area and is not 
compatible with tribal cultural values. Agency 
consultation with tribes continues to indicate 
that fixed anchors negatively impact the Spirit 
Mountain traditional cultural property, and 
areas of cultural and traditional importance 
that surround the traditional cultural 
property. To tribal members, the impacts of 
fixed anchors were deemed significant during 
consultations for the preparation of the 
wilderness management plan. Removing 
anchors honors tribal practices and reaffirms 
the NPS and BLM commitments to 
maintaining the cultural identity of these 
areas. The agencies reaffirm that removing 
fixed anchors would respect tribal cultural 
values and preserve wilderness character 
while allowing legitimate and appropriate 
climbing activities to continue to occur. 

In alternative C, designated routes would be 
established in Sacatone Wash, lower 
?rapevine Canyon, and to Pipe Spring to 
improve access into these areas. 

Unlike the other alternatives, in this 
alternative, two designated routes to the 
summit of Spirit Mountain would be 
established and maintained. One route would 
start from the trailhead on Christmas Tree 
Pass Road. The other route would go up the 
southeast side of Spirit Mountain from the 
Pipe Spring access road. Other unofficial trails 
to the summit would be removed and the 
landscape restored. 

One road, surrounded by the wilderness area, 
would be closed under alternative C. The road 
to White Rock Mine does not receive much 
use and the road is in poor condition. The 
road also is used for illegal access into the 
wilderness area by off-highway vehicles. The 
road to White Rock Mine would be closed at 
the point where the road becomes impassable, 
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or at another point where there is a 
turnaround. This road closure would 
constitute an amendment to the national 
recreation area's general management plan. 

In alternative C, the Lower Grapevine Canyon 
Road (Approved Road 13) would continue to 
be open to vehicular use. 

Bridge Canyon Wilderness 

As in alternative B, in alternative C more 
proactive management would be provided in 
the Bridge Canyon Wilderness to ensure that 
wilderness values are protected and visitor 
needs are met. 

As in alternative B, the Grapevine Canyon 
Trail outside of the wilderness area would be 
improved to more clearly direct visitors into 
the wash, and the multiple unofficial routes 
would be restored to natural conditions. 

The same information signs and kiosks noted 
in alternative B would be installed in 
alternative C. Information signs would be 
installed at the existing parking areas at 
Sacatone Wash and at the upper Grapevine 
Canyon on Christmas Tree Pass Road 
(Approved Road 20). A new access point 
(parking area and kiosk) would be established 
at the junction of Nevada State Route 163 and 
Approved Road 18. Another informational 
kiosk would be placed in the lower Grapevine 
Canyon parking area off Approved Road 20. 
The Spirit Mountain informational kiosks 
noted above at the junction of U.S. Highway 
95 and Christmas Tree Pass Road (Approved 
Road 20), at the intersection of Approved 
Road 20 and Nevada State Route 163 in the 
national recreation area, and at the access 
point to Spirit Mountain on Christmas Tree 
Pass would include information on the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness as well. 

In this alternative, a designated route would 
be maintained from the upper Grapevine 
Canyon trailhead. 

Approved Road 18 would be closed at the 
point where the road enters the national 



recreation area. This area receives little 
vehicular use, is in poor condition, and is used 
for illegal access to the wilderness area by off
highway vehicles. This road closure would 
constitute an amendment to the national 
recreation area's general management plan. 

Climbing areas within Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness would be managed to preserve 
wilderness character. The National Park 
Service would partner with the climbing 
community and local tribes to minimize 
impacts of fixed anchor use and protect 
cultural and natural resources and wilderness 
character. 

Under alternative C no new fixed anchors or 
fixed equipment, with the exception of 
permitted replacement anchors, would be 
allowed in the Bridge Canyon Wilderness. In 
addition, the concentration of existing bolt
intensive face climbs would be reduced. These 
actions would be taken, as in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness, because the intensive 
(more than occasional) placement of 
permanent, fixed anchors and hardware is not 
compatible with the Wilderness Act; NPS 
Director's Order 41: Wilderness Stewardship 
and Reference Manual 41: Wilderness 
Stewardship; ELM Manual 6340 -
Management of Designated Wilderness Areas, 
and BLM Instructional Memorandum 2007-
084 ("Use of Permanent Fixed Anchors for 
Climbing in Designated Wilderness Areas 
Managed by BLM"). These actions recognize 
the area's cultural importance and further 
support the NPS stance that while climbing is 
a legitimate and appropriate use of wilderness, 
fixed anchors or fixed equipment should be 
rare in wilderness. 

An initial inventory of climbing routes with 
fixed anchors has been conducted in the 
Bridge Canyon and Spirit Mountain 
wilderness areas (NPS 2011). The National 
Park Service and Bureau of Land 
Management, with climber and tribal input, 
would make specific notation of those routes 
that may be considered bolt-intensive face 
climbs. Bolt-intensive face climbs may be 
considered any climb that includes "more 
than the occasional placement of a fixed 
anchor for belay, rappel, or protection 
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purposes" per the intent of Director's Order 
41. 

The agency staff would gather further input 
from the climbing community and tribes to 
reduce the concentration of bolt-intensive 
face climbs in certain climbing areas within 
the Bridge Canyon Wilderness. Reducing the 
concentration of bolt-intensive face climbs 
refers to reducing the concentration of routes 
in a climbing area, not necessarily the number 
of fixed anchors per individual route. Factors 
that would be considered in reducing the 
concentration of bolt-intensive face climbs 
include climber safety, impacts on sensitive 
natural and cultural resources, and impacts on 
wilderness character and resources (e.g., 
opportunities for solitude). 

When anchors are removed as part of this 
process, park staff would work with partners 
who are skilled in rock-climbing fundamentals 
and safety protocols to remove and 
camouflage fixed anchors. Any chains, rappel 
rings, or other fixed equipment would be 
removed first. Then, if possible, only bolt 
hangers would be removed from the 
remaining bolt/hanger hardware and the bolt 
ends would be painted to match the color of 
the surrounding rock. This method would 
remove the most visible piece of the anchor 
without damaging surrounding rock by 
physically ripping the bolt out of the rock. 

Climbers would be permitted, on a case-by
case basis, to replace old, unsafe anchors on 
existing routes within the wilderness unit.If 
unacceptable impacts occur in the wilderness 
area as a result of climbing in spite of the 
above actions, the superintendent may take 
additional action to restrict or prohibit the 
placement of fixed anchors. 

STAFFING 

One permanent NPS employee and one 
permanent BLM employee would continue to 
serve as the wilderness coordinators for the 
eight areas, and would supervise the 
wilderness stewardship program. This 
program would develop a volunteer base for 
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activities associated with inventory and 
monitoring programs, the restoration of 
habitat, and sign placement, as well as other 
needs. 

The coordinators would be specialist 
positions, if funding allows, or be filled as a 
collateral duty. The wilderness coordinators 
would have direct responsibility for the 
development, coordination, communication, 
implementation, and accountability for the 
wilderness program in the eight areas. As 
mandated by NPS Director's Order 41, all 
NPS positions having significant wilderness 
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responsibilities would be supported by 
position descriptions that detail these 
responsibilities. The coordinators would work 
with the Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
and BLM district staff, including resource 
management, protection, interpretation and 
education, planning, and facility management 
staff, to implement this plan and evaluate new 
proposals, provide mitigation when necessary, 
and make recommendations to modify the 
plan. The wilderness coordinators would also 
serve as a liaison to NPS regional and national 
wilderness programs. 
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the fact that some of the conditions being 
evaluated are outside NPS management 
control, some standards are qualitative and 
assess changes in trends, while other 
standards are quantitative, measurable 
variables. The qualitative changes in trends 
and quantitative standards trigger the 
modification or initiation of management 
actions. Most of the visitor-use-related 
standards are quantitative because 
management of visitor use is largely within the 
agency's management control (Sharp, Cahill, 
and Sharp 2012). 

The frameworks for wilderness character and 
visitor use management are forms of adaptive 
management in that they are iterative 
processes in which management decisions are 
continuously informed and improved. 
Measures will be monitored, conditions will 
be compared to standards, and management 
strategies will be adjusted as appropriate 
based on the most current know ledge of 
wilderness character conditions. In particular, 
the upcoming resource stewardship strategy 
and the Mojave Network Inventory and 
Monitoring data may provide useful insights 
about trends in wilderness character, leading 
to possible updates for the wilderness 
character monitoring framework where 
appropriate. The goal of this adaptive 
management process is to protect the five 
qualities of wilderness character through 
informed, proactive, and transparent 
management. With a meaningful set of 
measures, standards, and management 
strategies, these elements collectively support 
protection of the management goals and 
objectives for wilderness character. 

Visitor Use Management 

Managing visitor use is inherently complex 
and depends not only on the number of 
visitors, but also on where the visitors go, 
what they do, and the "footprints" they leave 
behind. In managing for visitor use, 
wilderness management staff and partners rely 
on a variety of management tools and 
strategies rather than relying solely on 
regulating the number of people in a 
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management area. In addition, the ever
changing nature of visitor use requires a 
deliberate and adaptive approach to visitor 
use management. The measures, standards, 
and management strategies help ensure visitor 
use is being managed to protect wilderness 
values, therefore supporting the fulfillment of 
legislative and policy mandates. 

These eight wilderness areas receive very low 
levels of use. Although there is not a 
consistent tracking system for counting visitor 
use across NPS and BLM, both agencies have 
noted that likelihood of encountering other 
people in most of the wilderness areas is quite 
low, and that visitors have excellent 
opportunities for solitude in all areas. Based 
on the existing NPS and BLM knowledge of 
resource and social conditions within the 
wilderness areas, this amount of use allows the 
National Park Service, the Bureau of Land 
Management, and their partners to protect 
resources and provide high-quality visitor 
experiences, including achieving desired 
conditions and maintaining the measures and 
standards outlined in table 6. Also, although 
use levels may be adversely affecting some 
wilderness character qualities in limited areas, 
there is no indication of adverse effects on 
overall wilderness character in the wilderness 
areas. Nevertheless, increases in visitor use 
and the associated impacts on resources 
would be monitored to ensure that NPS and 
BLM commitments to the wilderness 
legislative and policy mandates, as well as 
desired conditions and related standards, are 
all being achieved. It is anticipated that if use 
levels increase, the visitor experience at key 
destinations in the wilderness would be the 
value most sensitive to adverse impacts as a 
result of increased contacts between visitors. 
This would affect the levels of solitude and 
sense of remoteness found in the wilderness. 
There may also be concerns that increased use 
levels would result in impacts that could affect 
soil, vegetation, and wildlife habitat. The 
measures and standards in table 6 will help 
NPS and BLM staff track changes in these 
visitor experience and resource conditions to 
determine if increases in use levels are having 
effects on desired conditions. 
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Wilderness Character Monitoring 

Monitoring wilderness character is important 
for several reasons: (1) to comply with the 
Wilderness Act, (2) to fulfill agency policy 
(NPS Management Policies 2006 and BLM 
Manual 6340), and (3) to improve wilderness 
stewardship. The Wilderness Act states that 
wilderness areas "shall be administered for the 
use and enjoyment of the American people in 
such manner as will leave them unimpaired 
for future use and enjoyment as wilderness, 
and so as to provide for the protection of 
these areas, the preservation of their 
wilderness character." NPS Management 
Policies 2006 states, "Management will include 
the protection of these (wilderness) areas, for 
the preservation of their wilderness 
character." BLM Manual 6340 provides the 
line manager and program staff professionals 
with general policies for the administration 
and management of BLM wilderness areas 
designated by Congress. This manual outlines 
procedures to ensure the congressional 
mandate to manage each wilderness area "to 
preserve its wilderness character" will be met. 
Because the majority of the park is federally 
designated or eligible wilderness, monitoring 
wilderness character is essential to protect the 
properties that make Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area unique. 

Although the staff would continue monitoring 
wilderness character measures and standards 
throughout the park, the rigor of monitoring 
(e.g., frequency of monitoring cycles, amount 
of geographic area monitored) might vary 
considerably depending on how close existing 
conditions are to the standards. For instance, 
if the existing conditions are far from 
exceeding the standard, the rigor of 
monitoring might be less than if the existing 
conditions are close to or trending toward the 
standard. 

Wilderness character is described as five 
necessary and interrelated qualities: 
untrammeled, natural, undeveloped, and 
solitude or primitive and unconfined 
recreation, and other features and values 
(Landres et al. 2008). Together, the five 
qualities comprise an integrated ecological 
and social system of wilderness, as follows: 
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1. Untrammeled-The Wilderness Act 
describes wilderness as "an area where the 
earth and its community of life are 
untrammeled by man," and "generally appears 
to have been affected primarily by the forces 
of nature." In short, wilderness is essentially 
unhindered and free from modern human 
control or manipulation. This quality is 
degraded by modern human activities or 
actions that control or manipulate the 
components or processes of ecological 
systems inside the wilderness. 

2. Natural-The Wilderness Act also 
describes wilderness as "protected and 
managed so as to preserve its natural 
conditions." In short, wilderness ecological 
systems are substantially free from the effects 
of modern civilization. This quality is 
degraded by intended or unintended effects of 
people on the ecological systems inside the 
wilderness since the area was designated. 

3. Undeveloped- The Wilderness Act further 
states that wilderness is "an area of 
undeveloped federal land retaining its 
primeval character and influence, without 
permanent improvements or human 
habitation," "where man himself is a visitor 
who does not remain," and "with the imprint 
of man's work substantially unnoticeable." 
This quality is degraded by the presence of 
nonrecreational structures, installations, 
habitations, and by the use of motor vehicles, 
motorized equipment, or mechanical 
transport that increases people's ability to 
occupy or modify the environment. 

4. Solitude or a primitive and unconfined 
type of recreation-The Wilderness Act 
states that wilderness has "outstanding 
opportunities for solitude or a primitive and 
unconfined type of recreation." This quality 
protects the opportunity for people to 
experience true wilderness settings; it does 
not provide for a specified level of enjoyment 
people will have therein. This quality is 
degraded by settings that reduce these 
opportunities, including visitor encounters, 
signs of modern civilization, recreation 
facilities, and management restrictions on 
visitor behavior. 
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near climbing areas. Park and BLM 
management may collect this information by 
tracking the number of complaints due to 
perceived user conflicts as related to 
traditional tribal uses. 

Crowding may be monitored by documenting 
the number of encounters with other user 
groups per climbing area in one day. At 
climbing areas that include higher numbers of 
bolt-intensive face climbs and greater 
concentration of fixed anchors, climbing 
management strategies would address ways to 
control, and in some cases reduce the number 
of bolt-intensive face climbs at individual 
climbing areas. These management strategies 
are intended to preserve the park's 
opportunities for solitude, in addition to 
protect the "untrammeled" and 
"undeveloped" qualities of the park's 
wilderness character. In addition to 
promoting minimum impact techniques and 
sound climbing ethics outlined in Leave No 
Trace, further education could be provided to 
climbers and other visitors on traditional 
tribal uses of climbing areas within the 
wilderness. In some cases these educational 
efforts may discourage climbing in areas that 
are used for traditional tribal uses. 

When addressing recreational developments 
in wilderness, the ideal standard is that no 
developments would exist in wilderness. 
Within wilderness areas discussed in this plan, 
measures have been developed to monitor the 
amount of disturbed acreage as a result of the 
number of informal campsites, the number of 
unofficial user-created trails, the number of 
bolt-intensive face climbs in climbing areas, 
and the number of fixed anchors on 
nonintensively bolted climbs in climbing 
areas. Monitoring these measures supports 
protection of wilderness character by 
determining the level at which the primeval 
character of wilderness is being impacted by 
anthropogenic developments. The goal of the 
standards established for this quality is to 
ensure that that no net long-term decrease in 
wilderness character occurs. Should standards 
be reached, management strategies that could 
be implemented to mitigate impacts on natural 
character qualities include both indirect and 
direct management actions. Indirect 
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management actions could include increased 
education, such as signage, brochures, and 
interpretive programming. The range of direct 
management actions include increased 
enforcement, restrictions on use such as 
temporary or permanent closures of spring 
sites, and restrictions on camping and fire use 
near spring sites. 

For measures related to climbing activities and 
the use of fixed anchors for this quality, 
Director's Order 41 recognizes that the 
occasional placement of a fixed anchor for 
belay, rappel, or protection purposes does not 
necessarily violate the Wilderness Act. 
However, climbing practices with the least 
negative impact on wilderness qualities will 
always be the preferred choice (i.e., the use of 
temporary anchors and equipment that can be 
placed and removed without altering the 
environment will be preferred). Fixed anchors 
or fixed equipment should be rare in 
wilderness. Where the occasional fixed 
anchor must be placed, it must be placed 
judiciously in order to prevent the 
degradation of the wilderness character. Fixed 
anchors should not be placed merely for 
convenience or to make an otherwise 
"unclimbable" route climbable. 

The establishment of bolt-intensive face 
climbs is considered incompatible with 
wilderness preservation and management due 
to the concentration of human activity that 
they support. Bolt-intensive face climbs, by 
the nature of the rock surfaces they follow, 
generally require the placement of more than 
an "occasional" fixed anchor for protection 
purposes. In order to protect this wilderness 
quality, some bolt-intensive face climbs would 
be removed within the climbing areas. 

By contrast, a nonintensively bolted climb 
may contain infrequent placements of fixed 
anchors and fixed equipment. Such anchors 
enable safe rappels when no other means of 
descent is possible, for example. These climbs 
may include anchors that connect terrain that 
is otherwise protected by removable anchors 
(e.g., one crack system or other natural feature 
to another) or when there are no features that 
will accommodate removable equipment but 
the occasional placement of a fixed anchor 
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MITIGATION MEASURES 

Mitigation measures are the practicable and 
appropriate methods that would be used 
under the action alternatives to avoid or 
minimize harm to wilderness character, 
natural and cultural resources, visitors, and 
the visitor experience. The mitigation 
m~a~ures have been developed by using 
ex1stmg laws and regulations, best 
management practices, conservation 
measures, and other known techniques. 

Note: Many of the mitigation measures below 
relate to construction of facilities, all of which 
would occur outside the wilderness areas. 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

General 

Previously disturbed areas would be used 
whenever possible and new disturbance 
would be confined to carefully selected sites 
with as small a construction footprint as 
possible. 

Natural and cultural resource staff would 
identify sensitive areas during design and 
pla1_1ning stages and would be on-site during 
periods of construction, if necessary, to 
ensure that all mitigation and conservation 
measures are followed. 

Best management practices would be 
implemented to reduce impacts on air and 
water quality and natural soundscapes. 

Soils 

Erosion control measures would be 
incorporated into development projects. 
Areas of disturbance would be rehabilitated 
through raking and, as appropriate, 
replacement of topsoil and revegetation. 
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Vegetation 

Best management practices would be used to 
avoid the introduction of nonnative plant 
specie~. This would include prohibiting the 
use of ~mporte.d fill, soil, or hay bales; ensuring 
all eqmpment is clean and free of foreign soil 
or seeds; minimizing new ground disturbance 
and initiating restoration of disturbed sites 
immediately; and monitoring disturbed areas 
for growth of nonnative species. All cacti and 
yuccas would be avoided or salvaged and 
replanted. 

Wildlife 

Visitor impacts on wildlife would be 
addressed through such techniques as visitor 
education programs, restrictions on visitor 
activities, and ranger patrols. 

During any construction of facilities to 
support wilderness management, noise 
abatement measures would be implemented. 
These measures could include the following: a 
schedule to minimize impacts in noise
sensitive areas, use of the best available noise 
control techniques wherever feasible, use of 
hydraulically or electrically powered impact 
tools when feasible, and the location of 
stationary noise sources as far from sensitive 
uses as possible. 

For occupied raptor nests, rock climbing 
would be prohibited up to 0.5 mile from the 
nest site. 

Threatened, Endangered, and Rare 
Species 

Surveys would be conducted for special status 
species, including rare, threatened, and 
endan~ered species, before taking any action 
that might cause harm. In consultation with 

















ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE ALTERNATIVE 

According to CEQ regulations implementing 
the National Environmental Policy Act, the 
environmentally preferable alternative is the 
alternative "that causes the least damage to the 
biological and physical environment and best 
protects, preserves, and enhances historical, 
cultural, and natural resources. The 
environmentally preferable alternative is 
identified upon consideration and weighing 
by the responsible official oflong-term 
environmental impacts against short-term 
impacts in evaluating what is the best 
protection of these resources. In some 
situations, such as when different alternatives 
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impact different resources to different 
degrees, there may be more than one 
environmentally preferable alternative." 

The environmentally preferable alternative is 
alternative B. 

Alternative C would provide for more visitor 
use opportunities and increased information 
to visitors, compared to alternative B, but 
there also would be a higher potential for 
more impacts on wilderness resources and 
values in comparison with the preferred 
alternative. 
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TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF KEY IMPACTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative A Alternative B 
Alternative C 

(No Action) (Preferred Alternative) 

probably continue to spread 1n minor, long-term, adverse minor, long-term, adverse 
the wilderness areas. resulting impact on native vegetation. impact on native vegetation. 
in unknown, long-term, 
adverse impacts on native 
vegetation. 

However, efforts to restore However, efforts to restore 
However, continuing efforts to native vegetation, remove user- native vegetation, remove user-
control nonnative species created trails, monitor created trails, monitor 
would probably have a long- wilderness character and apply wilderness character and apply 
term, beneficial impact in local visitor use management visitor use management 
areas. measures would probably have measures would probably have 

long-term, beneficial impacts long-term, beneficial impacts 
on native vegetation in on native vegetation in 
localized areas. localized areas. 

NATURAL Some wildlife habits and Long-term, negligible, adverse Long-term, negligible, adverse 
RESOURCES- movements may be altered due impacts would continue to impacts would continue to 
Terrestrial to increased visitor use in occur in localized areas due to occur in localized areas due to 
Wildlife localized areas such as in pull- visitor use of the wilderness visitor use of the wilderness 

offs outside the wilderness areas. There would also be areas. There would also be 
areas, along popular routes, long-term, beneficial impacts long-term, beneficial impacts 
and at points of interest. Long- on some wildlife populations on some wildlife populations 
term. negligible, adverse due to vegetation restoration due t o vegetation restoration 
impacts would continue to efforts and the closu re and efforts and the closure and 
occur in localized areas due to restoration of roads and restoration of roads and 
visitor use. unofficial user-created trails in unofficial user-created trails in 

the wilderness areas. the wilderness areas. 

NATURAL A few individual state-listed Long-term, negligible, adverse Long-term, negligible, adverse 
RESOURCES- species (Las Vegas bear poppy, impacts would continue to impacts would continue to 
Special Status threecorner milkvetch, and occur in loca lized areas due to occur in localized areas due to 
Species sticky buckwheat) may be lost visitor use of the wilderness visitor use of the wilderness 

or damaged due to visitor use areas. There would also be areas. There would also be 
in the future in loca lized areas, long-term, beneficial impacts long-term, beneficial impacts 
and rarely some desert tortoise on some desert tortoise, state- on some desert tortoise, state-
may be harassed by visitors, listed plant populations, and a listed plant populations. and a 
but this would be expected to BLM sensitive plant species due BLM sensitive plant species due 
have a negligible t o minor, to vegetation restoration to vegetation rest oration 
long-term, adverse effect on efforts, and the closure and efforts, and the closure and 
these populations. The restoration of unofficial user- restoration of unofficial user-
alternative would not affect the created trails in the wilderness created trails in the wilderness 
integrity, distribution, or areas. Overall. alternative B areas. Overall. alternative C 
presence of the desert tortrnse may affect, but would not be may affect, but would not be 
and the three state-listed plant likely to adversely affect. the likely to adversely affect. the 
species in the wilderness areas. desert tortoise . desert tortoise. 
Overall, alternative A may 
affect, but would not be li kely 
to adversely affect, the desert 
tortoise. 
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Summary Tables 

TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF KEY IMPACTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative A Alternative B 
Alternative C 

(No Action) (Preferred Alternative) 

NATURAL Some long-term, minor to Some natural soundscapes Some natural soundscapes 
RESOURCES- moderate, adverse impacts on would be degraded due to would be degraded due to 
Natural soundscapes would occur due visitor use in localized areas visitor use 1n localized areas 
Soundscape to visitor use in localized areas such as along routes, in such as along routes, in 

such as at parking areas, along washes, in high use areas such washes, in high use areas such 
popular routes and at points of asatBoyScoutCanyon,and 1n as Boy Scout Canyon, and in 
interest, such as Boy Scout some wilderness areas where some wilderness areas where 
Canyon and Hamblin Peak, boating traffic on Lake Mead boating traffic on Lake Mead 
illegal OHV use, and boating and Lake Mohave can be and Lake Mohave can be 
traffic on Lake Mead and Lake heard. These adverse impacts heard. These adverse impacts 
Mohave. would probably be negligible would probably be minor and 

to minor and long term in long-term 1n extent. 
extent. 

Continuing efforts to monitor Continuing efforts to monitor 
and establish a baseline for and establish a baseline for 
natural soundscapes in the natural soundscapes in the 
wilderness areas, and to wilderness areas, and to 
develop and implement of develop and implement 
mitigation measures would m1t1gation measures would 
result in a long-term, beneficial result in a long-term, beneficial 
impact on the natural impact on the natural 
soundscapes. Mon 1tor1ng soundscapes. Monitoring 
wilderness character and visitor wilderness character and visitor 
use management measures use management measures 
would also result in long-term, would also result in long-term, 
beneficial impacts on the beneficial impacts on the 
natural soundscape in the natural soundscape in the 
wilderness areas. wilderness areas. 

WILDERNESS The no-act ion alternative Alternative B would have a Alternative C would have a 
CHARACTER would have no effect on most long-term, minor beneficial long-term, minor beneficial 

qualit ies of wilderness impact on wilderness character, impact on w ilderness character, 
character; however, there primarily due to efforts to primarily due to efforts to 
would continue to be a long- improve the natural, improve the natural, 
term, moderate adverse impact undeveloped, and solitude undeveloped, and so litude 
on other features of value qualities, and other features of qualities and other features of 
wilderness character (cultural value in several of the va lue 1n several of the 
resources) primarily) 1n the wilderness areas; minor to wilderness areas; minor long-
Spirit Mountain and Bridge moderate, long-term beneficial term beneficial impact other on 
Canyon wilderness areas due impact on other features of other features of va lue (cu lt ural 
to continuing hiking, climbing, value (cultural resources), resources), primarily due to the 
and bouldering 1n two primarily due to the changes in changes 1n climbing that would 
wilderness areas, and use of climbing that would occur in occur in two wilderness areas. 
fixed anchors. two wilderness areas. 
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CHAPTER 3: MANAGE\1ENT AL TER_"\JATIVES 

TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF KEY IMPACTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative A Alternative B 
Alternative C 

(No Action) (Preferred Alternative) 

CULTURAL In alternative A, there would be Overall, there would be a The creation of designated 
RESOURCES- some long-term indirect potential negligible to minor routes and increased visitor use 
Archeological negligible to minor adverse adverse impact from actions in localized areas such as along 
Resources impacts on the wilderness proposed in alternative B. Most routes, 1n washes, and at 

areas' archeological sites as of the wilderness areas' specific points of interest, 
current practices continue and archeological resources would would create some negligible 
visitation remains light. not be affected by the actions to minor adverse impacts on 

in alternative B. With the archeological sites due to 
creation of designated routes trampling or vandalism; 
and increased visitor use 1n however, most of these 
localized areas such as along impacts would probably be 
routes, in washes, and at avoidable. If they occur, these 
specific points of interest, there adverse impacts probably 
may be some minor adverse would be negligible to minor, 
impacts on archeological sites although long term. 
from trampling or vandalism. Add1t1onally, establishing and 
Overall, these adverse impacts monitoring wilderness 
would probably be minor, character and visitor use 
although permanent. On the management measures should 
other hand, establishing and help prevent any moderate 
monitoring wilderness adverse impacts on 
character and visitor use archeological sites and instead 
management measures shou ld could have a moderate 
help prevent any moderate beneficial impact through 
adverse impacts on increased preservation and 
archeologica l sites and instead, monitoring. 
could have a beneficial impact 
through increased preservation 
and monitoring. 

There would be no adverse Under section 106 Under section 1 06 
effect under section 106 of the requirements, the requirements, the 
National Hist ori c Preservation determination of effect would determination of effect would 
Act for archeological sites in be no adverse effect for the be no adverse effect for the 
the various w ilderness areas. negligible to minor impacts. negligible to minor impacts. 

CULTURAL Alternative A would have some Alternative B would have some Alternative C would have some 
RESOURCES- adverse impacts on the negligible to minor long-term adverse negligible to minor 
Ethnographic wilderness areas' on ly adverse impacts on the long-term impacts on the 
Resources traditional cultural property, wilderness areas' on ly wilderness areas' only 

Spirit Mountain-located 1n the t raditional cultural property, traditional cultural property, 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness. Spirit Mountain, located in the Sp irit Mountain-located in the 
Continued use of the area Spirit Mountain Wilderness. A Spirit Mountain Wilderness. A 
without instituting some negligible to minor adverse negligible to minor adverse 
controls on visitor use through impact would be considered a impact would be a no adverse 
the establishment of no adverse effect under section effect under section 106. 
designated trailheads and signs 106. However, if a moderate However, 1f a moderate 
may result in continuing adverse impact 1s noted, the adverse impact is noted, the 
negligible t o minor adverse determination of effect on this determination of effect on this 
impacts as visitation remains national register-listed property national register-li sted property 
light. A negligible to minor for section 1 06 would be an for section 1 06 would be an 
adverse impact would adverse effect. Implementation adverse effect. It is likely that 
constitute no adverse effect of alternative B would result in directed use in the Spirit 
under section 1 06. However, if negligible to minor, long-term Mountain Wilderness would 
a moderate adverse impact is adverse effects to ethnographic serve t o keep impacts in the 
noted, the determination of resources. The determination negligible to minor range. 
effect on this national register- of effect for section 1 06 Implementation of alternative 
listed property for section 1 06 requirements would be no C would result 1n negligible t o 
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Summary Tables 

TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF KEY IMPACTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative A Alternative B 
Alternative C 

(No Action) (Preferred Alternative) 

requirements would be an adverse effect. minor, long-term adverse 
adverse effect. effects to ethnographic 

resources. The determination 
of effect for section 106 
requirements would be no 
adverse effect. 

VISITOR USE Implementing the no-action Implementing the preferred Implementing alternative C 
AND alternative would result 1n the alternative would change how would change how visitors use 
EXPERIENCE continuation of existing visitors use the areas and could the areas and would increase 

adverse and beneficial impacts increase the number of visitors, the number of visitors; this 
on visitor use of the wilderness which would have a long-term, would have a long-term, 
areas. This alternative would negligible to minor, beneficial minor, beneficial impact and 
not change how visitors use impact and a long-term long-term, negligible to minor, 
the areas and would have no negligible adverse impact on adverse impacts on visitor use 
effect on the number of visitor use or experience. and experience. 
visitors; therefore, this 
alternative would have no new 
impact on visitor use or 
experience. 
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Chapter Four:
the aFFected environment





INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the natural and cultural 
resources, visitor use and experiences, and 
wilderness character of the eight wilderness 
areas that might be affected either directly or 
indirectly by implementing any of the 
alternatives. This chapter is not a complete 
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description of the eight wilderness areas' 
environment. For additional information on 
the areas' environment, see 
http://www.nps.gov/lame/naturescience/area 
wilderness.htm. 

http://www.nps.gov/lame/naturescience/areawilderness.htm
http://www.nps.gov/lame/naturescience/areawilderness.htm


NATURAL RESOURCES 

SOILS 

Soils within the wilderness areas are generally 
shallow, friable, wind-deposited or alluvial 
materials that are very susceptible to wind and 
water erosion. Erosive forces cause 
significant, sometimes dramatic, and long
lasting changes in physiography. Evaporation 
rates are much greater than precipitation and 
this creates extremely low soil moisture 
conditions throughout the year, which 
severely restricts plant growth. Burros also 
establish trails; this increases soil compaction 
and soil erodibility, and decreases 
cryptogamic soil density. Modification by use 
or development causes loss of soils. This soil 
damage is slow to heal because of the lack of 
precipitation and slow plant growth. 

Lithosols are thin, stony surface soils derived 
from rocky parent materials, which 
characterize the slopes and crests of parallel 
desert ranges. These soils support scant 
growths of desert shrubs. Areas include desert 
ranges, such as Eldorado, Newberry, and 
Black mountains; the crests, rocky slopes, and 
upper part of some associated alluvial slopes; 
and steep-walled canyons. 

Red desert soils are pinkish, reddish, and 
brownish-gray soils, which are commonly 
only slightly leached, rich in lime and mineral 
plant nutrients. They are derived from alluvial 
outwash from a great variety of rocks in the 
mountain ranges (metamorphic, granitic, 
volcanic, and sedimentary). Red desert soils 
include stony to gritty alluvium of fan deposits 
and finer basin interior deposits. These soils 
support creosotebush, leguminous trees, cacti, 
etc. Areas include desert basins, Eldorado 
Valley, and others. 

Six primary soil types are found in Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area (NPS 2002). All of 
these soil series would be expected to occur in 
the wilderness areas as identified in table 9. 
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The creosotebush community soils typically 
develop on gray alluvium and generally have 
high salt-alkali contents that often form 
caliche hard pans. 

The desert riparian community soils are 
usually silty to sandy but become quite rocky 
at the higher elevations. 

Soils and People 

In the past, livestock grazing affected portions 
of the wilderness areas, and one mine was 
located in the Spirit Mountain Wilderness. 
Burros also establish trails; this activity 
increased soil compaction and soil erodibility, 
and decreased cryptogamic crust density. 

Another major source of soil disturbance has 
been tracks from off-highway vehicles, both 
before and after the wilderness areas were 
established. A small percentage of the users of 
Lake Mead National Recreation Area's 
approved roads system and nearby BLM 
roads leave the approved roads and illegally 
create new tracks and trails. Surveys by NPS 
rehabilitation crews have shown a serious 
documented increase in illegal OHV damage 
over the last several years. Illegal OHVuse has 
been identified to be a problem in Black 
Canyon, Eldorado, Ireteba Peaks, Nellis 
Wash, Spirit Mountain, and Bridge Canyon. 
Vehicles enter the wilderness areas from 
nearby roads or from roads that were 
bounded by wilderness areas. While the 
numbers of vehicles illegally going into most 
of the wilderness areas is believed to be 
relatively small, they can cause substantial 
damage. 

The presence of illegal vehicle tracks also is a 
visual invitation for others to do the same 
(NPS 2002). 
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TABLE 9. SOIL TYPE AND VEGETATION 

Type Description Vegetation 

Carrizo Deep, excessively drained soils formed in Sparse growth of cactus, creosotebush, white 
strat1f1ed alluvium, on floodplains and alluvial bursage, mesquite 
fans 

Drygyp Very shallow to a petrogypsic horizon, Mainly creosotebush, white bursage, range ratany, 
somewhat excessively drained soils that formed catclaw, Mormon tea, and big galleta 
in alluvium derived from gypsum rock 

Helewe1ser Very deep, somewhat excessively drained soils Mainly creosotebush, white bursage, range ratany, 
formed in alluvium derived from basalt, and big galleta 
sandstone, and limestone 

Chem Very shallow and shallow over a dunpan, well- Mainly creosotebush, white bursage, ratany, white 
drained soils on fan remnants, formed in brittlebush, and red brome 
alluvium from mixed rocks over semi-
consolidated gravelly sediments 

Gypwash Very deep, somewhat excessively drained soils Mainly white bursage and creosotebush 
that formed in alluvium derived dominantly 
from limestone 

Huevi Very deep, well-drained soils that formed in Mainly creosotebush, range ratany, and various 
sem1-consol1dated alluvium from mixed rock annuals 
sources 

Off-highway vehicle driving is extremely 
damaging to fragile and irreplaceable desert 
soils, threatening the long-term ecosystem 
sustainability of the wilderness areas. Mojave 
Desert soils are stabilized not so much by 
vascular plants as by cryptogamic soil crusts 
and a mosaic of rock mulch called desert 
pavement. Motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles 
and other off-highway vehicles create ruts, 
pulverize and disperse surface soil, compact 
the subsurface soil, demolish chemically 
bonded surface crusts and protective layers of 
desert pavement, and crush and destroy the 
cryptogamic crust that bind the soil together 
(NPS 1989). If these protective layers are 
removed, these areas are then vulnerable to 
wind, water, and mechanical erosion. Exposed 
soils are subsequently lost to wind and water 
erosion, removing all nutrients, microbiota, 
and seed in the process. Natural recovery after 
disturbance may take several decades to 
thousands of years without active restoration 
or other intervention (NPS 2002). 
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SOURC E NPS 2002 

VEGETATION 

Overview of Vegetative Communities 

The vegetation of the eight wilderness areas 
contains species representative primarily of 
the Mojave Desert. However, differences in 
elevation, presence of water (i.e., springs), 
soils, and other environmental factors affect 
the location and extent of vegetative com
munities found in the wilderness areas. The 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness contains more 
diverse vegetative communities than the other 
wilderness areas to the north due to its higher 
elevation, geographical features, and its 
Sonoran Desert plants, which are at the edge 
of their range and intermix with the Mojave 
Desert vegetation here. 

Desert vegetation is mainly found on the flats 
and slopes throughout the wilderness areas up 
to 6,000 feet. The dominant vegetative 
communities in this area are creosotebush
bursage and Mojave mixed shrub. Together, 
these two communities comprise some 98% of 
the wilderness areas. The creosotebush
bursage community is widespread in all of the 
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wilderness areas, and occurs below 4,000 feet 
in valley bottoms and lowlands of mild slope 
aspect. It is locally well-developed on lower 
bajadas, alluvial fans, and playas. It may be 
found occasionally at higher elevations on 
arid, south-facing slopes. Near the Colorado 
River, the topography occupied by this 
community is especially rocky and rugged. 
Vegetation cover is sparse in this community 
and dominated by creosotebush (Larrea 
tridentata) and white bursage (Ambrosia 
dumosa). Primary associated shrub species can 
include black.brush (Coleogyne ramosissima, 
usually at higher elevations), Mormon tea 
(Ephedra spp.), indigo bush (Psorothamnus 
fremontii), shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia), 
hopsage (Grayia spinosa), desert thorn 
(Lycium spp.), ratany (Krameria erecta), 
cheesebush (Hymenoclea salsola), honey 
mesquite (Prosopisglandulosa), and 
brittlebush (Enceliafarinosa). Other 
associated species can include yucca (Yucca 
spp.), and prickly pear cactus (Opuntia 
erinacea) Profusions of annual wildflowers 
can be observed in this community in the 
spring. 

The creosotebush-bursage community can 
transition into a blackbrush dominated 
community which occurs on upper bajadas 
(alluvial fans on the lower slopes of 
mountains), slopes, and valleys below 5,900 
feet. The blackbrush community is similar but 
of greater density than the creosotebush 
community. This community is dominated by 
blackbrush, with the primary associated 
shrubs including spiny hopsage, Mormon tea, 
shadscale, desert thorn, snakeweed 
( Gutierrezia sarothrae), and creosote bush. 
Matchweed ( Gutierrezia microcephala ) is also 
frequently associated with this community. 

Mojave mixed shrub is the other major 
vegetative community in the wilderness areas. 
This community occurs on upper bajadas and 
hills at elevations from about 3,250 feet to 
4,000 feet. Vegetation in this community is 
quite variable. Codominants and diagnostic 
species include blackbrush, California 
buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum ), Nevada 
ephedra (Ephedra nevadensis), Hopsage 
(grayia spinosa), spiny menodora (Menodora 
spinescens), beargrass, buckhorn cholla 
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(Opuntia acanthocarpa), goldeneye shrub 
(Viguiera parishii), Joshua tree (Yucca 
brevifolia), Mohave yucca (Yucca schidigera), 
and banana yucca (Y. baccata). Desert grasses, 
including ricegrass (Achnatherum 
hymenoides), desert needlegrass (Achnatherum 
speciosum), bush muhly (Muhlenbergia 
porteri), big galleta grass (Pleuraphis rigida), 
and black grama (Bouteloua eriopoda) may 
form an herbaceous layer. Desert scrub 
species may also be present as well as the tree 
species little Utah juniper (funiperus 
osteosperma). 

The desert lowland riparian community 
comprises vegetation in local desert washes, 
which is not dramatically different in growth
form from that of the surrounding desert 
shrub and tree communities. Plants are 
comparable but usually occur in greater 
density in the desert riparian community 
because of greater occurrence of water. It is 
scattered like fingers through the landscape. 
Tree species present in the lowland riparian 
areas include: catalpa or desert willow 
( Chilopsis linearis), mesquite (Prosopis 
glandulosa), and cat's claw acacia (Acacia 
greggii). In addition, common shrubs include 
brittlebush (Enceliafarinosa), sweetbush 
(Bebbiajuncea), cheesebush, and desert 
rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus paniculatus). 

In areas with springs various aquatic plant 
species can be expected, and the peripheries 
of springs may have a number of sedges 
(Carexsp.), rushes (funcus sp.), cattails (Typha 
sp.), saltgrass (Distichlis spicata), and salt
tolerant shrubs. Cottonwoods (Populus 
fremontii), mesquite, desert willow, and 
tamarisk may also be found in these mesic 
soils. 

An important component of many of the 
vegetative communities in the wilderness 
areas is the cryptogamic (or microphytic) 
crust. Composed of fungus, algae, lichen, and 
mosses, which grow on or just below the soil 
surface, the crusts play an important role in 
soil stabilization in deserts. They have the 
potential of slowing soil erosion by wind and 
water, enhancing infiltration of precipitation, 
and stimulating vascular plant growth through 



improved soil, water, and available nitrogen 
relations. 

Jimbilnan Wilderness 

The vegetation in the Jimbilnan Wilderness 1 is 
primarily composed of Mojave mixed scrub 
and creosotebush-bursage communities. The 
flats and bajadas are dominated by species 
such as creosotebush, white bursage, indigo 
bush, Mojave yucca, a few beavertail cactus 
(Opuntis basilaris), and many other low
growing desert shrubs. 

The mountain slopes include species such as 
creosotebush, white bursage, Nevada 
ephedra, Schott's pygmycedar (Peucephyllum 
schottii), desert stingbush (Eucnide urens), 
sweetbush, brittlebush, and barrel cactus 
(Ferocactus cylindraceus). Washes support a 
diverse array of shrub (e.g., catclaw acacia 
[Acaciagreggii], cheesebush, and rabbitbrush 
[Chrysothamnus spp.]) and forb species (e.g., 
desert tobacco [Nicotiana obtusifolia] and 
groundcherry [Physalis lobata]). 

A community of largely gypsophile plants 
(plants that thrive on gypsum soils) occurs in 
the mud hills in the Jimbilnan Wilderness, and 
to a lesser extent in the Pinto Valley 
Wilderness. Common plants of this 
community are pygmy cedar (Peucephyllum 
schottii), indigo bush, Mormon tea, shadscale, 
desert holly (Atriplex hymenelytra), and globe 
mallow (Sphaeralcea ambigua). The Las Vegas 
bearpoppy (Arctomecon californica), listed as 
threatened by the state of Nevada, occurs 
here. Other plants found here include sunray 
(Enceliopsis argophylla var. grandiflora), 
Palmer's phacelia (Phacelia palmeri), Parry's 
sandpaper bush (Petalonyx parryi), desert 
trumpet (Eriogonum inflatum), prickly poppy 
(Argemone sp.), and desert stingbush (Eucnide 
urens). Two nonnative species, Russian thistle 
(Salsola spp.) and tamarisk (Tamarix 
ramosissima), occur in the area. 

1. Much of the information on specific wilderness 
a reas is taken from http://www.birdandhike.com/ 
Wilderness/_ Wild_index.htm, accessed on August 22, 
2008. 
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Two rare, state-listed plant taxa probably 
occur on sandy soils in this area: threecorner 
mil kvetch (Astragalus geyeri var triquetrus) 
and sticky buckwheat (Eriogonum viscidulum) 
(Bangle 2008). 

Pinto Valley Wilderness 

The vegetation here is similar to that found in 
Jimbilnan Wilderness. The vegetation 
generally is sparse Mojave desert scrub, 
dominated by creosotebush and white 
bursage, but with a diverse flora of annual and 
perennial plants. Several cactus species occur 
in the area, including beavertail pricklypear 
cactus, silver cholla ( Opuntia echinocarpa ), 
cottontop cactus (Echinocactus polycephalus), 
common fishhook cactus (Mammillaria 
tetrancistra), and California barrel cactus 
(Ferocactus cylindraceus).Washes support a 
variety of shrubs, including catclaw acacia, 
and honey mesquite. Sandstone Spring 
supports honey mesquite,catclaw acacia, 
desert almond (Prunus fasciculata), four-wing 
saltbush (Atriplex canescens), desert saltgrass, 
and other shrubs, while Cottonwood Spring 
supports two cottonwood trees and a thicket 
of honey mesquite, and catclaw acacia. 

Nonnative invasive species such as tamarisk 
and Russian thistle occur in some washes. 

Three state-listed plant species occur in the 
wilderness area: the Las Vegas bearpoppy, 
threecorner milk vetch, and sticky buckwheat. 
Las Vegas buckwheat (Eriogonum 
corymbosum var. nilesii), a sensitive species 
and a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service candidate 
species, also has the potential to occur within 
this wilderness area. 

Black Canyon and Eldorado 
Wilderness Areas 

The vegetation in these two areas is similar. 
Mojave desert scrub is the primary vegetative 
community in the two wilderness areas. 
Vegetation is dominated by creosote bush, 

http://www.birdandhike.com/%20Wilderness%20/%20Wild_index.htm
http://www.birdandhike.com/%20Wilderness%20/%20Wild_index.htm
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bursage, a few other low-desert shrubs, and a 
variety of cacti. 

West of the crest in both areas the vegetation 
on the flats and hillsides is sparse, stunted 
creosotebush and bursage, with little else 
except exotic red brome. There are a few 
other shrub species mixed in, such as 
buckwheat and brittlebush, plus a few cacti 
(prickly pear and cholla) scattered about, but 
the diversity is low and there is none of the 
buckhorn cholla (Opuntia acanthocarpa) or 
teddybear cholla (Opuntia bigelovii) found 
south of here. Vegetation in the shallow 
drainages is more robust and diverse. 

East of the crest, the vegetation on the steep, 
rocky hillsides is sparse, stunted creosotebush 
with little else in most places except red 
brome. Along the washes, the species diversity 
is higher, and species such as catclaw acacia 
and brittlebush are common. 

The vegetation in Burro Wash is dense and 
diverse compared to the hillsides. Vegetation 
is dominated by creosotebush and snakeweed, 
with an occasional catclaw acacia and a 
limited variety of other low-growing shrubs. 
On the rocky hillsides just above the wash, the 
cover is mostly stunted creosote and red 
brome, plus a few barrel cactus among the 
rocks. 

In the lower part of Burro Wash taller shrubs 
are present, including mesquite, catclaw 
acacia with mistletoe (Phoradendron sp. ), 
desert willow, and tamarisk. Creosote bush, 
snakeweed, brittlebush, ephedra, and some 
prickly pear are also present. The rocky 
hillsides and cliffs support pygmy cedar 
(Peucephyllum schottii), creosotebush, 
Mormon tea, and barrel cactus. 

lreteba Peaks Wilderness 

Creosote-bursage is the primary vegetative 
community in this area, with areas of Mojave 
desert scrub. Vegetation is dominated by 
creosotebush, bursage, brittlebush, yucca, and 
a few other low-growing shrubs and grasses. 
In the mountains, barrel cactus and Mormon 
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tea are common on the steep, rocky hillsides. 
In the washes, the vegetation is more diverse. 
Catclaw acacia and mistletoe are common, 
plus there are numerous other shrubs, 
buckhorn cholla, and prickly-pear cactus. Big 
barrel cactus occur in some washes, and 
patches of teddybear cholla blanket some 
hillsides. 

Nellis Wash Wilderness 

As with Ireteba Peaks, creosote-bursage is the 
primary vegetative community in Nellis Wash, 
dominated by creosote bush, bursage, 
brittlebush, yucca, and a few other low
growing, sparse, desert shrubs and grasses. In 
the Newberry Mountains, barrel cactus and 
Mormon tea are common on the steep, rocky 
hillsides. In the washes, the vegetation is more 
diverse. In Empire Wash, catclaw acacia is 
common along with mistletoe, plus numerous 
other shrubs and buckhorn cholla. On the 
southeastern ridges, the vegetation is sparse, 
stunted creosotebush with little else mixed in. 
In some areas, however, patches of teddybear 
cholla blanket the hillside. On the 
northeastern bajada, creosote and bursage 
dominate, but they are more dense, less 
stunted, and other shrubs also are common. 
Yucca and buckhorn cholla occur here too. 

Spirit Mountain Wilderness 

Spirit Mountain supports the most diverse 
vegetative communities of the eight 
wilderness areas. The two primary vegetative 
communities are creosote-bursage and 
Mojave desert scrub. At lower elevations, the 
vegetation is less diverse with creosotebush 
and other shrubs dominating. In the washes, 
there are desert willow, cottonwood, 
grapevines, common reed, and rabbitbrush. In 
the rocky canyons and washes at the base of 
Spirit Mountain, the vegetation is a juniper 
(funiperus californica) forest with a diverse 
flora. Other common plants include paperbag 
bush (Salazaria mexicana), catclaw acacia, 
buckhorn cholla, a variety of composite 
shrubs, bitterbrush, yucca, beargrass (Nolina 
bigelovii), buckwheat, scrub oak (Quercus 



turbinella), desert willow, pinyon pine (Pinus 
monophylla), skunkbush (Rhus aromatic), 
rabbitbrush, mound cactus (Echinocereus 
triglochidiatus), Mormon tea, green ephedra 
(Ephedra viridis), and barrel cactus. The lower 
slopes also support smoketree (Psorothamnus 
spinosa), one of the northern-most 
populations in Nevada. At Christmas Tree 
Pass the dominant vegetation is California 
juniper and blackbrush, with some yucca, 
pin yon, cholla, scrub oak, and other species 
mixed in. 

Bridge Canyon Wilderness 

Bridge Canyon also supports a diversity of 
vegetation. Mojave desert scrub is the primary 
vegetative community in the area. At lower 
elevations, species like creosotebush, yucca, 
desert shrubs, and grasses dominate the 
landscape. The canyons and washes support a 
more diverse flora. Common species include 
desert willow, rabbitbrush, and bitterbrush. 
Stands of cottonwood trees grow in 
Grapevine and Sacatone canyons. At higher 
elevations, the vegetative community is 
pinyon-juniper-blackbrush, with species such 
as juniper and blackbrush dominating the 
landscape, and a few pin yon pine scattered 
about. Other common species here include 
yucca, scrub oak, and catclaw acacia. 

Nonnative Plants 

Because virtually all of the wilderness areas 
have been grazed or otherwise affected by 
people, nonnative plants are present in all of 
the wilderness areas. With more than 100 
known species of nonnative plants in Lake 
Mead National Recreation Area, many of 
these plants probably occur in the wilderness 
areas. They are spread by hikers, illegal off
highway vehicles, and burros, as well as by 
wind, water, and birds. 

The most common nonnative species in the 
wilderness areas are tamarisk (Tamarix spp.), 
Sahara mustard (Brassica tournejortii), red 
brome (Bromus madritensis ssp.rubens), and 
cheatgrass (B. tectorum). Other nonnative 
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species found in the wilderness areas include 
African mustard (Malcomia africana), London 
rocket (Sisymbrium irio), hedgemustard 
(Sisymbrium orientale), Arabian grass 
(Schismus arabicus), and Russian thistle 
(Salsola paulseni). 

Tarmarisk is known to occur throughout the 
wilderness areas. Most of its occurrence is 
scattered individual plants along washes and 
at springs, such as Tule and Cottonwood 
springs. In addition, Boone (2007) noted that 
tamarisk is common along the Colorado River 
in Black Canyon. 

Red brome, Sahara mustard, Arabian grass, 
and cheatgrass are invasive nonnative plants. 
These plants occur in many of the wilderness 
areas. Generally, Arabian grass tends to grow 
at lower elevations, red brome at low to 
middle elevations, and cheatgrasss at mid to 
high elevations in the wilderness areas. These 
plants may alter the natural fire regime, 
increasing fire intensity and rate of spread, 
and decreasing fire return intervals. Because 
native plant species are poorly adapted to 
such conditions, alteration of the fire regime 
favors the establishment and growth of 
cheatgrass, red brome, Sahara mustard, and 
other nonnative plant species. 

People and Vegetation 

The activities of people have altered the 
vegetation of all of the wilderness areas, 
although to varying degrees depending largely 
on accessibility. In addition to introducing 
nonnative species, other activities that have 
altered the areas' vegetation include livestock 
and feral burro grazing, illegal OHV driving, 
mining, and recreational use in certain high
use areas (e.g., camping at springs, the creation 
of unofficial trails). These activities have 
affected the distribution and abundance of 
native plants, as well as species composition 
and plant diversity. Climate change and air 
pollution may also be affecting native plants, 
although this is unknown in the wilderness 
areas. 
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As noted previously, illegal OHV use has 
disturbed soils in the wilderness areas. This 
activity also has been the source of one of the 
most evident impacts on vegetation in several 
of the wilderness areas, including Black 
Canyon and BLM lands in the Eldorado and 
Iret~ba Peaks wilderness areas. Off-highway 
vehicles crush and destroy plants including 
the lichens, fungus, and algae that make up the 
cryptogamic crust (NPS 1989). These areas are 
then vulnerable to wind, water, and 
mechanical erosion, which can indirectly 
result in additional losses of plants. 
Disturbances create opportunities for 
nonnative plants to become established in 
~hese area.s. In addition, the vehicles can bring 
m nonnative seed sources with them. Air
borne dust not only damages human and 
animal respiratory systems but also deposits 
on plant leaf area, reducing photosynthesis 
and productive habitat. 

A potential for wildland fires also has 
increased in the wilderness areas. Fire is not 
believed to play a substantial role in the 
natural ecology of desert shrub communities. 
(An exception to this is Spirit Mountain, 
which has a fire history and periodically 
burns.) The Mojave shrub ecosystem is not 
believed to have had occurrences of large 
wildfires prior to the 19th century 
introduction of nonnative annual grasses, 
most notably red brome and Arabian grass. 
These grasses are more flammable and fire
prone than native grasses and shrubs. Where 
areas are infested by these nonnative species, 
d~ser.t shrub communities are threatened by 
w1ldfire. Long response times and fire 
response delays are common in the eight 
wilderness areas due to the remote nature of 
the areas. If a wildfire occurs during dry and 
windy conditions in areas with buildup of red 
brome, Arabian grass, and cheatgrass, large 
fires could result. 

Natural recovery of disturbed areas occurs 
slowly in the desert. It has been estimated that 
the recovery of vegetation on noncompacted 
soils may require 60 years to reach pre
disturbance biomass, and up to 180 years for 
reasonable recovery of species diversity (NPS 
1989). Over the past 10 years, NPS managers 
have been r estoring disturbed areas in the 
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wilderness areas, primarily vehicle tracks. 
Some of these areas are seeded or planted 
using native species. Management of non
native species, such as tamarisk and Sahara 
mustard, also is occurring in the wilderness 
areas. 

TERRESTRIAL WILDLIFE 

Although a detailed survey of wildlife has not 
been completed in the eight wilderness areas, 
the areas support a variety of wildlife. Their 
remote location, narrow canyons, and steep 
terrain provide habitat for many solitude
dependent species. 

Reptiles and birds are the most commonly 
seen species in the wilderness areas. As might 
be expected in a warm, desert area, reptiles are 
common throughout the region. For the most 
part, they prefer the rocky slopes and dry 
washes where boulders and brush furnish 
plenty of shelter and shade. A total of 41 
species of reptiles have been identified in the 
national recreation area as a whole, including 
5 species of turtles and tortoises, 16 lizard 
species, and 20 snake species (NPS 2004a). 
Many of these species probably occur in the 
wilderness areas. Species likely to be found in 
the areas include chuckwalla (Sauromalus 
obesus obesus) , collared lizard ( Crotaphytus 
bicinctores), western whiptail lizard 
(Cnemidophorus tigris), side-blotched lizard 
(Uta stansburiana), long-nosed leopard lizard 
( Gambelia wislizenii), zebra-tailed lizard 
(Callisaurus draconoides), banded Gila 
monster (Heloderma suspectum cinctum), 
gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer), common 
king snake (Lampropeltis getulas), sidewinder 
( Crotalus cerastes), specked rattlesnake 
( Crotalus mitchelli), and Mojave rattlesnake 
( Crotalus scutulatus). 

Birds that are likely to be found in the areas 
include prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), red
tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicenis), peregrine 
falcon (Falco peregrinus), turkey vulture 
( Cathartes aura), great horned owl (Bubo 
virginianus), common raven (Corvus corax), 
burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia hypugea), 
and greater roadrunner ( Geococcyx 



californianus). A large number of smaller bird 
species use the wilderness areas as well, 
including Gambel's quails ( Callipepla 
gambelli), a game bird, black-tailed 
gnatcatcher (Polioptila melanura), Say's 
phoebe (Sayornis saya), white-crowned 
sparrow (Zonotrichia leucophyrs), black
throated sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata), 
canyon wren ( Catherpes mexicanus), cactus 
wren (Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus), rock 
wren (Salpinctes obsoletus), Phainopepla 
(Phainopepla nitens), and horned lark 
(Eremophilia alpestris). It is also worth noting 
that Sacatone and Grapevine washes have 
been identified as part of an important bird 
area because of the density of Phainopepla 
and other species of concern that use these 
catclaw acacia washes (National Audubon 
Society 2008). 

Ten species of amphibians are known to occur 
in the national recreation area, including five 
frog species and five toad species (NPS 
2004a). Several of these species probably 
occur in the wilderness areas near springs, 
including the red-spotted toad (Buja 
punctatus), Woodhouse's toad 
(B. woodhouseii), and Arizona toad 
(B. microscaphus). 

A total of 7 4 mammal species are listed as 
occurring in the national recreation area, of 
which 19 are bats. Most of these mammals 
probably occur in the wilderness areas. Small 
mammals including desert, Ord's and 
Merriam's kangaroo rats (Dipodomys deserti), 
D. ordii, and D. merriami), white-tailed 
antelope squirrels (Ammospermophilus 
leucurus), deer, cactus, and desert pocket mice 
(Peromyscus maniculatus, P. eremicus, and 
Chaetod ipus p eni cilia tus), black-tailed 
jackrabbits (Lepus californicus), and desert 
cottontail rabbits (Sylvilagus audubonii) 
probably inhabit the wilderness areas. Bat 
species may roost in caves and overhangs. 
Predators such as coyotes (Canis latrans), 
badger (Taxidea taxus), desert kit fox (Vulpes 
macrotis), bobcat (Lynx rujus), and mountain 
lion (Pelis concolor) are also likely residents. 

Desert bighorn sheep ( Ovis canadensis 
nelsoni) occupy most of the mountainous 
areas within the national recreation area, 
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including all of the wilderness areas, where 
steep terrain provides protection from 
predators. The southern Nevada population 
of desert bighorn sheep is one of the premier 
populations in the nation (NPS 2003). Typical 
bighorn sheep habitat is rough, rocky and 
steep, broken up by canyons and washes. In 
the eight wilderness areas, desert bighorns 
could be described as nomadic; remaining 
mobile throughout their range to take 
advantage of variable rainfall patterns and 
available water sources (many of which are 
ephemeral). Nevada Department of Wildlife 
biologists have observed that desert bighorns 
usually limit summer activity to an area within 
two miles of water, although some summer 
movements can be greater (BLM and NPS 
2007). Lambing habitat is present in most of 
the wilderness areas, particularly Pinto Valley, 
Black Canyon, Eldorado, lreteba Peaks, and 
Spirit Mountain. 

Bighorn sheep hunting occurs in all of the 
wilderness areas. The Nevada Department of 
Wildlife issues hunting tags for the areas, 
which are highly sought after. lreteba Peaks, 
Boy Scout Canyon, Burro Wash, Cathedral 
Peaks, and Pinto Ridge are all popular places 
for sheep hunting. Hunting seasons are set by 
the Nevada Department of Wildlife and vary 
from year to year. (In 2013 the season runs 
from November 20 to December 20.) 

Nonnative Wildlife (Wild Horses and 
Burros} 

Wild horses and feral burros, two nonnative 
species, occasionally occur in the wilderness 
areas, particularly in the Pinto Valley and 
Jimbilnan wildernesses. Burros have probably 
overgrazed some areas, disrupted cryptogamic 
soil crusts, contributed to erosion, and 
competed with native species for forage and 
water. NPS staff completed a burro 
management plan in 1995 and in the mid-
1990s and early 2000s removed 1,100 to 1,200 
burros. Since that time the population has 
been maintained through smaller removal 
efforts in cooperation with other state and 
federal partners. 
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THREATENED AND ENDANGERED 
SPECIES AND BLM SENSITIVE SPECIES 

The only federally listed species known to 
occur in the eight wilderness areas is the 
Mojave desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii). 
The desert tortoise, which is listed as 
threatened by both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the State of Nevada, probably 
occurs in all eight wilderness areas. In 
addition, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
has designated desert tortoise critical habitat 
that includes Eldorado, a small part of Ireteba 
Peaks, Nellis Wash, Spirit Mountain, and 
Bridge Canyon wilderness areas. Most of the 
national recreation area, including all of the 
wilderness areas, supports patchy, very low 
densities of tortoises, with a few hot spots of 
higher densities. Typically, tortoise densities 
are close to one tortoise per 100 acres. Desert 
tortoises are normally found below 4,500 feet, 
but may be found at elevations up to 5,000 
feet. Desert tortoises occupy a variety of 
habitats from flats and slopes dominated by 
creosotebush scrub at lower elevations to 
rocky slopes in blackbrush and juniper 
woodland ecosystems at higher elevations 
(USFWS 2008). Tortoises are most abundant 
in creosote-bursage communities and Mojave 
Desert shrub in valleys and on bajadas and 
hills. An important habitat requirement is the 
presence of annual wildflowers and native 
grasses as forage (RECON 2000). The native 
grass big galleta is often present where the 
desert tortoise is most abundant. Population 
trends for the desert tortoise in the wilderness 
areas are unknown, but in Clark County 
generally the desert tortoise is presumed to be 
declining due to a number of threats, 
including habitat modification and 
degradation, and wildlife mortality caused by 
off-highway vehicles (RECON 2000). 

Three BLM special status and state-listed 
critically endangered plant species are known 
to occur, or are likely to occur, in the 
wilderness areas. Las Vegas bearpoppy 
(Arctomecon californica) is an evergreen 
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perennial herb known to occur in the 
Jimbilnan and Pinto Valley wildernesses. It 
occurs in open, dry, spongy or powdery, often 
dissected ("badland") or hummocked soils 
with high gypsum content, often with a well
developed soil crust, in areas of generally low 
relief on all aspects and slopes, at elevations 
from 1,060 to 3,642 feet. Although the species 
is relatively well protected in the wilderness 
areas, overall it is declining rapidly in 
numbers. OHV use is one of the threats to this 
species (Nevada Natural Heritage Program 
200la). 

Threecorner milk vetch (Astragalus geveri var. 
triquetrus) also occurs in the Jimbilnan and 
Pinto Valley wildernesses. This annual plant, a 
member of the legume family, occurs on open, 
deep sandy soil or dunes, generally stabilized 
by vegetation and/or a gravel veneer, at an 
elevation from 1,100 to 2,400 feet. It is 
dependent on sand dunes or deep sand. The 
plant germinates only in wetter years. Off
highway vehicles and other recreational use of 
the habitat are identified as a threat to this 
species (Nevada Natural Heritage Program 
2001b). 

Sticky buckwheat (Eriogonum viscidulum) 
occurs in Pinto Valley and possibly Jimbilnan. 
Another annual plant, a member of the 
buckwheat family, sticky buckwheat occurs in 
deep loose sandy soils in washes, flats, steep 
Aeolian slopes, and stabilized dune areas, at an 
elevation of 1200-2200 feet. It is dependent on 
sand dunes or deep sand (Nevada Natural 
Heritage Program 2001c). 

In addition to the above species, several BLM 
sensitive species may occur in the areas 
managed by the bureau. Table 10 lists the 
species that may occur in the areas. However, 
this may not represent actual species present 
because extensive surveys within these 
wildernesses have not been conducted. Three 
of the four BLM sensitive plant species are 
also state-listed plant species (see above). 
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TABLE 10. BLM SENSITIVE SPECIES THAT DO OR MAY OCCUR IN THE BLM WILDERNESS AREAS 

Common Name Scientific Name 

Wildlife 
Western burrowing owl 
Golden eagle 
Peregrine falcon 
Loggerhead shrike 
Bend1re's thrasher 
LeConte's thrasher 
Banded Gila monster 
Chuckwalla 
Mojave shovel-nosed snake 
Desert glossy snake 
Mojave desert sidewinder 
Bighorn sheep 
California leaf-nosed bat 
Pallid bat 
Townsend's big-eared bat 
California myot1s 
Western small-footed myotis 
Cave myot1s 
Yuma myotis 
Fringed myot1s 
Western pipistrelle 
Brazilian free-tailed bat 
Allen's big-eared bat 
Mojave gypsum bee 
Mojave poppy bee 

PLANTS 

Las Vegas bearpoppy 
Sticky buckwheat 
Rosy twotone beardtongue 
Threecorner milkvetch 

NATURALSOUNDSCAPE 

Natural sounds and quiet are important 
characteristics of wilderness. The opportunity 
to experience natural sounds and quiet are an 
integral part of the visitor experiences in 
wilderness areas. 

Natural soundscapes include wind, water, 
wildlife, and other sounds produced by the 
environment The opportunity to hear natural 
sounds depends on the natural ambient sound 
level, or the consistent background sound 
level that exists in the absence of noise. Noise 
is extraneous or undesired sound (Morfey 
2001). The natural ambient sound level 
combines with the human threshold of 
hearing to set the threshold that sounds must 
exceed to be heard. However, the presence of 
sound energy from one source may be made 

Athene cunicu/ariaa hypugaea 
Aquila chrysaetos 
Falco peregrinus 
Lanius ludovicianus 
T oxostoma bendirei 
Toxostoma lecontei 
He/oderma suspectum cinctum 
Sauromalus ater 
Chionactis occipita/is occipita/is 
Arizona e/egans eburnata 
Crotalus cerastes cerastes 
Ovis Canadensis 
Macrotus ca/ifornicus 
Antrozous pal/idus 
Corynorhinus townsendii 
Myotis ca/ifornicus 
Myotis ciliolabrum 
Myotis velifer 
Myotis yumanensis 
Myotis thysanodes 
Pipistrellus Hesperus 
Tadarida brasiliensis 
lldionycteris phyllotis 
Andrena ba/samorhizae 
Perdita meconis 

Arctomecon californica 
Eriogonum viscidulum 
Penstemon bicolor ssp. roseus 
Astraga/us geveri var. triquetrus 
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inaudible (masked) by the presence of sound 
energy from another source (Kryter 1994). 
Low frequency noise is more effective at 
masking high frequency signals than the 
reverse. For example, transportation noise, 
which is concentrated in lower frequency 
bands (below 1250 Hertz) , may mask bird 
songs in higher frequency bands. 

Noises can have two impacts. Perceived noises 
can alter the quality of the soundscape and 
alter the behavior of visitors and wildlife. 
Noise also elevates ambient sound levels 
above the natural condition, and thereby 
reduces opportunities to hear the sounds of 
nature. Many factors affect how visitors and 
wildlife perceive and respond to noise. 
Primary acoustical factors include the level, 
duration, and spectral properties of the noise, 
as well as the rate of occurrence and its 
diurnal or seasonal schedule. Nonacoustical 
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TABLE 11. COMMON NOISE LEVELS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE HUMAN EAR 

Source Decibel Level (dBA) Effect 

Normal breathing 10 

Leaves rustling at Canyonlands National Park 20 

Soft whisper, quiet library (15 feet), Snake River (at 30 Very quiet 
300 feet) 

Crickets at Zion National Park (at 16 feet), Snake 40 Moderate 
River (at 1 00 feet) 

Light auto traffic (100 feet) 50 Moderate 

Conversational speech (3 feet), 4-stroke snowmobile 60 Sound levels above 60 dB begin to 
(30 mph at 50 feet), automobile (45 mph at 100 feet) interfere with close range 

conversational speech 

Personal watercraft (82 feet) 68-76 Very loud 

Vacuum cleaner, 2-stroke snowmobile (30 mph at 50 70 Intrusive 
feet) 

Off-highway recreational vehicles 70-90 85 dB is the level at which hearing 
damage begins 

V8 "muscle" boat (82 feet) 85-86 

Heavy truck or loud motorcycle (25 feet) 90 Extremely loud 
No more than 15 minutes of 
unprotected exposure recommended 
for sounds between 90-1 00 dB 

Thunder 100 

M 1litary Jet at Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve 120 Threshold of sensation begins around 
(328 feet above ground level) 120 dB 

Shotgun firing 130 Threshold of pain begins around 125 dB 

SOURCES Kormanoff and Shaw 2000, traffic noise background information 
(www.drnoise.com/PDF _fil esfTraffic%20No1se%20Pnmer. pdf); NPS 2013, and Mccusker 2007 

For instance, using the A-weighted decibel 
scale, one could conclude that the acoustic 
conditions in an urban environment 
(dominated by low-frequency sounds) are 
comparable to those of a wilderness area 
where birdsong and insects contribute high
frequency sound energy. The truncated scale, 
dBT, is appropriate to use for this study 
because it focuses solely on the frequencies 
that are affected by transportation noise. 

Truncated data for the wilderness areas 
indicate daytime median existing ambient 
sound levels (Lso) ranged from 13.4 dBA in 
remote desert scrub to 30.7 dBA in areas 
closest to flight corridors for the Las Vegas 
McCarran International Airport. Existing 
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ambient includes natural and nonnatural 
sounds. Natural ambient sound levels (no 
human-caused sounds present) are slightly 
lower. Daytime median natural ambient sound 
levels (Lnar), at truncated frequencies, ranged 
from 11.8 to 20.0 dBA. In the early morning 
hours, sound pressure levels at some of the 
sites were very close to the noise floor (which 
is the lowest recording limit) of acoustical 
monitoring equipment. Sound levels as low as 
these are extremely rare and highly sensitive 
to the influence of extrinsic sound events. 

The wilderness areas listed in table 12 are 
relatively quiet in comparison to other 
portions of the park and even other parks. 
However, there were still significant amounts 
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of human-caused sounds recorded in the 
wilderness areas. The human-caused sounds 
most commonly heard at the monitoring sites 
were high-altitude jets, helicopters, and 
vehicles. 

The data collected from sites LAME009, 
LAMEOl 0, and LAMEOl 1 are an initial 
baseline for these inland wilderness areas. At 
Lake Mead, noise levels increase closer to the 
shores of both Lakes Mead and Mohave and 
near roads. Most of the natural sounds heard 
within the wilderness areas include the wind 
blowing across the landscape and wildlife calls 
(e.g., birds). Common human-caused sounds 
include engines from watercraft and other 
vessels, noise from vehicles on roads adjacent 
to and near the wilderness areas, off-highway 
vehicles, aircraft overflights, and sounds from 
backcountry visitors. 

On a year-round basis, the loudest and most 
frequent noise in several of the wilderness 
areas, specifically Pinto Valley and Black 
Canyon, is from aircraft overflights. Many of 
these aircraft fly from Las Vegas to Grand 
Canyon National Parle In addition, 
commercial jet traffic going to and from Las 
Vegas can be heard in the wilderness areas. 
Boat noise is most noticeable during the 
summer months in the portions of the 
wilderness areas directly adjacent to the lakes 
(i.e., Spirit Mountain, Pinto Valley, Jimbilnan, 
Eldorado, Black Canyon, and Ireteba Peaks); 
however, when there is intervening terrain, 
boat noise will be greatly attenuated. Noise 
from off-highway vehicles driving within or 
near the wilderness areas can be heard at 
times in several of the wilderness areas. At the 
boundary of the Black Canyon Wilderness 
area, OHV vehicle noise is prevalent every 
afternoon and on the weekends in fall, winter, 
and spring (Zuro-Kreimer 2008). Limiting or 
mitigating these human-caused contributions 
of sound could improve the natural acoustical 
environment. Natural soundscapes offer 
visitors the opportunity to discover solitude 
and other wilderness values. 

In addition to affecting visitor experience, 
soundscape preservation is also vitally 
important to overall ecosystem health. The 
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peer-reviewed literature widely documents 
that sound plays a critical role in intra-species 
communication, courtship and mating, 
predation and predator avoidance, and 
effective use of habitat. Additionally, similar 
studies have shown that wildlife can be 
adversely affected by sounds and sound 
characteristics that intrude on their habitats. 
While the severity of the impacts varies 
depending on the species being studied and 
other conditions, research strongly supports 
the fact that wildlife can suffer adverse 
behavioral and physiological changes from 
intrusive sounds (noise) and other human 
disturbances. Documented responses of 
wildlife to noise include increased heart rate, 
startle responses, flight, disruption of 
behavior, and separation of mothers and 
young (Selye 1956; Clough 1982; National 
Park Service 1994; US Department of 
Agriculture 1992; Anderssen, Nicolaisen, and 
Gabrielsen 1993 ). 

When noise elevates ambient sound levels, 
signals that might otherwise have been 
detected and recognized are missed. The 
noise is said to mask these signals. Masking 
degrades an animal's auditory awareness of its 
environment, and fundamentally alters 
interactions among predators and prey. There 
are many animal species that rely almost 
exclusively on sound to locate their prey (e.g. 
owls, bats). Masking also affects acoustical 
communication. Animals have been shown to 
alter their calling behavior and shift their 
vocalizations in response to noise (Brumm 
and Slabbekoorn 2005; Patricelli and Blickley 
2006; Slabbekoorn and Ripmeester 2008; 
Warren et al. 2006). These shifts have been 
documented in a variety of signal types: 
begging calls of bird chicks (Leonard and 
Horn 2008), alarm signals in ground squirrels 
(Rabin, Coss, and Owings 2006), echolocation 
cries of bats (Gillam and McCracken 2007), 
and sexual communication signals in birds 
and anurans (Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005; 
Patricelli and Blickley 2006; Warren et al. 
2006; Slabbekoorn and Ripmeester 2007, 
Parris et al. 2009). Vocal adjustment probably 
comes at a cost to both energy balance and 
information transfer; however, no study has 
addressed receivers. Some species are unable 
to adjust the structure of their sounds to cope 



with noise even within the same group of 
organisms (Lengagne 2008). These differences 
in vocal adaptability could partially explain 
why some species do well in loud 
environments and others do poorly (Patricelli 
and Blickley 2006; Slabbekoorn and 
Ripmeester 2007). 

Some large herbivores have been observed to 
habituate to acoustic stimuli (Krausman et al. 
1998; Weisenberger et al. 1996). Habituation is 
a decreased responsiveness to a stimulus upon 
repeated exposure. There are many reasons 
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why reports of habituation to noise should be 
interpreted with caution. A reduction in one 
form of response may represent a shift to 
another, unobserved mode ofresponse rather 
than development of complete tolerance. 
Observation of more tolerant population may 
be the result of sensitive individuals leaving 
the area (Bejder et al. 2006). Animals that 
remain may not have other viable options. 
Lastly, a completely habituated animal has 
learned to ignore a class of stimuli, some of 
which may signal biologically significant 
conditions. 

TABLE 12. NATURAL AND EXISTING AMBIENT LEVELS AT SELECTED LAKE MEAD ACOUSTIC MONITORING SITES (LAME009, 
LAME010, AND LAME011) 

Exceedence levels (dBA) Exceedence levels (dBA) 

Site 
0700 to 1900 1900 to 0700 

Lnat 

20.0 
LAME009 Callville Wash 

(Muddy Mountains and Pinto Valley 
Wilderness) 

21.4 

11.8 

LAME010 West Powerline Wash Road 
(lreteba Peak Wilderness) 

16.2 

13.6 

LAME011 Pipe Spring Road 
(Spirit Mountain Wilderness) 

17.4 

Each cell in the table shows two 
measurements: dBT (top) and dBA (bottom). 
The dBT measurements focus on general 
transportation noise (-100-800 hertz). These 
results allow park staff to confidently draw 
conclusions about human-caused sounds. 
The dBA measurements, on the other hand, 
include the full frequency spectrum (-10-
20,000 hertz), and have historically been the 
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Lso Lnat Lso 

30.7 13.1 18.9 

31.2 16.6 20.4 

13.4 9.5 9.6 

17.1 15.0 15.2 

16.2 9.6 10.0 

20.1 18.5 21.6 

unit of measurement in sound studies. 
However, conclusions drawn from these 
data may be less reliable. Wilderness areas 
where much of the sound energy comes 
from birds, frogs, and insects, even without 
much human-caused sound, could still 
appear as loud as a noisy urban 
environment. 



WILDERNESS CHARACTER 

The Wilderness Act speaks of wilderness as a 
resource in itself. A wilderness, in contrast to 
those areas where humans dominate the 
landscape, is defined by the qualities 
comprising its wilderness character. 
Wilderness character encompasses a 
combination of biophysical, experiential, and 
symbolic elements as described by five 
principal qualities: natural, undeveloped, 
untrammeled, outstanding opportunities for 
solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of 
recreation, and other features of value. These 
five qualities are of equal importance and can 
be defined in the following ways. 

NATURAL 

The Wilderness Act states that wilderness is 
"protected and managed so as to preserve its 
natural conditions." In short, wilderness 
ecological systems are substantially free from 
the effects of modern civilization. This quality 
can be degraded by intended or unintended 
effects of modern people on the ecological 
systems inside the wilderness after the area is 
designated (Landres et. al 2008). 

To most visitors the wilderness areas appear 
to be natural and undeveloped, covered 
largely by natural-looking desert vegetation. 
The natural character of the wilderness areas 
is mostly preserved. A number of rare, 
sensitive, threatened and endangered species 
occur in the areas (see the previous 
descriptions of vegetation, wildlife, and 
threatened and endangered species). 
However, some changes in vegetation have 
occurred, most notably, the widespread 
presence of several nonnative species (e.g., red 
brome, tamarisk, and cheatgrass). Another 
change from the primeval character is the 
occasional presence of feral horses and 
burros; however, their presence has been very 
limited. There is no permanent human 
presence in any of the wilderness areas. 
Although parts of the lands comprising the 
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wilderness areas were once grazed and several 
areas had mining sites, these activities no 
longer occur. Since the time that grazing 
ended, the vast majority of the wilderness 
areas have been left to the forces of nature. 

UNDEVELOPED 

The Wilderness Act states that wilderness is 
"an area of undeveloped Federal land 
retaining its primeval character and influence, 
without permanent improvements or human 
habitation ... where man himself is a visitor 
who does not remain" and "with the imprint 
of man's work substantially unnoticeable." 
This quality is degraded by the presence of 
structures, installations, habitation, and by the 
use of motor vehicles, motorized equipment, 
or mechanical transport that increases 
people's ability to occupy or modify the 
environment (Landres et. al 2008). 

Although roads existed in some of the 
wilderness areas, mainly to support mining 
activities or fire suppression activities, they are 
no longer maintained and many are 
overgrown. The NPS staff in a separate 
planning process decided which roads in the 
national recreation area, including the 
wilderness areas, would be closed and the 
landscape restored. 

Signs of off-highway vehicle use are present in 
some areas. However, as noted previously, 
restoration efforts are underway in the 
wilderness areas to remove and restore areas 
with vehicle tracks and old roads. 

There are fences and/ or signs along several of 
the wilderness boundaries, including Black 
Canyon, Bridge Canyon, Ireteba Peaks, 
Jimbilnan, Pinto Valley, and Spirit Mountain 
that affect the undeveloped quality. Old 
double track and single track roads are 
present in the Pinto Valley Wilderness. Some 
old structures are present in the Tule Spring 



area, and an abandoned mine site in the 
Ireteba Peaks Wilderness. An old retaining 
wall and guzzler are present in the Pinto 
Valley Wilderness. A dam structure is present 
in Grapevine Canyon and old mining sites in 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness. 

No visitor facilities, including maintained 
hiking trails and campsites, are present in the 
wilderness areas. 

UNTRAMMELED 

The Wilderness Act states that wilderness is 
"an area where the earth and its community of 
life are untrammeled by man," and "generally 
appears to have been affected primarily by the 
forces of nature." In short, wilderness is 
essentially unhindered and free from modern 
human control or manipulation. This quality 
can be degraded by modern human activities 
or actions that control or manipulate the 
components or processes of ecological 
systems inside the wilderness (Landres et. al 
2008). 

The vast majority of the wilderness areas are 
untrammeled. However, trammeling activities 
have occurred in the past, some of which 
continue to occur, including fire control, 
control of nonnative species, and management 
of desert bighorn sheep. Active restoration 
activities also occur on NPS lands. In the 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness there has been 
tamarisk removal and replanting of catclaw 
acacia. 

SOLITUDE OR A PRIMITIVE AND 
UNCONFINED TYPE OF RECREATION 

The Wilderness Act states that wilderness has 
"outstanding opportunities for solitude or a 
primitive and unconfined type of recreation." 
This quality is about the opportunity for 
people to experience wilderness; it is not 
directly about visitor experiences per se. This 
quality can be degraded by elements that 
reduce these opportunities, such as visitor 
encounters, signs of modern civilization, 
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recreation facilities, and management of or 
restriction on visitor behavior (Landres et. al 
2008). 

Outstanding opportunities for primitive, 
unconfined recreation exist in each of the 
eight wilderness areas, including 
opportunities for hiking, backpacking, rock 
climbing, bouldering, hunting, wildlife 
watching, and exploration. 

Currently, no recreation uses in the 
wilderness areas require a permit. Recreation 
in the wilderness areas is largely unconfined. 
Hunting and trapping require the proper 
licenses in the proper seasons, and campfire 
restrictions might be in place if conditions 
warrant. Backcountry camping has certain 
restrictions (e.g., camping is limited to a 
maximum of 15 days at one site on NPS lands 
and 14 days at one site on BLM lands), but 
currently access to and recreation in the 
wilderness areas is not restricted. 

Overall, the eight wilderness areas offer 
outstanding opportunities for solitude. In the 
majority of the areas, a sense of remoteness 
and isolation is experienced. Numerous 
massive rocky outcrops, ridges, and 
mountainous topography combined with 
narrow canyons, ravines, and cracks create 
secluded locales and scenic vistas ofland 
without visible human developments. The 
topography, the wilderness' large area, and the 
need for route-finding skills, create 
outstanding opportunities for solitude. 

Very few people visit these wilderness areas 
and most who do visit spend short times there. 
The harsh desert environment, extreme heat, 
and lack of shade make these areas 
challenging and inhospitable, especially 
during the summer. There are a few places 
where relatively large groups of people (10-
20+) may occur at times in the wilderness 
areas. Opportunities for solitude may be fewer 
at times due to high use levels at Hamblin 
Peak in Pinto Valley Wilderness, Boy Scout 
Canyon in the Black Canyon Wilderness, 
Spirit Mountain and Sacatone Canyon in the 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness, and Grapevine 
Canyon in the Bridge Canyon Wilderness. 
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Due to the remoteness and harsh desert 
environment of the wilderness areas, visitors 
tend to be day users. For those visitors willing 
to venture further into the wilderness areas 
there are many outstanding opportunities for 
solitude, even during the peak visitor season. 

A few isolated user-created campsites in the 
wilderness areas, including Black Canyon, 
Bridge Canyon, Eldorado, Ireteba Peaks, and 
Spirit Mountain, detract from the sense of 
solitude. Signs of past climbing activity (bolts 
an?/ or ropes) are present in Black Canyon, 
Bndge Canyon, and Spirit Mountain. User
c~eated trails are present in Bridge Canyon, 
Pmto Valley, and Spirit Mountain. A large 
number of cairns are present along the trail 
route to the Spirit Mountain summit. In 
addition, the vegetation is badly damaged on 
the summit and spray-painted rocks are 
present. There also is evidence of off OHV use 
in Bridge Canyon, Ireteba Peaks, and Spirit 
Mountain, and an OHV play area in the 
Ireteba Peaks. Powerlines are adjacent to the 
Nellis Wash Wilderness, and motor vehicles 
incursions have occurred in this area. Graffiti 
is in a few places in the wilderness areas. 

Several sources external to the wilderness 
areas affect opportunities for solitude. As 
noted in the soundscape section, most of the 
wilderness areas are quiet, although in the 
Pinto Valley, Black Canyon, Eldorado 
:Vildemess areas natural quiet is periodically 
mterrupted by high-altitude commercial 
passenger plane overflights or low-level 
helicopter air tour flights. Noise from vehicles 
using perimeter roads adjacent to the 
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wilderness areas and cherry-stemmed roads in 
the Black Canyon Wilderness can affect the 
sense of solitude. Watercraft on the Colorado 
River sometimes can also be heard in the 
wilderness areas, including Black Canyon and 
Eldorado. 

OTHER FEATURES OF VALUE 

This quality applies to those values and 
features that are not fully covered in the other 
four qualities, including features of scientific 
or cultural value. These features are unique to 
the Spirit Mountain and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas. 

Cultural resources are an important part of 
wilderness character. These resources teach 
about the history and special significance of 
people's relationship to the land. The Spirit 
Mountain region is sacred to American Indian 
peoples. This area has been visited by 
American Indians for thousands of years. 
Spirit Mountain is a traditional cultural 
property and is listed in the National Register 
of Historic Places because of its significance to 
the Yuman tribes, which include but are not 
limited to Mohave, Hualapai, Yavapai, 
Havasupai, Quechan, Pai pai and Maricopa 
(SNAPWT 2013b ). Spirit Mountain itself is 
referred to as "Avi Kwa'Ame" by the Yuman 
people, who consider the mountain to be their 
cultural and spiritual birthplace, making it 
sacred ground. The mountain is recognized as 
a link to the tribes' cultural history and their 
religious traditions. 



CULTURAL RESOURCES 

OVERVIEW 

Before the existence of Lake Mead, Lake 
Mohave, and Hoover Dam, early desert 
American Indians, explorers, and pioneers 
occupied the area encompassing the one and 
half million acres of Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area. 

Three of the wilderness areas (Eldorado, 
Ireteba Peaks, and Spirit Mountain) contain 
BLM lands where cultural resources also exist. 
BLM land surveys are characterized by similar 
cultural resources. 

Cultural resources are the physical evidence 
of past and current use of the land by humans. 
These are found throughout Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area and include 
artifacts, archeological sites, historic 
structures, cultural landscapes, ethnographic 
resources, and traditional cultural properties. 
They range in complexity from a single stone 
tool or bottle fragment to a large prehistoric 
village or historic-period town site. Cultural 
sites are the locations of human activities that 
are identifiable through inventory, historical 
documentation, oral history, and consultation 
with American Indian tribes. 

The 1986 Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
General Management Plan focused on the 
completion of cultural surveys in developed 
areas of the national recreation area. The 1986 
plan proposed survey of S % of all lands in the 
national recreation area to study and evaluate 
wilderness and back.country. Park staff 
estimate approximately 5% of the designated 
wilderness areas has been surveyed for 
cultural resources. Despite this lack of 
information, significant cultural resources are 
known to occur in the national recreation 
area. More than 1,200 known cultural sites are 
in the recreation area as a whole, with 
approximately 100 of those sites located in 
wilderness. Most of these sites, including 
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those documented in wilderness, are currently 
unevaluated but considered potentially 
eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places. Initial efforts to identify and 
evaluate cultural resource properties within 
wilderness have demonstrated that there is 
high potential for the presence of national 
register-eligible cultural sites in some areas. 

Prehistory 

Archeologists have identified a series of 
American Indian cultures that have occupied 
Lake Mead National Recreation Area and 
adjacent areas in southern Nevada and 
western Arizona over the last 12,000 to 13,000 
years. These cultures have been divided into 
discrete time periods based on various 
criteria, i.e., changes in technology, the types 
of animal and plant foods used, or the 
migration of peoples into and out of the area. 

Occupation of the area began at the end of the 
late Pleistocene around 12,000 to 13,000 years 
ago with the Paleoindian period. The 
Paleoindian period lasted into the Holocene 
and ended around 7,000 years before present 
(BP). The Pleistocene was dominated by 
greater rainfall and moderate temperatures, 
which created an environment of vast lakes 
and humid conditions. During the Paleoindian 
period of the early Holocene, the 
environment was characterized by a general 
trend to warmer and dryer conditions. 
Paleoindian peoples lived in small, highly 
nomadic groups, used wild plant foods , and 
hunted now extinct big game. Physical 
remains from the Paleoindian period usually 
consist of flaked stone tools and the 
byproducts of tool manufacture, e.g., flakes 
and spent cores. 

The Archaic period (7000 to 2000 BP) is 
characterized by nomadic peoples living in 
small groups adapted to the mosaic of 
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microenvironments created by the overall 
warmer and dryer conditions. Their 
subsistence was based on gathering wild plant 
foods and hunting small game. Flaked stone 
tools and the byproducts of tool manufacture, 
along with the common occurrence of ground 
stone artifacts, typify the Archaic period. 

The arrival of Ancestral Puebloan peoples 
from the east marked the end of the Archaic 
period and the beginning of the Saratoga 
Springs period. The Saratoga Springs period 
(2000 to 750 BP) was dominated by the 
expansion of Ancestral Puebloan peoples into 
the Lake Mead area, and their eventual 
withdrawal. These groups used pottery and 
lived in permanent structures. They practiced 
some horticulture but still depended heavily 
on wild plant and animal foods. 

The Late Prehistoric lifeway, which began 
around 750 BP, was similar to Archaic 
adaptations. The people lived in small mobile 
groups, gathered wild plant foods, and hunted 
small game. They also practiced small scale 
horticulture. Archeologically, these people are 
indistinguishable from the Mojave, Quechan, 
Hualapai, and Havasupai (Yuman-speaking 
peoples) and the Southern Paiute (Numic
speaking peoples) who occupied the area 
during the Historic period. 

European American History 

The Spanish and later the Mexicans were the 
first whites to explore the area. During the 
Spanish/Mexican period (1500s to 1840s), 
trade routes were established between the 
population centers in New Mexico and the 
colonies in California. These trade routes 
included the Mojave Trail and the Old 
Spanish Trail, which passed through Southern 
Nevada. 

The Mormons were the first to establish 
permanent white settlements in Southern 
Nevada. These included Las Vegas, St. 
Thomas, and Call ville; the latter two were 
inundated by the creation of Lake Mead. 
During the late 1800s and early 1900s, the 
prosperity of these communities and others in 
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the area was determined by the boom and bust 
cycles of the mining and ranching industries 
that formed the economic base of the area. 

The construction of Hoover Dam in the 1930s 
dramatically changed the landscape of 
southern Nevada and Western Arizona. It 
brought thousands of people to the area, put 
Las Vegas on the map, and helped develop the 
area's current economy based on recreation 
and tourism. The National Park Service 
obtained management responsibility for much 
of Lake Mead and the surrounding area in 
1936 under a memorandum of agreement 
between the National Park Service and the 
Bureau of Reclamation (Rothman 2004). 

ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES 

Recent archeological investigations carried 
out to current professional standards have 
focused on the developed areas of the 
recreational area. Most of the archeological 
sites located during these surveys are related 
to the making of stone tools. 

Generally, in these eight wilderness areas for 
Lake Mead National Recreation Area and 
adjacent BLM lands, there is a great scarcity of 
water and food resources. This lack of 
resources would restrict permanent 
occupation. However, there is a high 
probability of finding prehistoric sites located 
near water sources. Some of the wilderness 
areas may have been better watered in the 
past, but at present only seasonal water is 
contained in tinajas (very small independent 
basins) eroded in the sandstone bedrock and 
water-carved pockets within bedrock exposed 
in washes. 

The following list is a general characterization 
of cultural resources found in the various 
wilderness areas, as well as an accounting of 
acres of completed archeological survey: 

Jimbilnan Wilderness has had 31 acres 
surveyed for cultural resources to current 
professional standards. Another 489 acres 
were previously surveyed, but the 
documentation is considered unreliable. Of 



the documented sites, there are two: one 
prehistoric lithic scatter and one historic 
mine. 

Pinto Valley Wilderness includes rock art 
found sporadically throughout the area. There 
have been195 acres surveyed to current 
professional standards, and 3,600 acres survey 
under older methods with unreliable 
documentation. There are three documented 
sites, all prehistoric-two rock art and one 
artifact scatter. 

Black Canyon Wilderness contains some 
remnants of past mining. This wilderness area 
has had the most archeological survey 
completed. Archeological resources include 
rock art, lithic scatters, and an intaglio (a 
design created by scraping away desert 
pavement). Two thousand thirty acres have 
been surveyed to current professional 
standards; with another 100 acres surveyed 
where the documentation is considered 
unreliable. There are 18 documented sites: 3 
historic, 15 prehistoric that include 11 artifact 
scatters, 1 rock art, and 3 other. 

Eldorado Wilderness has had 30 acres 
surveyed for cultural resources to current 
professional standards. There have been 
documented two prehistoric site: one lithic 
scatter and one habitation site. 

Ireteba Peaks Wilderness has had 75 acres 
surveyed to current professional standards. 
Four sites have been documented: one 
historic mining and three prehistoric-one 
lithic scatter and two rock art. 

Nellis Wash Wilderness has had the least 
archeological survey completed. Only one 
acre has been surveyed to current professional 
standards. The only documented 
archeological site in this wilderness is a 
prehistoric rock art site. 

Spirit Mountain Wilderness contains 
numerous archeological resources. There 
have been 150 acres surveyed according to 
current professional standards and 30 acres 
from older unreliable surveys. There are 11 
documented sites in this wilderness area, 
including 7 prehistoric sites-3 artifact 
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scatters and 4 rock art sites-and 4 historic 
sites-2 mines, 1 habitation site, and 1 road. 

Bridge Canyon Wilderness displays an 
outstanding collection of rock art as well as a 
number of other archeological sites. Eight 
hundred twenty acres of this wilderness have 
been surveyed to current professional 
standards, and 55 acres were surveyed under 
older unreliable methods. The 63 documented 
sites include 3 historic sites, all mining, and 60 
prehistoric sites-26 habitation, 12 rock art, 
14 artifact scatters, and 8 other. 

At present, with the exception of Spirit 
Mountain and the Grapevine Canyon areas 
adjacent to the Bridge Canyon Wilderness, 
cultural resources in the wilderness areas do 
not show significant impacts from visitation. 

Archeological surveys from adjacent areas and 
anecdotal information indicate the potential 
for short-term use rockshelters, open 
campsites, hunting blinds, lithic procurement 
areas, intaglios, trail shrines, and rock art. 
Where surveys and inventories have been 
completed, faunal remains recovered during 
the archeological investigations include 
bighorn sheep, rabbits, small rodents, and 
tortoises. Groundstone artifacts recovered 
during other investigations point to small seed 
processing characteristic of desert Archaic 
cultures. Ceramic types recovered in the 
vicinity of the eight wilderness area include 
Virgin Anasazi, Lower Colorado, and 
Southern Paiute. Stone tools and projectile 
point styles date from the Archaic to the 
Protohistoric Period. 

Rock art panels including petroglyphs and 
pictographs are scattered throughout the 
various wilderness areas. Rock art styles vary. 
There are curvilinear/abstract elements as well 
as representational designs including 
quadrupeds such as bighorn sheep and 
anthropomorphs. Designs interpreted as 
atlatls (throwing sticks) and riders on 
horseback provide evidence that the area was 
used over a long period of time. 
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ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES 

An ethnographic resource is identified by way 
of a specific contemporary human group or 
family using a particular place over time in 
accord with that group's traditional cultural 
heritage and social identity. More specifically, 
an ethnographic resource is "a site, structure, 
object, landscape, or natural resource feature 
assigned traditional legendary (tribal oral 
histories), religious, subsistence, or other 
significance in the cultural system of a group 
traditionally associated with it" (NPS 2006). 

Ethnographic resources eligible for inclusion 
in the National Register of Historic Places are 
called traditional cultural properties (NPS 
2006). Traditional cultural properties are 
defined generally as ethnographic resources 
that are eligible for inclusion in the national 
register because of association with cultural 
practices or beliefs of a living community that 
(a) are rooted in that community's history, 
and (b) are important in maintaining the 
continuing cultural identity of the community. 
Spirit Mountain and the surrounding canyons 
have been identified as traditional cultural 
properties and are listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places because of its 
significance to the Yuman speaking tribes. 
This area is still sacred to the members of 
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these tribes, and they continue to use the area 
according to their traditions. 

Other potential ethnographic resources 
include components of a traditional trail 
system that some Yuman tribes continue to 
travel to places such as Spirit Mountain and 
Grapevine Canyon for ceremonial purposes. 
In addition, Cleland (2011) describes a large
scale ethnographic trail system that extends 
from below Davis Dam to the Gulf of 
California. The trail system is punctuated with 
petroglyphs, geoglyphs, rock alignments, trail 
shrines, and other resources that are prevalent 
in undisturbed areas (Cleland 2011, NPS 
1993). While these features are often 
considered to be archeological resources, the 
fact that many are incorporated into 
contemporary traditional ceremonies 
indicates that they may be significant as 
ethnographic resources, as well. It is likely that 
the defined trail system, described by Cleland, 
extends northward into wilderness areas in 
the recreation area. These resources could 
also be viewed as an ethnographic cultural 
landscape(s). Other traditional cultural 
properties may exist and will be identified 
through consultation with various tribes and 
other stakeholders. 



VISITOR USE AND EXPERIENCE 

No specific visitation or visitor use data exist 
for the NPS or BLM lands in the eight 
wilderness areas. The only visitor use 
information currently provided by the 
National Park Service for the wilderness areas 
is a brief description of the areas and a general 
map on the national recreation area's web site. 
No facilities, including trails and campsites, 
are provided in the wilderness areas, and most 
of the wilderness areas do not have parking 
areas or signed entrance points. However, 
private sector information is published in 
guidebooks and posted on the Internet. 
Specific hiking routes are described for several 
areas, such as Hamblin Peak, Cleopatra Wash, 
Boy Scout Canyon, and Spirit Mountain. 

The following information is largely based on 
NPS staff observations and inferences. 

VISITOR USE PATTERNS AND 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The eight wilderness areas are generally 
within a two-hour drive of Las Vegas. Visitor 
use of the desert lands in the Lake Mead area 
is highly seasonal: year-round visitation is 
possible, but hot temperatures-normally 
over 100 degrees-limit summer visitation. 
Thus, visitor use patterns for the eight 
wilderness areas are substantially different 
from Lake Mead and Lake Mohave, which 
receive by far the bulk of visitation in the 
national recreation area. Wilderness area 
users are typically local residents who go into 
the wilderness areas in the spring, fall, and 
winter when temperatures are cooler. The 
peak season is October through March. Due 
to the lack of water in the wilderness areas, 
most people are believed to be day hikers, 
with a few backpackers going to locations 
such as Boy Scout Canyon and Spirit 
Mountain. Most groups are small, 
approximately 2-4 people in a party ( exclud
ing NPS-led interpretive walks and the 
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occasional group outing, which can have up to 
12 people). 

The wilderness areas are accessed at various 
points along roads. Most of the roads are dirt, 
while a few are paved. Some visitors also 
access the wilderness areas from Lake Mead 
and Lake Mohave, beaching their boats and 
then walking into the wilderness areas. (The 
wilderness area boundary is 300 feet from the 
high water mark.) Most people access the 
springs in Boy Scout Canyon from the water. 
Many of the secondary roads also are places 
where there are illegal vehicle intrusions into 
the wilderness areas. 

Several destinations receive the bulk of the 
visitation in the wilderness areas. Grapevine 
Canyon in the Bridge Canyon Wilderness 
receives the highest level of use of the eight 
wilderness areas, with an estimated 600-900 
visitors per month during the winter and 
spring months. Most of these visitors stop at 
the rock art panels just within the wilderness 
boundary. (Unlike the other wilderness areas, 
the Grapevine Canyon parking area has a 
traffic counter. Many of these visitors are 
from out of the area, from California. There is 
also a large segment of visitors from other 
states and countries (Tesar 2008). Pinto Valley 
and Hamblin Peak is the second most popular 
area (but with substantially less use than 
Grapevine). Other relatively popular 
destinations include Spirit Mountain, 
Sacatone Canyon and the Catacombs areas in 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness, and Boy 
Scout Canyon area in the Black Canyon 
Wilderness. 

VISITOR EXPERIENCES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES 

All of the wilderness areas off er outstanding 
opportunities for primitive recreation due to 
their remoteness, isolation, size, variety of 
topography, desert vegetation (including rare 
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plants), scenery, wildlife, and in most areas, 
solitude. (This is discussed further in the 
"Wilderness Character" section.) Activities 
that people pursue in the wilderness areas 
include day hiking, backpacking, camping, 
birding and nature viewing, photography, 
climbing, bouldering, and canyoneering, 
upland game and big horn sheep hunting, and 
mine and other cultural resource exploration. 
Camping is not popular in most areas due in 
part to the need to carry water and a lack of 
firewood. No permits are required to camp in 
the wilderness areas. 

Rock climbing is not a popular activity, 
although localized climbing occurs. 
Characterized by quartz monzonite domes 
with long slabs and some crack features, most 
climbing occurs in the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness (approximately 78 routes). A 
smaller amount occurs in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness (approximately 12 climbs, which 
are short "single-pitch" climbs). The Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness is generally the area 
known to climbers as the region south of 
Christmas Tree Pass Road (Approved Road 
20), while climbing in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness is located north of the road. Most 
climbing occurs in the winter months when 
temperatures are more comfortable for this 
activity. 

Equestrian use probably sporadically occurs 
in some wilderness areas, although the lack of 
water and inhospitable terrain limits this use. 
Other pack stock (i.e., burros and mules) are 
not believed to be used in the wilderness areas 
now, but may be used in the future to carry 
water and supplies for people. 

No commercial guiding trips occur in the 
wilderness areas, with the exception of hiking 
and hunting. Most guided hiking in the 
wilderness areas is associated with kayaking 
and canoeing, and occurs in areas near the 
lakes and river. Big game (sheep) hunting 
guides regularly use the wilderness areas 
during the hunting season. Guides usually take 
clients into the wilderness areas on a daily 
basis. 

NPS staff periodically lead interpretive hikes 
into the wilderness areas, primarily the Pinto 
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Valley and Cottonwood Springs areas, and 
occasionally into the Jimbilnan and Black 
Canyon (Boy Scout Canyon) wildernesses. 
These are popular hikes, particularly for 
people who are not familiar with the desert 
areas. Group size is limited to a maximum of 
12 people. 

Fallowing are some of the attractions at each 
of the wilderness areas. 

Jimbilnan Wilderness-Visitor attractions in 
this wilderness area include hiking Cathedral 
Canyon, Cleopatra Wash, Mangonese Wash, 
and exploring sand dunes in the Middle Point 
area. 

Pinto Valley Wilderness-This wilderness 
area provides opportunities for several scenic 
hikes, including hiking up Hamblin Peak, 
Northshore Peak, and along Pinto Valley. 
Other destinations include Bearing Peak, 
Boulder Wash, Cottonwood Spring, Saddle 
Peak, Razorback Ridge, Murphy's Peak, and 
Signature Rocle 

Black Canyon Wilderness-The primary 
attraction in this wilderness are the hot 
springs in Boy Scout Canyon. Other 
destinations include Petroglyph Wash, 
overlook view at the end of the road at 
Canyon Point mesa, and Queho and 
Trunk.man caves. 

Eldorado Wilderness-Several hiking 
destinations are in this area, including Oak 
Creek Canyon and Lonesome Wash. 

Ireteba Peaks Wilderness-Visitor attractions 
in Ireteba Peaks include Opal Mountain, the 
Ireteba Peaks, and Tule Spring. 

Nellis Wash Wilderness-This open, flat area 
receives very little visitor use. Visitor 
attractions and destinations are not known in 
this area. 

Spirit Mountain Wilderness-Spirit 
Mountain provides a variety of opportunities 
for visitors. Destinations include Spirit 
Mountain, lower Grapevine Canyon, Sacatone 
Wash, Pipe Spring Canyon, and the White 
Rock Mine. The area is popular for upland 



game hunters. In the spring people come here 
to see the wildflowers. 

Bridge Canyon Wilderness-Visitor 
attractions here include the rock art in 
Grapevine Canyon, the Catacombs, Bridge 
Canyon, and Dripping Springs. 

VISITOR SAFETY 

The eight wilderness areas are exciting, 
challenging places to access and explore, but 
also are potentially hazardous. The wilderness 
areas experience extreme heat in the summer, 
generally lack shade and water, and are 
subject to lightning strikes and flash floods. 
Visitors run the risk of being caught off-guard 
with changing weather conditions. Visitors 
sometimes also underestimate their need for 
food and water in such a harsh desert 
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environment. Response times to handle 
emergencies in the wilderness areas can be far 
greater than for similar distances in 
non wilderness areas due to a lack of cell 
phone coverage, few ranger patrols, limited 
emergency access routes, and a lack of 
information about where people are in the 
wilderness areas because permits are not 
required and there are no trailhead registers. 

Other visitor safety concerns include 
potentially dangerous wildlife such as 
rattlesnakes, one type of scorpions, and the 
banded gila monster which are all venomous, 
but will leave visitors alone unless disturbed. A 
microscopic amoeba, Naegleriafowleri, can 
live in hot springs and can cause a rare 
infection and sometimes death. Abandoned 
mines and tunnels exist in some of the 
wilderness areas. With deep shafts and old, 
rotten supporting timbers, these old mines can 
be dangerous. 
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Minor Impact - The action might result in a 
detectable change, but the change would be 
slight and have a local effect on a population. 
This could include changes in the abundance 
or distribution of individuals in a local area, 
but not changes that would affect the viability 
oflocal populations. Changes to local 
ecological processes would be minimal. 

Moderate Impact - The action would result 
in a clearly detectable change in a population 
and could have an appreciable effect. This 
could include changes in the abundance or 
distribution of local populations, but not 
changes that would affect the viability of 
regional populations. Changes to local 
ecological processes would be of limited 
extent. 

Major Impact- The action would be severely 
adverse or exceptionally beneficial to a 
population. The effects would be substantial 
and highly noticeable, and they could result in 
widespread change and be permanent. This 
could include changes in the abundance or 
distribution of a local or regional population 
to the extent that the population would not be 
likely to recover (adverse) or return to a 
sustainable level (beneficial). Important 
ecological processes would be altered, and 
"landscape-level" (regional) changes would be 
expected. 

NATURAL RESOURCES - SPECIAL 
STATUS SPECIES 

Definitions of Intensity Levels 

Negligible Impact - Impacts on state or 
federally listed plant and wildlife species 
would not be observable or measurable and 
would be well within the range of natural 
variability. 

Minor Impact - Impacts on species or their 
habitat would be detectable, but still within 
the range of natural variability both spatially 
and temporally. No interference with feeding, 
reproductive, or other activities affecting 
population viability would result from the 
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impacts. Sufficient functional habitat would 
remain to support viable populations. 

Moderate Impact - Impacts on activities 
necessary for survival, and on species habitats, 
can be expected on an occasional basis, but 
are not anticipated to threaten potential or 
continued existence of the species in the park. 
Changes to population characteristics could 
be outside the natural range of variability 
spatially or temporally but would not be 
anticipated to result in loss of population 
viability. 

Major Impact - Impacts on state or federally 
listed plant and wildlife species or their 
habitats would be detectable, outside of the 
natural range of variability both spatially and 
temporally, and would be anticipated to result 
in loss of viability at the population level. 

NATURAL RESOURCES - NATURAL 
SOUNDSCAPES 

Definitions of Intensity Levels 

Negligible Impact - Noise is either not 
detectable or detectable only for brief periods 
of time. Most detectable noises do not induce 
physiological or behavioral responses in 
humans or wildlife. 

Minor Impact- Noise is detectable for a 
small fraction of the time. Noise induces 
physiological or behavioral responses in 
humans or wildlife, but these responses are 
brief and within the range of natural variation 
in these parameters. 

Moderate Impact - Noise is detectable for a 
substantial fraction of the time at low levels, or 
is present at high levels for short durations. 
Noise induces physiological or behavioral 
responses in humans or wildlife that may be of 
extended duration, but can be accommodated 
without measurable risk of diminished 
biological function. 

Major Impact - Noise appreciably masks 
other sounds for a substantial fraction of the 
time, or regularly exceeds high levels. Noise 
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~nduces physiological or behavioral responses 
m humans or wildlife that are of extended 
duration and may present measurable risk of 
diminished biological function. 

WILDERNESS CHARACTER 

Definitions of Intensity Levels 

Negligible Impact - Effects on opportunities 
for solitude or primitive and unconfined 
recreation would be confined to a small, 
localized area; any changes would not be 
perceived (or would be barely perceived) by 
most visitors. Also, any effects on the degree 
of development, the prevalence of natural 
conditions, or other features of value would 
be confined to a relatively small, localized area 
and would be barely perceived by most 
visitors. 

Minor Impact - Effects on opportunities for 
solitude or primitive and unconfined 
recreation would be slightly beneficial or 
adverse and confined to a limited area of a 
wilderness area; changes would be perceived 
by some visitors. Also, effects on the degree of 
development, the prevalence of natural 
conditions, or other features of value would 
be apparent and confined to a limited area of a 
wilder~~ss area and would be perceived by 
some v1s1tors; natural conditions would 
continue to predominate. 

Moderate Impact - Effects on opportunities 
for solitude or primitive and unconfined 
recreation would be apparent in one or more 
wilderness areas; changes would be apparent 
to many visitors. Also, effects on the degree of 
development, the prevalence of natural 
conditions, or other features of value would 
be readily apparent in one or more wilderness 
areas; natural conditions would predominate 
overall. Some changes in wilderness character 
would be apparent to many visitors. 

Major Impact- Effects on opportunities for 
solitude or primitive and unconfined 
recreation would be obvious in one or more 
wilderness areas; changes would be obvious to 
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most visitors. Also, effects on the degree of 
development, the prevalence of natural 
conditions, or other features of value would 
be substantial in one or more wilderness areas. 
Some changes in wilderness character would 
be obvious to most visitors. 

CULTURAL RESOURCES -
ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Definitions of Intensity Levels 

Negligible Impact - Impact is at the lowest 
levels of detection with neither adverse nor 
beneficial consequences. The determination 
of effect for section 106 would be no adverse 
effect. 

Minor Impact- disturbance of a site(s) 
results in little, if any, loss of integrity. The 
determination of effect for section106 would 
be no adverse effect. 

Moderate impact - disturbance of a site(s) 
results in loss of integrity. The determination 
of effect for section 106 would be adverse 
effect. A memorandum of agreement is 
executed among the National Park Service 
and applicable state or tribal historic 
preservation officer and, if necessary, the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in 
accordance with 36 CFR 800.6(b ). Measures 
identified in the memorandum to minimize or 
mi?gate adverse impacts reduce the intensity 
of impact under NEPA regulations from major 
to moderate. 

Major Impact - disturbance of a site(s) results 
in loss of integrity. The determination of effect 
for section 106 would be adverse effect. 
Measures to minimize or mitigate adverse 
impacts cannot be agreed upon and the 
National Park Service and applicable state or 
tribal historic preservation officer and/or 
advisory council are unable to negotiate and 
execute a memorandum of agreement in 
accordance with 36 CFR 800.6(b ). 



CULTURAL RESOURCES -
ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES 

Definitions of Intensity Levels 

Negligible Impact - Impact( s) would be 
barely perceptible and would neither alter 
resource conditions, such as traditional access 
or site preservation, nor the relationship 
between the resource and the affiliated 
group's body of practices and beliefs. The 
determination of effect on traditional cultural 
properties (ethnographic resources eligible to 
be listed in the national register) for section 
106 would be no adverse effect. 

Minor Impact- Impact(s) would be slight but 
noticeable but would neither appreciably alter 
resource conditions, such as traditional access 
or site preservation, nor the relationship 
between the resource and the affiliated 
group's body of practices and beliefs. The 
determination of effect on traditional cultural 
properties (ethnographic resources eligible to 
be listed in the national r egister) for section 
106 would be no adverse effect. 

Moderate Impact -Impact(s) would be 
apparent and would alter resource conditions. 
Something would interfere with traditional 
access, site preservation, or the relationship 
between the resource and the affiliated 
group's practices and beliefs, even though the 
group's practices and beliefs would survive. 
The determination of effect on traditional 
cultural properties (ethnographic resources 
eligible to be listed in the national register) for 
section 106 would be adverse effect. 

Major Impact - Impact(s) would alter 
resource conditions. Something would block 
or greatly affect traditional access, site 
preservation, or the relationship between the 
resource and the affiliated group's body of 
practices and beliefs, to the extent that the 
survival of a group's practices and/or beliefs 
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would be jeopardized. The determination of 
effect on traditional cultural properties 
(ethnographic resources eligible to be listed in 
the national register) for section 106 would be 
adverse effect. 

VISITOR USE AND EXPERIENCE 

Definitions of Intensity Levels 

Negligible Impact-The changes in visitor 
use and experience would be below or at the 
lowest level of detection. The visitor would 
probably not be aware of the effects. 

Minor Impact- Changes in visitor use and/or 
experience would be slight but detectable, but 
would not appreciably diminish or enhance 
critical characteristics of the visitor 
experience. There would be no noticeable 
change in visitor use and experience or in any 
defined measures of visitor satisfaction or 
behavior, either positively or negatively. 

Moderate Impact -A few critical 
characteristics of the desired visitor 
experience would change and/or the number 
of participants engaging in an activity would 
be altered. The visitor would be aware of the 
effects and would probably be able to express 
an opinion about the changes. Visitor 
satisfaction would begin to either decline or 
increase as a direct result of the effect. 

Major Impact -Multiple critical 
characteristics of the desired visitor 
experience would change and/or the number 
of participants engaged in an activity would be 
greatly reduced or increased. The visitor 
would be aware of the effects associated with 
implementation of the alternative and would 
probably express a strong opinion about the 
change. Visitor satisfaction would markedly 
decline or increase. 



CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS 

Cumulative impacts are described in the 
Council on Environmental Quality's 
regulation 1508. 7 as the impacts that result 
from incremental impacts of the action when 
added to other past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable action, regardless of what agency 
(federal or nonfederal) or person undertakes 
such other action. Cumulative impacts can 
result from individually minor, but collectively 
significant, actions taking place over time. 

To determine potential cumulative impacts, 
past, present, and potential future actions and 
projects within and surrounding the Nevada 
side of Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
were identified. The area considered covers 
about 25 miles in radius in Clark County and 
includes the communities of Boulder City, 
Henderson, Overton, and Las Vegas, Nevada. 
The actions and projects addressed are listed 
below. 

These activities were evaluated in conjunction 
with the impacts of each alternative to 
determine if they would result in any 
cumulative impacts on a particular natural, 
cultural, or socioeconomic resource, or on 
visitor use. Because most of these actions are 
in the early planning stages, the qualitative 
evaluation of cumulative impacts was based 
on a general description of the projects. 

ACTIONS AND PROJECTS INSIDE THE 
WILDERNESS AREAS 

Independent of this wilderness management 
plan, several NPS and BLM plans are being 
developed for various actions and projects in 
wilderness. Limited prescribed burning, 
thinning, and herbicide spraying would 
continue, if determined to be necessary in a 
minimum requirements analysis, in the effort 
to control the spread of nonnative species on 
NPS lands. The national recreation area's 
exotic plant management plan addresses 
nonnative plant control, including actions in 
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the wilderness areas. The national recreation 
area's fire management plan (NPS 2004b) will 
continue to provide direction consistent with 
the wilderness management plan to protect 
native species and vegetation. 

ACTIONS AND PROJECTS OUTSIDE 
THE WILDERNESS AREAS 

The Boulder City Bypass project involves 
traffic improvements to U.S. Highway 93 
between the cities of Henderson and Boulder 
City. The preferred alternative is a southern 
bypass of Boulder City and would include 
construction of a four-lane divided freeway 
near the Black Canyon Wilderness (FHA and 
NDOT 2005). 

Since 2007, large-scale energy facilities have 
begun operations near the national recreation 
area. A 69-megawatt concentrated solar 
thermal facility began operations in the 
Eldorado Valley, near Boulder City, Nevada, 
in 2007. A 200-megawatt wind energy facility 
spread over approximately 19,000 acres of 
lands managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management is proposed east of Searchlight, 
Nevada, in the Eldorado Mountains and Piute 
Valley. Two wilderness areas are located 
relatively close to the project area: Ireteba 
Peaks (approximately six miles northeast) and 
Nellis Wash (the nearest turbine would be 
approximately two miles from the wilderness). 

The Nevada Department of Wildlife is 
authorized to capture and/or transplant desert 
bighorn sheep within three BLM wilderness 
areas in the Southern Nevada District, 
including the Muddy Mountains Wilderness. 
The agency is also authorized to use 
helicopters to perform annual inspection, 
maintenance, and repair of wildlife water 
developments within certain BLM wilderness 
areas, including two wildlife water 
developments in the Muddy Mountains 
Wilderness. The Muddy Mountains 



Wilderness is located less than 1 mile from the 
Pinto Valley Wilderness and within 
approximately six miles of the Jimbilnan 
Wilderness. 

The Bureau of Land Management published a 
desert tortoise relocation plan (BLM 2012c) 
that will allow desert tortoise population 
augmentation within the Southern Nevada 
District. The intent is to promote the 
reestablishment of desert tortoise in its native 
habitat. This has the potential to affect the 
Eldorado, Ireteba Peaks, and Spirit Mountain 
wilderness areas. 

Several BLM plans are being developed that 
have the potential to affect several of the 
wilderness areas. The BLM Las Vegas Field 
Office Resource Management Plan is 
undergoing revision and therefore 
overarching land use allocations in the 
analysis area may change in the future. The 
resource management plan addresses 
management of resource uses and values 
within the field office. This plan could affect 
the Lake Mead wilderness areas by making 
changes in management and use of adjacent 
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BLM lands, such as by designating Areas of 
Critical Environmental Concern or 
designating lands with wilderness 
characteristics. In addition, the BLM Las 
Vegas Field Office is developing a recreation 
area management plan and a comprehensive 
transportation and travel management plan. 
The purpose of these plans is to identify the 
actions that are necessary to manage a variety 
ofrecreational and travel activities and 
implement recreation programs throughout 
the lands administered by the Las Vegas Field 
Office. The plans will address recreation, 
transportation, and travel issues within the 
field office's lands, including lands adjacent to 
the Spirit Mountain, Bridge Canyon, Nellis 
Wash, lreteba Peaks, and Eldorado wilderness 
areas. But because all of these BLM plans are 
still in the process of being written it is not yet 
possible to identify specific actions that would 
probably affect the wilderness areas. Thus, 
they were not considered in the evaluation of 
cumulative impacts for this wilderness plan. 



IMPACTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES 

ALTERNATIVE A - NO ACTION 

Soils 

Analysis. In alternative A, no soils would be 
altered due to development because no 
development of new facilities is included in 
alternative A. 

Soils in the wilderness areas would probably 
continue to be compacted and eroded by 
hikers and illegal off-highway vehicle users, 
particularly at road pull-offs near the 
wilderness areas and along existing user
created, unofficial routes. Areas that would 
probably continue experiencing noticeable 
soil impacts from off-highway vehicle use 
include Black Canyon and Eldorado. In some 
areas, new user-created, unofficial routes may 
be created from visitation, particularly in areas 
with traditionally higher visitor numbers such 
as those with certain points of interest (e.g., 
Boy Scout Canyon, Spirit Mountain). In this 
alternative, there would continue to be no 
limits on the size of groups entering the 
wilderness areas; this would probably 
continue to contribute to soil compaction and 
erosion in some areas. In sloped areas, 
unofficial routes would result in increased soil 
erosion from stormwater runoff. These long
term, adverse impacts would probably be 
minor to moderate and limited in extent. 

Fragile cryptogamic soil crust exists in the 
Pinto Valley Wilderness. Adverse impacts on 
these soil crusts could be minor to moderate, 
long-term, and localized due to the continued 
use and creation of unofficial routes under 
alternative A. 

Cumulative Effects. Soils in parts of the 
wilderness areas have been altered by past 
occupation by burros, cattle grazing, and the 
development of user-created travel routes. 
These past uses of the wilderness areas led to 
the establishment of unofficial trails, increased 
soil compaction and soil erodibility, and 
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decreased cryptogamic soil crust density. The 
loss and alteration of soils due to past land 
uses and future external actions such as 
nonnative plant management, vegetation 
restoration, and fire management would 
probably result in a long-term, negligible to 
minor, adverse impact on area soils. When the 
potential minor effects from visitor use in the 
wilderness areas in alternative A are added to 
the past and future impacts external to the 
wilderness areas, there would be a long-term, 
minor to moderate, adverse cumulative 
impact on area soils. However, the actions in 
alternative A would contribute a very small 
increment to the overall cumulative impact. 

Conclusion. Some soils would be compacted, 
eroded, and lost, and soil properties would be 
altered due to visitor use in localized areas 
such as along unofficial trails, in washes, and 
at particular points of interest such as at Boy 
Scout Canyon and Spirit Mountain. These 
adverse impacts on soils and cryptogamic soil 
crust would probably be minor to moderate, 
highly localized, and long term. 

When the impacts inside the wilderness areas 
are added to past and foreseeable future 
impacts from land uses and increased 
visitation, there would be the potential for a 
long-term, minor to moderate, adverse 
cumulative impact on area soils- although the 
actions in alternative A would add a very small 
increment to this overall impact. 

Vegetation 

Analysis. No impacts on native vegetation 
would occur due to development or 
improvement of facilities, because alternative 
A does not include such actions. 

Under alternative A, visitor access to the 
wilderness areas would continue to be 
dispersed with no designated trails or routes. 
Illegal off-highway vehicle use would also 



probably continue to be a problem with no 
additional signs posted on the boundaries of 
some wilderness areas, such as Black Canyon 
and Eldorado. These uses would potentially 
result in trampling, crushing, and other 
damage to native vegetation in localized areas. 
Visitor use levels in the wilderness areas in the 
future may lead to vegetation loss due to the 
formation of user-created, unofficial routes in 
or near popular use areas and from vehicles 
parking off roadways as visitors seek access to 
the wilderness areas. Also, there would 
continue to be no limits on the size of groups 
entering the wilderness areas. As a result, 
more native vegetation might be adversely 
affected in local areas. These impacts could 
affect the presence and distribution of some 
native plants in localized areas in the 
wilderness areas. Thus, under alternative A, 
visitor use would probably continue to have a 
long-term, negligible to minor, adverse impact 
on native vegetation in localized areas. 

Where consistent with existing regulations, 
the collection of native vegetative resources 
on BLM portions of the jointly managed 
wilderness areas (Ireteba Peaks, Eldorado, 
and Spirit Mountain) would continue under 
this alternative. Overall, the impacts of 
resource collection on BLM portions of the 
wilderness areas would be long-term, 
localized and negligible, resulting in minimal 
changes to native vegetation. 

Cumulative Effects. Vegetation in many 
parts of the wilderness areas has been altered 
by past occupation by burros, cattle grazing, 
development of user-created travel routes, 
and the spread of nonnative plants, resulting 
in a long-term, moderate to major, adverse 
effect on native vegetation. The loss and 
alteration of vegetation due to future external 
actions would probably result in a long-term, 
negligible to minor, adverse impact on area 
vegetation from potential future wildland 
fires. On the other hand, vegetation 
restoration efforts would continue, probably 
focusing on noticeably disturbed areas (from 
visitor use, poaching and other illegal uses, 
and the spread of nonnative species). This 
would probably have a long-term, beneficial 
effect on vegetation in localized areas. 
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The recreation area's exotic plant 
management plan (NPS 2010) provides an 
integrated approach for managing nonnative 
species but none of the identified priority 
areas are in the wilderness areas. As noted in 
the "Affected Environment" section, the 
spread of nonnative plants is a problem in the 
areas. Nonnative species have been spreading 
in different locations due to past visitor 
activities and through natural sources like 
wind and birds. In addition, even with 
educational efforts, some nonnative plants 
such as tamarisk, Russian olive, Russian 
knapweed, and salt cedar could be introduced 
or spread by visitors in the wilderness areas. It 
is difficult to determine the impact of these 
nonnative species on native vegetation due to 
the uncertainties about the type of species that 
might be introduced in the future, and the 
locations and frequencies of introductions. In 
spite of monitoring and weed control efforts, 
the adverse effect of the introduction and 
spread of nonnative species is unknown, but 
could range from minor to major and be long 
term in duration. 

When the potential negligible to minor, 
adverse effects to vegetation in alternative A 
are added to the past moderate to major 
impacts; the future negligible to minor, 
adverse impacts external to the wilderness 
areas; and the beneficial impacts of restoration 
of disturbed areas, the result would be a long
term, moderate to major, adverse cumulative 
impact on area vegetation. However, 
alternative A would contribute a very small 
increment to the overall cumulative impact on 
the wilderness areas' native vegetation. 

Conclusion. Some impacts would occur due 
to visitor use in the formation of user-created, 
unofficial trails, and illegal off-highway 
vehicle use. These adverse impacts would 
probably be localized, minor to moderate, and 
long-term in extent. Nonnative plants would 
probably continue to spread in the wilderness 
areas, resulting in unknown, long-term, 
adverse impacts on native vegetation. 
However, continuing efforts to control 
nonnative species would probably have a 
long-term, beneficial impact in local areas. 
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When the impacts inside the wilderness areas 
are added to past and foreseeable future 
impacts from past land uses and increased 
visitation, as well as the beneficial impacts of 
restoration of disturbed areas, there would be 
the potential for a moderate to major, long
term, adverse cumulative impact on area 
vegetation. However, the actions in alternative 
A would add a very small increment to this 
overall impact. 

Terrestrial Wildlife 

Analysis. Few actions in this alternative 
would affect the wilderness areas' wildlife 
populations or habitats. Wildlife populations 
and habitats have already been altered by the 
presence of visitors and NPS and BLM 
employees. There would continue to be no 
limits on the size of groups entering the 
wilderness areas. Animals sensitive to human 
activities already avoid these areas when 
people are present. Wildlife that occupy these 
areas of concentrated use, such as various 
reptiles, birds, and small mammals, are mostly 
adapted to the presence of people and would 
not be noticeably affected by the actions being 
taken in alternative A. 

Although some desert bighorn sheep would 
continue to be taken by hunters in the 
wilderness areas, with population levels being 
monitored by state and federal biologists, the 
adverse effect would be expected to be 
negligible and long term. 

Some animals would probably continue to be 
attracted to food offered by visitors or to areas 
where food and trash receptacles are present, 
such as at parking areas and trailheads; these 
areas are located outside of the wilderness 
areas. Overall, the adverse impacts of visitor 
use on wildlife populations in alternative A 
would be localized and negligible, resulting in 
no measurable changes to wildlife populations 
and habitats. 

Where consistent with existing regulations, 
the collection of wildlife resources, other than 
game species, on BLM portions of the jointly 
managed wilderness areas (Ireteba Peaks, 
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Eldorado and Spirit Mountain) would 
continue under this alternative. Overall, the 
long-term, adverse impacts of resource 
collection on BLM portions of the wilderness 
areas would be localized and negligible. 

In this alternative, pets, including dogs, would 
still be allowed in the wilderness areas. Dogs 
would not be expected to go into the 
wilderness areas on a frequent basis; however, 
they could occasionally intimidate and harass 
wildlife, such as desert bighorn sheep, 
resulting in long-term, localized and 
negligible, adverse impacts on terrestrial 
wildlife. 

Cumulative Effects. Terrestrial wildlife in 
parts of the wilderness areas have been altered 
by hunting and the presence of visitors and 
NPS and BLM employees in localized areas. 
In the past, wild horses and burros have been 
removed from some of the areas, which 
extirpated or reduced populations of these 
species to very low numbers in the wilderness 
areas. The removal of wild horses and burros 
has benefited native wildlife species by 
reducing competition and reducing 
disturbance around water sources. In 
addition, past and continuing efforts to 
prevent the spread of nonnative vegetation 
species, restore native vegetation, and restore 
riparian areas would result in long-term, 
beneficial impact on some wildlife 
populations, such as birds and small 
mammals. 

The proposed construction of the Boulder 
City Bypass (preferred alternative) would 
result in the loss of 45-85 acres of wildlife 
habitat (FHA and NDOT 2005). The highway 
would add to the difficulty in desert bighorn 
sheep movements within the northern 
Eldorado Mountains and fragment habitat, 
resulting in a major, adverse impact in this 
area. 

The proposed Searchlight wind energy project 
would also result in the permanent loss of 
152-160 acres of wildlife habitat (BLM 
2012b), resulting in the loss of shelter, 
breeding, and foraging opportunities. 
Operation of the windmills also would pose 
barriers to wildlife behavior patterns. Some of 



these impacts may adversely affect wildlife 
that use the Nellis Wash Wilderness, including 
bats and raptors like golden eagles. 

When the potential minor effects from visitor 
use in the wilderness areas in alternative A are 
added to the past and future impacts external 
to the wilderness areas, there would be a long
term, minor to moderate, adverse cumulative 
impact on terrestrial wildlife populations in 
the wilderness areas. However, the actions in 
alternative A would contribute a very small 
increment to the overall impact. 

Conclusion. Some wildlife habits and 
movements may be altered due to increased 
visitor use in localized areas such as in pull
offs outside the wilderness areas, along 
popular routes, and at points of interest. 
Long-term, negligible, adverse impacts would 
continue to occur in localized areas due to 
visitor use. In addition, some bighorn sheep 
would continue to be taken by hunters; 
however, their population levels will be 
monitored by state and federal biologists. This 
adverse effect would be negligible and long 
term. 

When the beneficial and adverse impacts of 
alternative A are added to the impacts that 
have occurred and are likely to occur in the 
future in the wilderness areas, there would be 
a long-term, minor to moderate, adverse 
cumulative impact on wildlife populations and 
habitats. However, the actions in alternative A 
would contribute only a small beneficial 
increment and a very small adverse increment 
to this impact. 

Special Status Species 

Analysis. No impacts on federal threatened 
and endangered species and critical habitat, 
the state critically endangered plant species, 
and BLM sensitive species would occur due to 
development or improvement of facilities, 
because alternative A does not include such 
actions. 

Under alternative A- even with ongoing 
education efforts-a few visitors may, on rare 
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occasions, harass tortoises when they see 
them. However, continued dispersed visitor 
use of the wilderness areas would be expected 
to result in a long-term, negligible adverse 
effect on desert tortoises in the wilderness 
areas. Likewise, use by hikers might result in 
the trampling of a few state-listed Las Vegas 
bear poppy, threecorner milkvetch, sticky 
buckwheat, and the BLM sensitive rosy 
twotone beardtongue, but this use is expected 
to have a negligible, long-term, adverse effect 
on the populations in the areas. 

In this alternative, pets, including dogs, would 
still be allowed in the wilderness areas. Dogs 
would not be expected to go into the 
wilderness areas on a frequent basis; however, 
they could occasionally intimidate and harass 
desert tortoise, resulting in long-term, 
localized minor, adverse impacts on the 
tortoise. 

General impacts due to visitor use on the BLM 
sensitive wildlife species would be the same as 
those analyzed under the wildlife section. 

Cumulative Effects. Desert tortoise critical 
habitat in parts of the wilderness areas has 
been altered by past occupation by burros, 
user-created trails, and illegal off-highway 
vehicle use. Illegal off-highway vehicle use is 
expected to continue in several wilderness 
areas, such as Black Canyon and Eldorado, 
probably modifying and degrading desert 
tortoise habitat and resulting in the 
harassment or even loss of some tortoises, and 
the loss of some state-listed Las Vegas bear 
poppy, threecorner milkvetch, sticky 
buckwheat, and BLM sensitive rosy twotone 
beard tongue. The loss and alteration of 
habitat due to future external actions that 
include the increased potential for wildfires in 
Spirit Mountain would probably result in a 
minor to moderate, long-term, adverse impact 
on area threatened and endangered species. 
External actions that have resulted in the loss 
of desert tortoise habitat and populations 
include urbanization, proliferation of roads, 
off-highway activity, grazing, habitat invasion 
by nonnative species, increased frequency of 
wildfires, placement of landfills and other 
waste disposal facilities, vandalism and 
collection of tortoises, disease, environmental 
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contaminants, predation by ravens and other 
species, and global climate change, among 
other factors (USFWS 2008). 

The proposed construction and operation of 
the Boulder City Bypass (preferred 
alternative) and Searchlight wind energy 
project would result in the loss of habitat, 
including critical desert tortoise habitat (FHA 
and NDOT 2005, BLM 2012b). The highway 
and wind project would fragment desert 
tortoise habitat, and may result in the loss of 
some animals, resulting in a minor to 
moderate, adverse impact in this area. 

On the other hand, continuing habitat 
restoration efforts in the wilderness areas 
would help protect tortoise habitat under 
alternative A, which would be a long-term, 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
desert tortoise, as well as other state-listed 
species and related critical habitat. The 
translocation of desert tortoises on BLM 
lands, possibly including near the Spirit 
Mountain, Eldorado and Ireteba Peaks 
wilderness areas, also could help reestablish 
and increase tortoise populations in these 
areas. 

When the potential adverse effects from 
increased visitation in the wilderness areas in 
alternative A are added to past actions and 
illegal off-highway vehicle use and future 
impacts external to the wilderness areas, there 
would be a long-term, minor to moderate, 
adverse cumulative impact on desert tortoise 
and the three state listed plant and BLM 
sensitive plan species in the wilderness areas. 
However, alternative A would contribute a 
very small increment to the overall cumulative 
impact. 

Conclusion. A few individual state-listed 
plants (Las Vegas bear poppy, threecorner 
milkvetch, and sticky buckwheat) and a BLM 
sensitive plant (rosy twotone beardtongue) 
may be lost or damaged due to visitor use in 
the future in localized areas, and rarely some 
desert tortoise may be harassed by visitors. 
This would be expected to have a negligible to 
minor, long-term, adverse effect on these 
populations. The alternative would not affect 
the integrity, distribution, or presence of the 
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desert tortoise and the three state critically 
endangered plant and BLM sensitive plant 
species in the wilderness areas. Overall, 
alternative A may affect, but would not be 
likely to adversely affect, the desert tortoise. 

When the beneficial and adverse impacts of 
alternative A are added to the impacts that 
have occurred and are likely to occur in the 
wilderness areas and adjacent lands, there 
would be the potential for a long-term, minor 
to moderate, adverse cumulative impact on 
the desert tortoise and the areas' state-listed 
plant and BLM sensitive plant species 
populations and habitats. However, 
alternative A would contribute a very small 
increment to this overall cumulative impact. 

Natural Soundscape 

Analysis. No impacts on natural soundscapes 
would occur due to development or 
improvement of facilities, because alternative 
A does not include such actions. 

The potential for increased visitor use, no 
limits on size of groups entering the 
wilderness areas, and increased noise due to 
people's voices, would have long-term, 
negligible to minor, adverse impacts on the 
wilderness areas' natural soundscapes in 
localized areas (e.g., attraction areas such as 
Boy Scout Canyon, Hamblin Peak, and 
Grapevine Canyon) during the fall and spring 
under this alternative. 

Cumulative Effects. The natural 
soundscapes in the wilderness areas would 
probably continue to be impacted by aircraft 
overflights, continued illegal off-highway 
vehicle use, and restoration activities in 
localized areas. Also, in some of the 
wilderness areas, boating traffic can be heard 
from Lake Mead and Lake Mohave, resulting 
in negligible to minor, long-term, adverse 
impacts in the areas' natural soundscapes. 

The construction and use of the Boulder City 
Bypass highway would result in substantial 
increases in noise levels close to the highway, 
r esulting in a moderate to major, adverse 



impact on the soundscape. Depending on 
vehicle use levels and wind direction, noise 
from the highway may occasionally be heard 
in the Black Canyon Wilderness. 

The construction and operation of the 
Searchlight wind energy project would also 
result in an increase in noise levels. It was 
estimated that operation of the windmills 
would increase noise levels in the 
northwestern part of the Nellis Wash 
Wilderness from 15 to 25 decibels (BLM 
2012b ), resulting in an adverse impact on the 
natural soundscape in this area. 

When the effects of visitor use in alternative A 
are added to the impacts from overflights, 
boat traffic, external developments, and 
management activities in the areas, there 
could be a moderate long-term, adverse 
cumulative impact on the natural soundscapes 
in some of the wilderness areas-primarily 
Black Canyon and Nellis Wash. However, 
alternative A would add a very small 
increment to the overall adverse cumulative 
impact. 

Conclusion. Some long-term, minor to 
moderate, adverse impacts on soundscapes 
would occur due to visitor use in localized 
areas such as at parking areas, along popular 
routes and at points of interest, such as Boy 
Scout Canyon and Hamblin Peak, illegal off
highway vehicle use, and boating traffic on 
Lake Mead and Lake Mohave. 

When the impacts inside the wilderness areas 
resulting from alternative A are added to past 
and foreseeable future impacts from uses and 
activities outside the wilderness areas 
(primarily external developments), there 
would be the potential for a long-term, 
moderate adverse cumulative impact on the 
areas' natural soundscapes-although the 
actions in alternative A would add a very small 
increment to this overall cumulative impact. 
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ALTERNATIVE B- PREFERRED 
ALTERNATIVE 

Soils 

Analysis. Previous uses of the wilderness 
areas, such as cattle grazing and mining, as 
well as the presence of feral burros, led to the 
establishment of unofficial trails, increased 
soil compaction and erodibility, and in some 
areas decreased cryptogamic soil crust 
density. 

In alternative B, some soils would be lost or 
substantially altered in local areas where 
ground disturbance would occur due to the 
use of designated routes compared to 
alternative A. Because the designated routes 
would occur in areas that have already been 
disturbed by people, the adverse impact on 
soils from route use would probably be 
negligible to minor and long term in localized 
areas. 

Under this alternative, the Pinto Valley old 
road would be reduced in width and 
converted to a horse and pack animal I hiking 
route; native vegetation along this route would 
be restored as part of the conversion of the 
road to a route. This action would have a 
long-term, beneficial impact on soils. 

Visitors would be encouraged to stay on the 
designated routes. However, as in alternative 
A soils in some of the wilderness areas would 

' probably continue to be compacted and 
eroded by hikers at some points of interest 
such as Boy Scout Canyon. In sloped areas, 
user-created, unofficial routes would result in 
increased soil erosion from stormwater 
runoff. These long-term, adverse impacts 
would probably be negligible to minor and 
localized in extent. 

The creation of new access points and the 
installation of information signs and kiosks 
would also occur in areas that have been 
previously disturbed and are outside of the 
wilderness boundary. Additional top soil 
would be removed or compacted due to these 
actions and due to some increased use in the 
areas, resulting in a minor to moderate, 
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adverse, long-term, and localized impact on 
soils in these areas. Also, in this alternative, the 
development and use of a designated camping 
area along Boathouse Cove Road adjacent to 
the Jimbilnan Wilderness would remove or 
compact top soil adjacent to the wilderness 
area, resulting in a localized, minor to 
moderate, long-term, adverse impact on the 
soils adjacent to the Jimbilnan Wilderness. 

In alternative B, the Lower Grapevine Canyon 
Road adjacent to the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness would be closed for resource 
protection, resulting in a long-term, beneficial 
impact on soils adjacent to the wilderness 
area. The development of a designated 
camping area along Boathouse Cove Road 
adjacent to the Jimbilnan Wilderness would 
reduce the removal and compaction of soils 
caused by visitors camping within the 
wilderness area, as they would now camp in 
the newly designated camping area adjacent to 
the wilderness area. This would result in a 
long-term, beneficial impact on soils within 
theJimbilnan Wilderness boundary. 

This alternative would also provide visitors 
the opportunity for dispersed overnight 
camping in Spirit Mountain. This random 
dispersed use would also result in the removal 
of top soil and cause soil compaction, 
resulting in negligible to minor, long-term, 
and localized adverse impacts on the soils in 
this area. 

In alternative B, efforts to remove user
created unofficial routes and restore the land 
would help reduce erosion, compared to 
present conditions, and would result in a 
long-term, beneficial impact on soils. 
Establishing a route to the top of Hamblin 
Peak in Pinto Valley would reduce the impact 
of soil erosion from visitor-created trails, 
resulting in a long-term beneficial impact. 

This alternative also calls for restoration of 
user-created campsites to their natural 
condition at Tule Spring in the Ireteba Peaks 
Wilderness, resulting in long-term, beneficial 
impacts on the soils in this area. 

Instituting and monitoring wilderness 
character and visitor use management 
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measures should also help ensure that an 
unacceptable increase in the number of user
created trails (and resulting in increased soil 
erosion) does not occur in the wilderness 
areas. Also, limiting group sizes to no more 
than 12 people per group would reduce the 
potential for the development of user-created 
trails and soil erosion. Compared to the no
action alternative, this alternative would result 
in a long-term, beneficial impact on 
wilderness area soils. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks would also probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on area soils by educating 
visitors about the wilderness areas and the 
principles of Leave No Trace outdoor ethics. 

Cumulative Effects. Soils in parts of the 
wilderness areas have been altered by past 
occupation by burros, cattle grazing, and the 
development of user-created trails. These past 
uses of the wilderness areas led to the 
establishment of unofficial trails, increased 
soil compaction and erodibility, and 
decreased cryptogamic soil crust density. The 
loss and alteration of soils due to past land 
uses and future external actions, such as 
nonnative plant management, vegetation 
restoration, and fire management, would 
probably result in negligible to minor, long
term, adverse impacts on area soils. When 
these past and future impacts are added to the 
potential adverse and beneficial effects of 
alternative B, there would be a long-term, 
minor to moderate, adverse cumulative 
impact on area soils. However, the actions in 
alternative B would contribute a very small 
increment to the overall impact. 

Conclusion. Some soils would be eroded and 
lost and some soil properties would be altered. 
This would be due to the use of designated 
routes and from visitor use in localized areas, 
such as in washes and at specific points of 
interest. Overall, these adverse impacts would 
probably be minor and long term in extent. 
On the other hand, establishing a route up 
Hamblin Peak in the Pinto Valley Wilderness 
would help reduce soil erosion from user
created trails in this area. Also, establishing 
and monitoring wilderness character and 



visitor use management measures should help 
prevent the development of new user-created 
trails and resulting soil erosion, compaction or 
loss; this would have a long-term, beneficial 
impact. 

When the impacts of alternative Bare added 
to other impacts from past and foreseeable 
future actions, there would be the potential 
for a long-term, minor to moderate, adverse 
cumulative impact on area soils-although the 
actions in alternative B would add a very small 
increment to this overall cumulative impact. 

Vegetation 

Analysis. Vegetation in most portions of the 
wilderness areas would not be affected by 
alternative B. 

In alternative B, some vegetation would be lost 
or substantially altered in local areas where 
ground disturbance would occur due to the 
use of designated routes (e.g., the Pinto Valley 
hiker/horse route). The designated routes 
would occur in previously disturbed areas 
where native vegetation has already been 
substantially altered. Given the previous 
vegetation disturbance and the use of 
appropriate mitigation measures (e.g., 
revegetating disturbed areas and taking steps 
to avoid the spread of nonnative plants), the 
long-term, adverse effects on native 
vegetation from the use of designated routes 
would be negligible to minor in localized 
areas. 

The removal of user-created unofficial routes 
in several of the wilderness areas, the 
restoration of vegetation in disturbed areas, 
and the removal of nonnative invasive species, 
such as tamarisk at spring sites, would have 
long-term, beneficial impacts. Under this 
alternative, the Pinto Valley old road would be 
reduced in width and converted to a 
hiking/horse and pack animal route, with 
native vegetation restored along the route. 
This action would have a long-term, beneficial 
impact on the wilderness areas' vegetation. 
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In alternative B, new access points would be 
established in various locations outside and 
adjacent to the wilderness boundary, resulting 
in localized, negligible to minor, adverse, long
term impacts on vegetation due to the loss of 
vegetation from the construction of these new 
access points. Although the installation of 
information signs and kiosks would occur in 
previously disturbed areas outside wilderness, 
with increased use likely in these areas some 
vegetation could be lost, trampled, or 
damaged due to increased use in the 
wilderness areas, resulting in negligible, 
adverse, and long-term impacts in localized 
areas. 

The development of a designated camping 
area along Boathouse Cove Road adjacent to 
the Jimbilnan Wilderness would result in a 
long-term, negligible to minor adverse impact 
on vegetation in the camping area, but would 
also reduce the removal of and damage to 
vegetation from visitors camping within the 
wilderness area, as they would now camp in 
the newly designated camping area adjacent to 
the wilderness area. This would result in a 
long-term, beneficial impact on vegetation in 
the wilderness area. Also in this alternative, 
the Lower Grapevine Canyon Road adjacent 
to the Spirit Mountain Wilderness would be 
closed for resource protection, resulting in 
long-term, beneficial impact on vegetation 
adjacent to the Spirit Mountain Wilderness. 

This alternative would allow dispersed 
camping in the Spirit Mountain Wilderness, 
which could have negligible, long-term, 
localized adverse effects on native vegetation 
from visitors trampling, removing, or 
damaging the vegetation. None of these 
impacts would affect the overall integrity, 
distribution, or presence of native plant 
communities in the wilderness areas. Thus, 
visitor use would probably have a long-term, 
negligible to minor, adverse impact on the 
wilderness areas' native vegetation in local 
areas. 

In alternative B, most wilderness area visitors 
would be encouraged to stay on the newly 
designated routes and would not affect native 
vegetation. More native vegetation might be 
adversely affected in local areas due to people 
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wandering off the routes and trampling or 
altering native vegetation, and due to people 
developing user-created trails. None of these 
impacts would affect the overall integrity, 
distribution, or presence of native plant 
communities in the wilderness areas. Thus, 
visitor use would probably have a long-term, 
negligible to minor, adverse impact on the 
wilderness areas' native vegetation in local 
areas. 

The spread of nonnative plants, such as 
tamarisk, Russian olive, Russian knapweed, 
and salt cedar, due to visitor use would 
probably continue to be a problem in the 
wilderness areas in alternative B. 
Opportunities for greater access and visitor 
use in the wilderness areas would increase the 
potential for the spread of nonnative species, 
which would replace native plant 
communities. Continued use of mitigation 
measures should help contain the spread of 
some nonnative species in limited areas. Even 
with these measures and visitor education 
efforts, some nonnative plants might be 
introduced or spread by visitors (as well as by 
the wind and other animal species) in the 
wilderness areas. Thus, pockets of nonnative 
species would continue to be present during 
the life of this plan. It is difficult to determine 
the impact this would have on native species, 
due to uncertainties about the type of species 
that might be introduced and the locations 
and frequencies of such introductions. 
However, it is expected that even with 
continuing monitoring and weed control 
efforts, the impacts would result in localized, 
negligible to minor, long-term, adverse 
impacts. 

Alternative B would prohibit resource 
collection in wilderness areas administered by 
the National Park Service, resulting in a long
term beneficial impact on vegetation. 

In this alternative, the restoration of user
created campsites to natural conditions at 
Tule Spring in the Ireteba Peaks Wilderness 
would result in long-term, minor beneficial 
impacts on vegetation. Also, the establishment 
of the route in Pinto Valley would involve the 
restoration of native vegetation along the old 
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road, which would be a long-term beneficial 
impact. 

The establishment and monitoring of 
wilderness character and visitor use 
management measures in this alternative 
would help prevent the spread of additional 
user-created unofficial routes, and thus 
prevent the loss and disturbance of vegetation 
in the wilderness areas from trampling or 
removal by visitors. Also in this alternative, 
limiting group sizes to no more than 12 people 
per group would reduce the potential for the 
disturbance of vegetation, particularly in 
popular areas like Pinto Valley. This would 
have a long-term, beneficial impact on native 
vegetation in localized areas. 

Alternative B would implement the Volunteer 
Wilderness Stewardship Program to aid in the 
management of the wilderness areas. 
Volunteer wilderness stewards would be 
trained to monitor cultural and natural 
resources and visitor use in the areas. This 
program would result in an overall long-term, 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
natural resources, as volunteers would assist 
park staff in monitoring efforts that the park 
staff may not be able to provide on their own. 
This program would also provide important 
and timely feedback on resource conditions to 
park staff so they can implement mitigation 
measures before the impacts have a greater 
effect on the resources. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks would also probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on area vegetation by 
educating visitors about the wilderness areas 
and the principles of Leave No Trace outdoor 
ethics. 

Cumulative Effects. Vegetation in many 
parts of the wilderness areas have been altered 
by past occupation by burros, cattle grazing, 
the development of user-created trails, and 
the spread of nonnative plants, resulting in a 
long-term, moderate to major, adverse effect 
to native vegetation. The loss and alteration of 
vegetation due to future external actions such 
as possible future wildland fires would 
probably result in a negligible to minor, long
term, adverse cumulative impact on the areas' 



native vegetation. On the other hand, 
vegetation restoration efforts would continue, 
probably focusing on noticeably disturbed 
areas (from visitor use, poaching, and other 
illegal uses, and the spread of nonnative 
species). This would have a long-term, 
beneficial effect on vegetation in localized 
areas. 

The recreation area's exotic plant 
management plan (NPS 2010) provides an 
integrated approach for managing nonnative 
species, but none of the identified priority 
areas are in the wilderness areas. As noted in 
the "Affected Environment" section, the 
spread of nonnative plants is a problem in the 
wilderness areas. Nonnative species have been 
spreading in different locations due to past 
visitor activities and natural sources like wind 
and birds. In addition, even with education 
efforts, some nonnative plants such as 
tamarisk, Russian olive, Russian knapweed, 
and salt cedar could be introduced or spread 
by visitors in the wilderness areas. It is difficult 
to determine the impact of these nonnative 
species on native vegetation due to the 
uncertainties about the type of species that 
might be introduced in the future, and the 
locations and frequencies of introductions. In 
spite of monitoring and weed control efforts, 
the adverse effect of the introduction and 
spread of nonnative species is unknown, but 
could range from minor to major and be long 
term in duration. 

When the potential negligible to minor, 
adverse effects of alternative B are added to 
the past moderate to major impacts; the future 
negligible to minor, adverse impacts external 
to the wilderness areas; and the beneficial 
impacts of restoration of disturbed areas, 
there would be a long-term, minor to 
moderate, adverse cumulative impact on area 
vegetation. However, alternative B would 
contribute a very small increment to the 
overall cumulative impact on the wilderness 
areas' native vegetation. 

Conclusion. Some long-term, negligible to 
minor, adverse impacts would occur in local 
areas due to the establishment of designated 
routes and from visitor use. The existence and 
spread of nonnative plants would continue to 
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have a negligible to minor, long-term, adverse 
impact on native vegetation. However, efforts 
to restore native vegetation, remove user
created trails and campsites, and establish and 
monitor wilderness character and visitor use 
management measures would probably have 
long-term, beneficial impacts on native 
vegetation in localized areas. 

When the effects of alternative Bare added to 
the effects of other past, present, and 
foreseeable future actions, there would be a 
negligible to minor, long-term, adverse 
cumulative impact on native vegetation. The 
actions in alternative B would add both small 
long-term, beneficial and small long-term, 
adverse increments to this overall cumulative 
impact. 

Terrestrial Wildlife 

Analysis. In alternative B, human use in the 
wilderness areas would be concentrated on 
designated routes, in washes, and at particular 
points of interest such as Boy Scout Canyon. 
Animals sensitive to human activities already 
avoid these areas when people are present. 
Wildlife that occupy these areas of 
concentrated use, such as various reptiles, 
birds, and small mammals, are mostly adapted 
to the presence of people and would not be 
noticeably affected by the actions in 
alternative B. 

In this alternative, some wildlife may be 
displaced or habitat may be damaged in local 
areas where disturbance would occur due to 
the increased use of designated routes 
compared to alternative A. However, the 
designated routes would occur in areas that 
have already been disturbed by people. Given 
the previous wildlife and habitat disturbances, 
the long-term, adverse effects on wildlife and 
habitat from the designation and use of routes 
would be negligible to minor in localized 
areas. 

Efforts to restore native vegetation 
communities would occur in alternative B, 
expanding habitat for wildlife, and resulting in 
a long-term, beneficial impact on wildlife 
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populations in the wilderness areas. Likewise, 
the closure of unofficial user-created trails 
and the restoration of these areas would result 
in a reduction of wildlife displacement due to 
the reduction of human use and would 
increase the availability of habitat for wildlife 
that are sensitive to the presence of people, 
resulting in long-term, beneficial impacts on 
native wildlife and habitat. 

In alternative B, an old road in Pinto Valley 
would be reduced in width and converted to a 
hiking I horse and pack stock route; the native 
vegetation in these areas would be restored, 
increasing habitat for native wildlife 
populations. These actions would have long
term, beneficial impacts on the area's wildlife. 

In this alternative, new access points would be 
established at various locations outside and 
adjacent to the wilderness boundary. This 
would result in localized, negligible to minor, 
adverse, short-term impacts on wildlife due to 
the loss of habitat or the displacement of 
wildlife from noise and the presence of 
humans during the construction of these new 
access points. The presence of humans at 
these new access points after construction will 
have localized, negligible to minor, adverse, 
long-term impacts on wildlife. Although the 
installation of information signs and kiosks 
would occur in previously disturbed areas, 
some habitat would be lost or damaged during 
construction, resulting in negligible, adverse, 
and long-term impacts in localized areas. 

The development of a designated camping 
area along Boathouse Cove Road adjacent to 
the Jimbilnan Wilderness would result in 
long-term, negligible to minor adverse impact 
on wildlife habitat in the camping area but 
would also reduce the displacement of wildlife 
and damage to habitat from visitors camping 
within the wilderness area, as visitors would 
now camp in the newly designated camping 
area adjacent to the Jimbilnan Wilderness 
boundary. This would result in a long-term, 
beneficial impact on wildlife and habitat 
within the Jimbilnan Wilderness. Also in this 
alternative, the Lower Grapevine Canyon 
Road adjacent to the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness would be closed for resource 
protection, resulting in long-term, beneficial 
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impacts on wildlife and habitat adjacent to the 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness. 

Dispersed camping would be allowed in the 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness, which could 
have localized, negligible, long-term, adverse 
effects on wildlife and habitat from visitors 
displacing wildlife or damaging their habitat. 

As in all of the alternatives, some animals such 
as various reptiles would continue to 
occasionally be injured or killed by illegal off
highway vehicle use or be displaced by visitors 
creating unofficial routes through wildlife 
habitat. Some animals such as birds, mice, 
squirrels, and rabbits would probably 
continue to be attracted to food being offered 
by visitors. The overall adverse effects on 
wildlife from visitor activities in alternative B 
would be the same as those in alternative A: 
long-term, localized and negligible, resulting 
in no measurable changes to the wilderness 
areas' wildlife populations. 

Alternative B would prohibit resource 
collection in wilderness areas administered by 
the National Park Service, resulting in a long
term beneficial impact on terrestrial wildlife in 
the wilderness areas. 

In this alternative, the restoration of user
created campsites to natural conditions at 
Tule Spring in the Ireteba Peaks Wilderness 
would result in long-term, beneficial impacts 
on the wildlife habitat in this area. 

In this alternative, limiting group sizes to no 
more than 12 people per group would reduce 
human use and the potential for groups to 
disturb wildlife. This would result in long
term beneficial impacts on the wildlife and 
habitat. 

Alternative B would implement the Volunteer 
Wilderness Stewardship Program to aid in the 
management of the wilderness areas. 
Volunteer wilderness stewards would be 
trained to monitor cultural and natural 
resources and visitor use in the areas. This 
program would result in an overall long-term, 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
natural resources, as the volunteers would 
assist park staff in monitoring efforts that the 



park staff may not be able to provide on their 
own. This program would also provide 
important and timely feedback on resource 
conditions to park staff so they can implement 
mitigation measures before the impacts have a 
greater effect on the resources. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks would also probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on area wildlife and habitat 
by educating visitors about the wilderness 
areas and the principles of Leave No Trace 
outdoor ethics. 

Ensuring that pets are under leash control at 
all times would help keep pets from 
intimidating and harassing wildlife, including 
desert bighorn sheep. This would have a long
term, beneficial impact on terrestrial wildlife. 

Cumulative Effects. Terrestrial wildlife in 
parts of the wilderness areas have been altered 
by hunting and the presence of visitors and 
NPS and BLM employees in localized areas. 
In the past, wild horses and burros have been 
removed from some of the areas, which 
extirpated these populations or reduced them 
to very low numbers in the wilderness areas. 
The removal of wild horses and burros has 
benefited native wildlife species by reducing 
competition and reducing disturbance around 
water sources. The alteration of wildlife habits 
and movements due to future external actions 
would probably result in long-term, negligible 
to minor, adverse impacts on native wildlife. 
On the other hand, past and continuing efforts 
to prevent the spread of nonnative vegetation 
species, restore native vegetation, and restore 
riparian areas would result in long-term, 
beneficial impacts on some wildlife 
populations, such as birds and small 
mammals. 

The proposed construction of the Boulder 
City Bypass (preferred alternative) would 
result in the loss of 45 to 85 acres of wildlife 
habitat in the recreation area (FHA and 
NDOT 2005). The highway would add to the 
difficulty in desert bighorn sheep movements 
within the northern Eldorado Mountains and 
fragment habitat, resulting in a major, adverse 
impact in this area. 
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The proposed Searchlight wind energy project 
would also result in the permanent loss of 
152-160 acres of wildlife habitat (BLM 
2012b), resulting in the loss of shelter, 
breeding and foraging opportunities. 
Operation of the windmills also would pose 
barriers to wildlife behavior patterns. Some of 
these impacts may adversely affect wildlife 
that use the Nellis Wash Wilderness, including 
bats and raptors such as golden eagles. 

When the potential minor effects from visitor 
use in the wilderness areas in alternative Bare 
added to the past and future impacts external 
to the wilderness areas, there would be a long
term, negligible to minor, adverse cumulative 
impact on terrestrial wildlife populations. 
However, the actions in alternative B would 
contribute a very small increment to the 
overall impact. 

Conclusion. Long-term, negligible, adverse 
impacts would continue to occur in localized 
areas due to visitor use of the wilderness areas. 
There would also be long-term, beneficial 
impacts on some wildlife populations due to 
vegetation restoration efforts and the closure 
and restoration of roads and unofficial user
created trails in the wilderness areas. 

When the beneficial and adverse impacts of 
alternative Bare added to the impacts that 
have occurred in the wilderness areas, there 
would be a long-term, negligible to minor, 
adverse cumulative impact on the areas' 
wildlife populations and habitats. However, 
the actions in alternative B would contribute 
only a small long-term, beneficial increment 
and a very small long-term, adverse increment 
to this impact. 

Special Status Species 

Analysis. In alternative B, human use in the 
wilderness areas would be concentrated on 
designated routes, in washes, and at particular 
points of interest. 

Under alternative B-even with ongoing 
education efforts- a few visitors may very 
occasionally harass tortoises when they see 
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them. However, in general, continued 
dispersed visitor use of the wilderness areas 
would be expected to result in a negligible, 
long-term, adverse effect on desert tortoises. 
Likewise, visitation by hikers might result in 
the trampling of a few state-listed Las Vegas 
bear poppy, three corner milk vetch, sticky 
buckwheat, and the BLM sensitive rosy 
twotone beardtongue, but this use is expected 
to have a long-term, negligible, adverse effect 
on the populations in the areas. 

In alternative B, some desert tortoises may be 
displaced or habitat may be damaged in local 
areas where disturbance would occur due to 
the use of designated routes. The use of 
designated routes would occur in areas that 
have already been disturbed by people; this 
use would have a negligible to minor, long
term, localized, adverse impact on the 
wilderness area's desert tortoise species and 
habitat. 

Under this alternative, the old road in Pinto 
Valley would be reduced in width and 
converted to a hiking I horse and pack animal 
route; the native vegetation areas along this 
route would be restored, increasing possible 
habitat for desert tortoise. This action would 
have a long-term, beneficial impact on the 
desert tortoise. 

Development of new access points and the 
installation of information signs and kiosks 
would occur in areas that are not considered 
critical habitat, have already been disturbed, 
and are located outside of and adjacent to the 
wilderness boundary. The adverse impact on 
desert tortoise populations and habitats in 
these areas from the construction of parking 
areas, signs, and kiosks would be short-term 
and negligible. 

Also in this alternative, the development of a 
designated camping area along Boathouse 
Cove Road adjacent to the Jimbilnan 
Wilderness could displace desert tortoise or 
damage habitat adjacent to the wilderness 
area. This could result in a localized, negligible 
to minor, long-term, adverse impact on desert 
tortoise and their habitat. 
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Dispersed camping would be allowed in the 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness, which could 
have negligible, long-term, and localized 
adverse effects on desert tortoise and their 
habitat through species displacement or 
damage to their habitat from visitor use. 

Although the development of a designated 
camping area along Boathouse Cove Road 
adjacent to the Jimbilnan Wilderness could 
remove some potential tortoise habitat, it also 
could reduce the displacement of desert 
tortoise and the damage to habitat from 
visitors camping within the wilderness area. 
This would result in a long-term, beneficial 
impact on desert tortoise in the wilderness 
area. 

Also in this alternative, several roads, 
including the Lower Grapevine Canyon Road 
adjacent to the Spirit Mountain Wilderness, 
would be closed for resource protection. This 
would reduce the potential for tortoises to be 
run over by vehicles, resulting in a long-term, 
beneficial impact on desert tortoise and 
habitat. 

Ensuring that pets are under leash control at 
all times would help keep pets from 
intimidating and harassing wildlife, including 
desert bighorn sheep. This would have a long
term, beneficial impact on terrestrial wildlife. 

As in all of the alternatives, some desert 
tortoise may continue to occasionally be 
injured or killed and the three state-listed 
plant species may be trampled by illegal off
highway vehicle use or be displaced from 
visitors creating unofficial routes through the 
species' habitat. The overall adverse effects on 
the desert tortoise and three state-listed plant 
species from visitor activities in alternative B 
would be localized, negligible to minor, and 
long term. 

In alternative B, user-created campsites would 
be restored to natural conditions at Tule 
Spring in the Ireteba Peaks Wilderness, 
resulting in long-term beneficial impacts on 
desert tortoises and habitat in this area. 

Alternative B would implement the Volunteer 
Wilderness Stewardship Program to aid in the 



management of the wilderness areas. 
Volunteer wilderness stewards would be 
trained to monitor cultural and natural 
resources and visitor use in the areas. This 
program would result in overall long-term, 
beneficial impacts on the wilderness areas' 
natural resources, including desert tortoise, 
the three state-listed plant species, and the 
BLM sensitive plant species as volunteers 
would assist park staff in monitoring efforts 
that the park staff may not be able to provide 
on their own. This program would also 
provide important and timely feedback on 
resource conditions to park staff so they can 
implement mitigation measures before the 
impacts have a greater effect on the resources. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks would also probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on the desert tortoise and 
habitat by educating visitors about the 
wilderness areas and the principles of Leave 
No Trace outdoor ethics. 

General impacts due to alternative Bon the 
BLM sensitive wildlife species would be the 
same as those analyzed under the wildlife 
section and for the desert tortoise above. 

Cumulative Effects. Threatened and 
endangered species' critical habitat in parts of 
the wilderness areas has been altered by the 
past occupation by burros, the development 
of user-created trails, and illegal off-highway 
vehicle use. Until illegal off-highway vehicle 
use is eliminated in several wilderness areas, 
such as Black Canyon and Eldorado, this use 
would probably modify and degrade desert 
tortoise habitat and result in the harassment 
or even loss of some tortoises, as well as the 
loss of some state-listed plants (Las Vegas bear 
poppy, threecorner milkvetch, sticky 
buckwheat) and a BLM sensitive plant (rosy 
twotone beardtongue). 

The loss and alteration of habitat due to future 
external actions, including possible wildfires 
in Spirit Mountain, would probably result in a 
long-term, negligible to minor, adverse impact 
on desert tortoise. External actions that have 
resulted in the loss of desert tortoise habitat 
and populations include urbanization, 
proliferation ofroads, off-highway activity, 
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grazing, habitat invasion by nonnative species, 
increased frequency of wildfires, placement of 
landfills and other waste disposal facilities, 
vandalism and collection of tortoises, disease, 
presence of environmental contaminants, 
predation by ravens and other species, and 
global climate change, among other factors 
(USFWS 2008). 

The proposed construction and operation of 
the Boulder City Bypass (preferred 
alternative) and Searchlight wind energy 
project would result in the loss of habitat, 
including critical desert tortoise habitat (FHA 
and NDOT 2005, BLM 2012b). The highway 
and wind project would fragment desert 
tortoise habitat, and may result in the loss of 
some animals, resulting in a minor to 
moderate, adverse impact in this area. 

On the other hand, continuing habitat 
restoration efforts in the wilderness areas 
would help protect tortoise habitat under 
alternative B, which would result in a long
term, beneficial impact on desert tortoise, as 
well as the state-listed plant species and 
related critical habitat. The translocation of 
desert tortoises on BLM lands, possibly 
including near the Spirit Mountain, Eldorado 
and Ireteba Peaks Wilderness areas, also could 
help re-establish and increase tortoise 
populations in these areas. 

When the potential adverse effects from 
visitor use in the wilderness areas in 
alternative B are added to past actions, illegal 
off-highway vehicle use, and future impacts 
external to the wilderness areas, there would 
be a long-term, negligible to minor, adverse 
cumulative impact on desert tortoise, the 
three state listed plant species, and a BLM 
sensitive plant species in the wilderness areas. 
However, alternative B would contribute a 
very small increment to the overall cumulative 
impact. 

Conclusion. Long-term, negligible, adverse 
impacts would continue to occur in localized 
areas due to visitor use of the wilderness areas. 
There would also be long-term, beneficial 
impacts on some desert tortoise, the three 
state-listed plant populations, and a BLM 
sensitive plant species due to vegetation 
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restoration efforts, tortoise fencing, and the 
closure and restoration of unofficial user
created trails in the wilderness areas. Overall, 
alternative B may affect, but would not be 
likely to adversely affect, the desert tortoise. 

When the beneficial and adverse impacts of 
alternative Bare added to the impacts that 
have occurred and are likely to occur in the 
wilderness areas, there would be a long-term, 
negligible to minor, adverse cumulative 
impact on the areas' desert tortoise and the 
three state listed plant and a BLM sensitive 
plant populations and habitats. However, the 
actions in alternative B would contribute only 
a small long-term, beneficial increment and a 
very small long-term, adverse increment to 
this impact. 

Natural Soundscape 

Analysis. The natural soundscape in most 
portions of the wilderness areas would not be 
affected by the actions taken in alternative B. 

Alternative B would establish new designated 
routes, which would help confine users and 
concentrate user noise to these routes. This 
could result in increased disruption of the 
natural soundscape along the designated 
routes, as visitors would be encouraged to stay 
on these routes with other visitors rather than 
to seek individual routes through the 
development of user-created unofficial trails. 
This would result in a negligible to minor, 
long-term, adverse impact on the natural 
soundscape in the wilderness areas. 

The closure of unofficial user-created trails 
would result in more concentrated areas of 
visitor use, thus containing visitor noise to the 
newly designated routes, resulting in long
term, beneficial impacts on the natural 
sounds cape. 

Under this alternative, the old Pinto Valley 
road would be reduced in width and 
converted to hiking I horse and pack animal 
route; this would eliminate illegal off-highway 
vehicle use and restore the natural soundscape 
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in this area and would have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on the natural soundscape. 

Development of new access points and the 
installation of information signs and kiosks 
would occur in areas that are located outside 
of and adjacent to the wilderness boundary. 
The adverse impact on the natural soundscape 
in these areas from the construction of 
parking areas, signs, and kiosks would be 
short term and negligible. 

Also in this alternative, the development of a 
designated camping area along Boathouse 
Cove Road adjacent to the Jimbilnan 
Wilderness would concentrate visitor noise 
adjacent to the wilderness area, resulting in a 
localized, negligible to minor, long-term, 
adverse impact on the area's natural 
soundscape in the vicinity of the wilderness 
area. 

Also in this alternative, several roads, 
including the Lower Grapevine Canyon Road 
adjacent to the Spirit Mountain Wilderness, 
would be closed for resource protection, 
resulting in a long-term, beneficial impact on 
natural soundscapes in the wilderness areas 
due to the elimination of illegal off-highway or 
other vehicle use. 

Monitoring sounds within the wilderness 
areas and from aircraft overflights would 
continue under alternative B; this may provide 
information regarding the impacts on the 
natural soundscapes, which could result in the 
development of management actions to 
mitigate these impacts. Instituting and 
monitoring wilderness character and visitor 
use management measures should help ensure 
that an unacceptable increase in disruption of 
the natural soundscape due to visitors does 
not occur in the wilderness areas. Establishing 
limits on group sizes, especially in areas of 
high use and at points of interest, and 
eliminating illegal off-highway vehicle use 
would result in long-term, beneficial impacts 
in the areas' natural soundscapes. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks would also probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on area natural soundscapes 
by educating visitors about the wilderness 



areas and the principles of Leave No Trace 
outdoor ethics. 

Cumulative Effects. The natural 
soundscapes in the wilderness areas would 
probably continue to be impacted by aircraft 
overflights, illegal off-highway vehicle use, 
and restoration activities in localized areas. 
Also, in some of the wilderness areas, boating 
traffic can be heard from Lake Mead and Lake 
Mohave, resulting in long-term, negligible to 
minor, adverse impacts in the areas' natural 
soundscapes. 

The construction and use of the Boulder City 
Bypass highway would result in substantial 
increases in noise levels close to the highway, 
resulting in a moderate to major, adverse 
impact on the soundscape. Depending on 
vehicle use levels and wind direction, noise 
from the highway may occasionally be heard 
in the Black Canyon Wilderness. 

The construction and operation of the 
Searchlight wind energy project would also 
result in an increase in noise levels. It was 
estimated that operation of the windmills 
would increase noise levels in the 
northwestern part of the Nellis Wash 
Wilderness from 15 to 25 decibels (BLM 
2012b ), resulting in an adverse impact on the 
natural soundscape in this area. 

When the effects of alternative Bare added to 
the impacts from overflights, boat traffic, 
external developments, and management 
activities in the areas, there potentially could 
be a moderate, long-term, adverse cumulative 
impact on the natural soundscapes in some of 
the wilderness areas- primarily in Black 
Canyon and Nellis Wash. However, 
alternative B would add a very small 
increment to the overall adverse cumulative 
impact. 

Conclusion. Some natural soundscapes 
would be degraded due to visitor use in 
localized areas such as along routes, in washes, 
in high use areas such as at Boy Scout Canyon, 
and in some wilderness areas where boating 
traffic on Lake Mead and Lake Mohave can 
be heard. These adverse impacts would 
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probably be negligible to minor and long term 
in extent. 

When the impacts inside the wilderness areas 
are added to past and foreseeable future 
impacts from visitor use and the addition of 
external developments outside the wilderness 
boundary, there would be a long-term, 
moderate adverse cumulative impact on the 
areas' natural soundscapes-although the 
actions in alternative B would add a very small 
increment to this overall impact. Continuing 
efforts to monitor and establish a baseline for 
natural soundscapes in the wilderness areas, 
and the development and implementation of 
mitigation measures would result in a long
term, beneficial impact on the natural 
soundscapes. Instituting and monitoring 
wilderness character and visitor use 
management measures that would address 
group sizes, illegal off-highway vehicle use, 
and general noise disturbances would also 
result in long-term, beneficial impacts on the 
natural soundscape in the wilderness areas. 

When the beneficial and adverse impacts of 
alternative Bare added to the impacts that 
have occurred and external future actions that 
might affect the wilderness areas, there would 
be a long-term, moderate, adverse cumulative 
impact on the areas' natural soundscapes. 

ALTERNATIVE C 

Soils 

Analysis. Previous uses of the wilderness 
areas, such as cattle grazing and mining, as 
well as the presence of feral burros led to the 
establishment of unofficial trails, increased 
soil compaction and erodibility, and in some 
areas decreased cryptogamic soil crust 
density. 

In alternative C, some soils would be lost or 
substantially altered in local areas where 
ground disturbance would occur due to the 
use of designated routes compared to 
alternative A. However, the designated routes 
would occur in areas that have already been 
disturbed by people and would have a 
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negligible to minor, long-term, localized, 
adverse impact on the wilderness area's soils. 

Under this alternative, the old Pinto Valley 
road would be reduced in width and 
converted to a hiking I horse and pack animal 
route; the native vegetation areas along this 
route would be restored. This action would 
have a long-term, beneficial impact on soils. 

Visitors would be encouraged to stay on the 
designated routes; however, as in alternative 
A, soils in some of the wilderness areas would 
probably continue to be compacted and 
eroded by hikers at some points of interest, 
such as Boy Scout Canyon. In sloped areas, 
user-created, unofficial routes would result in 
increased soil erosion from stormwater 
runoff. These long-term, adverse impacts 
would probably be negligible to minor and 
localized in extent. 

The creation of new access points and the 
installation of information signs and kiosks 
would also occur in areas that have been 
previously disturbed and are outside of the 
wilderness boundary. Additional top soil 
would be removed or compacted due to these 
actions and due to some increased use, 
resulting in a minor to moderate, adverse, 
long-term, and localized impact on soils in 
these areas. Also in this alternative, the 
development and use of a designated camping 
area along Boathouse Cove Road adjacent to 
the Jimbilnan Wilderness would remove or 
compact top soil adjacent to the wilderness 
area, resulting in a minor to moderate, long
term and localized, adverse impact on the soils 
adjacent to the Jimbilnan Wilderness. 

In alternative C, the Lower Grapevine Canyon 
Road adjacent to the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness would be closed for resource 
protection, resulting in a long-term, beneficial 
impact on soils adjacent to the wilderness 
area. The development of a designated 
camping area along Boathouse Cove Road 
adjacent to the Jimbilnan Wilderness would 
reduce the removal and compaction of soils 
caused by visitors camping within the 
wilderness area, as they would now camp in 
the newly designated camping area adjacent to 
the Jimbilnan Wilderness. This would result in 
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a long-term, beneficial impact on soils within 
the Jimbilnan Wilderness. 

Alternative C would also provide visitors only 
day use opportunities in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness. Compared to alternative A, this 
would eliminate new visitor-created camping 
sites and result in long-term, beneficial 
impacts; however, overall, soil erosion, 
removal, or compaction would still be caused 
by visitor use on the newly designated routes, 
resulting in negligible to minor, long-term, 
and localized, adverse impacts on the soils in 
this area. 

In alternative C, efforts to remove and restore 
user-created unofficial routes would help 
reduce erosion, compared to present 
conditions, and would result in a long-term, 
beneficial impact on soils. Establishing a route 
to the top of Hamblin Peak in the Pinto Valley 
Wilderness and two routes on Spirit 
Mountain would reduce the impact of soil 
erosion from visitor-created trails, resulting in 
long-term beneficial impact. 

This alternative also calls for restoration of 
user-created campsites to natural conditions 
at Tule Spring in the Ireteba Peaks 
Wilderness, resulting in long-term, beneficial 
impacts on the soils in this area. 

Instituting and monitoring wilderness 
character and visitor use management 
measures should also help ensure that an 
unacceptable increase in the number of user
created trails (and resulting increased soil 
erosion) does not occur in the wilderness 
areas. In addition, limiting group sizes to no 
more than 12 people per group would reduce 
the potential for the development of user
created trails and soil erosion. Compared to 
the no-action alternative, this alternative 
would result in a long-term, beneficial impact 
on wilderness area soils. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks would also probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on wilderness area soils by 
educating visitors about the wilderness areas 
and the principles of Leave No Trace outdoor 
ethics. 



Cumulative Effects. Soils in parts of the 
wilderness areas have been altered by past 
occupation by burros, cattle grazing, and the 
development of user-created trails. These past 
uses of the wilderness areas led to the 
establishment of unofficial trails, increased 
soil compaction and erodibility, and 
decreased cryptogamic soil crust density. The 
loss and alteration of soils due to past land 
uses and future external actions such as exotic 
plant management, vegetation restoration, 
and fire management, would probably result 
in negligible to minor, long-term, adverse 
impacts on area soils. When these past and 
future impacts are added to the potential 
adverse and beneficial effects of alternative C, 
there would be a long-term, minor to 
moderate, adverse cumulative impact on area 
soils. However, the actions in alternative C 
would contribute a very small increment to 
the overall impact. 

Conclusion. Some soils would be eroded and 
lost and some soil properties would be altered. 
This would be due to the use of designated 
routes and from visitor use in localized areas, 
such as in washes and at specific points of 
interest. Overall, these adverse impacts would 
probably be minor and long term in extent. 
On the other hand, establishing a route up 
Hamblin Peak and two routes up Spirit 
Mountain would help reduce soil erosion in 
these areas. Also, establishing and monitoring 
wilderness character and visitor use 
management measures should help prevent 
the development of new user-created trails 
and resulting soil erosion, compaction or loss; 
this would have a long-term, beneficial 
impact. 

When the impacts of alternative Care added 
to other impacts from past and foreseeable 
future actions, there would be the potential 
for a long-term, minor to moderate, adverse 
cumulative impact on area soils-although the 
actions in alternative C would add a very small 
increment to this overall cumulative impact. 
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Vegetation 

Analysis. As in alternatives A and B, 
vegetation in most portions of the wilderness 
areas would not be affected by alternative C. 

In alternative C, some vegetation would be 
lost or substantially altered in local areas 
where ground disturbance would occur due to 
the use of designated routes. However, the 
designated routes would occur in previously 
disturbed areas where native vegetation has 
already been substantially altered. Given the 
previous vegetation disturbance and the use of 
appropriate mitigation measures (e.g., 
revegetating disturbed areas and taking steps 
to avoid the spread of nonnative plants), the 
long-term, adverse effects on native 
vegetation from the use of designated routes 
would be negligible to minor in localized 
areas. 

The removal of user-created unofficial routes 
in several of the wilderness areas, the 
restoration of vegetation in disturbed areas, 
and the removal of nonnative invasive species, 
such as tamarisk at spring sites, would have 
long-term, beneficial impacts. Under this 
alternative, the old road in Pinto Valley would 
be reduced in width and converted to a hiking 
I horse and pack animal route; the native 
vegetation along this route would be restored. 
This action would have a long-term, beneficial 
impact on the area's vegetation. 

In alternative C, new access points would be 
created in various locations outside and 
adjacent to the wilderness boundary, resulting 
in localized, negligible to minor, adverse, long
term impacts on vegetation due to the loss of 
vegetation from the construction of these new 
access points. Although the installation of 
information signs and kiosks would occur in 
previously disturbed areas outside wilderness, 
some vegetation could be lost, trampled, or 
damaged in the wilderness areas due to 
increased use of these areas, resulting in 
negligible, adverse, and long-term impacts in 
localized areas. 

The development of a designated camping 
area along Boathouse Cove Road adjacent to 
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the Jimbilnan Wilderness would result in a 
negligible to minor, long-term adverse impact 
on vegetation in the camping area, but also 
would reduce the damage to vegetation from 
visitors camping within the wilderness area, as 
they would now camp in the newly designated 
camping area adjacent to the wilderness area. 
This would result in a long-term, beneficial 
impact on vegetation in the wilderness area. 
Also in this alternative, the Nevada Telephone 
Cove Road adjacent to the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness would be closed for resource 
protection, resulting in a long-term, beneficial 
impact on vegetation adjacent to the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness. 

In alternative C, most wilderness area visitors 
would be encouraged to stay on newly 
developed designated routes and would not 
affect native vegetation. More native 
vegetation might be adversely affected in local 
areas due to people wandering off the routes 
and trampling or altering native vegetation, 
the development of user-created trails. None 
of these impacts would affect the overall 
integrity, distribution, or presence of native 
plant communities in the wilderness areas. 
Thus, visitor use would probably have a long
term, negligible to minor, adverse impact on 
the wilderness areas' native vegetation in local 
areas. 

Alternative C would also provide visitors only 
day use opportunities in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness. Compared to alternative A, this 
would eliminate the loss of native vegetation 
due to user-created campsites and result in 
long-term, beneficial impacts; however, 
overall, vegetation could still be trampled or 
altered by visitor use, resulting in negligible to 
minor, long-term, localized, adverse impacts 
on the soils in this area. 

The spread of nonnative plants, such as 
tamarisk, Russian olive, Russian knapweed, 
and salt cedar, due to visitor use would 
probably continue to be a problem in the 
wilderness areas in alternative C. 
Opportunities for greater access and visitor 
use in the wilderness areas would increase the 
potential for the spread of nonnative species, 
which would replace native plant 
communities. Continued use of mitigation 
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measures should help contain the spread of 
some nonnative species in limited areas. Even 
with these measures and visitor education 
efforts, some nonnative plants might be 
introduced or spread by visitors (as well as by 
the wind and other animal species) in the 
wilderness areas. Thus, pockets of nonnative 
species would continue to be present during 
the life of this plan. It is difficult to determine 
the impact this would have on native species, 
due to uncertainties about the type of species 
that might be introduced and the locations 
and frequencies of such introductions. 
However, it is expected that even with 
continuing monitoring and weed control 
efforts, the impacts would result in negligible 
to minor, long-term, localized, adverse 
impacts. 

Alternative C would prohibit resource 
collection in wilderness areas administered by 
the National Park Service, resulting in a long
term, beneficial impact on vegetation. 

In this alternative, the restoration of user
created campsites to natural conditions at 
Tule Spring in the Ireteba Peaks Wilderness 
would result in long-term, beneficial impacts 
on vegetation. Also, the establishment of a 
route in Pinto Valley would involve the 
restoration of native vegetation, which would 
be a long-term beneficial impact. 

The establishment and monitoring of 
wilderness character and visitor use 
management measures in this alternative 
would help prevent the spread of additional 
user-created unofficial routes, and thus 
prevent the loss and disturbance of vegetation 
from trampling or removal by visitors. 
particularly in popular areas like Pinto Valley. 
This would have a long-term, beneficial 
impact on native vegetation in localized areas. 

Alternative C would implement the Volunteer 
Wilderness Stewardship Program to aid in the 
management of the wilderness areas. 
Volunteer wilderness stewards would be 
trained to monitor cultural and natural 
resources and visitor use in the areas. This 
program would result in an overall long-term, 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
natural resources, as volunteers would assist 



park staff in monitoring efforts that the park 
staff may not be able to provide on their own. 
This program would also provide important 
and timely feedback on resource conditions to 
park staff so they can implement mitigation 
measures before the impacts have a greater 
effect on the resources. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks also would probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
vegetation by educating visitors about the 
wilderness areas and the principles of Leave 
No Trace outdoor ethics. 

Cumulative Effects. Vegetation in many 
parts of the wilderness areas has been altered 
by past occupation by burros, cattle grazing, 
the development of user-created trails, and 
the spread of nonnative plants, resulting in a 
moderate to major, adverse effect to native 
vegetation. The loss and alteration of 
vegetation due to future external actions, such 
as possible future wildland fires, would 
probably result in a negligible to minor, long
term, adverse cumulative impact on the areas' 
native vegetation. On the other hand, 
vegetation restoration efforts would continue, 
probably focusing on noticeably disturbed 
areas (from visitor use, poaching and other 
illegal uses, and the spread of nonnative 
species). This would have a long-term, 
beneficial effect on vegetation in localized 
areas. 

The recreation area's exotic plant 
management plan (NPS 2010) provides an 
integrated approach for managing nonnative 
species, but none of the identified priority 
areas are in the wilderness areas. As noted in 
the "Affected Environment" section, the 
spread of nonnative plants is a problem in the 
wilderness areas. Nonnative species have been 
spreading in different locations due to past 
visitor activities and natural sources such as 
wind and birds. In addition, even with 
educational efforts, some nonnative plants 
such as tamarisk, Russian olive, Russian 
knapweed, and salt cedar could be introduced 
or spread by visitors in the wilderness areas. It 
is difficult to determine the impact of these 
nonnative species on native vegetation due to 
the uncertainties about the type of species that 
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might be introduced in the future, and the 
locations and frequencies of introductions. In 
spite of monitoring and weed control efforts, 
the adverse effect of the introduction and 
spread of nonnative species is unknown, but 
could range from minor to major and be long
term in duration. 

When the potential negligible to minor, 
adverse effects of alternative Care added to 
the past moderate to major impacts; future 
negligible to minor, adverse impacts external 
to the wilderness areas; and the beneficial 
impacts of restoration of disturbed areas, 
there would be a long-term, minor to 
moderate, adverse cumulative impact on area 
vegetation. However, alternative C would 
contribute a very small increment to the 
overall cumulative impact on the wilderness 
areas' native vegetation. 

Conclusion. Some long-term, negligible to 
minor, adverse impacts would occur in local 
areas due to the development of proposed 
new, designated routes and from visitor use. 
The existence and spread of nonnative plants 
would continue to have a negligible to minor, 
long-term, adverse impact on native 
vegetation. However, efforts to restore native 
vegetation, remove user-created trails, and 
establish and monitor wilderness character 
and visitor use management measures would 
probably have long-term, beneficial impacts 
on native vegetation in localized areas. 

When the effects of alternative Care added to 
the effects of other past, present, and 
foreseeable future actions, there would be a 
negligible to minor, long-term, adverse 
cumulative impact on native vegetation. The 
actions in alternative C would add both small 
beneficial and small adverse increments to this 
overall cumulative impact. 

Terrestrial Wildlife 

Analysis. In alternative C, human use in the 
wilderness areas would be concentrated on 
designated routes, in washes, and at particular 
points of interest such as Boy Scout Canyon. 
Animals sensitive to human activities already 
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avoid these areas when people are present. 
Wildlife that occupy these areas of 
concentrated use, such as various reptiles, 
birds, and small mammals are mostly adapted 
to the presence of people and would not be 
noticeably affected by the actions in 
alternative C. 

In this alternative, some wildlife may be 
displaced or habitat may be damaged in local 
areas where disturbance would occur due to 
the increased use of designated routes 
compared to alternative A. However, the 
designated routes would occur in areas that 
have already been disturbed by people. Given 
the previous wildlife and habitat disturbances, 
the long-term, adverse effects on wildlife and 
habitat from the use of designated routes 
would be negligible to minor in localized 
areas. 

Efforts to restore native vegetation 
communities would occur in alternative C, 
expanding habitat for wildlife and resulting in 
a long-term, beneficial impact on wildlife 
populations in the wilderness areas. Likewise, 
the closure of unofficial user-created trails 
and the restoration of these areas would result 
in a reduction of human use, and would 
increase the availability of habitat for wildlife 
that are sensitive to the presence of people, 
resulting in long-term, beneficial impacts on 
native wildlife and habitat. 

In alternative C, an old road in Pinto Valley 
would be reduced in width and converted to a 
hiking I horse and pack stock route; the native 
vegetation in this area would be restored, 
increasing habitat for native wildlife 
populations. This action would have a long
term, beneficial impact on the area's wildlife. 

In this alternative, new access points would be 
created at various locations outside and 
adjacent to the wilderness boundary. This 
would result in localized, negligible to minor, 
adverse, short-term impacts on wildlife due to 
the loss of habitat or the displacement of 
wildlife from noise and the presence of 
humans during construction of these new 
access points. The presence of humans at 
these new access points after construction 
would have localized, negligible to minor, 
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adverse, long-term impacts on wildlife. 
Although the installation of information signs 
and kiosks would occur in previously 
disturbed areas, some habitat would be lost or 
damaged during construction, resulting in 
negligible, adverse, and long-term impacts in 
localized areas. 

The development of a designated camping 
area along Boathouse Cove Road adjacent to 
the Jimbilnan Wilderness would result in a 
long-term, negligible to minor adverse impact 
on wildlife habitat in the camping area, but 
would also reduce the displacement of wildlife 
and the damage to habitat from visitors 
camping within the wilderness area, as visitors 
would now camp in the newly designated 
camping area adjacent to the Jimbilnan 
Wilderness boundary. This would result in a 
long-term, beneficial impact on wildlife and 
habitat within the Jimbilnan Wilderness. Also 
in this alternative, the Nevada Telephone 
Cove Road adjacent to the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness would be closed for resource 
protection, resulting in long-term, beneficial 
impacts on wildlife and habitat adjacent to the 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness. 

As in all of the alternatives, some animals such 
as various reptiles would continue to 
occasionally be injured or killed by illegal off
highway vehicle use or be displaced by visitors 
creating unofficial routes through wildlife 
habitat. Some animals, such as birds, mice, 
squirrels, and rabbits, would probably 
continue to be attracted to food being offered 
by visitors. The overall adverse effects on 
wildlife from visitor activities in alternative C 
would be the same as those in alternative A: 
long term, localized and negligible, resulting in 
no measurable changes to the wilderness 
areas' wildlife populations. 

Alternative C would also provide visitors only 
day use opportunities in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness. Compared to alternative A, this 
would result in long-term, beneficial impacts; 
however, overall, wildlife and habitat could 
still be adversely affected by visitor use, 
resulting in negligible to minor, long-term, 
localized, adverse impacts on the wildlife and 
habitat in this area. 



Alternative C would prohibit resource 
collection in the wilderness areas 
administered by the National Park Service, 
resulting in a beneficial, long-term impact on 
terrestrial wildlife in the wilderness areas. 

In this alternative, the restoration of user
created campsites to natural conditions at 
Tule Spring in the Ireteba Peaks Wilderness 
would result in long-term, beneficial impacts 
on wildlife habitat in this area. 

In this alternative, limiting group sizes to no 
more than 12 people per group would reduce 
human use and the potential for groups 
disturbing wildlife. This would result in long
term, beneficial impacts on the wildlife and 
habitat. 

This alternative would implement the 
Volunteer Wilderness Stewardship Program 
to aid in the management of the wilderness 
areas. Volunteer wilderness stewards would 
be trained to monitor cultural and natural 
resources and visitor use in the areas. This 
program would result in an overall long-term, 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
natural resources, as volunteers would assist 
park staff in monitoring efforts the park staff 
may not be able to provide on their own. This 
program would also provide important and 
timely feedback on resource conditions to 
park staff so they can implement mitigation 
measures before the impacts have a greater 
effect on the resources. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks would also probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on national recreation area 
wildlife and habitat by educating visitors 
about the wilderness areas and the principles 
of Leave No Trace outdoor ethics. 

Ensuring that pets are under leash control at 
all times would help keep pets from 
intimidating and harassing wildlife, including 
desert bighorn sheep. This would have a long
term, beneficial impact on terrestrial wildlife. 

Cumulative Effects. Terrestrial wildlife in 
parts of the wilderness areas have been altered 
by hunting and the presence of visitors and 
NPS and BLM employees in localized areas. 
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In the past, wild horses and burros have been 
removed from some of the areas, which 
extirpated or reduced populations of these 
species to very low numbers in the wilderness 
areas. The removal of wild horses and burros 
has benefited native wildlife species by 
reducing competition and reducing 
disturbance around water sources. The 
alteration of wildlife habits and movements 
due to future external actions such as future 
wildland fires would probably result in long
term, negligible to minor, adverse impacts on 
native wildlife. On the other hand, past and 
continuing efforts to prevent the spread of 
nonnative vegetation species, restore native 
vegetation, and restore riparian areas would 
result in long-term, beneficial impacts on 
some wildlife populations, such as birds and 
small mammals. 

The proposed construction of the Boulder 
City Bypass (preferred alternative) would 
result in the loss of 45-85 acres of wildlife 
habitat (FHA and NDOT 2005). The highway 
would add to the difficulty in desert bighorn 
sheep movements within the northern 
Eldorado Mountains and fragment habitat, 
resulting in a major, adverse impact in this 
area. 

The proposed Searchlight wind energy project 
would also result in the permanent loss of 
152-160 acres of wildlife habitat (BLM 
2012b), resulting in the loss of shelter, 
breeding, and foraging opportunities. 
Operation of the windmills also would pose 
barriers to wildlife behavior patterns. Some of 
these impacts may adversely affect wildlife 
that use the Nellis Wash Wilderness, including 
bats and raptors like golden eagles. 

When the potential minor effects from visitor 
use in the wilderness areas in alternative Care 
added to the past and future impacts external 
to the wilderness areas, there would be a long
term, negligible to minor, adverse cumulative 
impact on terrestrial wildlife populations. 
However, the actions in alternative C would 
contribute a very small increment to the 
overall impact. 

Conclusion. Long-term, negligible, adverse 
impacts would continue to occur in localized 
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areas due to visitor use of the wilderness areas. 
There would also be long-term, beneficial 
impacts on some wildlife populations due to 
vegetation restoration efforts and the closure 
and restoration of roads and unofficial user
created trails in the wilderness areas. 

When the beneficial and adverse impacts of 
alternative Care added to the impacts that 
have occurred in the wilderness areas, there 
would be a long-term, negligible to minor, 
adverse cumulative impact on the areas' 
wildlife populations and habitats. However, 
the actions in alternative C would contribute 
only a small long-term, beneficial increment 
and a very small long-term, adverse increment 
to this impact. 

Special Status Species 

Analysis. In alternative C, human activity in 
the wilderness areas would be concentrated 
on designated routes, in washes, and at 
particular points of interest. 

Under alternative C-even with ongoing 
education efforts- a few visitors may rarely 
harass tortoises when they see them. 
However, in general, even if use levels slightly 
increase, continued dispersed visitor use of 
the wilderness areas would be expected to 
result in a long-term, negligible, adverse effect 
on desert tortoises in the wilderness areas. 
Likewise, increased visitation by hikers might 
result in the trampling of a few state listed 
plant species (Las Vegas bear poppy, 
threecorner milkvetch, sticky buckwheat) and 
the BLM sensitive rosy twotone beard tongue, 
but this is expected to have a long-term, 
negligible adverse effect on the populations in 
the areas. 

In alternative C, some desert tortoises may be 
displaced or habitat may be in local areas 
where disturbance would occur due to the use 
of designated routes. Some state-listed 
critically endangered plants also may be 
damaged or lost due to the designation of 
routes in theJimbilnan and Pinto Valley 
wilderness areas. However, the designated 
routes would occur in areas that are not 
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considered critical habitat, and have already 
been disturbed by people; this would have a 
negligible, long-term, and localized adverse 
impact on the wilderness areas' desert 
tortoises and the state-listed plant species and 
habitat. Given the previous disturbances to 
these species and their habitat, the long-term, 
adverse effects on the desert tortoise and 
habitat and the three state listed plant species 
from the use of designated routes would be 
negligible to minor in localized areas. 

Efforts to restore native vegetation 
communities would occur in alternative C. 
This effort could expand habitat for the desert 
tortoise and the three state-listed plant 
species, and would have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on desert tortoise 
populations found in the wilderness areas. 
Likewise, the closure of unofficial user
created trails and the restoration of these 
areas would result in a reduction in human 
use, resulting in a reduction in species 
displacement. A reduction in human use 
would increase the availability of habitat for 
the desert tortoise that are sensitive to the 
presence of people, resulting in long-term, 
beneficial impacts on desert tortoise and 
habitat. 

Under this alternative, the old Pinto Valley 
road would be reduced in width and 
converted to a hiking I horse and pack animal 
route and the native vegetation in this area 
would be restored, increasing possible habitat 
for desert tortoise. This action would have a 
long-term, beneficial impact on the desert 
tortoise and habitat. 

Development of new access points and the 
installation of information signs and kiosks 
would occur in areas that are not considered 
critical habitat, that have already been 
disturbed, and are located outside the 
wilderness boundary. The adverse impact on 
desert tortoise populations and habitats in 
these areas from the construction of parking 
areas, signs, and kiosks would be short term 
and negligible. 

Although the development of a designated 
camping area along Boathouse Cove Road, 
adjacent to the Jimbilnan Wilderness, could 



displace desert tortoise or damage habitat, the 
development of such a designated camping 
area also could reduce the displacement of 
desert tortoise and the damage to habitat from 
visitors camping within the wilderness area; 
this could result in a long-term beneficial 
impact on the desert tortoise. 

Also in this alternative, several roads, 
including the Lower Grapevine Canyon Road 
(Approved Road 13) adjacent to the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness, would be closed for 
resource protection. This would reduce the 
potential for tortoises to be run over by 
vehicles, resulting in a long-term, beneficial 
impact on the desert tortoise and habitat. 

Ensuring that pets are under leash control at 
all times would help keep pets from 
intimidating and harassing wildlife, including 
desert bighorn sheep. This would have a long
term, beneficial impact on terrestrial wildlife. 

As in all of the alternatives, some desert 
tortoise may continue to occasionally be 
injured or killed and the three state-listed 
plant species may be trampled by illegal off
highway vehicle use or become displaced 
from visitors creating unofficial routes 
through desert tortoise habitat. The overall 
adverse effects to the desert tortoise and three 
state-listed plant species from visitor activities 
in alternative C would be localized and 
negligible to minor. 

Alternative C would also provide visitors only 
day use opportunities in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness. Compared to alternative B, this 
would result in long-term, beneficial impacts; 
however, overall, the desert tortoise and 
habitat could still be adversely affected by 
visitor use, resulting in negligible to minor, 
long-term, and localized adverse impacts on 
these species and habitat in this area. 

In alternative C, the user-created campsites 
would be restored to natural conditions at 
Tule Spring in the Ireteba Peaks Wilderness, 
resulting in long-term, beneficial impacts on 
the desert tortoise and habitat in this area. 

Alternative C would implement the Volunteer 
Wilderness Stewardship Program to aid in the 
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management of the wilderness areas. 
Volunteer wilderness stewards would be 
trained to monitor cultural and natural 
resources and visitor use in the areas. This 
program would result in an overall long-term, 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
natural resources, including the desert 
tortoise, the three state-listed plant species, 
and the BLM sensitive plant species as it 
would assist park staff in monitoring efforts 
that the staff may not be able to provide on its 
own. This program would also provide 
important and timely feedback on resource 
conditions to park staff so they can implement 
mitigation measures before the impacts have a 
greater effect on the resources. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks would also probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on wilderness area desert 
tortoise and habitat by educating visitors 
about the wilderness areas and the principles 
of Leave No Trace outdoor ethics. 

General impacts on the BLM sensitive wildlife 
species due to alternative C would be the same 
as those analyzed under the wildlife section 
and for the desert tortoise above. 

Cumulative Effects. Desert tortoise critical 
habitat in parts of the wilderness areas has 
been altered by past occupation by burros, 
development of user-created trails, and illegal 
off-highway vehicle use. Illegal off-highway 
vehicle use is expected to continue in several 
wilderness areas, such as Black Canyon and 
Eldorado, probably modifying and degrading 
desert tortoise habitat and resulting in the 
harassment or even loss of some tortoises, as 
well as the loss of some state-listed Las Vegas 
bear poppy, threecorner milkvetch, sticky 
buckwheat, and BLM sensitive rosy twotone 
beard tongue. The loss and alteration of 
habitat due to future external actions 
including possible wildfires in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness would probably result 
in a long-term, negligible to minor, adverse 
impact on threatened and endangered species. 
External actions that have resulted in the loss 
of desert tortoise habitat and populations 
include urbanization, proliferation of roads, 
off-highway activity, grazing, habitat invasion 
by nonnative species, increased frequency of 
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wildfires, placement oflandfills and other 
waste disposal facilities, vandalism and 
collection of tortoises, disease, presence of 
environmental contaminants, predation by 
ravens and other species, and global climate 
change, among other factors (USFWS 2008). 

The proposed construction and operation of 
the Boulder City Bypass (preferred 
alternative) and Searchlight wind energy 
project would result in the loss of habitat, 
including critical desert tortoise habitat (FHA 
and NDOT 2005, BLM 2012b). The highway 
and wind project would fragment desert 
tortoise habitat, and may result in the loss of 
some animals, resulting in a minor to 
moderate, adverse impact in this area. 

On the other hand, continuing habitat 
restoration efforts in the wilderness areas 
would help protect tortoise habitat under 
alternative C, which would be a long-term, 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
desert tortoise as well as the three state-listed 
plant species. The translocation of desert 
tortoises on BLM lands, possibly including 
near the Spirit Mountain, Eldorado, and 
Ireteba Peaks wilderness areas, also could help 
reestablish and increase tortoise populations 
in these areas. 

When the potential adverse effects from 
increased visitation in the wilderness areas in 
alternative C are added to past actions, 
continuing illegal off-highway vehicle use, and 
future impacts external to the wilderness 
areas, there would be a long-term, negligible 
to minor, adverse cumulative impact on desert 
tortoise and the three state-listed plant species 
and BLM sensitive plant species in the 
wilderness areas. However, alternative C 
would contribute a very small increment to 
the overall cumulative impact. 

Conclusion. Alternative C would have both 
adverse and beneficial impacts on the 
wilderness areas' desert tortoise and three 
state-listed plant species populations and 
habitats. Most of these species populations 
and habitats in the wilderness areas would not 
change as a result of the actions in this 
alternative. No actions would affect desert 
tortoise areas known to be important for 
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breeding, or foraging, or as key migration 
routes. No actions would interfere with 
feeding, reproduction, or other activities 
necessary for the survival of the species. Long
term, negligible, adverse impacts would 
continue to occur in localized areas due to 
continuing and increased visitor use of the 
wilderness areas. There also would be long
term, beneficial impacts on some desert 
tortoise and state-listed and BLM sensitive 
plant species populations due to vegetation 
restoration efforts, tortoise fencing, and the 
closure and restoration of unofficial user
created trails in the wilderness areas. Overall, 
alternative C may affect, but would not be 
likely to adversely affect, the desert tortoise. 

When the beneficial and adverse impacts of 
alternative Care added to the impacts that 
have occurred and are likely to occur in the 
wilderness areas, there would be a long-term, 
negligible to minor, adverse cumulative 
impact on the desert tortoise and three state 
listed plant and BLM sensitive plant species 
populations and habitats. However, the 
actions in alternative C would contribute only 
a small long-term, beneficial increment and a 
very small long-term, adverse increment to 
this impact. 

Natural Soundscape 

Analysis. The natural soundscapes in most 
portions of the wilderness areas would not be 
affected by the implementation of alternative 
C. The potential for increased visitor use and 
some continued illegal off-highway vehicle 
use would have negligible to minor, adverse 
impacts on the wilderness areas' natural 
soundscapes under this alternative. Also, in 
some of the wilderness areas, boating traffic 
can be heard from Lake Mead and Lake 
Mohave, resulting in negligible to minor, 
adverse impacts on the areas' natural 
soundscapes. 

Alternative C would establish new designated 
routes, which would help confine users and 
user noise to the routes. This could result in 
increased disruption of the natural 
soundscape along those routes, as visitors 



would be encouraged to stay on the 
designated routes with other visitors rather 
than to seek individual routes through the 
development of user-created unofficial trails. 
This would result in a negligible to minor, 
short-term, adverse impact on the natural 
soundscape in the wilderness areas. 

Efforts to restore native vegetation 
communities would occur in alternative C and 
might provide a buffer to noise that might 
occur within the wilderness areas. This effort 
would result in a long-term, beneficial impact 
on the natural soundscape in the wilderness 
areas. Likewise, the closure of unofficial user
created trails would result in more 
concentrated areas of visitor use, thus 
containing visitor noise to the newly 
designated routes; this would result in long
term beneficial impacts on the natural 
soundscape. 

Under this alternative, the old road in Pinto 
Valley would be reduced in width and 
converted to a hiking I horse and pack animal 
route, cutting off illegal off-highway vehicle 
use and restoring the natural soundscape in 
this area. This action would have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
natural soundscape. 

Development of new access points and the 
installation of information signs and kiosks 
would occur in areas that are located outside 
of the wilderness. The adverse impact on the 
natural soundscape in these areas from the 
construction of parking areas, signs, and 
kiosks would be short-term and negligible. 

Also in this alternative, the development of a 
designated camping area along Boathouse 
Cove Road adjacent to the Jimbilnan 
Wilderness would concentrate visitor noise in 
the vicinity of the wilderness area, resulting in 
a negligible to minor, long-term, and localized 
adverse impact on the wilderness areas' 
natural soundscape. 

Also in this alternative, several roads, 
including the Lower Grapevine Canyon Road 
(Approved R 13) adjacent to Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness, would be closed for resource 
protection, resulting in long-term, beneficial 
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impact on natural soundscapes in the 
wilderness areas from reduced illegal off
highway or other vehicle use. 

Alternative C would also provide visitors only 
day use opportunities in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness. Compared to alternative B, this 
would result in long-term, beneficial impacts; 
however, overall, the natural soundscape 
could still be degraded by visitor use, resulting 
in negligible to minor, short-term, and 
localized adverse impacts on the natural 
soundscape in this area. 

Monitoring sounds within the wilderness 
areas and from aircraft overflights would 
continue under alternative C; this may provide 
information regarding the impacts on the 
natural soundscapes that could be used to 
develop management actions to mitigate these 
impacts. Instituting and monitoring 
wilderness character and visitor use 
management measures should help ensure 
that an unacceptable increase in disruption of 
the natural soundscape due to visitors does 
not occur in the wilderness areas. Limiting 
group size, especially in areas of high use and 
at points of interest, and reducing the 
occurrences of illegal off-highway vehicle use 
would result in long-term, beneficial impacts 
in the areas' natural soundscapes. 

The installation of informational signs and 
kiosks also would probably have a long-term, 
beneficial impact on wilderness area natural 
soundscapes by educating visitors about the 
wilderness areas and the principles of Leave 
No Trace outdoor ethics. 

Cumulative Effects. The natural 
soundscapes in the wilderness areas would 
probably continue to be impacted by aircraft 
overflights, continued illegal off-highway 
vehicle use, and restoration activities in 
localized areas. Also, in some of the 
wilderness areas, boating traffic can be heard 
from Lake Mead and Lake Mohave, resulting 
in negligible to minor, adverse impacts in the 
areas' natural soundscapes. 

Occasionally sounds may be heard in the 
northern portions of the Pinto Valley and 
Jimbilnan wilderness areas from Nevada 
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Department of Wildlife helicopters, which are 
capturing/transplanting bighorn sheep and 
maintaining wildlife water developments in 
the Muddy Mountains Wilderness. 

The construction and use of the Boulder City 
Bypass highway would result in substantial 
increases in noise levels close to the highway, 
resulting in a moderate to major, adverse 
impact on the soundscape. Depending on 
vehicle use levels and wind direction, noise 
from the highway may occasionally be heard 
in the Black Canyon Wilderness. 

The construction and operation of the 
Searchlight wind energy project would also 
result in an increase in noise levels. It was 
estimated that operation of the windmills 
would increase noise levels in the 
northwestern part of the Nellis Wash 
Wilderness from 15 to 25 decibels (BLM 
2012b ), resulting in an adverse impact on the 
natural soundscape in this area. 

When the effects of increased visitation in 
alternative Care added to the impacts from 
overflights, external developments, boat 
traffic, and management activities in the areas, 
there potentially could be a moderate, long
term cumulative impact on the natural 
soundscapes in some of the wilderness areas
primarily the Black Canyon and Nellis Wash 
wilderness areas. However, alternative C 
would add a very small increment to the 
overall adverse cumulative impact. 

Conclusion. Most of the wilderness areas' 
soundscapes would not be affected by the 
actions in alternative C. However, some 
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natural soundscapes would be degraded due 
to increased visitor use in localized areas such 
as along routes, in washes, in high use areas 
such as Boy Scout Canyon, and in some 
wilderness areas where boating traffic on 
nearby lakes can be heard. These adverse 
impacts would probably be minor and short
term in extent. When the impacts inside the 
wilderness areas are added to past and 
foreseeable future impacts from increased 
visitation and the addition of external 
developments outside the wilderness 
boundary, there would be the potential for a 
long-term, moderate adverse cumulative 
impact on the areas' natural soundscapes
although the actions in alternative C would 
add a very small increment to this overall 
impact. 

Continuing efforts to monitor and establish a 
baseline for natural soundscapes in the 
wilderness areas, and developing and 
implementing mitigation measures, would 
result in a negligible to minor, short-term, 
beneficial impact on the natural soundscapes 
in the wilderness areas. Also, instituting and 
monitoring wilderness character and visitor 
use management measures that address group 
sizes, illegal off-highway vehicle use, and 
general noise disturbances would result in 
minor to moderate, beneficial impact on the 
natural soundscape in the wilderness areas. 
When the beneficial and adverse impacts of 
alternative C are added to the impacts that 
have occurred and external future actions that 
might affect the wilderness areas, there would 
be a long-term, moderate, adverse cumulative 
impact on the areas' natural soundscapes. 



IMPACTS ON WILDERNESS CHARACTER 

ALTERNATIVE A - NO ACTION 

Natural 

Under the no-action alternative, the 
wilderness areas would continue to appear 
natural. No actions would occur under this 
alternative that would result in the loss of 
natural conditions, or restore natural 
conditions in the wilderness areas. Thus, there 
would be no change to natural conditions 
resulting from this alternative. 

Undeveloped 

In this alternative, no new permanent 
improvements or human occupation would 
occur that would change the character of the 
area. A few old roads, such as double and 
single track roads in the Pinto Valley 
Wilderness, and a few other structures, such 
as old mines, would continue to degrade the 
undeveloped quality in some of the wilderness 
areas. In addition, there would continue to be 
occasional illegal off-highway vehicle 
incursions into wilderness areas, which would 
degrade this quality. But the affected areas 
would be confined to a few locations in the 
wilderness areas. Overall, there would 
continue to be a long-term, minor adverse 
impact on the undeveloped quality. 

Untrammeled 

The vast majority of the wilderness areas 
would remain untrammeled in this alternative. 
Some management activities such as limited 
wildfire suppression, nonnative species 
control, and other resource management 
activities (e.g., tortoise translocations by the 
Bureau of Land Management) would continue 
to occasionally occur and have a trammeling 
effect. This alternative would result in a 
continuation of some minor adverse effects 
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from management activities, but would not 
result in any new impacts on the untrammeled 
nature of the wilderness areas. 

Opportunities for Solitude and 
Primitive, Unconfined Recreation 

Nothing in this alternative would affect the 
outstanding opportunities for solitude 
currently available in the wilderness areas. 
The amount of visitor use would continue to 
be limited by (1) natural limitations of travel in 
the rugged backcountry, (2) the inhospitable 
summer climate, (3) the existing lack of visitor 
amenities, and ( 4) camping day use limits. In 
this alternative, these conditions would 
continue relatively unchanged. As a result, 
visitor numbers in the wilderness areas 
(outside of Grapevine Canyon and the 
Redstone interpretive trail) would continue to 
be quite low. There would be no new effects 
on opportunities for solitude in the eight 
wilderness areas from implementing this 
alternative. 

There would continue to be little to no 
notable NPS presence (in the form of 
regulations, management activity, or 
personnel) in the eight areas, with the 
exception of occasional ranger-led walks or 
infrequent backcountry ranger patrols. 

One installation that may adversely affect 
some visitors' sense of solitude would be the 
continued presence of the register on the 
summit of Spirit Mountain. But this would 
have a negligible adverse effect on this quality. 

A few recreation installations and 
management actions would continue to 
degrade opportunities for primitive and 
unconfined recreation in localized areas. The 
presence of climbing bolts in the Black 
Canyon, Spirit Mountain, and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas, and signs on wilderness 
boundaries, and the 15-day limit on camping 
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at one site on NPS lands would continue to 
have a negligible to minor, adverse impact on 
this wilderness character quality. But overall 
visitors would continue to have largely 
unrestricted access to and within the 
wilderness areas and to have opportunities for 
primitive (nonmechanized) activities such as 
hiking, backpacking, wildlife watching, 
photography, climbing, bouldering, and 
canyoneering. Almost unlimited opportunities 
for primitive, unconfined recreation would 
continue. The beneficial effect of having 
ample opportunities for primitive, unconfined 
recreation would continue and there would be 
no new effect on these opportunities as a 
result of implementing the no-action 
alternative. 

Other Features of Value (Cultural 
Resources) 

In the Spirit Mountain and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas the landscapes are important 
cultural resources for American Indian tribes, 
as described in the "Affected Environment" 
section. Under alternative A visitors would 
continue to be present in these areas, hiking 
climbing, and bouldering, and using fixed 
anchors. These uses may increase in the 
future. The presence of hikers, climbers, and 
boulderers would continue to potentially alter 
traditional uses and practices, occasionally 
disrupting religious activities. Some 
ethnographic resources may knowingly or 
unknowingly be disturbed or altered. The 
continued use of fixed anchors within the 
Spirit Mountain traditional cultural property 
would continue to be seen as conflicting with 
tribal cultural values and their heritage. This 
impact would be apparent in localized areas in 
the two wilderness areas, and would be a long
term, moderate adverse impact. 

Cumulative Effects 

Land development related to the fast-growing 
population of the Southern Nevada region is 
quickly reducing the availability of the once 
open and seemingly empty desert areas in the 
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region. Areas with wilderness designations are 
legally protected from development in 
perpetuity. The remaining naturalness and 
untrammeled character of these undeveloped 
areas is likely to increase in importance as the 
surrounding lands experience commercial, 
industrial, and residential expansion. These 
protected natural areas provide a long-term 
beneficial impact that can be described in 
tangible and intangible terms. 

Opportunities for people to find solitude and 
to enjoy primitive, unconfined recreation can 
be found in the 20 designated wilderness areas 
in Clark County managed by the Bureau of 
Land Management, the U.S. Forest Service, 
and the National Park Service, including the 8 
wilderness areas considered in this plan. 
Opportunities and locations for wilderness 
experiences are numerous in the region-a 
long-term beneficial impact for residents and 
visitors. 

The recreation area's exotic plant 
management plan recognizes the constraints 
wilderness places on management of 
nonnative species in wilderness and the need 
to complete minimum requirement analyses. 
However, none of the sites identified in the 
plan as priority areas are in the wilderness 
areas. Thus, the plan would have little to no 
effect on wilderness character. 

Continuing occasional use of helicopters by 
the state for desert bighorn management and 
maintenance of wildlife water developments 
in the Muddy Mountains Wilderness would 
result in visual and noise impacts that would 
adversely affect the undeveloped wilderness 
character quality in the Pin to Valley and 
possibly the Jimbilnan wilderness areas. 

Several past and reasonably foreseeable future 
solar and wind energy developments would 
adversely affect opportunities for solitude in 
several of the wilderness areas. Existing 
powerlines are visible along the northeastern 
boundary of the Spirit Mountain Wilderness, 
the eastern boundary of the Nellis Wash 
Wilderness, the northern boundary of the 
Ireteba Peaks Wilderness (along with an 
associated road), and from the Black Canyon 
and Eldorado wilderness areas. In the 



Eldorado Wilderness the glint and glare from 
mirrors in the Nevada Solar One 
concentrating solar thermal plant would be 
visible from high locations. The proposed 
Searchlight Wind Energy Project on the 
Eldorado Mountains would be visible in the 
Spirit Mountain and Nellis Wash 
wildernesses, and generate noise that may be 
heard in the Nellis Wash Wilderness. The 
development of roads in this area also may 
provide increased access, particularly to the 
Nellis Wash Wilderness, decreasing 
opportunities for solitude. The construction 
and use of the four-lane Boulder City Bypass 
highway would be near the Black Canyon 
Wilderness, and may cause visual and noise 
impacts in the wilderness area. 

Although there would be external 
developments that would affect the wilderness 
character of some of the wilderness areas (i.e., 
Black Canyon, Nellis Wash), the no-action 
alternative would not contribute to the effects 
of other past, present, and future actions. In 
the case of the Bridge Canyon Wilderness, 
continuing visitor use would affect the area's 
wilderness character in localized areas, but 
there would be no other known past, present 
or reasonably foreseeable actions that would 
result in cumulative impacts. In the case of the 
Spirit Mountain Wilderness, there would be 
continuing wilderness character impacts of 
visitor use under alternative A that could 
combine with past and future actions external 
to the park: when the continuing impacts of 
alternative A are added to the existing and 
future external energy developments there 
could be a moderate, long-term adverse 
cumulative impact. However, alternative A 
would add a small increment to this overall 
adverse cumulative impact. 

The translocation of desert tortoise on BLM 
lands, including possibly the Spirit Mountain, 
Ireteba Peaks, and Eldorado wilderness areas, 
could result in short-term, adverse impacts on 
the untrammeled quality of wilderness 
character, by introducing human 
manipulation into the ecosystem, but also 
would beneficially affect the natural quality of 
wilderness character (BLM 2012c). 
Overall, although there have been and 
probably will be external actions that affect 
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the wilderness character of some of the 
wilderness areas, alternative A would not 
contribute to or result in cumulative effects in 
most of the wilderness areas. There would be 
the potential for a moderate, long-term 
adverse cumulative impact in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness, although alternative A 
would add a small increment to the overall 
adverse cumulative impact. 

Conclusion 

Implementing the no-action alternative would 
have no effect on the qualities of wilderness 
character in most of the wilderness areas, 
including natural conditions, opportunities 
for solitude, or primitive and unconfined 
recreation. However, there would continue to 
be a long-term, moderate, adverse impact on 
other features of wilderness character 
(cultural resources), in the Spirit Mountain 
and Bridge Canyon wilderness areas due to 
continuing hiking, climbing, bouldering, and 
use of fixed anchors. There would also 
continue to be a long-term minor adverse 
impact on the undeveloped character in 
several wilderness areas due to the presence of 
old roads and structures. Alternative A would 
not result in cumulative effects to the areas' 
wilderness character, with the exception of 
Spirit Mountain where there could be a long
term, moderate, adverse cumulative impact 
(although alternative A would add a small 
increment to this cumulative impact.). 

ALTERNATIVE B- PREFERRED 
ALTERNATIVE 

Natural 

The formalizing of several wilderness access 
points would probably slightly increase use 
levels and result in some vegetation trampling 
and alteration. This would probably have a 
long-term, negligible to minor adverse impact 
on natural conditions in these areas. 

Likewise, the establishment of routes in Pinto 
Valley and Boy Scout Canyon would probably 
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slightly increase use in these areas. This would 
result in a long-term, negligible to minor 
adverse impact on the natural quality in 
localized areas due to visitors wandering off 
the routes and trampling and altering some 
native vegetation. However, the establishment 
of the Pinto Valley route would also include 
the restoration of native vegetation along the 
old road, which would be a long-term minor 
beneficial impact. 

The marked route to the top of Hamblin Peak 
in Pinto Valley would reduce the impact of 
soil erosion from visitor-created trails, 
resulting in a minor, beneficial impact in this 
area. 

Efforts would be made to restore user-created 
campsites to natural conditions at Tule Spring, 
which would have a long-term minor 
beneficial impact. Implementing the 
wilderness character monitoring and visitor 
use management framework described in the 
alternatives chapter of this plan would involve 
monitoring resources to determine if 
unacceptable impacts are occurring from 
visitor use. If so, actions would be taken to 
address the cause of the impacts. These efforts 
would have long-term, minor, beneficial 
impacts on natural conditions in the planning 
area. 

Overall, the long-term impacts on the areas' 
natural conditions of the wilderness areas 
would be negligible to minor and beneficial. 

Undeveloped 

In this alternative, the wilderness areas would 
continue to have a few nonrecreational 
structures, such as mines, as well as signs. No 
new permanent improvements or human 
occupation would occur that would change 
the character of the area. 

A couple actions in alternative B would affect 
this wilderness character quality. The 
conversion of one old road in Pinto Valley to a 
route would remove this old development and 
would be a long-term, minor beneficial 
impact. In addition, closure of roads accessing 
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several wilderness areas would have a long
term minor beneficial impact on the 
undeveloped quality by eliminating occasional 
illegal vehicle incursions. Overall, alternative B 
would have a negligible, beneficial effect on 
the undeveloped character of the wilderness 
areas. 

Untrammeled 

The vast majority of wilderness would remain 
untrammeled in this alternative. Activities that 
are nonconforming but allowed, such as 
limited wildfire suppression, nonnative 
species control, environmental restoration, 
and other resource management actions, 
would occur and have a trammeling effect. 
Because these activities would probably 
continue at the same level as in the no-action 
alternative, there would be no new impact 
from this alternative. 

Opportunities for Solitude and 
Primitive, Unconfined Recreation 

This alternative would potentially affect the 
opportunities for solitude in the wilderness 
areas. Opportunities for solitude would 
continue to be somewhat less at the more 
popular destinations such as Hamblin Peak, 
Boy Scout Canyon, Spirit Mountain, 
Redstone, and Grapevine Canyon. The level 
of visitor use would most likely increase in the 
five wilderness areas that receive improved 
access and information-Pinto Valley, Black 
Canyon, Eldorado, Spirit Mountain, and 
Bridge Canyon. This increased use would be 
concentrated at access points and on marked 
routes to destinations, which could adversely 
affect some visitors' wilderness experience. 
This is not anticipated to be a concern except 
for a few busy weekends per year, and there 
would be ample opportunities for solitude 
outside of these concentration points. 
Implementing the wilderness character 
monitoring and visitor use management 
framework described in the alternatives 
chapter of this plan would involve monitoring 
the level of visitor use to determine if 



unacceptable impacts, such as crowding, are 
occurring. If so, actions such as limiting or 
dispersing use would be taken to reduce the 
level of effect. Thus, the adverse impacts 
would be long term but negligible on 
opportunities for solitude in several sites in 
five wilderness areas. 

The removal of fixed anchors and equipment 
in the Spirit Mountain Wilderness and the 
reduction in concentration of some of bolt
intensive face climbs at certain climbing areas 
in the Bridge Canyon Wilderness would 
reduce the number of climbers in these areas 
and increase opportunities for solitude. 
However, because only a few climbers are 
typically present at these areas, the impact on 
opportunities for solitude would result in a 
long-term, minor, beneficial impact. 

Visitor numbers in the Jimbilnan, lreteba 
Peaks, and Nellis Wash wilderness areas 
would continue to be quite low, preserving 
outstanding opportunities for solitude. 

A slight increase in NPS presence in the form 
of additional management activity and 
personnel (staff or volunteers) in the eight 
areas would be needed to implement 
alternative B. But this administrative use 
would be spread out over time and space and 
would be present only for a relatively short 
time at any one site (although occurring 
periodically). Thus, there would be long-term, 
negligible, adverse impacts on solitude in the 
wilderness areas from administrative 
activities. 

The closure of three cherry-stemmed roads in 
Black Canyon, Spirit Mountain, and Bridge 
Canyon would stop motorized vehicles using 
these roads, improving opportunities for 
solitude in the adjacent wilderness areas. 
However, very few vehicles use these roads, so 
this action would have a long-term, negligible, 
beneficial impact. 

Exceptional opportunities for primitive and 
unconfined recreation would continue to be 
available in the wilderness areas under this 
alternative. Although encouraged to use 
designated access points and designated 
routes, visitors would have generally 
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unrestricted access to and within the 
wilderness areas for primitive 
(nonmechanized) activities such as hiking, 
backpacking, wildlife watching, photography, 
and canyoneering. Hunting would still be 
allowed according to state regulations. 

Confining horse and pack stock use on a 
designated route and washes in the Pinto 
Valley Wilderness would limit this use. 
However, very few horse and pack stock 
visitors are likely to be affected by this 
restriction. Consequently, this action would 
have a long-term, negligible to minor, adverse 
impact on primitive, unconfined recreation. 

Limiting group size to 12 would be another 
restriction that would affect the primitive, 
unconfined recreation quality for some users. 
However, most groups entering the 
wilderness areas are much smaller than this 
and would not be affected by the action. 
Larger groups also could break into smaller 
groups and still enter the wilderness. Thus, the 
limit on group size would have a long-term, 
minor adverse impact on this quality. 

Another impact on primitive, unconfined 
recreation would be the requirement for dogs 
to be on leash in the wilderness areas 
(excluding dogs with hunters). This would be 
perceived as confining these visitors' use of 
the wilderness areas, and would have a long
term, minor to moderate adverse impact on 
this quality. 

As in alternative A, the continuing presence of 
climbing bolts in the Black Canyon 
Wilderness, specifically Boy Scout Canyon, 
would decrease self-reliant primitive 
recreation opportunities. But relatively few 
people would be affected by the presence of 
the bolts, resulting in a long-term, negligible to 
minor, adverse impact on this quality. 

The restrictions on the use of fixed anchors in 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness and in some 
bolt-intensive faces in the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness would adversely affect the 
primitive, unconfined experience of some 
climbers and boulderers in these areas. But 
fixed anchors reduce self-reliant recreation 
and removing these installations would 
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improve opportunities for primitive 
recreation. 

In addition, areas close to sensitive resources, 
such as bird nesting areas, would be closed to 
climbing or scrambling during nesting 
periods. For occupied raptor nests, rock 
climbing would be prohibited up to O.S mile 
from the nest sites. Use of climbing equipment 
(including climbing chalk) within a minimum 
of SO feet of rock art would be prohibited. 
This would adversely affect some climbers' 
opportunities for primitive, unconfined 
recreation. But there would still be 
opportunities for climbers and boulderers to 
experience primitive, unconfined recreation 
in most of the wilderness areas. 

Increased information and access would 
improve opportunities for primitive and 
unconfined recreation under this alternative, 
resulting in a long-term, negligible to minor, 
beneficial impact. However, the additional 
designated access points and designated 
routes would decrease self-reliant recreation. 
This may cause a long-term, negligible, 
adverse impact on primitive, unconfined 
recreation opportunities for some visitors. 

Overall, alternative B would have both 
beneficial and adverse impacts on 
opportunities for solitude and primitive, 
unconfined recreation. There would be a 
long-term, minor adverse impact on 
opportunities for primitive, unconfined 
recreation in the wilderness areas, primarily 
due to the actions taken to manage climbing in 
the Spirit Mountain and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas. But there also would be 
minor, long-term beneficial impacts on 
solitude in localized areas in the Spirit 
Mountain and Bridge Canyon wilderness 
areas due to the reduction in the number of 
climbers. 

Other Features of Value (Cultural 
Resources) 

Under alternative B the ban on climbing with 
fixed anchors in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness, and reduction of some bolt-
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intensive face climbs in the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness would help reduce impacts 
(including perceived impacts) to cultural 
resources important to tribes-removal of 
hardware and a reduction in the number of 
climbers would help honor the tribal concerns 
over visitor use in the Spirit Mountain 
traditional cultural property. The closure of 
roads surrounded by the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness and the closure of Approved Road 
18 surrounded by the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness would also help reduce impacts 
from off-highway vehicles on cultural 
resources important to tribes. In addition, the 
prohibition on the use of climbing equipment 
(including climbing chalk) within a minimum 
of SO feet of rock art would help reduce 
cultural impacts. Also, the installation of a 
kiosk in the vicinity of Spirit Mountain that 
notes the importance of the area to local tribes 
would help reduce or avoid potential impacts 
from visitors in the area. However, climbing 
would continue in the areas, some fixed 
anchors would continue to be used in the 
Bridge Canyon Wilderness, and people would 
continue hiking up Spirit Mountain on user
created trails, all of which would continue to 
adversely affect (or be perceived to adversely 
affect) cultural resources important to tribes 
in these two wilderness areas. 

Overall, alternative B would probably have a 
minor to moderate, long-term beneficial 
impact on this wilderness character quality, 
primarily due to the changes in climbing that 
would occur in the two wilderness areas. 

Cumulative Effects 

Land development related to the fast-growing 
population of the Southern Nevada region is 
quickly reducing the availability of the once 
open and seemingly empty desert areas in the 
region. Areas with wilderness designations are 
legally protected from development in 
perpetuity. The remaining naturalness of these 
undeveloped areas is likely to increase in 
importance as the surrounding lands are taken 
over by commercial, industrial, and residential 
expansion. These protected natural areas 



provide long-term, beneficial impacts that can 
be described in tangible and intangible terms. 

Opportunities for people to find solitude and 
enjoy primitive, unconfined recreation can be 
found in the 20 designated wilderness areas in 
Clark County managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, the U.S. Forest Service, and the 
National Park Service, including the 8 
wilderness areas considered in this plan. 
Opportunities and locations for wilderness 
experiences are numerous in the region
resulting in a long-term, beneficial impact for 
residents and visitors. 

The recreation area's exotic plant 
management plan recognizes the constraints 
wilderness places on management of 
nonnative species in wilderness and the need 
to complete minimum requirement analyses. 
However, none of the sites identified in the 
plan as priority areas are in the wilderness 
areas. Thus, the plan would have little to no 
effect on wilderness character. 

Continuing occasional use of helicopters by 
the state for desert bighorn management and 
maintenance of wildlife water developments 
in the Muddy Mountains Wilderness would 
result in visual and noise impacts that would 
adversely affect the undeveloped wilderness 
character quality in the Pinto Valley and 
possibly the Jimbilnan wilderness areas. 

Several past and reasonably foreseeable future 
solar and wind energy developments would 
adversely affect opportunities for solitude in 
several of the wilderness areas. Existing 
powerlines are visible along the northeastern 
boundary of the Spirit Mountain Wilderness, 
the eastern boundary of the Nellis Wash 
Wilderness, the northern boundary of the 
Ireteba Peaks Wilderness (along with an 
associated road), and from the Black Canyon 
and Eldorado wilderness areas. In the 
Eldorado Wilderness the glint and glare from 
mirrors in the Nevada Solar One 
concentrating solar thermal plant would be 
visible from high locations. The proposed 
Searchlight Wind Energy Project on the 
Eldorado Mountains would be visible in the 
Spirit Mountain and Nellis Wash wilderness 
areas, and generate noise that may be heard in 
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the Nellis Wash Wilderness. The development 
of roads in this area also may provide 
increased access, particularly to the Nellis 
Wash Wilderness, decreasing opportunities 
for solitude. The construction and use of the 
four-lane Boulder City Bypass highway near 
the Black Canyon Wilderness also may cause 
visual and noise impacts in the wilderness 
area. 

The translocation of desert tortoise on BLM 
lands, including possibly the Spirit Mountain, 
Ireteba Peaks, and Eldorado wilderness areas, 
could result in short-term, adverse impacts on 
the untrammeled quality of wilderness 
character, by introducing human 
manipulation into the ecosystem, but also 
would beneficially affect the natural quality of 
wilderness character (BLM 2012c). 

Taking together all of the past, present, and 
future actions occurring within and outside 
the wilderness areas, and adding the beneficial 
contribution of alternative B, for most of the 
wilderness areas there would be no 
cumulative impacts because there would be no 
known external actions affecting the areas. In 
the case of the Nellis Wash Wilderness there 
would probably be adverse impacts from 
external developments, but no actions would 
be taken under alternative B that would 
combine into a cumulative impact. Likewise, 
for the Bridge Canyon Wilderness, actions in 
alternative B would affect the area's 
wilderness character in localized areas, but 
there would be no other known past, present, 
or reasonably foreseeable actions that would 
result in cumulative impacts. However, when 
the effects of actions in alternative B are 
combined with other external developments, 
there would be the potential for a long-term, 
moderate, adverse cumulative impact on the 
wilderness character of Black Canyon and 
Spirit Mountain. This cumulative effect would 
be primarily due to external developments 
outside the wilderness boundary, affecting 
opportunities for solitude. However, 
alternative B would add a slight beneficial 
increment to the overall adverse cumulative 
impact. 
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Conclusion 

Implementing alternative B would not affect 
the wilderness character of most of the 
wilderness areas. In areas that are affected by 
the alternative, there would be both beneficial 
and adverse impacts on different wilderness 
character qualities in different areas. 

Weighing all the wilderness character qualities 
for the eight wilderness areas, overall, 
alternative B would have a long-term, minor 
beneficial impact on wilderness character, 
primarily due to the implementation of a 
visitor use management framework and to 
efforts to improve the natural quality in the 
Pinto Valley Wilderness and to improve the 
solitude quality and other features of value in 
the Spirit Mountain and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas. When the effects of 
alternative Bare added to the impacts of other 
past, present, and future actions, primarily 
external to the wilderness areas, most of the 
wilderness areas would not experience 
cumulative impacts. However, there could be 
a long-term, moderate, adverse cumulative 
impact on wilderness character in the Black 
Canyon and Spirit Mountain wildernesses, 
primarily regarding opportunities for solitude. 
Alternative B would add a slight beneficial 
increment to the overall adverse cumulative 
impact. 

ALTERNATIVE C 

Natural 

Under alternative C, the wilderness areas 
would continue to appear to most visitors as 
largely natural. 

In this alternative several access points would 
be formalized (more than in alternative B), 
which would probably slightly increase use 
levels and result in some vegetation trampling 
and alteration. This would probably have a 
long-term, negligible to minor adverse impact 
on natural conditions in these areas. 

A number of routes would be established 
under alternative C, including routes in Pinto 
Valley, Boy Scout Canyon, and Lower 
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Grapevine, among others. This would result in 
a long-term, negligible to minor adverse 
impact on the natural quality in localized areas 
due to visitors wandering off the routes and 
trampling and altering some native vegetation. 
However, the establishment of the Pinto 
Valley route would also include the 
restoration of native vegetation along the old 
road, which would be a long-term minor 
beneficial impact. 

Establishing one route on Hamblin Peak in the 
Pinto Valley Wilderness and two routes to the 
top of Spirit Mountain would reduce soil 
erosion from visitor-created trails, resulting in 
a minor, beneficial impact on the areas' 
natural conditions. 

As with alternative B, in alternative C efforts 
would be made to restore user-created 
campsites to natural conditions at Tule Spring, 
which would have a long-term minor 
beneficial impact. 

Implementing the wilderness character 
monitoring and visitor use management 
framework described in the alternatives 
chapter of this plan would involve monitoring 
resources to determine if unacceptable 
impacts are occurring from visitor use. If so, 
actions would be taken to address the cause of 
the impacts. These efforts would have long
term, minor, beneficial impacts on natural 
conditions in the planning area. 

Overall, the long-term impacts on natural 
conditions of the wilderness areas would be 
negligible to minor and beneficial. 

Undeveloped 

In this alternative, the wilderness areas would 
continue to have a few nonrecreational 
structures, such as mines, as well as signs. No 
new permanent improvements or human 
occupation would occur that would change 
the character of the area. Closure of roads 
accessing several wilderness areas would have 
a long-term minor beneficial impact on the 
undeveloped quality by eliminating occasional 
illegal vehicle incursions. 



Untrammeled 

While the majority of wilderness would 
remain untrammeled in this alternative, 
activities that are nonconforming but allowed 
on a limited basis, such as wildfire 
suppression, nonnative species control, 
environmental restoration, and other resource 
management actions, would occur and have a 
trammeling effect. Because these activities 
would probably continue at the same level as 
in the no-action alternative, there would be no 
impact. 

Opportunities for Solitude and 
Primitive, Unconfined Recreation 

This alternative would affect the opportunities 
for solitude in the wilderness areas. 
Opportunities for solitude would continue to 
be somewhat less at the more popular 
destinations such as Hamblin Peak, Boy Scout 
Canyon, Spirit Mountain, Redstone, and 
Grapevine Canyon. Implementing this 
alternative would most likely increase the level 
of use over current levels in most wilderness 
areas due to the increased access and 
information. This increased use would be 
concentrated at access points and on marked 
routes to destinations, which could adversely 
impact some visitors' opportunities for 
solitude. Use levels at concentration points 
would vary by time of year and day of the 
week and opportunities for solitude would be 
available away from these concentration 
points. In addition, implementing the 
wilderness character monitoring and visitor 
use management framework described in the 
alternatives chapter would involve monitoring 
the level of visitor use to determine if 
unacceptable impacts, such as crowding, are 
occurring. If so, actions would be taken to 
reduce the cause of the impacts, such as 
educating visitors and limiting or dispersing 
use. Thus, overall adverse impact on solitude 
would be long-term but negligible in the 
wilderness areas. 

As in alternative A, the continuing presence of 
climbing bolts in the Black Canyon 
Wilderness, specifically Boy Scout Canyon, 
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would decrease self-reliant primitive 
recreation opportunities. But relatively few 
people would be affected by the bolts, 
resulting in a long-term, negligible to minor, 
adverse impact on this quality. 

The removal of fixed anchors and equipment 
in the Spirit Mountain Wilderness and the 
reduction in concentration of some ofbolt
intensive face climbs at certain climbing areas 
in the Bridge Canyon Wilderness would 
reduce the number of climbers in these areas 
and increase opportunities for solitude. 
Because only a few climbers are typically 
present at these areas, the impact on 
opportunities for solitude would result in a 
long-term, minor, beneficial impact. 

Overall, the impacts of alternative C on 
opportunities for solitude would be long term, 
minor, and adverse due to improved access 
and consequent increased visitation in several 
wilderness areas. But there would be minor, 
long-term beneficial impacts on solitude in 
localized areas in the Spirit Mountain and 
Bridge Canyon wilderness areas due to the 
reduction in the number of climbers. 

A slight increase in NPS presence in the form 
of additional management activity and 
personnel (staff or volunteers) in the eight 
areas would be needed to implement 
alternative C. But this administrative use 
would be spread out over time and space and 
would be present only for a relatively short 
time at any one site (although reoccurring 
periodically). Thus, there would be long-term, 
negligible, adverse impacts on solitude in the 
wilderness areas from administrative 
activities. 

The closure of three cherry-stemmed roads in 
Black Canyon, Spirit Mountain, and Bridge 
Canyon would stop motorized vehicles using 
these roads, improving opportunities for 
solitude in the adjacent wilderness areas. 
However, very few vehicles use these roads, so 
this action would have a long-term, negligible, 
beneficial impact. 

Exceptional opportunities for primitive and 
unconfined recreation would continue to be 
available in the wilderness areas under 
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alternative C. Although encouraged to use 
designated access points and designated 
routes, visitors would have generally 
unrestricted access to and within the 
wilderness areas for primitive 
(nonmechanized) activities such as hiking, 
backpacking, wildlife watching, photography, 
and canyoneering. Hunting would continue to 
be allowed and regulated by the state. 

Confining horse and pack stock use on a 
designated route and washes in the Pinto 
Valley Wilderness would limit this use. 
However, very few horse and pack stock 
visitors are likely to be affected by this 
restriction. Consequently, this action would 
have a long-term, negligible to minor, adverse 
impact on primitive, unconfined recreation. 

Limiting group size to 12 would be another 
restriction that would affect the primitive, 
unconfined recreation quality for some users. 
However, most groups entering the 
wilderness areas are much smaller than this 
and would not be affected by the action. 
Larger groups also could break into smaller 
groups and still enter the wilderness. Thus, the 
limit on group size would have a long-term, 
minor adverse impact on this quality. 

Another impact on primitive, unconfined 
recreation would be the requirement for dogs 
to be on leash in the wilderness areas 
(excluding dogs with hunters). This would be 
perceived as confining these visitors' use of 
the wilderness areas, and would have a long
term, minor to moderate adverse impact on 
this quality. 

Increased information and access would 
improve opportunities for primitive and 
unconfined recreation under this alternative, 
resulting in a long-term, negligible to minor, 
beneficial impact. However, the additional 
designated access points and designated 
routes would decrease self-reliant recreation. 
This may cause a long-term, negligible, 
adverse impact on primitive, unconfined 
recreation opportunities for some visitors. 

The closure of the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness to overnight use would adversely 
affect some visitors' opportunity for primitive, 
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unconfined recreation in this area. But only a 
few people are likely to be affected by this 
camping restriction, and they could still go 
into the area while finding other nearby 
wilderness areas to camp. Thus, the action 
would have a moderate, long-term adverse on 
primitive, unconfined recreation in this area. 

The restrictions on the use of fixed anchors in 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness and in some 
bolt-intensive faces in the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness would adversely affect the 
primitive, unconfined experience of some 
climbers in these areas. But fixed anchors 
reduce self-reliant recreation and removing 
these installations would improve 
opportunities for primitive recreation. 

In addition, areas close to sensitive resources, 
such as bird nesting areas, would be closed to 
climbing or scrambling during nesting 
periods. For occupied raptor nests, rock 
climbing would be prohibited up to 0.5 mile 
from the nest sites. Use of climbing equipment 
(including climbing chalk) within a minimum 
of 50 feet of rock art would be prohibited. 
This would adversely affect some climbers' 
opportunities for primitive, unconfined 
recreation. However, there would still be 
many opportunities for climbers and 
boulderers to experience primitive, 
unconfined recreation in most of the 
wilderness areas. 

Overall, alternative C would have both 
beneficial and adverse impacts on 
opportunities for solitude and primitive, 
unconfined recreation. There would a long
term, minor to moderate adverse impact on 
opportunities for primitive, unconfined 
r ecreation in the wilderness areas, primarily 
due to the actions taken to limit overnight use 
in the Spirit Mountain Wilderness and to 
manage climbing in the Spirit Mountain and 
Bridge Canyon wilderness areas. But there 
also would be minor, long-term beneficial 
impacts on solitude in localized areas in the 
Spirit Mountain and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas due to the reduction in the 
number of climbers. 

Exceptional opportunities for primitive and 
unconfined recreation would continue to be 



available in the wilderness areas under 
alternative C. Under this alternative, visitors 
could participate in primitive 
(nonmechanized) activities such as hiking, 
backpacking, wildlife watching, photography, 
and canyoneering without having to obtain 
permits. Hunting would continue to be 
allowed and regulated by the state. Horse use 
would be allowed on some routes. 

Increased information and access would 
improve opportunities for primitive and 
unconfined recreation under this alternative, 
resulting in a long-term, negligible to minor, 
beneficial impact. However, with the 
additional designated access points and 
designated routes, visitors may feel restricted 
to these areas and inhibited from venturing 
into other areas of the wildernesses. This may 
cause a long-term, negligible, adverse impact 
on primitive, unconfined recreation 
opportunities for some visitors. 

The restrictions on the use of fixed anchors in 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness and in some 
bolt-intensive faces in the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness would adversely affect the 
primitive, unconfined experience of some 
climbers in these areas. But there would still 
be opportunities for climbers to experience 
primitive, unconfined recreation in most of 
the wilderness areas. 

Overall, alternative C would have a long-term, 
minor adverse impact on opportunities for 
primitive, unconfined recreation in the 
wilderness areas, primarily due to the actions 
taken to manage climbing in the Spirit 
Mountain and Bridge Canyon wilderness 
areas. 

Other Features of Value (Cultural 
Resources) 

Under alternative C the ban on climbing with 
fixed anchors in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness, and reduction of some bolt
intensive face climbs in the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness would help reduce impacts 
(including perceived impacts) to cultural 
resources important to tribes-removal of 
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hardware and a reduction in the number of 
climbers would help honor the tribal concerns 
over visitor use in the Spirit Mountain 
traditional cultural property. The closure of 
roads surrounded by the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness and the closure of Approved Road 
18 surrounded by the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness would also help reduce impacts 
from off-highway vehicles on cultural 
resources important to tribes. In addition, the 
prohibition of camping in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness and the prohibition on the use of 
climbing equipment (including climbing 
chalk) within a minimum of 50 feet of rock art 
would help reduce cultural impacts. Also, the 
installation of a kiosk in the vicinity of Spirit 
Mountain that notes the importance of the 
area to local tribes would help reduce or avoid 
potential impacts from visitors in the area. 

On the other hand, under this alternative 
additional access opportunities would be 
provided, including designated routes up to 
the Spirit Mountain summit, and a designated 
route in the upper Grapevine Canyon in 
Bridge Canyon Wilderness, which could 
increase use levels. Just the presence of 
additional visitors in these areas could be 
perceived by tribal members as adversely 
affecting cultural resources in these areas. In 
addition, climbing would continue in the 
areas, and fixed anchors would continue to be 
used in the Bridge Canyon Wilderness, which 
would continue to adversely affect (or be 
perceived to adversely affect) cultural 
resources important to tribes in these two 
wilderness areas. Overall, alternative C would 
probably have a minor, long-term beneficial 
impact on this wilderness character quality, 
primarily due to the changes in climbing that 
would occur in the two wilderness areas. 

Cumulative Effects 

Land development related to the fast-growing 
population of the Southern Nevada region is 
quickly reducing the availability of the once 
open and seemingly empty desert areas in the 
region. Areas with wilderness designations are 
legally protected from development in 
perpetuity. The remaining naturalness of these 
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undeveloped areas is likely to increase in 
importance as the surrounding lands are taken 
over by commercial, industrial, and residential 
expansion. These protected natural areas 
provide long-term tangible and intangible 
beneficial impacts. 

Opportunities for people to find solitude and 
enjoy primitive, unconfined recreation can be 
found in the 20 designated wilderness areas in 
Clark County managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, the U.S. Forest Service, and the 
National Park Service, including the 8 
wilderness areas considered in this plan. 
Opportunities and locations for wilderness 
experiences are numerous in the region, 
resulting in a long-term, beneficial impact on 
residents and visitors. 

The recreation area's exotic plant 
management plan recognizes the constraints 
wilderness places on management of 
nonnative species in wilderness and the need 
to complete minimum requirement analyses. 
However, none of the sites identified in the 
plan as priority areas are in the wilderness 
areas. Thus, the plan would have little to no 
effect on wilderness character. 

Continuing occasional use of helicopters by 
the state for desert bighorn management and 
maintenance of wildlife water developments 
in the Muddy Mountains Wilderness would 
result in visual and noise impacts that would 
adversely affect the undeveloped wilderness 
character quality in the Pinto Valley and 
possibly the Jimbilnan wilderness areas. 

Several past and reasonably foreseeable future 
solar and wind energy developments would 
adversely affect opportunities for solitude in 
several of the wilderness areas. Existing 
powerlines are visible along the northeastern 
boundary of the Spirit Mountain Wilderness, 
the eastern boundary of the Nellis Wash 
Wilderness, the northern boundary of the 
Ireteba Peaks Wilderness (along with an 
associated road), and from the Black Canyon 
and Eldorado wilderness areas. In the 
Eldorado Wilderness the glint and glare from 
mirrors in the Nevada Solar One 
concentrating solar thermal plant would be 
visible from high locations. The proposed 
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Searchlight Wind Energy Project on the 
Eldorado Mountains would be visible in the 
Spirit Mountain and Nellis Wash wilderness 
areas, and generate noise that may be heard in 
the Nellis Wash Wilderness. The development 
of roads in this area also may provide 
increased access, particularly to the Nellis 
Wash Wilderness, decreasing opportunities 
for solitude. The construction and use of the 
four-lane Boulder City Bypass highway near 
the Black Canyon Wilderness also may cause 
visual and noise impacts in the wilderness 
area. 

The translocation of desert tortoise on BLM 
lands, including possibly the Spirit Mountain, 
Ireteba Peaks, and Eldorado wilderness areas, 
could result in short-term, adverse impacts on 
the untrammeled quality of wilderness 
character, by introducing human 
manipulation into the ecosystem, but also 
would beneficially affect the natural quality of 
wilderness character (BLM 2012c). 

Taking together all of the past, present, and 
future actions occurring within and outside 
the wilderness areas, and adding the beneficial 
contribution of alternative C, for most of the 
wilderness areas there would be no 
cumulative impacts because there would be no 
known external actions affecting the areas. 
When the beneficial effects of actions in 
alternative C are combined with other 
external actions, there would be the potential 
for a long-term, moderate, adverse cumulative 
impact on the Black Canyon, Nellis Wash, and 
Spirit Mountain wilderness areas. This 
cumulative effect would be primarily due to 
external developments outside the wilderness 
boundary, affecting opportunities for solitude. 
However, alternative C would add a small 
beneficial increment to the overall adverse 
cumulative impact. 

Conclusion 

Alternative C would not affect the wilderness 
character of most of the wilderness areas. In 
areas that are affected by the alternative, there 
would be both beneficial and adverse impacts 



on different wilderness character qualities in 
different areas. 
Weighing all the wilderness character qualities 
for the eight wilderness areas, overall, 
alternative C would have a long-term, minor 
beneficial impact on wilderness character, 
primarily due to the implementation of a 
visitor use management framework and to 
efforts to improve the natural quality in the 
Pinto Valley Wilderness and to improve the 
solitude quality and other features of value in 
the Spirit Mountain and Bridge Canyon 
wilderness areas. When the effects of 
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alternative Care added to the impacts of other 
past, present, and future actions, primarily 
external to the wilderness areas, most of the 
wilderness areas would not experience 
cumulative impacts. There could be a long
term, moderate, adverse cumulative impact on 
wilderness character, primarily opportunities 
for solitude, in the Black Canyon, Nellis Wash, 
and Spirit Mountain wilderness areas. 
However, alternative C would add a small 
beneficial increment to the overall adverse 
cumulative impact. 



IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES 

ALTERNATIVE A - NO ACTION 

Archeological Resources 

Visitation levels would remain unchanged but 
visitation could impact archeological sites. 
Archeological sites adjacent to or easily 
accessible from visitor use areas or routes 
would continue to be vulnerable to 
inadvertent damage and vandalism, resulting 
in a loss of surface archeological materials, 
alteration of artifact distribution, and a 
reduction of contextual evidence. Continued 
ranger patrols and an emphasis on visitor 
education regarding the significance and 
fragility of such resources and how visitors 
can reduce their impacts on them, would 
discourage vandalism and inadvertent impacts 
and minimize adverse impacts. Any adverse 
impacts could be mitigated through 
stabilization of the sites and the elimination of 
user-created trails to disturbed or vulnerable 
sites. Implementation of the no-action 
alternative would result in negligible to minor, 
long-term or permanent adverse impacts on 
archeological resources. 

No archeological resources would be altered 
due to development because no development 
of new facilities is included in alternative A. 
Cultural resource management would 
continue without change under alternative A. 
The survey of archeological and historic 
resources would continue, along with the 
protection of historic structures according to 
existing NPS guidelines and standards. Under 
alternative A, visitor access to the wilderness 
areas would continue to be dispersed with no 
designated routes, and illegal off-highway 
vehicle use possibly would continue, 
potentially resulting in adverse impacts on 
archeological sites. 

Archeological site monitoring would continue 
as in the past with an emphasis on the 
prevention of deterioration and the 
maintenance of sites in good condition. Sites 
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eligible for listing or currently listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places would 
continue to be preserved and stabilized in 
accordance with The Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties (1995). 

Cumulative Effects. Archeological sites 
could be disturbed, exposed, or otherwise 
impacted by human activity represented at 
current use levels. It is likely that the no
action alternative would not contribute to the 
effects of other past, present, and future 
actions and so there would be no discernible 
cumulative effects on archeological resources. 

Conclusion. In alternative A there would be 
some long-term indirect negligible to minor 
adverse impacts on the wilderness areas' 
archeological sites as current practices 
continue and visitation remains light. There 
would be no adverse effect under section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act for 
archeological sites in the various wilderness 
areas. 

Ethnographic Resources 

Affiliated American Indian tribes have 
expressed their discomfort with the presence 
of visitors at Spirit Mountain. American 
Indians desiring privacy for religious activities 
would be disrupted occasionally by the 
presence of hikers at Spirit Mountain. Impacts 
on ethnographic resources currently come 
from continued and possible increasing 
visitation. The presence of visitors at a 
traditional cultural property potentially alters 
traditional use and practice. At present, 
impacts are currently negligible to minor; 
however, with increased visitation the impact, 
especially in the vicinity of Spirit Mountain, 
could be long term and moderately adverse. 

Ethnographic resources would be protected 
by existing laws and policies, including the 



American Indian Religious Freedom Act, the 
Native American Graves Protection Act, 
section 110 (sacred sites) of the National 
Historic Preservation Act, Executive Order 
13007, and NPS Management Policies 2006, 
and thus would probably not be adversely 
affected under alternative A. 

Cumulative Effects. No past, ongoing, or 
reasonably foreseeable future actions by 
others would be expected to combine with the 
actions proposed in the no-action alternative 
to have a cumulative impact on ethnographic 
resources. 

Conclusion. Alternative A would have some 
adverse impacts on the wilderness areas' only 
traditional cultural property, Spirit Mountain, 
located in the Spirit Mountain Wilderness. 
Continued use of the area without instituting 
some controls on visitor use through the 
establishment of designated trailheads and 
signs may result in continuing negligible to 
minor adverse impacts as visitation remains 
light. A negligible to minor adverse impact 
would constitute no adverse effect under 
section 106. However, if a moderate adverse 
impact is noted, the determination of effect on 
this national register-listed property for 
section 106 requirements would be an adverse 
effect. 

ALTERNATIVE B - PREFERRED 
ALTERNATIVE 

Alternatives Band C would both implement 
the Volunteer Wilderness Stewardship 
Program to aid in management of the 
wilderness areas. Volunteer wilderness 
stewards would be trained to monitor cultural 
and natural resources and visitor use in the 
areas. This program would result in an overall 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
cultural resources as it would assist park staff 
by having stewards focus on monitoring 
efforts that park staff may not be able to 
provide on their own. This program would 
also provide important and timely feedback 
on resource conditions to park staff so they 
can implement mitigation measures before the 
impacts have a greater effect on the resources. 
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Archeological Resources 

Archeological site monitoring would continue 
as in the past with an emphasis on the 
prevention of deterioration and the 
maintenance of sites in good condition. Sites 
eligible for listing or currently listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places would 
continue to be preserved and stabilized in 
accordance with The Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and 
Historic Preservation (1995). The impacts 
described below would be true for all 
wilderness areas under alternative B. 

As appropriate, archeological surveys and/or 
monitoring would precede any ground 
disturbance, and any archeological resources 
located near or in areas where new access 
points, parking areas, and trailheads would be 
established would be avoided. Ground 
disturbance would be limited to areas void of 
archeological sites. The creation of new access 
points, including trailheads and parking areas, 
and the installation of information kiosks 
would also occur outside of the wilderness 
boundary or in areas that have been 
previously disturbed. No adverse effects 
would be anticipated. 

Instituting and monitoring wilderness 
character and visitor use management 
measures would help ensure that an 
unacceptable increase in disturbance levels, as 
defined by the Southern Nevada Agency 
Partnership Cultural Site Program and in the 
number of incidences of graffiti or other 
vandalism on rock art and other archeological 
sites, does not occur in the wilderness areas. 
Compared to the no-action alternative, this 
alternative would result in beneficial impacts 
on archeological resources through better 
monitoring and condition assessment. 

Providing visitors information about the 
significance and fragility of archeological 
resources, and how visitors can reduce 
impacts on them, would discourage vandalism 
and inadvertent impacts and minimize adverse 
impacts. Any adverse impacts would be 
negligible to minor and permanent. 
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In alternative B, where new wilderness access 
points are established, there probably would 
be an increase in visitor use; however, there 
would be a related reduction in the potential 
for visitors accessing the wilderness area from 
random points near archeological sites that 
might be impacted. Directing visitor entry to 
designated locations that have been cleared 
for use would lessen the potential for visitor 
impacts on archeological sites adjacent to or 
easily accessible from visitor use areas or 
routes. Any adverse impacts would be 
negligible to minor and permanent. 

Cumulative Effects. Increased visitation 
resulting from growing populations in 
adjacent areas in conjunction with actions 
proposed in alternative B could lead to 
increased disturbance of archeological sites 
through the direction of use to formalized 
trailheads. 

Conclusion. Overall, there would be a 
potential negligible to minor adverse impact 
from actions proposed in alternative B. Most 
of the wilderness areas' archeological 
resources would not be affected by the actions 
in alternative B. With the creation of 
designated routes and increased visitor use in 
localized areas such as along routes, in washes, 
and at specific points of interest, there may be 
some minor adverse impacts on archeological 
sites from trampling or vandalism. Overall, 
these adverse impacts would probably be 
minor, although permanent. On the other 
hand, establishing and monitoring wilderness 
character and visitor use management 
measures should help prevent any moderate 
adverse impacts on archeological sites and 
instead could have a beneficial impact through 
increased preservation and monitoring. Under 
section 106, the determination of effect would 
be no adverse effect for the negligible to 
minor impacts. 

Because alternative B would have no adverse 
effects, it would not contribute to the adverse 
cumulative effects described above. 
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Ethnographic Resources 

Ethnographic resources in the wilderness 
areas may be affected by the removal of some 
fixed climbing anchors in alternative B. 
Depending on site-specific characteristics of 
rock faces, removals may have a minor 
adverse impact due to scarring that could 
occur during the removal process. Attempts 
would be made to minimize adverse impacts 
on rock faces, including ceasing removal 
activities if needed. 

In addition, increased visitation in 
alternative B may cause some negligible to 
minor adverse impacts. These impacts would 
not impact the national register listing. 
Ethnographic resources would be protected 
by existing laws and policies, including the 
American Indian Religious Freedom Act, the 
Native American Graves Protection Act, 
section 110 (sacred sites) of the National 
Historic Preservation Act, Executive Order 
13007, and NPS Management Policies 2006, 
and thus would not likely be adversely 
affected under alternative B. 

The only defined traditional cultural property 
within any of the wilderness areas covered by 
this environmental impact statement is 
located within the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness. The popularity of hiking on Spirit 
Mountain is likely to increase in the future. In 
this alternative, only day use would be 
permitted. Existing user-created trails to the 
summit would be removed and the landscape 
restored. These activities and the related 
increased visitor use would cause potential 
negligible to minor long term adverse impacts 
under alternative B. 

As with other wilderness areas, informational 
signs and kiosks would be placed in various 
locations such as at trailheads, access points, 
and parking areas outside of the wilderness 
boundary to educate users about the 
wilderness area and Leave No Trace outdoor 
ethics. Visitors would increase their 
understanding and appreciation for 
ethnographic resources in the wilderness area. 
This would help minimize adverse impacts 
from visitor use, resulting in overall beneficial 
impacts on this ethnographic resource. 



Cumulative Effects. Removal of some fixed 
climbing anchors and increased visitor use in 
wilderness areas would have minor long-term 
adverse cumulative impacts on ethnographic 
resources. The negligible to minor long-term 
adverse impacts of alternative B, in 
combination with the minor to moderate 
cumulative adverse impacts of increasing 
visitation would result in potentially moderate 
adverse cumulative impacts. 

Conclusion. Alternative B would have some 
negligible to minor long-term adverse impacts 
on the wilderness areas' only traditional 
cultural property, Spirit Mountain, located in 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness. A negligible 
to minor adverse impact would be considered 
a no adverse effect under section 106. 
However, if a moderate adverse impact is 
noted, the determination of effect on this 
national register-listed property for section 
106 would be an adverse effect. 
Implementation of alternative B would result 
in negligible to minor, long-term adverse 
effects to ethnographic resources. The 
determination of effect for section 106 
requirements would be no adverse effect. 

ALTERNATIVE C 

Alternatives Band C would both implement 
the Volunteer Wilderness Stewardship 
Program to aid in the management of the 
wilderness areas. Volunteer wilderness 
stewards will be trained to monitor cultural 
and natural resources and visitor use in the 
areas. This program would result in an overall 
beneficial impact on the wilderness areas' 
cultural resources, as it would assist park staff 
by having stewards focus on monitoring 
efforts that park staff may not be able to 
provide on their own. This program would 
also provide important and timely feedback 
on resource conditions to park staff so they 
can implement mitigation measures before the 
impacts have a greater effect on the resources. 
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Archeological Resources 

Archeological site monitoring would continue 
as in the past with an emphasis on the 
prevention of deterioration and the 
maintenance of sites in good condition. Sites 
eligible for listing or currently listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places would 
continue to be preserved and stabilized in 
accordance with The Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and 
Historic Preservation (1995). The impacts 
described below would be true for all 
wilderness areas under alternative C. 

As appropriate, archeological surveys and/or 
monitoring would precede any ground 
disturbance, and any archeological resources 
located near or in areas where new access 
points, parking areas, and trailheads would be 
established would be avoided. Ground 
disturbance would be limited to areas void of 
archeological sites. The creation of new access 
points, including trailheads and parking areas, 
and the installation of information kiosks 
would occur outside of the wilderness 
boundary or in areas that have been 
previously disturbed or would be located 
outside of the wilderness boundary. No 
adverse effects would be anticipated. 

Instituting and monitoring wilderness 
character and visitor use management 
measures would help ensure that an 
unacceptable increase in disturbance levels, as 
defined by the Southern Nevada Agency 
Partnership Cultural Site Program and in the 
number of incidences of graffiti or other 
vandalism on rock art and other archeological 
sites, does not occur in the wilderness areas. 
Compared to the no-action alternative, this 
alternative would result in beneficial impacts 
on archeological sites through better 
monitoring and condition assessment. 

Providing visitors information about the 
significance and fragility of archeological 
resources, and how visitors can reduce 
impacts on them, would discourage vandalism 
and inadvertent impacts and minimize adverse 
impacts. Any adverse impacts would be 
negligible to minor and permanent. 
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In alternative C, where new wilderness access 
points are established, there probably would 
be an increase in visitor use; however, there 
would be a related reduction in the potential 
for visitors accessing the wilderness area from 
random points near archeological sites that 
might be impacted. Directing visitors to entry 
sites that had been cleared for use would 
lessen the potential for visitor impacts on 
archeological sites adjacent to or easily 
accessible from visitor use areas or routes. 
Any adverse impacts would be negligible to 
minor and permanent. 

Cumulative Effects. Increased visitation 
resulting from growing populations in 
adjacent areas in conjunction with actions 
proposed in alternative C could lead to 
increased disturbance of archeological sites 
through the direction of use to formalized 
trailheads. 

Conclusion. The creation of designated 
routes and increased visitor use in localized 
areas such as along routes, in washes, and at 
specific points of interest, would create some 
negligible to minor adverse impacts on 
archeological sites due to trampling or 
vandalism; however, most of these impacts 
would probably be avoidable. If they occur, 
these adverse impacts probably would be 
negligible to minor, although long term. 
Additionally, establishing and monitoring 
wilderness character and visitor use 
management measures should help prevent 
moderate adverse impacts on archeological 
sites and instead could have a moderate 
beneficial impact through increased 
preservation and monitoring. Under section 
106, the determination of effect would be no 
adverse effect for the negligible to minor 
impacts. 

Ethnographic Resources 

Ethnographic resources in the wilderness 
areas may be affected by the removal of some 
fixed climbing anchors in alternative C. 
Depending on site-specific characteristics of 
rock faces, removals may have a minor 
adverse impact due to scarring that could 
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occur during the removal process. Attempts 
would be made to minimize adverse impacts 
on rock faces, including ceasing removal 
activities if needed. 

Ethnographic resources would be protected 
by existing laws and policies, including the 
American Indian Religious Freedom Act, the 
Native American Graves Protection Act, 
section 110 (sacred sites) of the National 
Historic Preservation Act, Executive Order 
13007, and NPS Management Policies 2006, 
and thus would probably not be adversely 
affected under alternative C. 

The only traditional cultural property within 
any of the wilderness areas covered by this 
environmental impact statement is located 
within the Spirit Mountain Wilderness. The 
popularity of hiking on Spirit Mountain is 
likely to increase in the future. In this 
alternative, only day use would continue to be 
permitted, and a designated route up Spirit 
Mountain would be established and 
maintained. Existing user-created routes to 
the summit would be removed and the 
landscape restored. These activities and the 
related increased visitor use would cause 
potential negligible to minor long term 
adverse impacts under alternative C. 

As with other wilderness areas, informational 
signs and kiosks would be placed in various 
locations such as at trailheads, access points, 
and parking areas outside of the wilderness 
boundary to educate users about the 
wilderness area and Leave No Trace outdoor 
ethics. This would help minimize adverse 
impacts from visitor use, resulting in overall 
beneficial impacts on this ethnographic 
resource. 

Cumulative Effects. Removal of some fixed 
climbing anchors and increased visitor use in 
wilderness areas would have minor long-term 
adverse cumulative impacts on ethnographic 
resources. The negligible to minor long-term 
adverse impacts of alternative C, in 
combination with the minor to moderate 
cumulative adverse impacts of increasing 
visitation, would result in potentially 
moderate adverse cumulative impacts. 



Conclusion. Alternative C would have some 
adverse negligible to minor long-term impacts 
on the wilderness areas' only traditional 
cultural property, Spirit Mountain-located in 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness. A negligible 
to minor adverse impact would be a no 
adverse effect under section 106. However, if 
a moderate adverse impact is noted, the 
determination of effect on this national 
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register-listed property for section 106 would 
be an adverse effect. It is likely that directed 
use in the Spirit Mountain Wilderness would 
serve to keep impacts in the negligible to a 
minor range. Implementation of alternative C 
would result in negligible to minor, long-term 
adverse effects to ethnographic resources. 
The determination of effect for section 106 
requirements would be no adverse effect. 



IMPACTS ON VISITOR USE AND EXPERIENCE 

ALTERNATIVE A - NO ACTION 

Analysis 

Use of the wilderness areas generally would 
continue to be limited by (1) natural 
limitations of travel in the rugged 
backcountry, (2) the inhospitable summer 
climate, and (3) the existing lack of 
development such as marked routes and 
trailheads. In this alternative, these conditions 
would continue relatively unchanged and little 
effort would be expended by the agencies on 
orienting, informing, or educating the public 
about the wilderness areas. As a result, visitor 
numbers in the wilderness areas (outside of 
Grapevine Canyon) would continue to be 
quite low. 

Visitors would continue to have unrestricted 
access to the wilderness areas and would have 
opportunities for nonmotorized activities 
such as hiking, backpacking, nature study, 
photography, climbing, canyoneering, 
hunting, and attending occasional ranger-led 
walks under this alternative. Under alternative 
A, climbing would continue to be allowed 
throughout all the wilderness areas, as 
provided for under the Wilderness Act and 
NPS and BLM management policies. No new 
actions would be taken by the agencies under 
this alternative to manage climbing in the 
wilderness areas. There would also continue 
to be no restrictions on group size and no 
restrictions for allowance of pets in wilderness 
areas. This would result in a continuation of 
current long-term, minor, beneficial impacts 
on visitor use and experiences in wilderness. 

The wildernesses' rugged nature and lack of 
formally marked trails or access points would 
continue to inhibit use by some visitors. Those 
visitors who enter the wilderness with a lack 
of information and navigation skills could 
have negative experiences when they are 
unable to reach their intended destination or 
get lost in these areas; this would result in a 
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continuing short-term, minor to moderate, 
adverse impact for some visitors' quality of 
experience. 

On the other hand, visitors who enter these 
areas fully prepared (e.g., map, compass, GPS, 
survival gear) would probably have a positive 
wilderness experience because of the lack of 
managerial presence. Almost unlimited 
opportunities for solitude and primitive, 
unconfined recreation would continue
creating a long-term minor beneficial impact. 

Cumulative Effects 

The fast-growing population of the southern 
Nevada region and related development 
pressures are recognized by local, regional, 
state, and federal entities as major concerns 
affecting the region's environmental, 
economic, and community values. 

Regardless of growth issues, there are many 
opportunities for people to participate in 
outdoor recreation in southern Nevada. In 
addition to Lake Mead National Recreation 
Area, there is the Red Rock Canyon National 
Conservation Area just west of Las Vegas, 
Mount Charleston in Humboldt-Toiyabe 
National Forest within an hour's drive, and 
thousands of acres of open public land 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management. 
There are 12 designated wilderness areas in 
Clark County managed by the BLM and the 
U.S. Forest Service, in addition to the 8 
wilderness areas considered in this plan. Thus, 
opportunities and locations for outdoor 
recreation and wilderness experiences are 
numerous in the region, creating a long-term, 
beneficial impact for residents and visitors. 

Hiking has remained one of the most popular 
outdoor activities. Participation in hiking is 
relatively stable with close to a third of 
Americans aged 16 and older participating in 
the activity. In Nevada, just over 50% of the 



population participated in a trail-related 
activity in 2007 (Outdoor Industry 
Foundation 2007), so the presence of 
opportunities for outdoor recreation, 
specifically hiking, creates a long-term 
beneficial impact for residents and visitors. 
However, overall trends in outdoor recreation 
indicate that the number of people recreating 
in the outdoors has been relatively flat since 
1997 (Outdoor Industry Foundation 2006). 
The visitation numbers for Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area have declined since 
1995. 

Continuing occasional use of helicopters by 
the state for desert bighorn management and 
maintenance of wildlife water developments 
in the Muddy Mountains Wilderness would 
result in visual and noise impacts that would 
adversely affect the visitor experience in the 
Pinto Valley and possibly the Jimbilnan 
wilderness areas. 

Several past and reasonably foreseeable future 
solar and wind energy developments could 
adversely affect the visitor experience, 
including opportunities for solitude in several 
of the wilderness areas. Existing powerlines 
are visible along the northeastern boundary of 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness, the eastern 
boundary of the Nellis Wash Wilderness, the 
northern boundary of the Ireteba Peaks 
Wilderness (along with an associated road), 
and from the Black Canyon and Eldorado 
wilderness areas. In the Eldorado Wilderness 
the glint and glare from mirrors in the Nevada 
Solar One concentrating solar thermal plant 
would be visible from high locations. The 
proposed Searchlight Wind Energy Project on 
the Eldorado Mountains would be visible in 
the Spirit Mountain and Nellis Wash 
wildernesses and would generate noise that 
may be heard in the Nellis Wash Wilderness. 
The development of roads in this area also 
may provide increased access for visitors, 
particularly to the Nellis Wash Wilderness, 
but could decrease opportunities for solitude 
if improved access led to increased use. The 
construction and use of the four-lane Boulder 
City Bypass highway would be near the Black 
Canyon Wilderness, and might cause visual 
and noise impacts for visitors in the 
wilderness area. 
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Although there would be external 
developments that would affect visitor 
experiences inside some of the wilderness 
areas (i.e., Black Canyon, Nellis Wash), the 
no-action alternative would not contribute to 
the effects of other past, present, and future 
actions. Cumulative impacts from visual and 
noise intrusions would probably have long
term, negligible to moderate impacts on the 
visitor experience in certain areas of the 
wilderness. 

Conclusion 

Implementing the no-action alternative would 
result in the continuation of adverse and 
beneficial impacts on visitor use of the 
wilderness areas. This alternative would not 
change how visitors use the areas; therefore, 
this alternative would have no new impact on 
visitor use or experience. 

Overall, there would be long-term, negligible 
to moderate, adverse impacts in certain areas 
of the wilderness when the effects of 
alternative A are added to possible cumulative 
increases in noise and visual intrusions from 
external sources. There would also be long
term, negligible to minor beneficial impacts 
when the beneficial effects from opportunities 
to experience solitude in alternative A are 
added to beneficial effects from extensive 
wilderness hiking opportunities that exist in 
the region. 

ALTERNATIVE B- PREFERRED 
ALTERNATIVE 

Analysis 

Alternative B would provide improved 
opportunities for visitors to access most of the 
wilderness areas when compared to 
alternative A. Additional developments such 
as marked routes, trailheads, and signs at a few 
locations in Pinto Valley, Black Canyon, 
Eldorado, Spirit Mountain, and Bridge 
Canyon wilderness areas would allow easier 
access for persons with all levels of wilderness 
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experience. Orientation information provided 
at visitor contact stations and on-site kiosks 
would allow visitors to choose the type of 
wilderness experience that meets their skill set 
and time constraints. This would result in a 
long-term, minor, beneficial impact on the 
visitor experience. These actions also would 
probably increase the number of visitors and 
concentrate visitor use at access points and 
designated routes, which could adversely 
affect some visitors' wilderness experience. 
However, this is not expected to be a concern 
except for during a few busy weekends per 
year, and there would be many opportunities 
for solitude outside of these areas of 
concentrated use. Thus, the adverse impacts 
of these actions would be long term but 
negligible. 

Visitors would have somewhat improved 
access to five of the wilderness areas and have 
opportunities for appropriate nonmotorized 
activities such as hiking, backpacking, nature 
study, photography, climbing, canyoneering, 
hunting, and occasional ranger-led walks 
under this alternative. A route in Pinto Valley 
would be maintained for horseback or pack 
stock use to provide opportunities for this 
type of visitor use. 

In alternative B, climbing would continue to 
be allowed in all wilderness areas, and would 
be managed as described in the overall 
climbing management directions in chapter 2. 
In addition, in this alternative the use and 
replacement of fixed anchors and equipment 
would be managed according to policies set 
forth in Director's Order 41 (see the 
discussion of Spirit Mountain and Bridge 
Canyon wilderness areas). The removal of 
fixed anchors and equipment in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness and the reduction in 
concentration of some bolt-intensive face 
climbs at certain climbing areas in the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness would reduce the number 
of climbers using the climbing areas at one 
time, therefore increasing opportunities for 
solitude. Because only a few climbers are 
typically present at these areas at a given time, 
the impact on opportunities for solitude 
would result in a long-term, minor, beneficial 
impact on the visitor experience. Although the 
reduction in bolt-intensive face climbs would 
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be authorized by Director's Order 41, there 
would probably be long-term, negligible to 
minor adverse impacts for some climbers who 
would no longer have access to some of the 
existing bolt-intensive face climbing 
opportunities in these areas. 

Visitor numbers in the Jimbilnan, lreteba 
Peaks, and Nellis Wash wilderness areas 
would continue to be quite low, preserving 
outstanding opportunities for solitude. 

Under this alternative, there would be a 
maximum group size limit imposed to provide 
high-quality visitor experiences and resource 
protection. Implementing the wilderness 
character monitoring and visitor use 
management framework described in the 
alternatives chapter of this plan would involve 
monitoring the level of visitor use to 
determine if unacceptable impacts, such as 
crowding, are occurring. If so, actions-such 
as limiting or dispersing use-would be taken 
to reduce the level of effect. This would result 
in a beneficial impact on visitor experience 
because it would prevent crowding at 
destination points that might occur under the 
no-action alternative. On the other hand, such 
actions would result in an adverse impact on 
visitors who might have to change their plans. 
Because the need for such actions is not 
expected to occur very often, the level of 
impact (both beneficial and adverse) is 
expected to be negligible. 

For resource protection reasons, pets would 
be required to be under leash control at all 
times in wilderness. This would result in long
term, negligible adverse impacts on some 
visitors. 

Under the preferred alternative, no actions 
would be taken to improve access into 
Jimbilnan, Ireteba Peaks, and Nellis Wash 
wildernesses. Thus, visitor use in these areas 
would most likely remain quite low, and 
outstanding opportunities for solitude would 
be maintained as in alternative A. This would 
continue a long-term, beneficial impact for 
those visitors seeking this type of experience. 



Cumulative Effects 

The fast-growing population of the southern 
Nevada region and related development 
pressures are recognized by local, regional, 
state, and federal entities as major concerns 
affecting the region's environmental, 
economic, and community values. Areas that 
are designated as wilderness are legally 
protected from development in perpetuity. 
These undeveloped areas are likely to increase 
in importance as the surrounding lands are 
taken over by commercial, industrial, and 
residential expansion. The beneficial impact 
or value of wilderness can be measured in 
experiential, scientific, and spiritual terms. 

There are many opportunities for people to 
participate in outdoor recreation in southern 
Nevada. In addition to Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area, there is Red Rock Canyon 
National Conservation Area just west of Las 
Vegas, Mount Charleston in Humboldt
Toiyabe National Forest within an hour's 
drive, and thousands of acres of open public 
land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management. There are 12 designated 
wilderness areas in Clark County managed by 
the BLM and the U.S. Forest Service, in 
addition to the 8 wilderness areas considered 
in this plan. Opportunities and locations for 
outdoor recreation and wilderness 
experiences are numerous in the region, 
creating a long-term, beneficial impact for 
residents and visitors. 

Hiking has remained one of the most popular 
outdoor activities. Participation in hiking is 
relatively stable with close to a third of 
Americans aged 16 and older participating in 
the activity. In Nevada, just over 50% of the 
population participated in a trail-related 
activity in 2007 (Outdoor Industry 
Foundation 2007), so the presence of 
opportunities for outdoor recreation, 
specifically hiking, results in a long-term, 
minor to moderate, beneficial impact for 
residents and visitors. However, overall trends 
in outdoor recreation indicate that the 
number of people recreating in the outdoors 
has been relatively flat since 1997 (Outdoor 
Industry Foundation 2006). The visitation 
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numbers for Lake Mead National Recreation 
Area have been declining since 1995. 

Continuing occasional use of helicopters by 
the state for desert bighorn management and 
maintenance of wildlife water developments 
in the Muddy Mountains Wilderness would 
result in visual and noise impacts that would 
adversely affect the visitor experience in the 
Pinto Valley and possibly the Jimbilnan 
wilderness areas. 

Several past and reasonably foreseeable future 
solar and wind energy developments could 
adversely affect the visitor experience, 
including opportunities for solitude in several 
of the wilderness areas. Existing powerlines 
are visible along the northeastern boundary of 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness, the eastern 
boundary of the Nellis Wash Wilderness, the 
northern boundary of the Ireteba Peaks 
Wilderness (along with an associated road), 
and from the Black Canyon and Eldorado 
wilderness areas. In the Eldorado Wilderness 
the glint and glare from mirrors in the Nevada 
Solar One concentrating solar thermal plant 
would be visible from high locations. The 
proposed Searchlight Wind Energy Project on 
the Eldorado Mountains would be visible in 
the Spirit Mountain and Nellis Wash 
wildernesses, and would generate noise that 
may be heard in the Nellis Wash Wilderness. 
The development of roads in this area also 
may provide increased access for visitors, 
particularly to the Nellis Wash Wilderness, 
but could decrease opportunities for solitude 
if improved access leads to increased use. The 
construction and use of the four-lane Boulder 
City Bypass highway would be near the Black 
Canyon Wilderness, and might cause visual 
and noise impacts for visitors in the 
wilderness area. 

Cumulative impacts from possible visual and 
noise intrusions would probably have long
term, negligible to moderate impacts on the 
visitor experience in certain areas of the 
wilderness. There would also be long-term, 
negligible to minor beneficial impacts when 
the beneficial effects from opportunities to 
experience solitude in alternative Bare added 
to beneficial effects from extensive wilderness 
hiking opportunities that exist in the region. 
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When the effects of alternative Bare added to 
other past, present, and future actions, the 
overall cumulative impact would have both 
beneficial and adverse impacts depending on 
the area of wilderness being used, the desired 
visitor experience, expectations, and activities 
that visitors would like to attain. 

Conclusion 

Alternative B would have a long-term, minor, 
beneficial impacts on visitor opportunities to 
experience solitude and long-term, minor, 
adverse impacts on opportunities for visitors 
with pets and climbers interested in bolt
intensive face climbing. 

Cumulative impacts from possible visual and 
noise intrusions would probably have long
term, negligible to moderate impacts on the 
visitor experience in certain areas of the 
wilderness. There would also be long-term, 
negligible to minor beneficial impacts when 
the beneficial effects from opportunities to 
experience solitude in alternative B are added 
to beneficial effects from extensive wilderness 
hiking opportunities that exist in the region. 

When the effects of alternative Bare added to 
other past, present, and future actions, the 
overall cumulative impact would have both 
beneficial and adverse impacts depending on 
the area of wilderness being used, the desired 
visitor experience, expectations, and activities 
that visitors would like to attain. 

ALTERNATIVE C 

Analysis 

Alternative C would provide more opportuni
ties for visitors to access the wilderness areas 
when compared to alternatives A or B. Addi
tional development such as marked routes, 
trailheads, and signs would be placed in 
several locations throughout all the wilderness 
areas. This would allow easier access to 
persons with all levels of wilderness 
experience. Orientation information provided 
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at visitor contact stations and on-site kiosks 
would allow visitors to choose the type of 
wilderness experience that meets their skill set 
and time restraints. This would result in a 
long-term, minor, beneficial impact on visitor 
experience. 

The addition of these developments would 
probably increase visitation, and use would be 
more concentrated at access points and desig
nated routes, which could adversely impact 
some visitors' wilderness experience and op
portunities for solitude. This relative 
crowding probably would not occur most 
days of the year and there would be many 
opportunities for solitude away from these 
concentrated areas. Thus, the adverse impacts 
of these actions would be long term and 
negligible to minor. 

Visitors would have greatly improved access 
to the wilderness areas and would have 
opportunities for appropriate nonmotorized 
activities such as hiking, backpacking, nature 
study, photography, climbing, canyoneering, 
hunting, and occasional ranger-led walks 
under this alternative. A route in Pinto Valley 
would be maintained for horseback and pack 
stock use to provide opportunities for this 
type of visitor. 

In alternative C, climbing would continue to 
be allowed in all wilderness areas, and would 
be managed as described in the overall 
climbing management directions in chapter 2. 
In addition, in this alternative the use and 
replacement of fixed anchors and equipment 
would be managed according to policies set 
forth in Director's Order 41 (see the 
discussion of Spirit Mountain and Bridge 
Canyon wilderness areas). The removal of 
fixed anchors and equipment in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness and the reduction in 
concentration of some of bolt-intensive face 
climbs at certain climbing areas in the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness would reduce the number 
of climbers using the climbing areas at one 
time, therefore increasing opportunities for 
solitude. Because only a few climbers are 
typically present at these areas at a given time, 
the impact on opportunities for solitude 
would result in a long-term, minor, beneficial 
impact on the visitor experience. Although the 



reduction in bolt-intensive face climbs would 
be authorized by Director's Order 41, there 
would probably be long-term, negligible to 
minor adverse impacts for some climbers who 
would no longer have access to some of the 
existing bolt-intensive face climbing 
opportunities in these areas. 

Visitor numbers in the Jimbilnan, lreteba 
Peaks, and Nellis Wash wilderness areas 
would continue to be quite low, preserving 
outstanding opportunities for solitude. 
Under this alternative, there would be a 
maximum group size limit imposed to provide 
high-quality visitor experiences and resource 
protection. Implementing the wilderness 
character monitoring and visitor use 
management framework described in the 
"Wilderness Character Monitoring and 
Visitor Use Management" section of this plan 
would involve monitoring the level of visitor 
use to determine if unacceptable impacts, such 
as crowding, are occurring. If so, actions such 
as limiting or dispersing use would be taken to 
reduce the level of effect. Such actions would 
result in a beneficial impact on visitor 
experience because they would prevent 
crowding at destination points that might 
occur under the no-action alternative. On the 
other hand, such actions would create an 
adverse impact on visitors who might have to 
change their plans. Because the need for such 
action is not expected to occur very often, the 
level of impact (both beneficial and adverse) is 
expected to be negligible. 

For resource protection reasons, pets would 
be required to be under leash control at all 
times in wilderness. This would result in long
term, negligible adverse impacts on some 
visitors. 

Cumulative Effects 

The fast-growing population of the southern 
Nevada region and related development 
pressures are being recognized by local, 
regional, state, and federal entities as major 
concerns affecting the region's environmental, 
economic, and community values. Areas with 
wilderness designations are legally protected 
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from development in perpetuity. These 
undeveloped areas are likely to increase in 
importance as the surrounding lands are taken 
over by commercial, industrial, and residential 
expansion. The beneficial impact or value of 
wilderness can be measured in experiential, 
scientific, and spiritual terms. 

There are many opportunities for people to 
participate in outdoor recreation in southern 
Nevada. In addition to Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area, there is Red Rock Canyon 
National Conservation Area just west of Las 
Vegas, Mount Charleston in Humboldt
Toiyabe National Forest within an hour's 
drive, and thousands of acres of open public 
land managed by the Bureau of Land Man
agement. There are 12 designated wilderness 
areas in Clark County managed by the Bureau 
of Land Management and the U.S. Forest 
Service in addition to the eight wilderness 
areas considered in this plan. Opportunities 
and locations for outdoor recreation and 
wilderness experiences are numerous in the 
region, resulting in a long-term beneficial 
impact for residents and visitors. 

Hiking has remained one of the most popular 
outdoor activities. Participation in hiking is 
relatively stable with close to a third of 
Americans aged 16 and older participating in 
the activity. In Nevada, just over 50% of the 
population participated in a trail-related 
activity in 2007 (Outdoor Industry 
Foundation 2007), so the presence of 
opportunities for outdoor recreation, 
specifically hiking, is a long-term minor to 
moderate beneficial impact for residents and 
visitors. However, overall trends in outdoor 
recreation indicate that the number of people 
recreating in the outdoors has been relatively 
flat since 1997 (Outdoor Industry Foundation 
2006). The visitation numbers for Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area have been declining 
since 1995. 

Cumulative impacts from possible visual and 
noise intrusions would probably have long
term, negligible to moderate impacts on the 
visitor experience in certain areas of the 
wilderness. There would also be long-term, 
negligible to minor beneficial impacts when 
improved visitor orientation and access 
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opportunities in alternative Care added to 
beneficial effects from extensive wilderness 
hiking opportunities that exist in the region. 

When the effects of alternative Care added to 
other past, present, and future actions, the 
overall cumulative impact would be both 
beneficial and adverse depending on the area 
of wilderness being used, the desired visitor 
experience, expectations, and activities that 
visitors would like to attain. 

Conclusion 

Alternative C would have long-term, minor, 
beneficial impacts on visitor orientation and 
access opportunities and long-term, minor, 
adverse impacts on opportunities for visitors 
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with pets and climbers interested in bolt
intensive face climbing. 

Cumulative impacts from possible visual and 
noise intrusions would probably have long
term, negligible to moderate impacts on the 
visitor experience in certain areas of the 
wilderness. There would also be long-term, 
negligible to minor beneficial impacts when 
improved visitor orientation and access 
opportunities in alternative C are added to 
beneficial effects from extensive wilderness 
hiking opportunities that exist in the region. 

When the effects of alternative Care added to 
other past, present, and future actions, the 
overall cumulative impact would be both 
beneficial and adverse depending on the area 
of wilderness being used, the desired visitor 
experience, expectations, and activities that 
visitors would like to attain. 



OTHER REQUIRED IMPACT ANALYSIS 

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS 

Unavoidable adverse impacts are defined as 
impacts that cannot be fully mitigated or 
avoided. Under all of the alternatives there 
would be the potential for unavoidable 
adverse impacts on soils, vegetation, natural 
soundscape, ethnographic resources, and 
visitor use and experience. These unavoidable 
impacts would be negligible to minor in extent 
and would be primarily due to continuing or 
increasing visitor use in a few popular, 
localized areas (e.g., Boy Scout Canyon, Spirit 
Mountain). Likewise, with increased access 
being provided in alternatives Band C these 
areas would experience some degradation of 
wilderness character (e.g., natural character, 
opportunities for solitude). The removal of 
some fixed anchors in the Spirit Mountain 
and Bridge Canyon wilderness areas would be 
considered an unavoidable minor adverse 
impact on the visitor experience of climbers in 
these areas. 

IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE 
COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES 

This question focuses on long-term, 
permanent effects on park resources. 
Irreversible commitments of resources are 
actions that result in loss of resources that 
cannot be restored. An effect on a resource is 
irreversible if it (the resource) cannot be 
reclaimed, restored, or otherwise returned to 
its predisturbance condition. Irretrievable 
commitments of resources are effects on 
resources that, once gone, cannot be replaced. 

An irreversible impact in alternative A, and to 
a lesser degree in alternatives Band C, would 
be continuing soil erosion and loss of 
vegetation due to visitors walking through the 
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wilderness areas, creating unofficial trails. 
With the designation of routes in alternatives 
Band C, these irreversible impacts would be 
expected to decline. No actions in the 
alternatives would result in the consumption 
of nonrenewable resources or use of 
renewable resources that would preclude 
other uses for a period of time. No facilities 
would be developed under any of the action 
alternatives that would result in irreversible 
and irretrievable commitments of resources. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT
TERM USES OF THE ENVIRONMENT 
AND LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

This question explores long-term effects of an 
alternative and whether or not the 
productivity of park resources is being traded 
for the immediate use of land. In all of the 
alternatives, the National Park Service and 
Bureau of Land Management would continue 
to manage the wilderness areas to maintain 
ecological processes and native biological 
communities and to provide recreational 
opportunities consistent with preservation of 
cultural and natural resources and wilderness 
character. Almost all of the wilderness areas 
would continue to be protected in their 
current, natural state and would maintain 
their long-term productivity. The primary 
short-term uses of the park would continue to 
be for recreational use. Under all of the 
alternatives there would be the potential for 
adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in a 
few localized, popular use areas, which could 
reduce the productivity of some natural 
resources. However, overall there would be 
no measurable effect on the wilderness areas' 
long-term productivity. 
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Chapter Six:
consUlatation and coordination





PUBLIC AND AGENCY INVOLVEMENT 

The final wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement for eight 
wilderness areas in Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area and BLM lands represents 
thoughts of the NPS and BLM staff, American 
Indian groups, and the public. Consultation 
and coordination among the agencies 
occurred throughout the planning process. 
The public was provided an opportunity to be 
involved in scoping the project, identifying 
issues and concerns for the plan. 

This section only describes public and agency 
involvement for the environmental impact 
statement. The draft wilderness management 
plan I environmental assessment (2010) 
includes information for consultations that 
occurred prior to the preparation of the 
environmental impact statement. During 
preparation of the environmental assessment, 
public review was conducted as well as 
consultations with agencies and tribal 
representatives. One newsletter was 
distributed and one set of public meetings was 
held prior to its publication. A newsletter for 
the environmental assessment, issued in 2006, 
described the planning effort and requested 
the public to identify issues and concerns the 
plan should address. Scoping meetings were 
held at Henderson and Laughlin, Nevada, in 
October 2006 and both the National Park 
Service and the Bureau of Land Management 
participated. 

PUBLIC MEETINGS AND NEWSLETTERS 

A notice of intent to prepare an environmental 
impact statement was published in the Federal 
Register on February 15, 2012. A newsletter, 
issued in March 2012 described the planning 
effort and requested the public to identify 
issues and concerns the plan should address. 
The public was asked to send their comments 
via the internet or mail. The public was 
requested to send their comments by April 20, 
2012. 
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In February 2013 a preliminary alternatives 
newsletter was distributed to the public. The 
newsletter requested comments on the 
preliminary alternatives by April 12, 2013. 
Public open houses were also held in Bullhead 
City, Arizona, and Boulder City and 
Henderson, Nevada, on March 18-21, 2013. 
At these meetings, representatives of both the 
National Park Service and the Bureau of Land 
Management participated. 

DRAFT WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT 
PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT 

A notice of availability of the draft wilderness 
management plan I environmental impact 
statement was filed on January 17, 2014, and 
published in the Federal Register (79 FR 
14363) on January 21, 2014. The public was 
invited to submit comments on the draft 
document from January 21, 2014, through 
March 23, 2014. 

Three public meetings were held in the region: 
Henderson, Nevada (February 11, 2014); 
Boulder City, Nevada (February 12, 2014); 
and Bullhead City, Arizona (February 13, 
2014). A total of approximately 30 individuals 
attended the three meetings. The meetings 
were primarily informational in nature, 
intended to provide opportunities for the 
public to meet members of the NPS planning 
team, learn about the plan, and have questions 
answered. Attendees were encouraged to 
provide comments in writing to the planning 
team. 

A total of approximately 269 written 
comments were received. Most comments 
were received as e-mail, with the remainder 
being letters (which were scanned into PEPC). 
Several of the comments sent via e-mail 
included portions of a form letter. Comments 
were received from 32 states, and one 
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correspondence from the District of 
Columbia. The majority of comments were 
from California, Nevada, and Arizona. 

Although comments from unaffiliated 
individuals were by far the largest source of 
comments, a variety of federal and state 
agencies, county government, recreational 
groups, businesses, conservation groups, 
nonprofit groups, and other organizations 
commented on the plan. 

The National Park Service and Bureau of 
Land Management have responded to all 
substantive comments raised by the public 
and agencies as part of developing the final 
wilderness management plan I environmental 
impact statement. In some cases, the content 
of the document was modified in response to 
public comments. 

CONSULTATION WITH AGENCIES, 
OFFICIALS, AND ORGANIZATIONS 

Section 7 Consultation with the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service 

The Endangered Species Act of 1973, as 
amended, requires in section 7 (a) (2) that 
each federal agency, in consultation with the 
Secretary of the Interior, ensure that any 
action the agency authorizes, funds, or carries 
out is not likely to jeopardize the continued 
existence of a listed species or result in the 
destruction or adverse modification of 
designated critical habitat. This section of the 
act sets out the consultation process, which is 
further implemented by regulation (50 CFR 93 
402). 

The planning team initiated informal 
consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service on the desert tortoise, the only 
federally listed species known to occur in the 
wilderness areas. This informal consultation 
occurred during the development of the 2010 
draft wilderness management plan I 
environmental assessment. The U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service concurred on September 12, 
2008, with the NPS determination that the 
proposed action is not likely to adversely 
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affect the desert tortoise (see appendix D). 
Because the 2013 wilderness management 
plan I environmental impact statement is not 
proposing new actions that would affect the 
tortoise or its habitat, the earlier consultation 
covers this plan. 

American Indians 

The National Park Service and Bureau of 
Land Management recognize that indigenous 
peoples have traditional and contemporary 
interests and ongoing rights in lands now 
under NPS/BLM management, as well as 
concerns and contributions to make for the 
future for this wilderness management plan. 
Related to tribal sovereignty, the need for 
government-to-government American Indian 
consultations stems from the historic power 
of Congress to make treaties with American 
Indian tribes as sovereign nations. 
Consultations with American Indian tribes are 
required by various federal laws, executive 
orders, regulations, and policies. For example, 
such consultations are needed to comply with 
section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended. 
Implementing regulations of the Council on 
Environmental Quality for the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as 
amended, also call for American Indian 
consultations. 

Formal consultation with tribes associated 
with Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
was initiated in September 2008. A formal 
request to consult was sent to the Kaibab 
Paiute Tribe, the Las Vegas Paiute Tribe, the 
Moapa Paiute Tribe, the Shivwits Band of 
Paiute, the Paiute Indian Tribes of Utah the 

' Pahrump Paiute Tribe, the Chemehuevi Tribe, 
the Colorado River Indian Tribes, the Ft. 
Mojave Tribe, the Ft. Yuma Quechan Tribe, 
the Gila River Indian Community, the 
Havasupai Tribe, the Hopi Tribe, the 
Hualapai Tribe, the Salt River Pima-Maricopa 
Indian Community, the Yavapai-Prescott 
Indian Tribe, the Ak-Chin Indian Community, 
and the Zuni Tribe. 
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damage to rock faces, from both a physical 
and spiritual sense. Another tribal 
representative indicated that minimizing, 
eliminating, and preventing future 
deployment of any functional climbing 
hardware in wilderness areas is a bare 
minimum protective management 
implementation strategy for the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness Area. Another 
commenter indicated that fixed anchors are 
an installation under section 4(c) of the 
Wilderness Act and the idea that the plan 
would allow fixed anchors on rare occasions 
is akin to allowing other recreational user 
groups to control wilderness policies. 

Response: NPS and BLM managers 
recognize that climbing is a legitimate and 
appropriate activity for experiencing 
unconfined and self-reliant recreational 
opportunities in wilderness. The Wilderness 
Act defines wilderness, in part, as an area 
that retains its primeval character and 
influence, and is without permanent 
improvements. The definition states that 
wilderness generally appears to have been 
affected primarily by the forces of nature, 
with the imprint of man's work substantially 
unnoticeable. According to the act, one of 
the primary reasons for establishing 
wilderness is to preserve its unique qualities 
of wilderness character (i.e., natural; 
untrammeled; undeveloped; outstanding 
opportunities for solitude or a primitive and 
unconfined type of recreation; and 
preservation of other features of scientific, 
educational, scenic, or historical value). 
Aspects of climbing, including the use of 
fixed anchors or fixed equipment, can affect 
wilderness character, including the qualities 
of natural, undeveloped, and opportunities 
for solitude. The basis for removing fixed 
anchors in Spirit Mountain Wilderness and 
reducing the concentration of fixed anchors 
in Bridge Canyon Wilderness is that the 
intensive (more than occasional) placement 
of permanent, fixed anchors and hardware is 
not compatible with the Wilderness Act; 
NPS Director's Order 41: Wilderness 
Stewardship (D0-41) and Reference Manual 
41: Wilderness Stewardship; ELM Manual 
6340 - Management of Designated Wilderness 
Areas, and BLM Instructional Memorandum 
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2007-084 ("Use of Permanent Fixed 
Anchors for Climbing in Designated 
Wilderness Areas Managed by BLM"). Fixed 
anchors that are placed in more than an 
occasional manner and those that are placed 
for convenience or to make an otherwise 
unclimbable route climbable, are 
incompatible with wilderness preservation. 

In addition, agency consultation with tribes 
continues to indicate that fixed anchors 
negatively impact the Spirit Mountain 
traditional cultural property (TCP), and 
areas of cultural and traditional importance 
that surround the traditional cultural 
property, including Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness. To tribal members, the impacts 
of fixed anchors were deemed significant 
during consultations for the preparation of 
the wilderness management plan. Removing 
anchors honors tribal practices and reaffirms 
the NPS and BLM commitments to 
maintaining the cultural identity of these 
areas. The agencies reaffirm that removing 
or reducing the concentration of certain 
routes that use fixed anchors would respect 
tribal cultural values and preserve wilderness 
character while allowing legitimate and 
appropriate climbing activities to continue 
to occur. 

The use of removable anchors will continue 
to be allowed per agency wilderness policies 
(D0-41, BLM Manual 6340, and BLM 
Instructional Memorandum 2007-084). 
Climbers could continue to climb routes 
with the use of removable equipment; would 
continue to have access to existing, bolted 
routes that have not been identified as 
appropriate for removal; and could replace 
certain anchors with authorization from the 
land managers on a case-by-case basis. While 
some of the existing bolted routes in the 
wilderness areas predate wilderness 
designation, their current and future use is 
not expressly authorized under the 
Wilderness Act or NPS and BLM wilderness 
policies. RM-41 adds that, although 
"climbing has a history that predates the 
Wilderness Act, wilderness is a unique 
resource that has overriding implications for 
all recreation uses, including climbing. 
Wilderness has a special status that compels 



all visitors to a higher standard of ethics and 
conduct." If unacceptable impacts are 
occurring in the wilderness as a result of 
fixed anchor use, the land managers may 
remove, restrict, or prohibit the placement 
of fixed anchors per agency policies. 

NPS and BLM managers understand that 
rock climbs in the Spirit Mountain and 
Bridge Canyon wilderness areas are 
predominately face climbs and most climbs 
require some amount of fixed anchors to 
make them climbable. It is not the agencies' 
intention to remove all anchors or ban 
climbing in these wilderness areas. With 
regard to D0-41, the occasional placement 
of a fixed anchor does not necessarily violate 
the Wilderness Act, although the policy 
clearly states that fixed anchors and fixed 
equipment should be rare in wilderness and 
that climbing management strategies will 
address ways to control and in some cases 
reduce the number of fixed anchors to 
protect the area's wilderness resources and 
protect its wilderness character. 

Comment: Removing Anchors Could Set a 
Dangerous Precedent. Several commenters 
indicated removing fixed anchors would 
establish a dangerous and detrimental 
relationship between local climbers and land 
managers. Commenters said removing 
anchors poses serious risks to climbers' 
safety with no apparent benefits to the 
wilderness management of the area. One 
commenter noted the plan does not provide 
any data to establish that sufficient natural 
features are present on existing bolted 
climbing routes to allow climbing using 
traditional clean methods. Another 
commenter noted the manner in which the 
plan interprets Director's Order 41 is not 
directed at any unacceptable impacts or 
burdens to other visitors and would be the 
first wilderness plan in the country to 
propose a systematic reduction of climbing 
fixed anchors. 

Response: Personal safety in climbing, as in 
all wilderness activities, remains the 
responsibility of the climber and wilderness 
user. RM-41 states, "climbing is a 'high risk' 
sport, and climbers are solely responsible for 
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their own safety. Many climbing routes 
traverse hazardous terrain, and the National 
Park Service is not obligated to assess or 
mitigate these hazards, nor is it responsible 
for assessing or maintaining the safety of 
fixed anchors or fixed equipment." Similarly, 
the Wilderness Act recognizes wilderness as 
an area that is untrammeled by people and 
without permanent improvements. NPS 
bureau policies (D0-41, §7.2) give land 
managers the authority to remove fixed 
anchors that have unacceptable impacts on 
wilderness resources and wilderness 
character. The policies further state that 
"clean climbing" techniques, such as those 
that use removable rock protection to avoid 
damaging rock by widening cracks or 
drilling holes, should be the norm in 
wilderness. The type of climb (e.g., face 
climbs that use fixed anchors or mixed 
climbs that use a combination of fixed 
anchors and removable protection, versus 
climbs that use only removable anchors) 
does not change wilderness policies stating 
fixed anchors should be rare in wilderness 
and climbing practices with the least 
negative impact on wilderness resources and 
wilderness character will always be the 
preferred choice. 

Fixed anchors in the Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness are unacceptable due to their 
impact on tribal values and because of the 
TCP designation within the wilderness unit. 
Thus, fixed anchors would be removed in 
the Spirit Mountain Wilderness. Although 
Bridge Canyon Wilderness is not located 
within the traditional cultural property, 
consultation with tribes indicates this area 
has similar cultural significance and tribes 
would like to see a reduction in fixed 
anchors in this wilderness unit. An initial 
inventory of climbing routes with fixed 
anchors has been conducted in the Bridge 
Canyon and Spirit Mountain wilderness 
areas (NPS 2011). NPS and BLM managers, 
with further input from the climbing 
community and tribes, will consider 
removing anchors in the wilderness that 
have unacceptable impacts on wilderness 
resources and wilderness character. 
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Comment: Removing Fixed Anchors 
Would Impact a Historic Use of the 
Wilderness Areas. Several commenters 
referenced 35 years of rock climbing history 
with fixed anchors in the Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness area. Commenters noted that 
fixed anchors had been installed previous to 
the areas' 2002 wilderness designation and 
should not be removed because they predate 
wilderness designation. 

Response: Wilderness management is 
guided by the wilderness areas' enabling 
legislation, the Wilderness Act, and agency 
policies. While fixed anchors may have been 
installed prior to the designation of 
wilderness, they are now subject to existing 
laws and agency policies. There are no 
special provisions in the wilderness areas' 
enabling legislation (Clark County 
Conservation of Public Land and Natural 
Resources Act of 2002), the Wilderness Act, 
or agency policies that expressly 
"grandfather" the use of fixed anchors. 
While the use of existing fixed anchors is 
allowed under agency policies, they should 
be rare in wilderness. The intensive (more 
than occasional) placement of fixed anchors 
and hardware is not compatible with the 
Wilderness Act and agency policies. 

Comment: No Data I Subjective Fixed 
Anchor Removal. One commenter said that 
without any video, photographs, or 
topographical climber's maps of the 
"allegedly" over bolted or inappropriately 
concentrated climbing routes it is not 
possible to analyze the plan's assertions and 
the impacts and benefits of possible 
alternatives. The plan presents no data or 
analysis on climbing use in the wilderness 
areas, which several commenters indicated 
leads to unsupportable and arbitrary 
climbing management actions in the plan. 

Response: An initial inventory of climbing 
routes with fixed anchors has been 
conducted in the Bridge Canyon and Spirit 
Mountain wilderness areas (NPS 2011). 
Future inventories may include video, 
photographs, topographical maps, and other 
information to more thoroughly 
characterize the climbing resources in the 
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wilderness areas. In addition, the National 
Park Service and Bureau of Land 
Management would determine which 
existing fixed anchors to remove with 
further input from the climbing community 
and tribes. The plan presents the agencies' 
best available data and incorporates best 
professional judgment based on collective 
wilderness management experience. 

Comment: Inappropriate Definition of 
"Bolt-Intensive Face Climbs." 
Commenters noted the plan does not 
include a definitive or appropriate definition 
of "bolt-intensive." Several commenters 
claimed the plan's attempt to define the term 
is ambiguous, unreasonably restrictive, and 
uninformed by site-specific scientific 
analysis or climbing experience. 
Commenters were concerned that the 
definition, as written, would allow for a wide 
range of interpretations. Several climbers 
familiar with the wilderness areas said there 
are no locations in the area under discussion 
that would merit the plan's definition of 
bolt-intensive. According to those 
commenters, most, if not all, of the climbing 
anchors are difficult for a visitor to see if 
they are not specifically looking for them. 
One commenter acknowledged it is 
reasonable to r estrict the placement of new 
anchors in a wilderness area, but the 
systematic removal of fixed anchors is 
unacceptable based on the definition. A 
climbing advocacy organization requested 
the plan's definition of a bolt-intensive face 
climb be replaced with language that only 
addresses quantifiable or recognizable 
wilderness resource impacts (e.g., natural, 
cultural, or visitor) . The group said that 
identifying measurable impacts on 
wilderness resources and the visitor 
experience is more appropriate for 
successful wilderness climbing management 
than attempting to define nebulous concepts 
such as the appropriate concentration or 
number of fixed anchors or bolted climbing 
routes. 

Response: Commenters gave several 
examples of the problematic nature of 
interpreting "bolt-intensive face climbs," 
which is not specifically defined by 



Director's Order 41 or BLM Instructional 
Memorandum 2007-084, and which has 
been a longstanding subject of debate in 
interagency climbing policies. Although 
"bolt-intensive face climbs" is not detailed 
by Director's Order 41, the Wilderness Act 
definition stating wilderness is an area 
without permanent improvements and D0-
41 language stating fixed anchor use should 
be rare in wilderness (regardless of site
specific geology) and that clean climbing 
practices should be the norm in wilderness, 
provides a management framework for 
addressing a level of fixed anchor use that 
will not result in unacceptable impacts on 
wilderness resources and wilderness 
character. As indicated in a previous 
response, fixed anchors that are placed in 
more than an occasional manner and those 
that are placed for convenience or to make 
an otherwise unclimbable route climbable, 
are incompatible with wilderness 
preservation and provide a basis for 
managers to reduce the concentration of 
fixed anchors per agency policies. 

Comment: Range of Climbing 
Management Alternatives. Commenters 
noted that only two options for managing 
fixed anchors in the plan hinge on an 
interpretation of Director's Order 41 they 
felt misinterprets terminology, selectively 
ignores key principles, and lacks relevance to 
the climbing resources and visitation 
patterns at the wilderness areas. Nearly all 
rock climbing commenters supported 
leaving existing fixed anchors in place. One 
commenter indicated that alternatives B and 
Care anomalous when compared to other 
wilderness lands managed by the National 
Park Service (e.g., Rocky Mountain National 
Park and Joshua Tree National Park) and 
that the Lake Mead wilderness management 
plan should propose a range of wilderness 
climbing management alternatives that 
reflect the current state of existing 
wilderness climbing management both 
regionally and nationwide. One commenter 
indicated that alternatives Band C include 
the same fixed anchor restrictions and such 
policy is pre-decisional without a more 
thorough inventory of the affected climbing 
routes and an attempt by the agencies to 
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manage wilderness climbing using the 
"minimum regulatory tool." Another 
commenter suggested creating a climbing 
management zone and conducting regular 
foot traffic counts and obtaining other 
relevant information to make decisions 
based on current visitor data. A different 
commenter suggested considering actions 
such as closure postings and physical 
barriers to protect culturally sensitive sites 
before removing anchors. One rock climbing 
advocacy organization recommended an 
alternative to the plan's preferred alternative 
that would allow existing fixed anchors to 
remain in place unless specific and 
unacceptable impacts on natural or cultural 
resources are identified or well
substantiated impacts on other visitors' 
wilderness experiences are documented. 

Response: The range of alternatives 
presented in the plan is determined by the 
National Environmental Policy Act, 
Wilderness Act, National Park Service and 
Bureau of Land Management wilderness 
policies, and agency staff and public input. 
These policies require that wilderness is an 
area untrammeled by man, without 
permanent improvements, and protected 
and managed to preserve wilderness 
character. Fixed anchors are intended to be 
rare in wilderness by definition. Because 
these policies require stringent protections 
to preserve wilderness character, the overall 
range of management alternatives is 
purposefully narrow to protect wilderness 
resources. The preferred alternative does 
allow for access to existing, bolted routes 
not identified as appropriate for removal. 

Comment: Arbitrary Monitoring 
Framework. A climbing advocacy 
organization noted the wilderness 
monitoring framework standards for 
"outstanding opportunities for solitude" 
unfairly targets climbers. The commenter 
asserted that because the National Park 
Service recognizes climbing as a legitimate 
and appropriate use of wilderness, there is 
no reason why land managers should apply 
different group encounter standards to any 
appropriate wilderness activity. 
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Response: The National Park Service and 
Bureau of Land Management have revised 
the standards listed in the wilderness 
monitoring framework in the final 
wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement for 
"outstanding opportunities for solitude" to 
apply to all wilderness visitor groups. 
Climbers will not be unfairly targeted. 
Observational data by NPS and BLM staff, 
professional judgment, and visitor 
experience studies from similar public land 
units provide the basis for determining the 
standards. 

Comment: Damage to Rock Faces. Several 
commenters noted that patch marks 
resulting from fixed anchor removals would 
be significantly more visible than the 
anchors themselves. 

Response: Fixed anchors would be removed 
only if it could be done without damaging 
rock faces. 

Comment: Cultural Resource Impacts. 
Some commenters noted that permanent 
fixed anchors are inappropriate in areas of 
high cultural significance, such as Spirit 
Mountain. One tribal response letter 
requested that technical rock climbing not 
be allowed at any of the wilderness units. 
One wilderness advocacy group elaborated 
that it is inappropriate to engineer routes on 
large walls that can only be climbed using 
fixed anchors, noting that if wilderness is to 
be "an enduring resource" as stated in the 
Wilderness Act then it should not be 
cluttered with manmade objects. The 
commenter observed that when a visitor 
looks at a large rock wall in a wilderness 
area, he or she should not see lines of fixed 
anchors. 

In contrast, a climbing advocacy group 
noted the plan avoids directly addressing 
cultural resources that have yet to be 
inventoried that may be negatively impacted 
by the existence of fixed anchors. The 
climbing group further indicated that 
because the Bridge Canyon Wilderness is 
not within a traditional cultural property and 
the presence of cultural r esources have not 
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been documented, there is no justification 
for removing fixed anchors to protect 
cultural resources within the wilderness. 
According to the group, there are no known 
conflicts between climbing routes and 
cultural resource sites within Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness. The group further asserted that 
without an archeological survey or official 
documentation that a specific site is sacred, 
there is no federal law that supports the 
removal of fixed anchors for cultural 
resource protection. 

Response: The entire region encompassing 
Lake Mead National Recreation Area, 
including the wilderness areas analyzed in 
the plan, have tribal cultural affiliations. As 
the wilderness plan indicates, the Yuman 
tribes, which include the Mohave, Hualapai, 
Yavapai, Havasupai, Quechan, Pai Pai, and 
Maricopa, have traditional ties to the greater 
Lake Mead region, including the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness. As noted above, at least 
one tribe believes technical rock climbing is 
inappropriate in all wilderness areas and 
should not be allowed. The tribes' cultural 
affiliations to the region at large and the land 
managers' intention to honor traditional 
cultural ties in the context of this regional 
perspective is reflected in the wilderness 
plan's management approach. Although 
inventoried sites exist within the wilderness 
areas, it is also important to recognize that 
impacts of fixed anchors on tribal cultural 
values extend beyond specific, documented 
sites, designated wilderness units, and 
management boundaries. 

As indicated in previous responses, climbing 
in the wilderness areas, including Bridge 
Canyon would not be banned. Climbers 
could continue to climb routes with the use 
of removable equipment; would continue to 
have access to existing, bolted routes that 
have not been identified as appropriate for 
removal; and could replace certain anchors 
with authorization from the land 
management agencies on a case-by-case 
basis. 

Comment: Climbing Near Raptor Nests. 
One commenter questioned that while the 
plan calls for no climbing within 0.5 mile of 



occupied raptor nest sites, there is no 
enforcement mechanism and no methods 
offered for how climbers could be expected 
to know the location of occupied nests other 
than accidentally discovering them while 
climbing. 

Response: In future NPS and BLM 
inventory and monitoring activities of 
climbing routes with fixed anchors, agency 
staff would document any known raptor 
nest sites. Additional monitoring may be 
necessary if raptors are documented in 
climbing areas. The land managers may 
consider adding raptor information at 
wilderness kiosks, consistent with the 
wilderness management plan. If 
unacceptable impacts on raptors or raptor 
habitat could occur, the land managers may 
increase wilderness patrols or consider 
seasonal closures at certain climbing areas. 

Comment: Alienating and Targeting a 
User Group. Most climbers who provided 
comments said they felt the plan unfairly 
targeted their user group. Several 
commenters said they felt the National Park 
Service and Bureau of Land Management 
had not sufficiently engaged the local 
climbing community regarding fixed anchor 
removals, climbers' experiences at the 
climbing areas addressed in the plan, and 
desire to work with climbers on future 
climbing management and outreach. One 
commenter said the plan outwardly 
discriminates against climbers by proposing 
lower group encounter thresholds and 
different wilderness standards for climbers 
compared to all other wilderness visitor 
groups. Another commenter said banning 
climbing (through fixed anchor removals) 
will alienate a user group that could be 
leaders in future stewardship of the 
wilderness areas. A different commenter said 
rock climbing without bolts in wilderness 
would be akin to removing established trails 
on the ground that were used by the public 
on an ongoing basis, which would unfairly 
target climbers. Other commenters noted 
similar inconsistencies with how the plan 
treats climbing management versus other 
uses. For example, the plan does not address 
reducing the amount of fixed anchors in Boy 
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Scout Canyon. Furthermore, the plan does 
not reference climbing management 
resources, such as journals or publications, 
or narratives from climbers who have 
firsthand knowledge of the climbing 
resources mentioned in the plan. 

To improve consistency of the plan's 
management actions among user groups, a 
climbing advocacy organization 
recommended an alternative to the 
preferred alternative that would allow 
existing fixed anchors to remain in place 
unless specific and unacceptable impacts on 
natural or cultural resources are identified or 
well-substantiated impacts on other visitor's 
wilderness experiences are documented. 
The group agreed with the plan's assertion 
that "wilderness climbing education and 
impact monitoring will be pursued to 
minimize impacts on wilderness character" 
and stated this approach should be the basis 
for wilderness climbing management at the 
wilderness areas. The group said they feel 
this type of adaptive climbing management 
would protect wilderness resources, require 
an assessment of existing site conditions, 
follow the guidelines of D0-41, and provide 
the minimum regulations necessary to 
manage the wilderness. 

Response: The National Park Service and 
Bureau of Land Management recognize that 
climbers are an important user group in the 
Lake Mead wilderness areas, and strive to 
meet their needs as well the needs of other 
users, while also protecting wilderness 
resources and character. Numerous efforts 
were made to seek input of climbers 
throughout the planning process. The NPS 
and BLM staff conducted several public 
meetings inviting input on the preparation of 
the initial environmental assessment and the 
subsequent draft wilderness management 
plan I environmental impact statement. 
Agency staff also met with members of the 
climbing community and consulted local 
rock climbing specialists and climbing 
organizations throughout the wilderness 
planning process. The plan indicates- and 
agency wilderness policies require-the land 
managers to continue to engage the public in 
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future climbing management of the 
wilderness areas. 

Regarding the lower group encounter 
standards and different wilderness standards 
for climbers compared to other wilderness 
visitor groups, the land managers have 
revised standards listed in the wilderness 
monitoring framework in the final 
wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement for 
"outstanding opportunities for solitude" to 
apply to all wilderness visitor groups. 
Climbers will not be unfairly targeted. 
Observational data by NPS and BLM staff, 
professional judgment, and visitor 
experience studies from similar public land 
units would provide the basis for 
determining standards. 

Regarding adding an alternative that would 
allow existing fixed anchors to remain in 
place unless specific and unacceptable 
impacts on natural or cultural resources are 
identified or well-substantiated impacts on 
other visitor's wilderness experiences are 
documented, this is covered under the "no 
action" alternative: under this alternative 
fixed anchors would remain in place unless 
unacceptable impacts were determined to be 
occurring. Wilderness climbing education 
efforts and resource monitoring would also 
occur under this alternative, as well as in the 
other action alternatives. 

ACCESS 

Comment: Losing Vehicle Access to Areas 
Listed in the Plan. Multiple off-road club 
members said they would not like to see 
Bridge Canyon closed to vehicles. Several 
commenters indicated concern about the 
plan's potential road closures in the Spirit 
Mountain Wilderness area as well. 
Commenters said these roads allow disabled 
friends and family to experience wilderness. 
A commenter suggested that instead of 
closing roads, land managers could add 
signage to "stay on roads," and "pack out 
what you take in." One off-road user group 
mentioned preference for the no action 
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alternative, stating the group feels the 
wilderness areas are currently well managed. 

Response: Several existing roads outside the 
wilderness areas, such as the Christmas Tree 
Pass Road (AR20), as well as roads on nearby 
BLM lands, provide opportunities for 
motorized backcountry recreation. The road 
sections proposed for closure are in poor 
condition and one road section has been 
used for illegal access into the wilderness 
area by off-highway vehicles. Theses road 
sections that would be closed currently 
provide incompatible uses within 
wilderness. 

Comment: Illegal Off-road Access. One 
wilderness advocacy group indicated that 
illegal off-road vehicle use is a major 
problem for the wilderness areas. The 
commenter questioned how the illegal paths 
would be reclaimed. In addition, the 
increased access planned under the 
preferred alternative could lead to increased 
illegal off-road use in wilderness. In 
response, the commenter asserted that 
wilderness ranger efforts must be mainly 
directed at that use. 

Response: The issue of illegal off-road/off
highway vehicle use and restoration of user 
created paths is addressed in chapter 2 of the 
plan. The general approach to restoration of 
these trails is described in the section on 
"Ecological Restoration and Removal or 
Rehabilitation of Human Disturbances and 
Inappropriate Traces of People." Specific 
restoration approaches would depend on 
the specific site and are beyond the scope of 
this plan. These illegal paths would be 
restored over time. Restoration activities 
would be prioritized based on the severity of 
the impacts, staff availability, and funding. 
The agencies recognize this illegal use is 
occurring, and it is addressed in the section 
on "Off-road/Off-highway Vehicle Use." As 
noted, the agencies would continue to 
monitor for this use, work with others to 
inform OHVusers where they can and 
cannot drive, and increase efforts to educate 
user groups on this issue. If necessary, 
increased ranger patrols would occur to 
enforce the prohibition on this use. These 



actions should prevent increased illegal off
road access resulting from actions proposed 
in the preferred alternative. 

Comment: Expanding Routes and Trails 
System. A wilderness advocacy group 
questioned if any of the plan's alternatives 
would keep the maintained routes and trail 
system to its current mileage. The group said 
wash bottoms in the Lake Mead region 
provide viable wilderness access even 
without formal trails. 

Response: The intent of the preferred 
alternative is to provide a few more 
opportunities for visitors to access the 
wilderness areas. Although washes would 
continue to provide access to many areas, 
the planning team believes some additional 
routes and trails would enable visitors to use 
some areas where there are no washes. As 
noted in the "Wilderness Character 
Monitoring" section of the plan, park and 
BLM staff would monitor for unofficial user
created trails and take appropriate action if 
the proposed standard was violated. Thus, 
the routes and trails system would probably 
not expand beyond the mileages proposed in 
the plan. 

Comment: Ascents of Spirit Mountain. 
Some commenters advocated for no 
climbing or hiking of any kind on Spirit 
Mountain and the removal of any evidence 
of trails, climbing apparatus, and climbing 
routes on Spirit Mountain. 

Response: As noted in the description of the 
preferred alternative, the National Park 
Service recognizes Spirit Mountain has 
special significance for the tribes. Under the 
preferred alternative an information kiosk 
would be located in the vicinity of Spirit 
Mountain that would mention the 
importance of the area to the local tribes. All 
existing fixed anchors and equipment would 
be removed in Spirit Mountain Wilderness if 
it can be done without damaging rock faces . 
However, the planning team also recognizes 
that Spirit Mountain is a popular destination. 
Hiking and climbing have occurred here for 
many years. Park managers have no 
justification for banning climbing or hiking 
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on Spirit Mountain. Consequently, under 
the plan's preferred alternative, no action 
would be taken to encourage or discourage 
people from hiking up Spirit Mountain. 
Visitors would continue to follow existing 
user-created trails to the summit. However, 
more proactive management would occur on 
Spirit Mountain and increased monitoring of 
visitor use and wilderness character would 
occur. If proposed standards were to be 
violated or other unacceptable impacts were 
to occur, park managers would consider 
taking additional action in this area. 

Comment: Backcountry Ranger-led 
Hikes. One wilderness advocacy group 
suggested that ranger-led nature walks are 
inappropriate in wilderness. Such hikes are 
for frontcountry, not back.country 
experiences. 

Response: Ranger-led nature walks are an 
effective way to convey information to 
visitors about wilderness resources, values, 
safety, leave no trace practices, and issues 
facing wilderness. These walks occur in 
many NPS wilderness areas. Ranger-led 
nature walks in the Lake Mead wilderness 
areas would be kept within the maximum 
group size of 12 individuals (including the 
ranger) and would provide an additional 
opportunity for wilderness visitors to 
connect with the wilderness resources. 

COMMERCIAL USE 

Comment: Allow Commercial Users to 
Broaden Access Opportunities for Clients. 
One commercial operator who holds a 
commercial use authorization (CUA) for 
back.country hiking and kayaking requested 
allowing CUA holders to use rappels 
(presumably with new fixed anchors) in 
order to broaden wilderness hiking 
opportunities for their clients. The 
commercial operator would also like the 
plan to include a provision allowing the 
CUA holders to guide groups larger than 12 
people for visits to certain points of interest 
along the Colorado River in the vicinity of 
the Black Canyon Wilderness. 
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Response: Per NPS and BLM policies, fixed 
anchors and fixed equipment should be rare 
in wilderness due to the concentration of 
human activity that they support, and the 
types and levels of impacts associated with 
their use. Authorization would be required 
by the NPS superintendent and BLM district 
manager, as appropriate for the placement 
and replacement of fixed anchors or fixed 
equipment in wilderness areas. 
Authorization would depend on the degree 
of potential impacts on natural and cultural 
resources, and recreation opportunities. The 
group size limits of no more than 12 people 
per group apply to all wilderness users, 
including CUA holders. Group size limits are 
intended to reduce environmental impacts 
and potential conflicts between groups. 
Large groups of people apply a 
disproportionately large impact on an area at 
one time and disproportionately affect the 
experiences of others in the area. A group 
size limit of 12 provides for an adequate tour 
guide to visitor ratio; a safe, high-quality 
visitor experience; and an acceptable level of 
resource impacts. As noted in the 
description of the preferred alternative, in 
federal wilderness areas 12 people is the 
median group size in areas that limit group 
sizes. 

Comment: Necessary and Proper 
Commercial Services. A wilderness 
advocacy group indicated the plan does not 
give much direction on what commercial 
services, if any, may be both necessary and 
proper. The plan does not offer an analysis 
of how much commercial use currently takes 
place and would take place in the future. 
According to the group, without showing 
what use is necessary, and to what extent the 
use is necessary, the plan does not meet the 
legal requirement for authorizing any 
commercial use in these areas. The group 
noted that commercial outfitters can play an 
important role in wilderness stewardship, 
but nowhere in the Wilderness Act are 
outfitters deemed necessary. 

Response: As analyzed in the plan, the 
National Park Service determined that its 
two commercial services operators meet the 
criteria for being necessary and appropriate 
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commercial services (e.g., "necessary and 
appropriate" test in the National Parks 
Omnibus Management Act of 1998) in the 
lands it administers in the Lake Mead 
wilderness. For ELM-managed lands, the 
plan states the agency will follow its 
commercial services policies specified in 
BLM Manual 6340, section l.6(C) ( 4)(a). As 
noted in the discussion of extent necessary 
determinations in chapter 2, due to the 
current and anticipated relatively low 
number of visitors in the eight wilderness 
areas, the planning team believes there is no 
need to limit the number of noncommercial 
or commercial visitors in the areas, nor is 
there a need to allocate between commercial 
and private use. Thus, there is no need at this 
time to quantify the minimum amount of 
guided hiking services necessary to achieve 
wilderness purposes. To ensure that 
wilderness character is not being adversely 
affecting by guides, the National Park 
Service and Bureau of Land Management 
would monitor the guided operations, using 
the indicators and measures described in the 
management zones and wilderness character 
monitoring and visitor use management 
sections in the plan. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Comment: Adequacy of Alternatives. 
Several commenters, including rock 
climbing advocates, wilderness advocacy 
groups, and tribal representatives, 
questioned the overall adequacy of the 
alternatives. One commenter noted that 
alternative A doesn't adequately protect 
wilderness character, particularly the natural 
condition, and several commenters were 
concerned with the plan's broader proposals 
to expand visitor use opportunities in 
alternatives Band C. In particular, one 
commenter argued that protection and 
preservation of cultural resource 
conversation, wildlife, and habitat should be 
the primary objectives of any wilderness area 
and that providing recreational 
opportunities should be a secondary 
objective. 



One wilderness advocacy group said none of 
the alternatives are adequate. According to 
this group, the preferred alternative includes 
flaws such as the approval of motorized use 
and actions to manipulate wilderness to 
improve naturalness. Specifically, the group 
pointed out that nothing in the Wilderness 
Act requires more opportunities be provided 
to visitors. While use may not necessarily 
damage wilderness character, the plan does 
not provide the necessary data to make that 
determination, the group noted. Similarly, 
the plan does not include a list of actions 
that would be taken if wilderness character 
degrades. Having a solid baseline of 
information is needed to address 
management issues. The group also stated 
that no alternative was developed that didn't 
allow the use of motorized equipment for 
scientific purposes. 

Some commenters noted the preferred 
alternative is insufficient to protect the tribal 
sacred areas from traffic and desecration and 
is insufficient for protecting the ecological 
balance necessary to preserve wilderness 
animals, plants, mineral, geologic, and 
landscape features. The commenters said the 
plan is insufficient in the breadth of area 
recognized as significant ethnographic, 
sacred sites. In their view, the wilderness 
plan should limit access to a greater degree 
than stated in the preferred alternative and 
would prevent all rock climbing activities. 

Response: As noted in the plan, the range of 
alternatives presented in the plan is 
determined by the National Environmental 
Policy Act, Wilderness Act, and agency 
wilderness policies, including D0-41, BLM 
Manual 6340 and BLM Instructional 
Memorandum 2007-084. One of the primary 
objectives of the Wilderness Act is to 
preserve wilderness character, which the 
agencies intend to accomplish in all of the 
action alternatives. Preserving wilderness 
character is not ranked by quality. The plan 
must strive to preserve cultural and natural 
resources as the commenters indicated. 
However, both NPS and BLM policies also 
call for wilderness areas to be managed for 
the use and enjoyment of the American 
people. Although the N ational Park Service 
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is directed when there is a conflict to 
conserve resources and values over the 
enjoyment of resources, no such conflict 
exists in the Lake Mead wilderness areas. 

Approvals for motorized use discussed in the 
plan would follow the appropriate agency 
policies (NPS Management Policies 2006 
(section 6.3.5) and the BLM Manual 6340 
(section 1.6(B)) to provide for the 
administrative use of motorized equipment 
or mechanical transport, including 
helicopters, in emergencies involving human 
health and safety. Actions to improve the 
natural character of the wilderness units are 
consistent with the agencies' responsibilities 
to preserve and manage wilderness and 
follow a minimum requirements analysis. As 
noted in the discussion of natural resource 
management in chapter 2 of the plan, 
manipulation of natural resources can occur 
in wilderness areas under both NPS and 
BLM policies, although conservation and 
restoration activities should occur only 
when necessary and only should be 
undertaken to sustain or improve wilderness 
character. The plan's indicators, measures, 
standards, and potential management 
strategies included in the wilderness 
monitoring framework indicate a range of 
possible actions that could be taken if 
wilderness character degrades. While the 
Wilderness Act doesn't expressly require 
that more opportunities be provided to 
visitors, it also does not state that more 
opportunities cannot be provided for 
visitors. One of the primary purposes of the 
pref erred alternative is to provide additional 
opportunities for the public to enjoy these 
areas while also ensuring that any future 
changes do not result in the degradation of 
resource conditions. The plan is intended to 
establish guidelines to help NPS and BLM 
wilderness managers maintain desirable 
conditions in the wilderness areas, and in 
responding effectively to future changes. 

With regard to the use of motorized 
equipment for scientific purposes, the 
alternatives do not give carte blanche 
approval for this activity. As stated in the 
discussion of scientific activities and 
r esearch in chapter 2 of the plan, scientific 
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research must be conducted in accord with 
wilderness preservation principles. Scientific 
research that involves motorized equipment 
may be permitted if a minimum 
requirements analysis shows it meets the 
requirements identified in agency policies. 

Regarding the preferred alternative's 
approach to protecting tribal cultural values, 
the land managers, upon consulting with 
tribal representatives, feel the plan addresses 
tribal concerns and preserves wilderness 
resources and wilderness character, while 
still providing opportunities for appropriate 
public use, as called for by the Wilderness 
Act and agency policies. As stated in the 
plan, rock climbing is considered a 
legitimate activity within wilderness and 
would not be banned in any of the 
wilderness areas covered by the plan. In 
several cases, such as further assessing the 
impacts of fixed anchor use in the Bridge 
Canyon Wilderness, (which is not located 
within a traditional cultural property, but 
which many tribal members consider sacred) 
the plan provides additional considerations 
to honor tribal concerns. 

Comment: Proposed Trails. One 
wilderness advocacy group said the 
proposed plan would provide new trails 
without providing any justification for why 
these trails are necessary to meet the 
minimum requirement for protecting the 
wilderness units. With regard to the old road 
bed in the Pinto Valley Wilderness, turning 
the route into a trail might be a good idea, 
according to the group, although making the 
trail accessible to horses could spread weeds. 
The plan does not provide adequate analysis 
of current use and projected use of this trail. 

Response: The preferred alternative does 
not propose any new maintained trails in the 
wilderness area. Rather, it proposes several 
designated routes. Providing designated 
routes would provide a new opportunity for 
people to access and enjoy wilderness lands. 
In some cases, the proposed routes are 
necessary for resource protection and may 
provide additional visitor safety. As 
indicated in the plan, designated routes 
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would be monitored for degradation and 
may be modified to minimize impacts. 

With regard to horse use on the Pinto Valley 
route, the proposed stock/hiker route 
follows an old road that is already open to 
horse use. As noted in the guidance for horse 
and pack stock in wilderness areas in 
chapter 2, all pack stock animals may be fed 
only with certified, weed-free feed, which 
would reduce the potential for the spread of 
weeds in the area. 

Comment: Camping. One commenter 
noted the plan states that camping is 
prohibited within 100 feet of a spring, 
waterhole or seep. Nevada State law 
prohibits camping within 100 yards of same. 
The commenter said Nevada State law seems 
more reasonable in this situation. 

Response: The National Park Service and 
Bureau of Land Management researched 
best management practices for camping and 
campsite management. The Leave No Trace 
principles recommend that camping 
activities occur at least 200 feet from lakes 
and streams. The land managers feel the 200-
foot limit is an appropriate distance to 
specify in the wilderness management plan. 

Comment: Campfires. With regard to the 
plan's campfire management language 
stating "fire rings should be scattered before 
leaving," one commenter noted that rocks 
used for a fire ring are typically blackened by 
the fire and "no longer look natural" after 
being used to contain a fire. The commenter 
said a better option would require fire pans 
or limit campfires to open wash areas and 
prohibit fire rings. 

Response: NPS and BLM staff may 
encourage wilderness visitors to use fire 
pans or limit campfires to open wash areas, 
but would not require these practices due to 
the dispersed nature of current and 
projected camping trends in the wilderness 
units. Relatively few people camp in the 
wilderness areas, and this is not expected to 
substantially change in the foreseeable 
future . Scattering fire rings is not expected to 
impact wilderness r esources to a degree that 



would require fire pans or other dispersal 
methods. 

Comment: Shooting, Hunting, and 
Trapping. One commenter noted a "logical 
inconsistency" regarding plan language 
stating that hunting and trapping are 
permitted within wilderness areas in 
accordance with state and federal law, but 
commercial shooting, hunting and trapping 
is prohibited under the Wilderness Act. 
Trapping of forbearing animals in particular 
is a commercial activity because the purpose 
is to sell the pelts. 

Response: Under the Wilderness Act 
commercial enterprises, with the possible 
exception of guided services, are prohibited. 
Thus, commercial hunting and trapping 
would not be permitted in the wilderness 
areas as the plan states. However, on NPS
administered wilderness lands, guided desert 
bighorn sheep hunting is an approved 
commercial service, which is permitted 
under the Wilderness Act (§4(d)(6)). Also, 
trapping may be permitted in wilderness 
because it is not necessarily a commercial 
enterprise, provided the trapper does not 
sell their animals. 

Comment: Aircraft Overflights and 
Natural Soundscapes. One commenter 
noted the number of commercial tour 
operator overflights needs to be further 
addressed in the plan. The commenter 
indicates that in 2013 the number of air tours 
to Grand Canyon West was approximately 
250,000. The majority of these flights 
originated in Clark County, Nevada, and 
passed over some portions of the wilderness 
areas, often including one or more of the 
wilderness areas addressed in the plan. A few 
helicopter overflights are not a huge issue, 
the commenter said, but hundreds per day 
becomes a growing concern that should not 
be ignored. 

The commenter was also concerned with the 
limited recognition of the increasing 
soundscape impacts from commercial air 
tour operations. While this is a sensitive 
issue because of the potential impacts on 
commercial activities the commenter said it 
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needs to be addressed sooner rather than 
later. The commenter acknowledged the 
plan's appendix on acoustic monitoring, but 
indicated that what people remember is brief 
periods of high intensity sound rather than 
many hours of quiet in the wilderness. 

Response: Air tours and related flights fly 
over Lake Mead each day, affecting 
soundscapes and other wilderness character 
qualities. Many of these are aircraft are flying 
over Lake Mead on the way to conduct tours 
over the Grand Canyon. The final plan has 
been revised to generally address the 
concern regarding the impact of air tours on 
the wilderness areas. The final plan now 
recognizes that some air tours may be 
inconsistent with the preservation of 
wilderness character and values. The final 
plan further notes that park managers will 
continue working with air tour operators 
and the Federal Aviation Administration to 
identify appropriate transportation routes 
that prevent or minimize environmental 
impacts. 

Comment: National Environmental Policy 
Act Adequacy. A wilderness advocacy 
group indicated the plan is not clear whether 
further NEPA compliance will be required 
on all site-specific instances to approve such 
actions. The final environmental impact 
statement I wilderness management plan 
and record of decision should be clear on 
what activities are being approved and 
which ones will require further NEPA 
analysis. 

Response: As stated in the implementation 
of the plan section in chapter 1, once the 
wilderness management plan has been 
approved, additional feasibility studies and 
more detailed planning, environmental 
documentation, and consultations would be 
completed, as appropriate, before certain 
pref erred actions can be carried out. 

Comment: Road Restoration. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency indicated 
the preferred alternative only describes road 
closures and does not mention if restoration 
activities would accompany the closures 
(e.g., the document states AR21 would be 
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restored, but it is unclear about AR18 and 
doesn't describe restoration for AR30 or 
show its location). In addition, the plan does 
not state whether development of trails 
would be created by land clearing and 
grading activities or created by hikers over 
time. The plan should analyze the 
environmental impacts from creating trails 
where no road currently exists and identify if 
future NEPA analysis will be required for 
specific road and trail projects. 

Response: Restoration activities for road 
closures would be completed in the future as 
land manager staff and funding capacity 
allow. Regarding routes and trails, the 
preferred alternative proposes new routes 
but does not call for any new trails in the 
wilderness areas. The plan indicates that a 
designated route is an agency-approved 
primitive path that is not designed or 
engineered, receives little maintenance, does 
not have a hardened, maintained treadway, 
may have informal markings (i. e., cairns), 
and may require navigation skills to use. 
Typically routes are initially created by 
visitors. They may or may not be shown on 
maps. Designated routes in the plan are 
intended only for hikers and in some cases 
horses and pack stock. 

Designated trails generally would not be 
built in the wilderness areas unless they are 
determined to be necessary for resource 
protection or for providing appropriate use 
of wilderness. If trails are provided, they 
would meet NPS and BLM standards for 
wilderness trails. The trails would be 
unsurfaced, narrow, modest in character 
(except where a more durable surface is 
needed), and generally unimproved except 
for clearing and some work on dangerous 
areas. Tread width should generally be 18 
inches. 

Regarding environmental compliance on 
proposed trails and routes, as noted in the 
methodology section in chapter 4, if and 
when proposed site-specific routes or trails 
are identified , appropriate detailed 
environmental and cultural compliance 
documentation would be prepared. 
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WILDERNESS CHARACTER 

Comment: Natural Quality Protection 
Inconsistent with the Wilderness Act. A 
wilderness advocacy group said the 
wilderness character analysis in the plan 
creates internal inconsistency by leading 
managers to conclude that building 
structures, manipulating natural processes, 
and using motor vehicles is appropriate to 
make the wilderness units more natural. The 
group also indicated that although wildness 
and naturalness should not be in conflict, the 
plan's analysis places them at odds and 
elevates the natural character above 
wildness. The commenter noted that 
emphasizing the natural quality leads to a 
management paradigm where manipulation 
is emphasized over restraint. The 
commenter said the land managers too often 
conflate wilderness character monitoring 
with analysis of minimum requirements of 
section 4( c ), which leads to justifying 
prohibited actions and causes a loss of 
wildness. 

Response: Both the National Park Service 
and Bureau of Land Management are 
committed to protecting the wilderness 
character of the eight wilderness areas 
covered in this plan, including the five 
qualities that make up wilderness character. 
The agencies do not consider the natural 
quality to be more important than the 
untrammeled quality- or vice versa. The 
question of whether to trammel 
(manipulate) resources to restore natural 
conditions is an issue that all wilderness land 
managers are grappling with. Taking action 
to restore natural conditions compromises 
the untrammeled quality of wilderness; not 
taking action may compromise the natural 
quality of wilderness. There is no easy 
answer to this dilemma. The discussion of 
natural resource management in chapter 2 of 
the plan, including the framework presented 
to help managers structure their decisions, 
addresses this issue. As the text states, 
manipulation of natural resources can occur 
in wilderness areas under both NPS and 
BLM policies, although conservation and 
restoration activities should occur only 
when necessary and only should be 



undertaken to sustain or improve wilderness 
character. The text further states that 
identifying which action should be taken 
versus which action should be avoided will 
be location-specific. The agencies will 
continue to strive to protect both wilderness 
character qualities equally. If and when an 
action needs to be taken that would degrade 
one of these qualities, the agencies will seek 
to ensure the adverse effects of the action 
are minimized as much as possible. 

Comment: Inconsistent Wilderness 
Character Analysis. One wilderness 
advocacy group noted that approvals of 
motorized vehicles, structures, and 
installations in the wilderness areas are 
inconsistently analyzed in the plan. The 
commenter said the plan's claim that these 
actions are necessary to protect wilderness is 
wrong in almost every instance. Exceptions 
to such prohibitions in section 4(c) of the 
Wilderness Act are intended to be rare and 
the plan would make them routine. 

Response: See the response above and the 
response to the concern regarding the 
adequacy of the alternatives. 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

Comment: Historic Structures I 
Restoration. A wilderness advocacy group 
said the plan wrongly conflates historic 
structures with sacred sites. According to 
case law (Olympic Park Associates v. 
Mainella, No. 04 5732 FDB, 2005 WL 
1072*1072 1871114, Wilderness Watch v. 
Mainella, 2004, and High Sierra Hikers 
Association v. USFS, 2006), the plan 
attempts to justify a position that the courts 
have rejected. The plan suggests using 
prohibited methods to rebuild structures, 
contrary to law. According to the group, the 
plan fails to recognize that historic structures 
need not be maintained under federal laws 
but that wilderness character must be 
maintained. 

Response: The agencies recognize that 
historic structures need not be maintained 
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under the National Historic Preservation 
Act, but they also recognize that cultural 
resources within wilderness will be 
protected and maintained according to the 
pertinent laws and policies governing 
cultural resources. Also, historic structures 
may be considered in the "5th quality of 
wilderness character," in which a wilderness 
"may also contain ecological, geological, or 
other features of scientific, educational, 
scenic, or historical value." Thus protecting 
historic structures also can be viewed as 
protecting the wilderness character of an 
area. 

Comment: Air Traffic Data. A commenter 
indicated the plan contains misstatements 
and lacks sufficient details to disclose the 
nature and scope of aircraft-related noise 
impacts. The commenter said the plan needs 
to include data from an acoustic monitoring 
site closest to Pinto Valley and Black Canyon 
to justify the plan's language regarding noise 
impacts. 

Response: The National Park Service 
collects data and monitors aircraft 
overflights in Pinto Valley. See appendix Fin 
the plan for acoustic monitoring data for 
Lake Mead National Recreation Area, 
including the wilderness areas, from 2007-
2012. The data provided in this plan are the 
best available information. Additional data 
collection is beyond the scope of the 
wilderness management plan. 

Comment: Collection of Natural 
Resources. One commenter was concerned 
about the appropriateness of removing 
natural resources on wilderness lands 
managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management. The commenter 
recommended no removal of natural 
resources from ELM-managed wilderness 
areas. 

Response: The Bureau of Land Management 
has determined that natural resource 
collection is an appropriate use in wilderness 
lands they administer. Section C3 
("collection for personal use") in BLM 
Manual 6340 states: "Gathering (removing 
or disturbing) of a reasonable amount of a 
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common resource for non-commercial 
personal use, either by hand or with the use 
of non-motorized hand tools resulting in 
only minimal surface disturbance and in a 
manner that preserves wilderness character, 
may be allowed." Collecting natural 
resources for personal use is not an issue in 
the three BLM wilderness areas analyzed in 
this plan. But if collecting natural resources 
were to become an issue, BLM staff would 
issue restrictions to manage this use. 

Comment: Natural Vegetation. One 
commenter advocated for revegetation of 
certain user-created trails throughout the 
wilderness areas that have destroyed natural 
vegetation. The commenter suggested the 
need for the plan to include more 
monitoring, revegetation, and resource 
protection activities beyond the spring sites 
identified in the plan. 

Response: As noted in the section on natural 
resource management in chapter 2, user
created trails would be evaluated to 
determine if they are adversely affecting 
wilderness character, including cultural and 
natural resources. If a decision is made to 
actively rehabilitate or restore a user-created 
trail, a variety of different methods would be 
considered, including revegetation of the 
trail. Whichever action is taken would be 
consistent with the minimum requirement 
concept. As noted in the wilderness 
character monitoring section in chapter 3 of 
the plan, monitoring of wilderness character 
would occur through the wilderness areas, 
not just the spring sites, although the rigor of 
monitoring might vary from area to area. If 
needed, additional monitoring would be 
considered in specific in wilderness areas. 

WATER QUALITY PERMITTING 

Comment: Section 404 and Stormwater 
Management Permitting Regulations. The 
Environmental Protection Agency indicated 
that restoration activities proposed in the 
preferred alternative may require a section 
404 permit under the Clean Water Act. The 
agency noted the proposed restoration of 
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roads and mines and creation of trails may 
require stormwater permitting as well. The 
plan should discuss the applicability of 
potential section 404 and stormwater 
permitting. 

Response: These details are included in the 
final wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement under 
"legal and policy requirements." 

OTHER COMMENTS 

Comment: Clarifying Bureau of 
Reclamation Jurisdiction. The Bureau of 
Reclamation recommended adding 
clarifying language to the section of the plan 
that references the enabling legislation for 
Lake Mead National Recreation Area. 
Specifically, the agency recommended 
adding text stating "the external boundary of 
the national recreation area includes certain 
Bureau of Reclamation lands acquired and 
withdrawn in 1928 pursuant to the Boulder 
Canyon Project Act (Hoover Dam), and 
subsequent related projects. Section 2 of the 
legislation states that, 'all lands in the 
recreation area which have been withdrawn 
or acquired by the United States for 
reclamation purposes shall remain subject to 
the primary use thereof for reclamation and 
power purposes so long as they are 
withdrawn or needed for such purposes."' 

The Bureau of Reclamation specified that all 
lands below the nominal full pool elevations 
of Lake Mead and Lake Mohave and an 
operational setback of all lands upland of the 
full pool elevations for 300 feet, are reserved 
primarily for BOR project use in the 
operations of Lakes Mead and Mohave by 
the Bureau of Reclamation. 

Response: BOR jurisdiction has been 
clarified in the final wilderness management 
plan. 

Comment: Appropriateness of the Name 
"Jimbilnan" Wilderness. One commenter 
objected to the appropriateness of the 
"Jimbilnan" wilderness name, citing the 



origin of the area's name that refers to a 
combination of first names ofNPS 
employees involved in the wilderness study 
process of the area. The commenter 
requested this wilderness unit be given a 
name that embodies the reason it is worthy 
of wilderness designation. 

Response: The wilderness area names were 
legislatively established and would require 
an act of Congress to change. 

Comment: Use of "Traditional 
Legendary" Terminology for Tribal Oral 
Histories. One tribal commenter requested 
the plan not use "traditional legendary" in 
reference to tribal oral histories. Oral 
histories are not "legends" and the use of 
"traditional legendary" should be changed to 
"tribal oral histories." 

Response: The term "traditional legendary" 
in the draft document has been clarified with 
the term "tribal oral histories" in the final 
wilderness management plan I 
environmental impact statement. 

Comment: Consistency in Visitor Use 
Terminology. One commenter noted that 
parts of the plan refer to "low use" while 
other parts refer to "crowding." The 
commenter said "crowding" is an 
inappropriate and inconsistent use of the 
words for Bridge Canyon and Spirit 
Mountain wilderness areas because these 
areas do not experience anywhere near the 
crowds that other, more popular wilderness 
units in the region have. 

Response: The use of these terms depends 
on the context they are used. Crowding is a 
subjective perception issue. Although it is 
true that the two wilderness areas do not 
receive the use levels other more popular 
areas receive, some people still may feel 
"crowded" even if they only see a couple 
other individuals in a wilderness such as 
Bridge Canyon. This is a measure that is 
typically used by land management agencies 
to monitor potential impacts on solitude
one of the wilderness character qualities. 
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Comment: Airspace Jurisdiction. A 
representative from McCarran International 
Airport indicated the plan needs to clearly 
state that the National Park Service and 
Bureau of Land Management lack 
jurisdiction to control aircraft movement 
over wilderness units discussed in plan, 
other than Lake Mead National Recreation 
Area air tours. In addition, the plan should 
clearly state the Lake Mead NRA air tour 
management plan will not regulate or restrict 
Grand Canyon air tours. 

Response: The Federal Aviation 
Administration has sole jurisdiction over 
airspace safety and efficiency. However, the 
National Parks Air Tour Management Act 
establishes a legal mandate for the National 
Park Service to work with the Federal 
Aviation Administration and others to 
protect park resources, values, and the 
visitor experience, including lands that are 
managed as wilderness under NPS 
authorities. Further NPS authorities, 
including Director's Order 41, direct park 
managers to prevent or minimize impacts on 
wilderness character and values. 
Consequently, park managers will work with 
the Federal Aviation Administration, air tour 
operators, and others to ensure that 
commercial air tours over Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area do not 
compromise or degrade wilderness 
character and values. 

Comments about the Lake Mead Air Tour 
Management plan or Grand Canyon air 
tours are outside the scope of this plan. 

While future Lake Mead air tour 
management planning will not regulate or 
restrict Grand Canyon tours, the effects of 
the Grand Canyon transportation flights 
over Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
should be considered during the recreation 
area's planning processes generally, 
including wilderness, visitor use, commercial 
service, backcountry, and transportation 
plans as well as any air tour management 
plans developed with the Federal Aviation 
Administration and air tour operators. 
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Comment: Cite Relevant Wildlife Water 
Developments Documentation. A 
representative from the Nevada Department 
of Wildlife requested that the document cite 
NEPA documentation and relevant 
interagency memorandums of 
understanding authorizing inspection, 
maintenance, and repair of wildlife water 
developments (guzzlers). 

Response: The plan cites the Clark County 
Conservation of Public Land and Natural 
Resources Act (2002) in the special mandates 
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and administrative commitments section of 
chapter 1 and appendix A as the overarching 
source for addressing the use of wildlife 
water developments, including guzzlers. The 
Master Memorandum of Understanding 
between the National Park Service, Lake 
Mead National Recreation Area and the 
State of Nevada Department of Wildlife 
(2004) is also referenced in the special 
mandates and administrative commitments 
section of chapter 1 and included in 
appendixE. 
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Honorable Steven Horsford, U.S. 
Representative 
Honorable Dean Heller, U.S. Senator 
Honorable Dina Titus, U.S. Representative 
Honorable Harry Reid, U.S. Senator 

STATE OFFICIALS 

Honorable.Jim Gibbons, Governor of Nevada 

STATE AGENCIES 

Nevada Division of Environmental Protection 
Nevada State Historic Preservation Office 
State of Nevada, Department of 
Administration - State Clearinghouse 
State of Nevada, Department of Conservation 
and Natural Resources 
State of Nevada, Department of 
Transportation - Las Vegas 
State of Nevada, Department of 
Transportation - Carson City 
State of Nevada, Department of Wildlife 
State of Nevada, Division of Forestry 
State of Nevada, Division of Parks 
State of Nevada, Land Use Planning Advisory 
Committee 
State of Nevada Natural Heritage Program 
Valley of Fire State Park 
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Public Officials, Agencies, and Organizations Receiving a Copy of this Document 

Temple Bar Marina 
The Nature Conservancy- Great Basin Field 
Office 
The Nature Conservancy- Southern Nevada 
Project 
The Wilderness Society 

California/Nevada Office 
Wilderness Watch 
Southern Nevada Water Authority 

LIBRARIES 

Boulder City Library 
Clark County Community College, North Las 

Vegas 
Clark County Library, Las Vegas 
Green Valley Library, Henderson 
James I. Gibson Library, Henderson 
Laughlin Library 
Las Vegas Public Library 
Meadview Community Library 
Mesquite Library 
Moapa Valley Library, Overton 
Mohave County Library, Kingman 
Mohave County Library, Lake Havasu City 
Sahara West Library, Las Vegas 
Searchlight Library 
Sunrise Public Library, Las Vegas 
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University of Arizona Library, Tucson 
University of Nevada - Las Vegas 
Washington County Library, St. George 

MEDIA 

Television Stations 
KLAS 
KTNV 
KVVU 
KVBC 

News Radio Station 
KDWN 

Newspapers 
Las Vegas Review Journal 
Las Vegas Sun 
Boulder City Review 
Moapa Valley Progress 
Mojave Daily News 

INDIVIDUALS 

The list ofindividuals is available from Lake 
Mead National Recreation Area headquarters. 
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APPENDIX A: PUBLIC LAW 107-282 (ABBREVIATED) 

CLARK COUNTY CONSERVATION OF PUBLIC LAND 
AND NATURAL RESOURCES ACT OF 

Public Law 107-282 
107th Congress 

2002 

An Act 

To establish wilderness areas, promote conservation, improve public land, and provide for high quality 
development in Clark County, Nevada, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress 
assembled, 

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 

This Act may be cited as the "Clark County Conservation of Public Land and Natural Resources Act of 
2002." 

SEC. 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS. 

The table of contents of this Act is as follows: 

Sec. 1. Short title. 
Sec. 2. Table of contents. 
Sec. 3. Definitions. 
Sec. 4. Authorization of appropriations. 

TITLE 11--WILDERNESS AREAS 

Sec. 201. Findings. 
Sec. 202. Additions to National Wilderness Preservation System. 
Sec. 203. Administration. 
Sec. 204. Adjacent management. 
Sec. 205. Military overflights. 
Sec. 206. Native American cultural and religious uses. 
Sec. 207. Release of wilderness study areas. 
Sec. 208. Wildlife management. 
Sec. 209. Wildfire management. 
Sec. 210. Climatological data collection. 
Sec. 211. National Park Service lands. 

SEC. 3. DEFINITIONS. 

In this Act: 
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(1) AGRF.F.MENT.--The term "Agreement" means the Agreement entitled "Interim Cooperative 
Management Agreement Between the United States of the Interior Bureau of Land Management and 
Clark County," dated November 4, 1992. 

(2) COUNTY.--The term "County" means Clark County, Nevada. 
(3) SECRETARY.--The term "Secretary" means--

(A) the Secretary of Agriculture with respect to land in the National Forest System; or 
(B) the Secretary of the Interior, with respect to other Federal land. 

( 4) STATE.--The term "State" means the State of Nevada. 

TITLE U--WILDERNESS AREAS 

SEC. 201. FINDINGS. 

The Congress finds that--
(1) public land in the County contains unique and spectacular natural resources, including-

(A) priceless habitat for numerous species of plants and wildlife; and 
(B) thousands of acres of pristine land that remain in a natural state; 

(2) continued preservation of those areas would benefit the County and all of the United States by
( A) ensuring the conservation of ecologically diverse habitat; 
(B) conserving primitive recreational resources; and 
(C) protecting air and water quality. 

SEC. 202. ADDITIONS TO NATIONAL WILDERNESS PRESERVATION SYSTEM. 

(a) Additions.--The following land in the State is designated as wilderness and as components of the 
National Wilderness Preservation System: 

(1) ARROWCANYONWILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, comprising approximately 27,530 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"Arrow Canyon," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Arrow Canyon Wilderness." 

(2) BLACK CANYON WJ I .DF.RNESS.--Certain Federal land within the Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area and an adjacent portion of Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, comprising approximately 17,220 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"Eldorado/Spirit Mountain," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Black Canyon 
Wilderness." 

(3) BRJDGE CANYON WILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land within the Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area, comprising approximately 7, 761 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"Eldorado/Spirit Mountain," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Bridge Canyon 
Wilderness." 

( 4) E1 .DORADO w J LDERNF.SS.--Certain Federal land within the Lake Mead National Recreation 
Area and an adjacent portion of Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land Management, 
comprising approximately 31,950 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled "Eldorado/Spirit 
Mountain," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Eldorado Wilderness." 

(5) IRETEBA PEAKS WILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land within the Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area and an adjacent portion of Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, comprising approximately 32,745 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"Eldorado/Spirit Mountain," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "lreteba Peaks 
Wilderness." 

(6) JIMRI LNAN w J 1.DERNF.SS.--Certain Federal land within the Lake Mead National Recreation 
Area, comprising approximately 18,879 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled "Muddy 
Mountains," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Jimbilnan Wilderness." 

(7) Ju M RO SPRJ N GS w JI .DF.R NF.SS. --Certain Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, comprising approximately 4,631 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled "Gold 
Butte," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Jumbo Springs Wilderness." 

(8) LA MADRE MOUNTAIN WI LDERNF.SS.--Certain Federal land within the Toiyabe National Forest 
and an adjacent portion of Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land Management, comprising 
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approximately 47,180 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled "Spring Mountains," dated 
October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "La Madre Mountain Wilderness." 

(9) LIME CANYON WILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, comprising approximately 23,233 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled "Gold 
Butte," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Lime Canyon Wilderness." 

(10) MT. CHARLESTONWILDERNESSADDITIONS.--Certain Federal land within the Toiyabe 
National Forest and an adjacent portion of Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land Management, 
comprising approximately 13,598 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled "Spring 
Mountains," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be included in the Mt. Charleston Wilderness. 

(11) MUDDY MOUNTAINS WILDF.RNF.SS.--Certain Federal land within the Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area and an adjacent portion of land managed by the Bureau of Land Management, 
comprising approximately 48,019 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled "Muddy 
Mountains," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Muddy Mountains Wilderness." 

(12) NELLIS WASHWILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land within the Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area, comprising approximately 16,423 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"Eldorado/Spirit Mountain," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Nellis Wash 
Wilderness." 

(13) NORTH MCCULLOUGH WILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, comprising approximately 14,763 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"McCulloughs," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "North McCullough 
Wilderness." 

(14) Pl NTO VAi.LEY WI! .DF.RNESS.--Certain Federal land within the Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area, comprising approximately 39,173 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"Muddy Mountains," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Pinto Valley Wilderness." 

(15) RAINROW MOUNTAIN WILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land within the Toiyabe National 
Forest and an adjacent portion of Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land Management, 
comprising approximately 24,997 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled "Spring Mountains," 
dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Rainbow Mountain Wilderness." 

(16) SOUTH MCCULLOUGH WILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, comprising approximately 44,245 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"McCulloughs," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "South McCullough Wilderness." 

(17) SPIRIT MOUNTAINWILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land within the Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area and an adjacent portion of Federal land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management, comprising approximately 33,518 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"Eldorado/Spirit Mountain," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Spirit Mountain 
Wilderness." 

(18) WEE THUMP JOSHUA TREE WILDERNESS.--Certain Federal land managed by the Bureau of 
Land Management, comprising approximately 6,050 acres, as generally depicted on the map entitled 
"McCulloughs," dated October 1, 2002, which shall be known as the "Wee Thump Joshua Tree 
Wilderness." 

(b) BOUNDARY.--
(1) LAKE OFFSET.--The boundary of any portion of a wilderness area designated by subsection (a) 

that is bordered by Lake Mead, Lake Mohave, or the Colorado River shall be 300 feet inland from the 
high water line. 

(2) ROAD OFFSET.--The boundary of any portion of a wilderness area designated by subsection 
(a) that is bordered by a road shall be at least 100 feet from the edge of the road to allow public access. 

(c) MAP AND LEGAi . DF.SCRIPTION.--
(1) lN GENERAL--As soon as practicable after the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary 

shall file a map and legal description of each wilderness area designated by subsection (a) with the 
Committee on Resources of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Energy and Natural 
Resources of the Senate. 

(2) EFFECT.--Each map and legal description shall have the same force and effect as if included in 
this section, except that the Secretary may correct clerical and typographical errors in the map or legal 
description. 
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(3) AvArr.ARll.ITY.--Each <<NOTE: Public inspection.>> map and legal description shall be on 
file and available for public inspection in the appropriate offices of the Bureau of Land Management, 
National Park Service, or U.S. Forest Service, as applicable. 

( d) W1THDRA WAI ,,--Subject to valid existing rights, the wilderness areas designated in this section are 
withdrawn from--

(1) all forms of entry, appropriation, and disposal under the public land laws; 
(2) location, entry, and patent under the mining laws; and 
(3) operation of the mineral leasing, mineral materials, and geothermal leasing laws. 

SEC. 203. ADMINISTRATION. 

(a) MANAGEMENT.--Subject to valid existing rights, each area designated as wilderness by this title 
shall be administered by the Secretary in accordance with the Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. 1131 et seq.), 
except that--

(1) any reference in that Act to the effective date shall be considered to be a reference to the date 
of enactment of this Act; and 

(2) any reference in that Act to the Secretary of Agriculture shall be considered to be a reference 
to the Secretary of the Interior with respect to lands administered by the Secretary of the Interior. 

(b) LrvESTOCK.--Within the wilderness areas designated under this title that are administered by the 
Bureau of Land Management, the grazing of livestock in areas in which grazing is established as of the 
date of enactment of this Act shall be allowed to continue, subject to such reasonable regulations, 
policies, and practices that the Secretary considers necessary, consistent with section 4(d)(4) of the 
Wilderness Act (16 USC. 1133(d)(4)), including the guidelines set forth in Appendix A of House 
Report 101-405. 

( c) INCORPORATION OF ACQUIRED LANDS AND INTF.RESTS.--Any land or interest in land within the 
boundaries of an area designated as wilderness by this title that is acquired by the United States after 
the date of enactment of this Act shall be added to and administered as part of the wilderness area 
within which the acquired land or interest is located. 

(d) WATERRIGHTS.--
(1) FrNDINGS.--Congress finds that--

(A) the lands designated as Wilderness by this Act are within the Mojave Desert, are arid in 
nature, and include ephemeral streams; 

(B) the hydrology of the lands designated as wilderness by this Act is locally characterized by 
complex flow patterns and alluvial fans with impermanent channels; 

(C) the subsurface hydrogeology of the region is characterized by ground water subject to 
local and regional flow gradients and artesian aquifers; 

(D) the lands designated as wilderness by this Act are generally not suitable for use or 
development of new water resource facilities and there are no actual or proposed water resource 
facilities and no opportunities for diversion, storage, or other uses of water occurring outside such 
lands that would adversely affect the wilderness or other values of such lands; and 

(E) because of the unique nature and hydrology of these desert lands designated as 
wilderness by this Act and the existence of the Clark County Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan 
it is possible to provide for proper management and protection of the wilderness, perennial springs 
and other values of such lands in ways 
different from those used in other legislation. 

(2) STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.--
(A) Nothing in this Act shall constitute or be construed to constitute either an express or 

implied reservation by the United States of any water or water rights with respect to the lands 
designated as Wilderness by this Act. 

(B) Nothing in this Act shall affect any water rights in the State of Nevada existing on the 
date of the enactment of this Act, including any water rights held by the United States. 

(C) Nothing in this subsection shall be construed as establishing a precedent with regard to 
any future wilderness designations. 
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(D) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as limiting, altering, modifying, or amending any 
of the interstate compacts or equitable apportionment decrees that apportion water among and 
between the State of Nevada and other States. 

(E) Nothing in this subsection shall be construed as limiting, altering, modifying, or 
amending the Clark County Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP) with respect to the 
lands designated as Wilderness by this Act including the MSHCP's specific management actions for 
the conservation of perennial springs. 

(3) NEVADA WATER LA w.--The Secretary shall follow the procedural and substantive 
requirements of the law of the State of Nevada in order to obtain and hold any water rights not in 
existence on the date of enactment of this Act with respect to 
the wilderness areas designated by this Act. 

( 4) NEW PROJECTS.--
(A) As used in this paragraph, the term "water resource" facility means irrigation and 

pumping facilities, reservoirs, water conservation works, aqueducts, canals, ditches, pipelines, wells, 
hydropower projects, and transmission and other ancillary facilities, and other water diversion, 
storage, and carriage structures. The term "water resource" facility does not include wildlife guzzlers. 

(B) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, on and after the date of the enactment of this 
Act, neither the President nor any other officer, employee, or agent of the United States shall fund, 
assist, authorize, or issue a license or permit for the development of any new water resource facility 
within the wilderness areas designated by this Act. 

SEC. 204. ADJACENT MANAGEMENT. 

(a) IN GENERAL.--Congress does not intend for the designation of wilderness in the State pursuant to 
this title to lead to the creation of protective perimeters or buffer zones around any such wilderness 
area. 

(b) NONWILDERNESS ACTIVITIES.--The fact that nonwilderness activities or uses can be seen or heard 
from areas within a wilderness designated under this title shall not preclude the conduct of those 
activities or uses outside the boundary of the wilderness area. 

SEC. 205. MILITARY OVERFLIGHTS. 

Nothing in this title restricts or precludes--
(1) low-level overflights of military aircraft over the areas designated as wilderness by this title, 

including military overflights that can be seen or heard within the wilderness areas; 
(2) flight testing and evaluation; or 
(3) the designation or creation of new units of special use airspace, or the establishment of 

military flight training routes, over the wilderness areas. 

SEC. 206. NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS USES. 

Nothing in this Act shall be construed to diminish the rights of any Indian Tribe. Nothing in this 
Actshall be construed to diminish tribal rights regarding access to Federal lands for tribal activities, 
including spiritual, cultural, and traditional food-gathering activities. 

SEC. 208. WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT. 

(a) IN GFNFRAL.--In accordance with section 4(d)(7) of the Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. 1133(d)(7)), 
nothing in this title affects or diminishes the jurisdiction of the State with respect to fish and wildlife 
management, including the regulation of hunting, fishing, and trapping, in the wilderness areas 
designated by this title. 

(b) MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES.--In furtherance of the purposes and principles of the Wilderness Act, 
management activities to maintain or restore fish and wildlife populations and the habitats to support 
such populations may be carried out within wilderness areas designated by this title where consistent 
with relevant wilderness management plans, in accordance with appropriate policies such as those set 
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forth in Appendix B of House Report 101-405, including the occasional and temporary use of 
motorized vehicles, if such use, as determined by the Secretary, would promote healthy, viable, and 
more naturally distributed wildlife populations that would enhance wilderness values and accomplish 
those purposes with the minimum impact necessary to reasonably accomplish the task. 

(c) EXISTING ACTIVITIES.--Consistent with section 4(d)(1) of the Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. 1133(d)) 
and in accordance with appropriate policies such as those set forth in Appendix B of House Report 
101-405, the State may continue to use aircraft, including helicopters, to survey, capture, transplant, 
monitor, and provide water for wildlife populations, including bighorn sheep, and feral stock, horses, 
and burros. 

(d) WILDLIFE WATFR DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS.--Subject to subsection (f), the Secretary shall, 
authorize structures and facilities, including existing structures and facilities, for wildlife water 
development projects, including guzzlers, in the wilderness areas designated by this title if--

(1) the structures and facilities will, as determined by the Secretary, enhance wilderness values by 
promoting healthy, viable and more naturally distributed wildlife populations; and 

(2) the visual impacts of the structures and facilities on the wilderness areas can reasonably be 
minimized. 

( e) HUNTING, FISHING, AND TRAPPING.--The Secretary may designate by regulation areas in 
consultation with the appropriate State agency (except in emergencies), in which, and establish 
periods during which, for reasons of public safety, administration, or compliance with applicable laws, 
no hunting, fishing, or trapping will be permitted in the wilderness areas designated by this title. 

(f) COOPERATIVEAGREEMENT.--No later than one year afterthe date of enactment of this Act, the 
Secretary shall enter into a cooperative agreement with the State of Nevada. The cooperative 
agreement shall specify the terms and conditions under which the State (including a designee of the 
State) may use wildlife management activities in the wilderness areas designated by this title. 

SEC. 209. WILDFIRE MANAGEMENT. 

Consistent with section 4 of the Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. 1133 ), nothing in this title precludes a 
Federal, State, or local agency from conducting wildfire management operations (including operations 
using aircraft or mechanized equipment) to manage wildfires in the wilderness areas designated by this 
title. 

SEC. 210. CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION. 

Subject to such terms and conditions as the Secretary may prescribe, nothing in this title precludes 
the installation and maintenance ofhydrologic, meteorologic, or climatological collection devices in 
the wilderness areas designated by this title if the facilities and access to the facilities are essential to 
flood warning, flood control , and water reservoir operation activities. 

SEC. 211. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE LANDS. 

To the extent any of the provisions of this title are in conflict with laws, regulations, or management 
policies applicable to the National Park Service for Lake Mead National Recreation Area, those laws, 
regulations, or policies shall control. 
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THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENT DECISION PROCESS - PART I 

Produce any required documentation on separate sheets. 

Step 1 

Determine whether the proposed action or components of the program takes place in 
designated wilderness, suitable, or potential wilderness. 

In general, wilderness boundaries fall 100 feet from the center line of all paved and approved 
backcountry roads, and 300 feet from the high water elevation of Lakes Mead and Mohave. 

If you are unsure if your proposed action would occur within wilderness boundaries, contact the 
wilderness coordinator. 

Suitable and potential wilderness also exists within the recreation area. Lands designated as 
suitable or potential wilderness additions shall be managed by the Secretary insofar as practicable 
as wilderness until such time as said lands are designated as wilderness and will require the 
minimum requirement analysis. 

If the proposed action will take place in designated, suitable, or potential wilderness, proceed to 
step 2. 

If the proposed action or program will not t ake place in wilderness, suitable, or potential 
wilderness, proceed with the compliance review process. 

Step 2 

Determine whether the proposed action or program is required for the administration of 
the wilderness. 

Director's Order 41 states: "In order to allow a prohibited activity, the activity must be necessary 
to manage the area as wilderness." 

The action must also comply with all other applicable laws and policies 

If the action is not required for the administration of the area, it is not allowed. 

If the action is required for the administration of the area, document what wilderness 
management objective (see Director's Order 41) is being met and why this action is essential to 
meet that objective. Proceed to step 3. 
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Proposed 
action 

Does the action 
have a high 
potential for loss 
of human life or 
serious injury? 

Are wilderness resources 
impacted (physical or 
experiential)? 

Is the action essential to the 
preservation of wilderness 
resources or requirements 
of other laws and policies? 

Is the action covered by 
an approved wilderness 
plan (or like plan?) 

Proceed with project 
through park review 
process. 
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Flow Charts and Screening Questions 

Minimum Tool Requirement Analysis 
Part 1 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Superintendent authorizes use. 
Document and critique incident. 

Proceed with project 
through park 
compliance process. 

Disapprove. 

Does a CE, EA/FONSI, or 
EIS/ROD cover the 
proposed action? 

Defer until compliance 
is completed. 
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Is the action essential to 
meet planned Wilderness 
Objectives? 

Can the action be 
accomplished outside 
wilderness? 

List alternative ways to 
accomplish the action. 

Can the action be 
accomplished through 
visitor education? 

Then use: 

Interpretation 
Authority of Resource 
Leave No Trace 
Wilderness Ethics 

Minimum Tool Requirement Analysis 
Part 2 

NO 

Do not 
proceed. 

Conduct outside wilderness. 

Determine alternative that 
has the least impact on 
wilderness character and 
resources. 

Can the action be accomplished according 
to Light Hand on the Land principles 
(primitive tool, group size, etc)? 
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Minimum Requirement Analysis 
Decision Screening Questions 

These questions can help you evaluate your proposed action and complete the minimum 
requirement analysis. 

1. Does your action insure that wilderness is not occupied and modified? 

2. Does your action maintain or move the wilderness toward less human influence within legal 
constraints? 

3. Does your rationale allow wilderness to retain solitude and elements of surprise and discovery? 

4. Did you evaluate the traps of making decisions based on economy, convenience, comfort, or 
commercial value? 

5. Did you look beyond the short-term outputs to ensure that future generations will be able to use and 
enjoy the benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness? 

6. Does the alternative support the wilderness resource in its entirety rather than maximizing an 
individual resource? 

7. Do you recognize the unique characteristics for this particular wilderness? 

8. Does the action prevent the effects of human activities from dominating natural conditions and 
processes? 
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APPENDIX C: 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS DECISION PROCESS FOR BLM LANDS 

ARTHUR CARHART NATIONAL WILDERNESS TRAINING CENTER 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 
DECISION GUIDE 

WORKBOOK 
" ... except as neceSSBry to meet minimum requirements for the administration of the area for the 
purpose ofthio Act ... • 

- Tho Wiklornoss Aci of 1964 

MRDG STEP 1 
Detennine If Administrative Action Is Necessary 

Description of the Situation 
What ;s the situation that may prompt administrative action? 

2.68 



Options Outside of Wilderness 
Can action be taket'I outside of vlild~es.s that adequst&ly sddrtJ~s the situation? 

lo YflS 

lo NO 

Explain: 

Criteria for Detennining Necessity 
Is action necMsary fo me.I any of th• criteria beloHt? 

A. Valid Existing Rights or Special Provisions of Wilderness Legislation 

fs actfon tHJCessary to satisfy valid existing rights or a s~ial pro'tli$ion in ~·lildlJrness JegisJafion 
(the Wilderness Act of 1964 or subsequent wilderness lav1S) that roqulros action? Cite /B\V and 
section. 

lo YES lo NO 

Ex_el_ain: 

MROO Worl<book: STEP 1 Page 2of 38 
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A~rF.~01xF.s, SFll .F.C'TF.D RF.FflRfll'C:F..~: P~F.r,\~F.~s 

B. Requirements of Other Legislation 
Is aclfon rntci!.$.$ary to mHt /he mquirements of oth« f~etal ls\VS ? Cite lav1 and section. 

lom lo NO 

Explain: 

C. Wilderness Character 

/s action nectJSSary to pre.slH"Vti one or more of the quslit~s of \vildttmMs characttH' including: 
Untrammeled. Undeveloped, Natural, Outs/anding Opportunffies for Solitude or Primitive and 
Unconfined Recreation. or Unique Attributes or Other Features? 

UNTRAMMELED 

lo YES lo NO 

E!e_lain: 

MROO Worl<book: STEP 1 Page 3of 38 
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UNDEVELOPED 

lo YE• 

Ex lain: 

NATURAL 

lom 
E!P.!• in: 

MRDG Workl>OOIC STEP 1 Page 4of 38 
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SOLITUDE OR PRIMITIVE & UNCONFINED RECREATION 

lo m lo NO 

OTHER FEATURES OF VALUE 

lo ns lo "o 

EJ<!11ain: 

MROO Worl<book: STEP 1 Page5of 38 
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Step 1 Decision 
Is administrati'WI action ~ary In v1ilderMss? 

Decision Cr~eria 

A. Existing Rlgh1S or Spoelal Provisions 
B. Requirements of Other Leglslation 
C. Wlderness Ch.arecter 

Untramneled 
Undeveloped 
Natural 
outstanding Opportunities 

Other Features of Value 

Is admlnlstrative adion neoossarv in wilderness? 

Ex_efain: 

MROG Wo<l<book: STEP 1 

Summary Resoonses 
Action IS NOT neceSS8.ry to meet this criterion. 
Adkin IS NOT necessary to 1Teet thls criterion. 

A<:tion IS NOT necessary to meet this criterion. 
Action IS NOT necessary to meet this critetion. 
Adion IS NOT necessary to meet this criterion. 
Action IS NOT necessary to meet this criterion. 
Action IS NOT necessary to meet this criterion. 

Page 6of 38 
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Other Direction 

MRDG STEP 2 
Determine the Minimum ActMfy 

Is there •specfal provisions* language in /egisldon (or other Congr&ssional direction) th•t explicitly 
~ consideration of a use othetwise prohibited by Section 4(c)? 

AND/OR 

Has the issue been addressed in agency policy, management plans. species recovery plans. or 
agreements with other agencies or partners? 

lo VES 

lo HO 

Oesedbe Documents & Oire'ction: 

MROG Workbook: STEP 2 
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Components of the Action 

What arlJ th• di.sCl'1Jt1J compoMnts or phaslJS of the action? 

Component X Example: Transportation of pe.rsonnel to the project site 

Con..,onent 1 

CoJYl)Oncnt 2 

Co111>0nent 3 

Co"l)Onent 4 

Corr1)0nont 5 

Corrc>0nent 6 

CoJll)Onent 7 

Component 8 

CofYl)Onent 9 

Proceed to the alternatives. 

Refer to the MROG Instructions tegarding a?t&rnatrves and the effects to each Of the oomparison cnteria. 

MROG Wo<l<book: STEP 2 Sof 38 
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MRDG Step 2: Alternatlves 

Alternative 1: 

Description of the Alternalive 

Wh•f .,. tM t#l#Jl:t d this llM'lffl-V.? WhoM. Whllf•. •nd hOW WW ttM ~ ot».lt'? Wlt•t ~don l'llff~ trWil 0. tlkfl'J? 

... ,. 
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component Activities 
kow w'll f.ch of tt. compontnt$ ol 6- Ktion bf pfdom*1 unW this •l:frn•M'/ 

~~U.Actlon ActMty for ttli$ Niftr\ilM -
X Eumplfl; Tt•~•tionof~totMprofat«M• Ex1mpl« hnMMI d tT•Vf<I tiy hOl'Hbf.ck. 

I-I- --- I-

' r-t- I-
2 

3 

·+ 
• 
s 

• 
I-I-

7 

• 
• 

10(11138 
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Wil~mtss Charae1er 
Wh•t Is tM -1/«.'I of~ com~ •«iviyon t>. qu.s6N of~ ch¥'~ Whet mitfrHtiQn mHSUtN wil ~ t•kM? 

UNTRAMMELED 
for thlit AhmtW. Po~ N~tive No Effoct 

x '{!f!!'fM: ~ wll tf•ve-1 by~ 0 0 E1l 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 ..... 0 0 NE 
.. ~~.\mmeled Total Ratil'IQ Q 

11 d38 
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UNDEVELOPED 
eon,xi'*'ll ActMty for t:hi$ Alornative __ _ __ ........ ·~ ... No~ X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 6!I 

I Cl Cl Cl 
2 
I-

Cl Cl Cl 
1~. Cl Cl 0 

' Cl Cl Cl 

•r- Cl Cl Cl 
e Cl Cl Cl 
7 Cl Cl Cl 

~i- Cl Cl Cl 

• Cl Cl Cl 
'r~tals 0 0 NE 
Un<kwto Total Rat • --' 

12(1138 
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NATURAL 
eon,xintm ActMty for t:hi$ Alornative _____ ........ ·~ ... HoEf'l~C 

X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 el 
I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 0 0 
1~. 0 0 0 

' 0 0 0 

•r- 0 0 0 
e 0 IJ IJ 
7 IJ 0 0 

~i- IJ 0 IJ 
• 0 0 0 

'r~tals 0 0 NE 
Nat11al Total R~!!i. • " 

13(11138 
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SotlTUOE OR PRIMITIVE & UNCONFINED RECREATtON 
Con-4)onHll ActMty for lhi$ Alornetive __ ___ ........ ·~ ... No~ X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 9 

I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 0 0 
1~. 0 0 0 

' 0 0 0 

•r- 0 0 0 
e 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

~i- 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 

'r~tals 0 0 NE 
Soli1.udt or Primltiv. & U~flntd Recreation Total Rating • 
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OTHER FEATURES OF VAlUE 
eon,xi'*'ll ActMty for this Alornetive __ _ __ ........ ·~ ... HoEf'l~C 

X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 111 
I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 0 0 
1~. 0 0 0 

' 0 0 0 

•r- 0 0 0 
e 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

~i- 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 
'r~tals 0 0 NE 
0.htr F•al.UtH o f V.1tu. Tota.I Rating • " 

15(11138 
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Othtt Critetia 
Wh•t Is tM -1/«.'I of~ com~ •«Ni}' on ort.., comparl$(>n crt.N? ~r m~!ion 1Ma.$Ul'H ml be t•Jr.f>"? 

MAINTAINING TRADITIONAL SKILlS 
for thlit AhmaW. .., ..... N~tive No Effect 

x '{!f!!'fM: ~ wll tf•ve-1 by~ liCl 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 

• 0 0 Cl ..... 0 0 NE 
~ainil'lg Traditional SltiJls Total Rating Q 

16(11138 
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SPEClAL PROVISIONS 
~'*It ActMty for t1'li$ Alornative _____ ........ ·~ ... Ho Etl~C 
X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 121 
I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 0 0 
1~. Cl Cl 0 

' Cl Cl 0 

•r- Cl Cl 0 
e 0 0 0 
7 Cl Cl 0 

~i- Cl Cl 0 
• 0 0 0 

'r~tals 0 0 NE 
• Iii ProYlt.loM Tott! Rating • " 

170'38 
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ECONOMICS & TIME CONSTRAINTS 
eon,xinHll ActMty for t1'lis Alornetive _____ ........ N~tMl Ho Etl~C 
X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 lil 
I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 0 0 
1~. 0 0 0 

' 0 0 0 

•r- 0 0 0 
e 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

~i- 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 
'r~tals 0 0 NE 
EconorN« & TIJM Cont1;11ints Total Rao • --' 

18(11138 
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Safety of Visi10rs & Workers 
Wh•t Is tM -1/«.'I of~ com~ •«Ni}' on t>. ufffY of vi$i'lor$ •nd WOtkfl'S? Wh•t mitig.tlon ~$UN wil ~ t•k.,,? 

SAFETY OF VISITORS & WORKERS 
for thlit AhmaW. Po~ Nesptive No Elfoct 

x '{!f!!'fM: ~ wll tf•ve-1 by~ D D GD 
1 D D D 
2 D D 0 
3 D D D 
• D D 0 

• 0 0 0 
• D 0 0 
7 D D 0 

• D D 0 

• D D 0 ..... 0 0 NE 
Safety of Vis.fl ors & Work~ Tola.I Ralit'Q Q 

19(1138 
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(swnm.ary Ratings fot Ahernauw 1 

kltfn•N CNraet., 
Untrammitltd 

uncs.v.~ 
Naturll 
SOil\ldt Of ~ & Uncol'llned Recreation 

fUl'Mt' FubJres or VtlUe 
fwildefnes.s Character Sumrna.!£Rati.!!&_ 

f()Chlf Criteria 
MIS!taint'og T,.dilloMI Skills 
1~1 PfovflioM 
E.o<wlornic• & rmo Cofltcralnts 
Ct.her Criterll. S urrwnary RttJ!i: 

::0: 

:± 
J!. 

1 

::l' 
-ii 

287 

0 
0 
0 

• 
0 

• 
• v 

• 
0 

0 
0 
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MRDG Step 2: Alternatlves 

Alternative 2: 

Description of the Alternalive 

Wh•f .,. tM t#l#Jl:t d this llM'lffl-V.? WhoM. Whllf•. •nd hOW WW ttM ~ ot».lt'? Wlt•t ~don l'llff~ trWil 0. tlkfl'J? 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 ,, .. ,. 
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component Activities 
kow w'll f.ch of tt. compontnt$ ol 6- Ktion bf pfdom*1 unW this •l:frn•M'/ 

~~U.Actlon ActMty for ttli$ Niftr\ilM -
X Eumplfl; Tt•~•tionof~totMprofat«M• Ex1mpl« hnMMI d tT•Vf<I tiy hOl'Hbf.ck. 

I-I- --- I-

' r-t- I-
2 

3 

·+ 
• 
s 

• 
I-I-

7 

• 
• 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 ,., .. ,. 
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Wil~mtss Charae1er 
Wh•t Is tM -1/«.'I of~ com~ •«iviyon t>. qu.s6N of~ ch¥'~ Whet mitfrHtiQn mHSUtN wil ~ t•kM? 

UNTRAMMELED 
for thlit AhmtW. Po~ N~tive No Effoct 

x '{!f!!'fM: ~ wll tf•ve-1 by~ 0 0 E1l 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 ..... 0 0 NE 
.. ~~.\mmeled Total Ratil'IQ Q 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 
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UNDEVELOPED 
eon,xi'*'ll ActMty for t:hi$ Alornative __ _ __ ........ ·~ ... No~ X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 6!I 

I Cl Cl Cl 
2 
I-

Cl Cl Cl 
1~. Cl Cl 0 

' Cl Cl Cl 

•r- Cl Cl Cl 
e Cl Cl Cl 
7 Cl Cl Cl 

~i- Cl Cl Cl 

• Cl Cl Cl 
'r~tals 0 0 NE 
Un<kwto Total Rat • --' 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 2-4d38 
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NATURAL 
eon,xintm ActMty for t:hi$ Alornative _____ ........ ·~ ... HoEf'l~C 

X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 el 
I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 0 0 
1~. 0 0 0 

' 0 0 0 

•r- 0 0 0 
e 0 IJ IJ 
7 IJ 0 0 

~i- IJ 0 IJ 
• 0 0 0 

'r~tals 0 0 NE 
Nat11al Total R~!!i. • " 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 , .. ,,. 
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SotlTUOE OR PRIMITIVE & UNCONFINED RECREATtON 
Con-4)onHll ActMty for lhi$ Alornetive __ ___ ........ ·~ ... No~ X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 9 

I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 0 0 
1~. 0 0 0 

' 0 0 0 

•r- 0 0 0 
e 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

~i- 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 

'r~tals 0 0 NE 
Soli1.udt or Primltiv. & U~flntd Recreation Total Rating • 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 ,.,.,. 
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OTHER FEATURES OF VAlUE 
eon,xi'*'ll ActMty for this Alornetive __ _ __ ........ ·~ ... HoEf'l~C 

X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ 0 0 111 
I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 0 0 
1~. 0 0 0 

' 0 0 0 

•r- 0 0 0 
e 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

~i- 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 
'r~tals 0 0 NE 
0.htr F•al.UtH o f V.1tu. Tota.I Rating • " 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 27<'38 
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Othtt Critetia 
Wh•t Is tM -1/«.'I of~ com~ •«Ni}' on ort.., comparl$(>n crt.N? ~r m~!ion 1Ma.$Ul'H ml be t•Jr.f>"? 

MAINTAINING TRADITIONAL SKILlS 
for thlit AhmaW. Po~ NC93tive No Elfoct 

x '{!f!!'fM: ~ wll tf•ve-1 by~ ~ D D 
1 D D D 
2 D D S--3 D 0 D 
• D D D 

• 0 0 0 
• D D D 
7 D D D 

• 0 0 0 

• D D D ..... 0 0 I NE 
~ainil'lg Traditional SltiJls Total Rating Q 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 ,.., ,. 
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SPEClAL PROVISIONS 
~'*It ActMty for t1'li$ Alornative _____ ........ N~tiw Ho Etl~C 
X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ D D ~ I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 D 0 
1~. 0 0 0 

' 0 0 0 

•r- 0 D 0 
e 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

~i- 0 D D 

• 0 0 0 
'r~tals 0 0 NE 
• Iii ProYlt.loM Tott! Rating • " 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 ,. .. ,. 
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ECONOMICS & TIME CONSTRAINTS 
eon,xinHll ActMty for t1'lis Alornetive _____ ........ ·~ ... No~ X Eump#:~wiltr•._.by~ Cl Cl l<l 

I 0 0 0 
2 
I-

0 0 0 
1~. 0 0 0 

' 0 0 0 

•r- 0 0 0 
e 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

~i- 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 
'r~tals 0 0 NE 
EconorN« & TIJM Cont1;11ints Total Rao • --' 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 '°",. 
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Safety of Visi10rs & Workers 
Wh•t Is tM -1/«.'I of~ com~ •«Ni}' on t>. ufffY of vi$i'lor$ •nd WOtkfl'S? Wh•t mitig.tlon ~$UN wil ~ t•k.,,? 

SAFETY OF VISITORS & WORKERS 
for thlit AhmaW. Po~ N~tive No Effoct 

x '{!f!!'fM: ~ wll tf•ve-1 by~ 0 0 Ii) 

1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 

• 0 0 0 

• D D D ..... 0 0 I NE 
Safety of Vis.fl ors & Work~ Tola.I Ralit'Q Q 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 31d38 
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(swnm.ary Ratings fot Ahernauw 2 

kltfn•N CNraet., 
Untrammitltd 

uncs.v.~ 
Naturll 
SOil\ldt Of ~ & Uncol'llned Recreation 

fUl'Mt' FubJres or VtlUe 
fwildefnes.s Character Sumrna.!£Rati.!!&_ 

f()Chlf Criteria 
MIS!taint'og T,.dilloMI Skills 
1~1 PfovflioM 
E.o<wlornic• & rmo Cofltcralnts 
Ct.her Criterll. S urrwnary RttJ!i: 

UR:OQ World:looli· Al T 2 

::0: 

:± 
J!. 

1 

::l' 
-ii 
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MRDG STEP 2: Alternatives Not Analyzed 

Alternatives Not Analyzed 
What 11/Jematives were COn$/dtH'tK1 but not analyzed? Why were th"Y not analyzed? 

MROG Wo<l<book: ALTS NOT ANALVZEO 33of 38 
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Projoct TIU•:'----------------------------------' 

MROG Step 2; Alternative Comparison 

Allernative 1: 

Alttrn .. uve 2: 

Altern.at.lve :s: 
Alternative 4: [_ _j 

Wltdemes.s Ch~raeler 
ARtrNtl'o'e 1 Altetn.Uw 2 Altem1tlve s Alternative 4 

Posilivo 

~ -""' 
~ .. N~ Po'Sit:iw N!SJ!!M Posl:i\00 No;_o.M 

"""""'"""' 0 0 ~- ~I ~ 0 0 0 

"""'"' 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Na.lu~I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I-~ I~ Of PnrmM t. Unconll,;d Roe:.. 

~ -t- ~ 0 0 · -1-~ 0 t-~ fo.hor Featurecs ofValuC • 0 0 0 0 0 
Tot~ls •.-. 0 0 0 0 L- 0 0 

Jdttne1s CNn1ctH llbU • • 0 

Otn.tr CrM.trta 
_Alt~tl'w'e 1 Altem.Uw2 Alttl'Nldvt 3 Allt1Nt.i'o'e4 

R>slfl.ot -~atiV\e - NegatiYO Pos~ ; N~M ~ I N!Pa~ 
Mainta' • Tradlllotlal SkllS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
spem1AoYiir.bM ~ --' I-~ 0 0 o:J=.o 0 

J;~ l~~lrics & Tft Constrain!$ ~ -.., t- ~ 0 0 0 0 0 
Tolals 0 0 0 0 0 

her Criteria Rati~ • ::!L • 
s.a1e1y AlttmaUv• 1 Alttfnatiw 2 Ahtmltlvt 3 Alt~n.atiw4 ...... N ... .....,__LN .... PolitiW I N!Q!liW - ..1.· .. -S.ttty or \I"••*" & Wort.,-a 0 I 0 o T 0 0 ~ 0 o I o .. , ..... • • • • 
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Alterna tive S: 

AlterNtlve &: 

Alternat ive 7: 

Alternative 8: 

Wilderness Cha,aclff Alterl\ltl'l't S Nt..-nadv.s A1t•m1tlvt 7 Alten1atlw 8 
...... J .... - ........ N ... - N ..... 

U®........, 

I~ I ~ 
0 0 

R= o 
0 0 

:~~ .... - 0 I-~ 0 0 0 0 ...... , 0 0 0 - . 0 0 0 
SolWdt 01 PfllrillW & Unconllntd R.e. 0 J_ 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 

kithOr ffflllrff of V•lM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , .... 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
klffn••• Char•ctH Ratl 0 0 0 0 

Olhe-r CfMer\f Alt«rWllive S Altetn.Uwl Altetf\llCIW 7 AltKnatiWI 8 
PDsliYe ..... - • ... ........ N .... ........ • .... 

Mainta~~ T radilional Skits 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
IPfoviSbM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Economies & limo Conscraints ~ -, 1-~- I 0 0 ~ -I-~ 0 I-~ , .... 0 0 0 
Other Criteria RMI~ 0 • 0 0 

Safely I- , Alternaiti'l'e 5 Altemaci~• Ahernatlw 7 .=.-- Alt«natiw8 
F'DtilM i_ N;!i!tJW -J_• ... Po~ N llW - J. •!i.-

Slltll!Y or ~s & Woitors o I o o I 0 0 0 o I o 
S.fotVlblino • • 0 :JI"~ 
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MRDG Step 2: Decision 

Refer to the MROG Instructions before identifying the selected attemative and explaining the 
rationale for the selection. 

!selected Alternative 

Alternative 1: 0 
Atternative 2: 0 
Afte1native 3: 0 
Alternative 4: D 
Alternative 5: 0 
Alternative 6: D 
Alternative 7: 0 
Alternative 8: 0 

~._!ain Rationale ror Selection: 

If more Space is needed, oontinoo on the next page .•. 

MROG Wo<l<book: STEP 2 OECISIClN 
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~lain Rationale for Selection, Continued: 

Describe Monitori!!9_& Reporti!!9_R~irements: 

MRDG Workbook: STEP 2 DECISION 37 0( 38 
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!Approval of Prohibited Uses 

VVhich of the prohibited uses found in Section 4(c) of the Wildemes.s Act are approved in the selected 
alternative and for what quantrty? 

Prohibited Use 

[QJMochanical Transport 

[QJMotori.z:ed Equipment 

[Q]Motor Vehicles 

[ill Motorboats 

cg:) Landing 01 Altcran 

[Q]Temporary Roads 

[Q]suuctures 

[QJ lnstaflations 

Rcoord and report any authorizations of Wilderness Act Section 4(c) prohibited uses acoording to 
agency policies or guidance. 

Refer to agency policies for tho following review and decision authorities· 
Name _JPosillon 

" e l 
0 
Q. Signature Date 
e 
Q. 

" Name JPosition 
" " 1 c 
~ Slgr\ature Dato 
E 
0 

" " "' 
" Name T~osition 
" " l c 

~ Signature Date 
0 

" " "' 
Name _]Position 

" l 'ii 
0 Signature Dato :s. 
:t-

MROG Worl<book: STEP 2 OECISIClN 38of 38 
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APPENDIX D: CONSULTATION LETTERS 

(This section to be completed by Fish and Wildlife Service) File No. 84320-2008-1-0470 

Fish and Wildlife Service response: 

If the agency detennines that the proposed action is not likely to adversely affect the desert 
tortoise, Fish and Wildlife Service: 

_xx_ concurs does not concur with this determination. 

Justification for response: 

The Service concurs with the National Park Service's (11.1'S) detennination that approving 
Wilderness Management Plans for eight wilderness areas on N'PS and Bureau of Land 
Management lands "may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect" the desert tortoise. Our 
concurrence is based on the following: 

• The net effects of the proposed action on the desert tortoise are anticipated to beneficial. 
• Most actions will not involve take of desert tortoise and involve establishing: entry 

points to wilderness, tum-around areas, parking areas, sign and kiosk installation, etc. 
• Any actions that would involve substantial surface disturbance and any potential to 

involve take of desert tortoise will be evaluated by NPS and/or BLM and the appropriate 
level of consultation will be followed which may involve formal consultation with the 
Service. 

• Measures have been proposed by NPS and BLM to avoid adverse effects to desert tortoise 
as stated on page 4 of this form, including pre-disturbance surveys, provision of a desert 
tortoise education program, implementation of speed limits, rehabilitation of disturbed 
areas, and implementation of a litter-control program. 

Conclusion: This response constitutes informal consultation under regulations promulgated in 
SO CFR § 402.14, which establish procedures governing interagency consultation under 
section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended. This informal consultation does 
not authorize any take of any listed species. !';'PS and BLM should evaluate all actions proposed 
to occur in association with the wilderness plans. Any action that may result in adverse effects to 
listed species are beyond the scope of this informal consultation and may require formal 
section 7 consultation with the Service. If you have any questions, please contact Michael 
Burroughs, in the Nevada Fish and Wildlife Office in Las Vegas at (702) 515-5230. 

Signot•" (Smko offic;,J), ~ f(/J.J/h .[¥' R~ Williams, Field Supervisor 

oate:_q_/1t~(~_8"_ 

cc: 
Assistant Field \tanager, Division ofRecrt>ation and Renewable Resources. la~ Vegas Field 

Office Bureau of Land Management, Las Vegas. Ncnda 
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Appendix D: Consultation Letters 

United States Department of the Interior 

IN RE.PLY REfE.R TO 

L303 l (LAME-RM) 

August 13, 2008 

Mr. Ronald M. James 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

LAKE MEAD NATIONAL RECREATION AREA 
601 NEVADA WAY 

BOULDER CITY, NEVADA 89005 

State Historic Preservation Officer 
Nevada Office of Historic Preservation 
I 00 North Stewart Street 
Carson City, NV 89701 

Re: Lake Mead Wilderness Management Plan 

Dear Mr. Jan1es: 

1n accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, amended, and 
the Advisory Council's Regulations, 36 CFR Part 800, the National Park Service seeks your 
comments and consultation regarding a proposed undertaking to write a Wilderness Plan for 
Designated Wilderness Areas at Lake Mead National Recreation Area in Clark County, Nevada. 
The wilderness areas that will be covered by this plan (shown on the enclosed map) are the 
Jimbilnan Wilderness, Pinto Valley Wilderness, Black Canyon Wilderness, Eldorado 
Wildereness. lreteba Peaks Wilderness, Nellis Wash Wilderness, Spirit Mountain Wilderness. 
and Bridge Canyon Wilderness. The purpose of this long-term, comprehensive plan is to define 
the overall management direction for these designated wilderness areas located primarily within 
the recreation area's boundary. 

The process of developing a plan such as this follows a series of prescribed steps. The process is 
deliberate and intended to build consensus among the many panicipants, assure consistency in 
plan proposals, and provide for rational decision making. The planning team will 
comprehensively analyze the wilderness areas' cultural and natural resources, adjacent land uses. 
and local and national trends. This analysis will provide a philosophical framework and 
management zoning to guide resources management. 

Public involvement from all constituencies will be sought throughout the course of the planning 
process. Federal. state, and local agencies. as well as wilderness interest groups and the general 
public, will be invited to review the plan. In addition. the park is consulting with severnl tribes 
in the area, including the Chemhucvi, the Fort Yuma Quechan, the Havasupai, the Hopi, the 
Haulapai, the Pauites, the Salt River Pima-Maricopa. the Yavapai. the Ak-Chin. the Zuni. the 
Colorado River Indian Tribe. the Fort Mojave Tribe, and the Gila River Indian Community. 
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APPENDlXES, SELECTED REFERTINCES, PREPARERS 

Three of the above wilderness areas (lreteba, Eldorado, and Spirit Mountain) include some 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands. The BLM is an active participant in the planning 
process for these wilderness areas and will be included throughout the plruming effort. 

We look forward to your participation. As we conduct the public scoping process and begin 
writing the plan and environmental assessment, we will seek your comments. If you have any 
questions please contact Park Archaeologist Steve Daron at (702) 293-8859. 

Sincerely, 

William K. Dickinson 
Superintendent 

Enclosure 

cc: 
.'. Greg Jarvis, Project Manager 

National Park Service 
Denver Service Center 
P.O. Box 25287 
Denver, Colorado 80225-0287 
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Appendix D: Consultation Letters 

Note: The Wilderness Plan will 

include all these areas except for 

t he Muddy Mountain Wilderness 

Unit that has previously been 

planned 



United States Department of the Interior 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

LAKE MEAD NATIONAL RECREATION AREA 
601 NEVADA HIGHWAY 

BOULDER CITY, NEVADA 89005 
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The BuN:.-iu of Recl3mcition appreciates the oprocn1nily to ce\•ie" ' ilnd comment on the Ortift \'(tiJ<remess 
1\i1an:igement Plan. Qur conlmenlS are as follows: 

Page 13· Ulke 1\1ead National R«Ttation Area En€1blfr1glcgis:lation, <Xtober S. l964· \'C'e recommend that the 
follo\\•ing language be added to this section toc1'1tiry Bureau orReclanuuion in,•o""en1ent in Lake ~le11dNtnlonru 
Rec.re.inion Area: ''The external boundary or the n:uional recr«1rion area includes cer1ain Bureau or Recl11nn1lion 
(Rei.:lamation} lands acquired and withdra-.vn in 1928 pur.."Uanl te>thc Uouldcr Canyon J>rojo:t Acl (Hoover l)am}, 
and subscquenl rclaicd proj(.'t·ts. Stction 2 of the l.A.'gislation s1a1cs that~ '. . .AU 1ands in the recreation area 'vhkh 
havebeen withdru,vn or $¢Quired by the Unhed Statt$ (or ttc:lruni.tfon purposesshaU remaJn subject 10 the 
primot)' use 1hereor for recfo.mation and power purposes so long as they .-i.re ~tlthdrown or needed ror such 
purposes. 

Reclt1malion withdr3Wills specifyth al all land$ below the nominal full pool e le\•tttiOr\$ of l.ake .\lead and take 
1\1ohavc and an operational setback o( all I.ands upland of lhe full pool ek\'alions (or 300 feet.are rt.'Strved 
primarily for rctlamation pro;ett use In the operations o( Lakes ]I.lead and 1\·1ohiwt by Rec-la.mation.' .. 

P~se add the follO\Y'lng Bureau of Reclamadon conwcis to your mailing Jin ror mis Plan: 

Valerie I!. Simon 
Chief, Resources ~·1anngem<:nt Office 
P.0.Box 61470 
Boulder City, NV 89006 

Robert Skordas 
Area 1\ianagc:r, Lower Colorado OamsOffJce 
P.O. Box 60400 
BouldcrCity~NV 89006 

Please \'Ont~1 Faye Streier al 702·293·81 J:? if you have any queslions abou1 1hese comn1enis. Thank you. 
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Mr. GTeaJIMs 

UNIUD STATES ENVIRDNlll!HTAL PROTECTION A(lENCY 
REGION IX 

16 I lllwthome ltrMt 
SanF-CA M•OI 

NarlODll Park ScMce, Denver Service Center 
1279S W. Alameda Putway 
Lalcewood, co 80228 

Subject: Wildcm~ Monogement Piao Draft 6nviro_nmental lmptcl St.a~\{CRQ # 20 14000S) 

Dear Mr. Jarvil: 

Tbe U.S. Env!rocmcntal Proledioo Agt:oq is prov!dlna comments oo the Draft EnviJonmeotal 1mpoct 
Stm:mmt (Dl!IS) for the Wtldemess M-8""""1 Plan for the ftmbilmm, Pinto Valley, Black Caoyon, 
Eldorado. lmdJo Pab, Nellis Wasb, Spirit Mountaia, and B~ CGyon Wlldemeos ...,.._Out 
CODlDIClll3 me provided pursuant to the Nltioool ~ Policy Ad, Council oo Envltonmcatal 
Qliality rqulatioos (<40CFR Parts ISOO-IS08), and Sccdoa 309 of the Clean Air Ao!. 

Based oo our ~cw of the OBIS, we have n1ted the ~fcned altcmativc as Lack of Objections (LO-I, 
see the enclosed "SWll!IW)I or EPA Rating Definitions"). While wc are supportive of the proposed 
t lttmatlvc and commend the Park Service for including road and mine rostorttion elcmenll, wc n:quest the 
following addltlontl lnformttlon be included io the FBIS to clttlfy !he applicabillty of Clean Wattr Act 
Section 404 and storm wattr peonining n:quin:maits. 

Alterutlva 

In a diJcuuioo of the ftmiewodt for m•"'gemml and usc of the wilderness areas, the DEIS llltes 
"ponions of !Olds oo NPS ·1m1s would be clOICd (e.a- pons of Approved Road 2 I) and the land 
rdiabili1atcd and rcstoftd" (page 41). Tbepropooed alttmltive, however, only describesl'O..tclOSlll<S, 
and docs DOI mcotioo ratorllioo. While the document swes that Appro..d Road 21 would be ""torcd, 
the potential for restorttioo of Approved Road I 8 is unclear. Ptgc 41 abo stales "toother hiah priority 
would be restoring the illnd aJfectcd by old road cuu along the western edge or Approved Road 30 along 
the Nellis Wash Wildcmcss," but the proposed alternative docs not include this rcstonltion or show the 
location described. While the DEIS does discuss the rcslOratioo of the old mine ill Pinto Valley (J)tge 
16), provided the mine iJ DOI historically significant, it does not describe the location of the mine or 
identify the location ill a map. 

The popooed altetoative would abo eoova1 exlJtiog and former roads to tnils. Tbe DEIS states, "the 
old ro..t ftom milepost 18.2 to the bead of Boulder Wash would be made smaller to moil width, with the 
rest or the area restoral to native ~on· C- 7S). Fipe6sbows this ro..i....,or t1uouah 
Cottoowood Spinp and directly over a tbin blue line, which is oo< idcnlilied in the Jeaeod. but 1ppcars 
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10 indicate a wash or sttcam. Pinto Valley Road and appar<>otly Approved Road 131 would be converted 
to ttails, but the DEIS does not explain wbether thcac road will be partially restored and n.vrowcd to 
foan a tnil or simply blocked to motor vebiole "1lflic. 

In additioo, the DJ!IS swes that oew routa or tnils WO\lld be creaied .. part of the poopooed allm>alive. 
While the OBIS menlioos the placcmem of c:aimo4lo. lllllt.""'1.lpils. it does 001 S1St.e wbedier tnils are 
ett:aled throuab ICti~ mem- oftbe lendsope, lllCb .. lCd c:l?ring or gnding. or czar.d OYCf 
time by bib:n. ldentil'yizia this infixmslioo in the FIDS, In oddilion to clarifying if odditional NEPA 
analysis will be roqulred end timeftamt foc that process, would betta cli.sclose to decisioomakcn the 
scope of potenlial f\llUrC ICtiooa. 

Reco,,.,,,•ndatlons for th• FEIS: 
• Describe and map all roads that would be closed, as part of this action, and dllTe..,ntiate 

tbcse Crom roads closed in earlier action.1; 
• In the description and fig\UCS for the proposed alternative, diffCfentiate roods that will be 

cloocd end converted to designated routes (ttails) fJOm roads to be restored. 
• Foc.roeds that would be coavemcl to ttailJ, dcocnl>e wllether tbe roads will be narrowed 

or lcJI in placed and blochd fJOm mocor vehicles. 
• Show ocher.,... (!IOl>-JOlds) to be~ in loalticm .,_such u old road cuts 

alooa the western edge of Appnmid Rood 30 m! the old mine site in Pinfo Valley. 
• Lobel desipled routes in Fiawe 6 ocmistmt with the names of propoMd desipt<>d 

rootc1 in Tobie 4. 
• o..cribe the steps involved and eavlronmcolal impacu fJOm crcatina oew uiols where no 

road currently exists. 
• Identify lf futu"' NEPA analysis will be required for specific planned road and trail 

projocts and provide an estimilted schodule for any furu... analysis. 

Wiler Quality 

Clean Wat., Act S«tlon 404 

While we commend the Parle Service for includina restorotloo in the pooposed altemllive, it 1111,y require 
a permit fJOm the U.S. Army Corps of~ if iatorolion is oocurring within Waters of the United 
States. If a permit is required, the work may be eliajblc for a NlllioaMde Pcrmit2, wbitb can 
substantially 1impllfy the ~ process compared to an individual perrniL Tbc Los Aoacles District 
of the Anny Corps may have added regional oondition1 to the requiremeots of specific Nationwide 
Permit. 

The Park Service ihould oocrdinatc with tho Army Corps to determine whether tho proposed projoct 
requires a Section 404 pcnnit under the Clean Wattf Act. Section 404 regulates tho discbar&o or dredged 
or fill materiol into Waters of the United States, iocludina wetlands and otber spociol oquatic 1ites. The 
DEIS states that no water bodies ""' within the wilderness areao and no actions aro beina p1opoocd that 
would ina<8JC the potential for watt:r pollution (poae 20). but that does not appeor to be consistent with 

' We cooclud<d""' AJllll""'I Rood ll-.ld beC<IO......i lllloa nil.-Ox"'1of6'c DEIS '-land fip-&6 
-lbal 1be ..... >rift be cloaecl, ml Table 4 Usu"""-~ C.0,.. (old AJllll""'I Rood I))• a.,......., 
daipolod .-. ...... . 
, See me Army COf1l9 or £aa:ineen Mbsitlll • 
bgp·lfwww U•F'"PY m!VMktlom/Cjyi!Wod;;a/Rry11!1lQCyPrpsramandPtanhVN1tionwikPqmjtt awg 

2 
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the d<:scription of lhc proposed alternative. By rcs1orina row, cooverona roads into tnils. snd cn:atina 
new IJ1lils in desert waahes, lhc proposed al1cmatlve may cn:a10 water pollution. Because the Colorado 
ru- and Lake Mead""' interstate WllerS, lhcy are alJO Walen oflhc United SIOICS. Due to the close 
proximity of thcto waters, epbcmcnil washes and .-of lhc wildcm<ss areas m11y be juriJdic:tional 
watcn undcr lhc Cleon Wau:r Ad. lbttefore, lhc plonnod reslOralioo and trail creation oflhc proposed 
altmlltivc coold fill Wmn of lhc Uni1Cd SWes. 

h<om!M"""""1ts ftw tltc PE.JS: 
• Descdbe lhc l\mction and localioo of IC1Ual or poccotial Waters of the United Scata 

wbmo the Piii< Service will conduct tmoratlon. 
• <:oordinate wilh lhc Amly CO<pl 10 dctenninc the need for a Section 404 permit for 

restoration of roads, convenion of roads to trails and creation of new trails 
• OISCU$S lhc potential for activities described in the OBIS to be regulatod under Section 

<404 oftbcClcan. Woter Ai;:t, 

Stormwater 

As previously DOied, the DEIS djsn .. _lhc rcstonllion of roods and closed mines uanelc:mcn1 oflhc 
project, u wdl u the creatioo of trails. Storm wau:r pcrmlttina ~uirunents apply to COOS1NCtioo 
eclivity, which Includes .,..iing. in an area of mono lhan ooe ocre. Tbe DEIS does DOI dUcus.o the 
applieahility of stonn water pamiUing rcquimDents Of clMi(y whether lhe total amctmt of land 1Jw1ina 
duriD& restoration will be leas lhan I aae. 

Rtcommtrularlon for th< FEIS: 
Discuss lhc applicability of storm water penniltlna n:quircmcnts to lhe proposed alternative. 

We appreciate lho opporto.nity to review this DEIS and are available to discuss our comments. When tho 
FEIS is released to lhc public, please send a copy 10 this office at lhe address above (mall code ENF 4-
2). If you have 111y questions, please conl8CI me at 4 IS·972-3S2 I, or contact Tom KeUy. the lead 
reviewer for this project. Mr. Kelly can be .-bod at 41 s-972-38S6 or ltdly.tbomasp@cp&.aov. 

cc: Sendi Kalcie, BLM Lu Vegas Field Office 
Linda Otero, Fort Mojave Indian Tribe 

Sinccrdy, 

~~ 
Kalhlcen Martyn Goforth, Msnaser 
£nvlronmental Review Section 

Sallie Diebolt, Los Angeles District of the Army Corps, Arizooa Rcgull!Of)I Bnloch 

Enclosur<:: Summary of EPA Ratina Definitions 

) Ste tmm.·Jtndte·PY rpyOnriis.tyqm swtOl IU> (or. Comc:>kto dlJalaioft of storm wattt pcnnitrins applk:abllity to 
~iooprojocu. 

3 
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SUMJllARY OP EPA RATING DUIHITIONS" 

Thi.s ntlna system WM developed u a l'l'leaol to twm'Olrize lhe. U.S. Envlronmcatal Protection Agcocy'a (EPA) licvel of 
coocem with • proposed acdon. Tbe radQ&t arc a coml>inatioa of alphabetical cllCeg<lriet tor evaluatioa of the. eoviroomcntal 
lmp&C:tS of the proposal and rwmerkal catcgoricJ ror ova!Uatioo ot the adequacy of the £ovlrol1me:olll linpact Swcment 
(l!IS~ 

IN\flRONMJNIAL IMPACT '?' ms ACTION 

•£0• (T,adl o/06)«dou) 
The EPA review bu DOC idcoti5ed any pou:otial eaviroamcatal lmpaet$ requlrtq subsundvc cbqes to the proposal. The 
review may have-disc&osed opportuaitics for applicstioo of mitf.gatk>n mcuun:s that cOllld be accomplished wi1ti oo more 
- ...... diaoge$ ., tbc p<Opotel. 

., EC" (Ea'Noutmltal COllttnU) 
Tbc BP A review bu ldeadfied ea\ltrQnmenlal impu:ts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the envircnmenL 
Corrcc:t.ivc meuurcs may rcqulre ch&rt&es to tile preferred akcmadve or applicadoD of mhiptjoa measures that eu1 m:loce 
d>o .. ~ ;-. EPA would likoO> wod< wilh lbolold oacoey IOl'<dllcelbooe impeo!S. 

"EO"~()j~tu) 
The EPA ~view bu idcatified sigi::iifbrn c:avtroamcanl lmpacu that should be iYOlded U. order to provide tdeqtwe 
procectioa for the taviroamm&. Comm¥C mc:aurc:a may roql&iro s\lbscaolial chanae• to ihc jnt'med .Jten:icive or 
comidcttdoa of some. other project ahemativc (iDc.Judiag the no action altcmadve or a oew allcmativc). BPA mods to 
wort< wilh Ibo Leid oacoey 10 .-- wpec1S. 

•ev• re-.,,.,,~ VIUOll$/"'°'1! 
The EPA review bu identified edvet1e ec~ lmpec:s tbal are of sufficient mq:ninxSc tbac they are unsatisfactory 
from the modpoint of pil>li< beal!h « """"' 0< eo-quali!)'. EPA Im_ to worlc with the Leod ..-Y., recluce 
thcoe Lmpacts. If the poUnliaUy WlSllis!Octory impocts ,.. 001 c<n«ted at the fiD&L EIS 11age, this proposal w!O be 
rooommendod f« refem.l co tbe Cowltll on eivifOM)cntal Quality (CEQ). 

Aprou&cy or DJI fMPACT STADMl.NT 

"Clllqory I" (AUtp"*) 
£PA believes the drtft £.IS ~l)' sets forth the covtroomemal impact(s) of the prcft::rrcd ahemalive llld 1bOK or the 
allcmativa reuooably a....nablo so dle ptl)j«t or acdcCI.. No f\lnber aD&lysls or data coUecdoa ls oeceuary, but lbc rwiewcr 
may suggest the addition of clarifyiog lui~ Of intormad.oo. 

•c.u,ory 1• (I""lfJldnlt l•/•-•J 
The draft ElS docs ooc «mtain suJ'Gcica1 intormadoo for ePA to twly assess c:ftviromrlenW lmpaeei thsl thoukl be avoided kl 
order '° t\JUy prot.ect the envtromnm. or tbc EPA reviewer bu idontificd ocw reuooa.bly availt.blc aJtemati va tlwl arc 
withio the a:proc;c'Um or altemadves analysed in tbe chft 131$, which could rtduce the cnviroruntatal impecu or the actioa. 
n.. ld.,.tified odditiooal inromwloa. dala. ona1y1eo, or - ol>oold be Locludcd Lo the r...i EIS. 

·c.,.,.ry J• (I-d/t) 
EPA docs 00( believe that ibc chft ElS adequatety asse.s:sct pocca.tially 1lgn.lflcant eaviroiuneotaJ lmpactS of the ecdoa, or the 
EPA reviewer bas idartified new, rcasooably •vailablc lhematives thal arc outside of the spcccNm or ahe:n:wiv• ana)ysed in 
tbc draft EtS, wbicb shoU)d bo analysed In order to rtdi>ee tM potcatially sign.ificut enviroomcnl&I impects. EPA believes 
that the identified adWriooal Lofbmialjoo, dala. --· or dOcusslons '"' or such a .....,- that lboy •bould i..v. !\ill 
public revi~ at a dnft stage. EPA docs not believe that the draft BlS is tdcquato for the pwposca or the NBP A andfor 
Sccdoo 309 review, and thus should be fonnal ly revised aad m.dc available fot public comment In a supplement.al or revised 
draft ElS .. Oo. the buiis of the potential 1ignifieant lmpacu Involved.. this proPo$ll could bt a candidate fOr reteml to the 
CEQ. , 

•from EPA Manual 1640, Policy 104 Pmqistum fqr the Reyicw QC f<dml Astkml lmptctiog the RnyjrpnmenJ 
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Gtc-1 Jll'\ •~. Plann1na 

SlAlC or NEVADA 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLI FE 
1100 V-'llot Ro;;tcl 

~. *".:..l 89612 

t77SJ6N-'~ • raA177~16il8-1§9S 

M>rch 14. 2014 

Oen\n' Smiicc Ccn1tt • N11ional Part Scn1cc 
12795 \\', A1an1eda Park"'OY 
Loke""""'· CO 80228 

TuN' .... ASl.t,V 

'"""" 
Hl.llAkOI. ti ,,~ .... , II 

,,..1 .... -. 
f•\Jlc1..t.' \. \ ... .:i...,......,_, ... 

NOOW-SR•: 14-083 

Re Draft \V1lckmcS5 ~1:.ln3_ganc:nt Plan'En\ironmcnlal flnpac."t St3tmu:nl (W~tP EIS) for the 
J1mbilnan. P1n10 VaUcy, Black CAn)l'.M\, EldoraOo. lrdcl» Peaks. Nellis \Vash. Sp1n1 
\1ountaitL and Bndgc Canyon \\'1kkmcss Areas. Clart County. NC\adl ( \\ ~1P/EIS) 

Dear 1\.tr, Jar\'is. 

The: Nevada Dcpann1cnt of \Vildlifc (O~mcnt) appr«11Ua 1his opponunity for rC'\·ic"' and 
commm1 oo 1hc draft WMP EIS. The Dcpo11mcn1 'CCCiJllLC> 1hc impo<1"""° or 1hc polices and 
gutdchnc:s defined an 1he draft \V~tP EIS pR)\ 1ding a framcv."'Oft for coopcn11on, dutlelion and 
man•~'<"'<nt by the Nouonol Parle Scnioc (NPS). Bureau or Lond Managcmcn1 (BLM). and 1hc 
Dcp:snnu:nt " 'ith reS"pl.'CI 10 manog.ing \\ 1ldlifc1 habi1a1. un<I "·ildemCsti rt$Ourcc \'alucs. Th<: 
fo11owlng co1nmcnlS and mv1nmcnd:.uion.s are offered as productive inpu1 rcln1ing 10 "'ildlifc 
tt~urccs. 

\VMP EIS. Nget 42-+t \\11!dlife \Vatct Oqslonments fGuplml 
In reference to future 'l41ldlifc \\'JICf dC'\clopments occumng "'i1hin 8~1 "Atldemcss areas. It 
uould be uscfu1 10 c11c NEPA docunu.-:nt:Jtion (001-BtM·NVLOJ0-20 1 2~0003-EA and 
D~lllion Rc.."OOrd) ond rclcvan1 in1era¥cncy 1\10Us ;\u1hori1.ing inspec1ion. n1ain1enance, ""d 
repair of " '1ldlifc "ater de,elopmc..111s. 

y;~!P EIS Ng<: 146. TqCSHriat \Vildltfc 
In :!01<. the gmcm 1>11\hOm sheep hunting season is from No•-cmbtt :!O 10 Ocecmbtt :!O. 
Add1oon1l 10 the Kmc:nl season. sp«1ahy hunting sc-asons 1n fu1urt years for bia)lom sheep may 
'ary per r(g1Jla1ion by the Nt\'ada Board or Wildlife Comn1issioners. 

\\'MPIEIS. ooges 172 .. 173. Cu1nula1h·c h11n:tc1 Analvsis 
The ~00'-"' appn.."C1a1cs 1he identification of the ,,~·o ~·tldhfc 1,1,:ucr dc,cSopmaus oc::c:urnng on 
Bl \1 administered land 1n the ~luddy ~toun1ains \Vildc:mm Arn. 

w:.1r1EIS. nage 106 
A rcrcrc..'Tl« 10 3 map or figure may be U.!>Cful ror describing lhe loc:nion of proposc..-d closure of 
rood~. 
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Ja""· G. INDOW·SR<: 14-08}) l 

Thank you :13uin IOr 1his revit\\' and commcn1 oppo'1unity. For any rollov ... up needs rc&ard1ng 
thi> lcUt..'f, please con1ac1 Biologist Anthony tvtillcr 1111hc !Xp:tnment's Southern Rcaion Office 
1n Las Vq<b Uc can be contacted by phone at 702·486-5127 x36 13. 04" by c·maJI at 
a1milh.-r111 ~)l)o" ~'r.at 

AJ~I: 0811 

a:: NOOW. F1ks 

z;~ 
O. Bradford Hardenbrook 
Su~f\ lllOf)' H3b1ta1 Biolog111 
Soothcm Rc51-1on. Nevada Depan_1ncnt of\Vtldlifc 
4747 Vci-•S Onvc, Las Veg11s, Nc\'rttla 89l08 
702 4. ti ~ 127 -c '\Mn: 701 486 5 133 FAX 
~d11hl\Jw1dov.• <'fl 
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M;uch 20, 2014 

Greg Jarvis, Planning 
Denver Service Center- National Park Service 
12795 W. Alameda Parkway 
Denver, CO 8022S 

Department of Aviation 
AO&l!!MARY A . VA&SILIADIS 

~~ 

POSTAi.. BOX ,,~ 
LASVedA.$,Nl!VAOA 80111·10!00 

(70:0 :te1- &Q1 1 
FAX170~1097-8-0$3 

RE: Lake Mead National Recreation Area Draft \Yilderness Management Plan and 
Environmental Impact Statement 

Dear Mr. Jarvis: 

The CJark Counly Oepanmeru of Aviation (CCDOA) submiLS 1hc.sc eommcnLS on the Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area (LMNRA) Draft Wilderness Management Plan and Environmental 
Impact Statement (WMPIEIS). We ask that you cazefully consider these comments as you 
final ize the \VMP/ElS and lhat you i.nclude these comments in the ad.minisc.rative record. 

CCOOA owns and operates a system of airp0r1s that together aoconunodate commercial airline 
service. commercial air tours, cargo and general aviation. The CCDOA airpon system includes 
McCanan lntemational Airport. Henderson Executive Airport, North Las Vegas Airport, Jean 
Spott Aviation Center. and Overton - Perkins Field. In addition, CCOOA plans to construct and 
Operate another major commercial service airport in the coming years; the Southern Nevada 
Supplemenral Airpon (SNSA).1 

Some portions of 1be LMNRA wiJderness a.rc:as arc overflown by airoraft that departed from or 
are bound for an airporr within the CCDOA afrpon syS1em. Thcrerore. CCDOA has both 
substantive informalion lo contribute to lhe development of the WMP/EIS and an interest in 
ensuring th.:u the infonnation disclosed in tbe WMP/EJS i.s accurate. 

CCDOA filed comments on the Oral\ \Vildemess Management Plan and Environmental 
Assessment r0< LMNRA in June 2010. Sec Attachment I. CCOOA appreciates the National 
Park Scrvioc (NPS) and Bureau or Land Management's (BLM) responses to some or those 
comments, but has identified some continuing concerns. as discussed below. 

1. Page 152 or lhe W~fP/EIS, al paragraph beglnnlng 0 0n a year-round ba~ls, ... " 

In comments fi led in June 2010 on a Draft Wildcmc$S Plan/Environmental As$C$Smcnt for an 
earlier version of this wilderness plan. CCDOA made SC\'eral comments about this paragraph 
which have not been addressed. 

1 This airport is referred to by 1wo diJfcrcot names: the Soulhcm Nevada Supplemc:Rtal Airport (SNSA) and I.he 
lvanpah Valley Airport. lit these c~nu.. we rtfer 10 ii as 1ht SNSA. 

it a.rt; c-11......, otc:-n.a.i-n 
............ a.- • ._-.,\l(>t~ 

~ ---- . "'-~ . o...-.......i. ,...... __ • .._~ 
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Greg Jarvis 
Mrueh 20. 2014 
Page 2 

The relevanl pan of lhe paragraph conla.ins the following Stale1ncnlS: 

"On a year-round basis. the· loudesl and mos1 frequent noise in Se\•eral of the 
wilderness areas, specific.ally Pinto Valley and Black canyon, is from aircraft 
overflighl.S. Many of these aircral\ fly from Las Vegas to Grand Canyon 
National Parle:. Estinunes of air Lour activity vary from more than 68.000 to as 
many as 80,000 flights per year. In addition, commercial je1 lnlffic going to 
and from Las Vegas can be beard in the wilderness areas." 

This paragraph contains certain misstatements and lacks sufficient deuUJ 10 disclose the nature 
and scope of ain;rafl related-noise impacts. 

A. As CCOOA noted in i1s 2010 comments, Appendix F does not present or discuss acoustic 
monitoring data from LAME 012 (i.e., lhe acoustic monitoring sile localed closest to the Black 
Canyon Wilderness Arca.) J.n order to substan1iatc the Slatement above. plea.~ provide Hour v. 
Percent Time Audible and On-Site Lis.tening reoons from LAME 012. 

B. The paragraph could be read to imply 1h:u all of the referenced air tour overflights arc 
destined for Grand Canyon NalionaJ Park, even lhough air lours regularly are conducted within 
LMNRA. (We undcrs1and lhat more than eighty thousand lMNRA air tours arc aulhoriz.cd to 
occur annually.) The LMNRA air tours are distinct from Gr-.ind Canyon air tours. Finally. the 
noise events identified in the WMP/EIS as '1ct" aircraft may include flights at very high altitude 
that arc not departing from or bound for McCarran lntcmational Airport in W Vegas. For 
purposes of clarity. please amend the S\alement above to read as follows (changes are underlined 
and in italics): 

"On a year-round basis, the loudest and most frequent noise in several of the 
wildemess areas. specifically Pinto Valley and Black Canyon. is from aircraft 
overflighl.S. Many of these airerall Oy from Las Vegas 10 Grand Canyon 
National Park, wblle n1911y 01lmr;r gee flying air tour owtliglt19 wjthin 
u.tNRA. Estimates of air tour activity within LMNRA alone vary from more 
than 68,000 to as many as 80,000 Oighl.S per year. In addition, commercial jel 
traffic, so1ne of ~vhich is going to and from Las Vegas. can be heard in the 
wilderness areas." 

2. The WMP/EIS should state clearly that the NPS and BLM lack juri~iclion to control 
the move.meot of aircraft O'f'erflying the LMNRA wilderness areas, other than L~1NRA air 
tours. 

At Page 189. the WMP/EIS contains the following statement 

"Continujng efforts to monitor and establish a baseline ror natural 
soundscapcs in the wilderness areas. and the development and implementation 
of mitigation measures would result in a long-cerm, bcncfieiaJ impact on the 
na1ural sOtJndscapes. (Emphasis added)" 
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This statcme.nl could be read to imply that restrictions on the operation of aircraft overflying lhe 
LMNRA wildemcss areas may be a viable mi1igruion measure:. The Federal Aviatjon 
Administration (FAA) maintains exclusive jurisdiction over the public use airspace and shares 
rcspensibiJity. along with the pilot·in .-command. for the movement of aircraft in controlled 
airspace. Although lhe NPS has authority to restrict LMRNA air tours, it Jacks jurisdiction over 
other aircraft overflying l..MNRA. 

After the state1nen1 above, and anywhere else in the \VMP/EIS 1.ha1 con1ains t.he same or a 
similar statement. please consider adding the following language in order to clarify the lint.its of 
the NPS and BLM jurisdiction to impose certain types of mitigation measures; 

"Other than LMNRA air tours, tM National Park Servit:f! and BLM laek: 
jurisdic1ion to control the movement of aircraft overDying the LMNRA 
wiJdemess areas. The Federal Aviation Administmtion maintains cxcluSi\!C 
jurisdic1ion over the public use airspace and shares responsibility, along with 
lhe pil0t-in-command, for the movement of ain::raft in controlled airspace." 

3. The WMP/EIS should state clearly that the LMNRA air tour management pl.an will not 
regulate or re.~trict Grand Canyon air tours. 

At Page 17, the WMP/EIS contains the following s11ucmen1: 

"lssut..'i and Concerns Not Being Addressed 

Air tour operators conduct overllights of the wiJderness areas, some while 
touring Lake Mead Na1ionaJ Recreation Area and others while traveling 10 
different destinations (e.g., Grand Canyon National Park). These overflights 
affect wilderness resources and values (e.g .• opponunitics for solitude. 
apparent naturalness of the areas) as well as wilderness visitors. A future air
tour management plan will address the management or these overfiights. The 
air-tour m.an.agcmen1 plan would only apply to NPS lands." 

The last sentence of this paragraph could be read to imply that all air tour operatjons within 
LMNRA (and other NPS lands) will be subject to an air tour management plan. However, 
Federal Jaw explicitly excludes from lhe plan those air tour flights traversing LMNRA for 
purposes of conducting air IOUJ'$ above Grand Canyon National Park.1 In order to clarify that 
only LMNRA air tours will be subject to the air tour management plan, we recommend 1hat the 
NPS and BLM revise the last sentence in the paragraph above to read as follows: 

J s~e 49 u.s.c. • 47J28(e) ("Tbi.s secrion (~uiri111 o.ir tow- lmlMIJW'l«ll plit.1\$) lhall 001 awJy 10 11.ny 11ir tour 
openitor while nying O\'er Of ncM the Lake Mead Natiooal Rccrc-.atioo A~ solc-ly as • 111U1Sponatioo route. to 
conduce an air toor over I.ht Gr.a.nd c.anyon N111iorul Patlt. For putpOKS of this Jubseccion, M o.ir tour QptnUor 
8yinJ O\~r lhc Hoover Dam In the Lo.kc t.tctld NatiOf'I~ R.eereolion Arc11 en rou1e to the Grand Canyoa Nuional 
Pvk sball be deemed to be Oyi~ solely as a 11ansporwion route-."). 
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"A fu1urc air·1our management plan will address the management of these 
overflighlS. However, pur<uan1 10 49 U.S.C. § 47128(e), 1he air-IO<Jr 
managemen1 plan would not apply co air cour openuors flying over the 
LMNRA sole! y as a transportation route to Grand Canyon Notional Park." 

Thank you in advance for your consideration of 1hese comments. Should you have any 
ques1ions. please con•aC1 Jeff Jacquan. CCOOA Planning, at (702) 261-SSIO. 

Sincerely. 

\~~~}~ 
Airpon Planning Manager 

Enclosure 

cc: Rosemary Vas.siliadis 
Saeed Bonabian 
Philip R. Rhiochan 

Ottftt c-t)' lolird of c 1• ~ ' ..... ...-..a..o.-. . ._.._-a.--_ .._ . ,_~. °"""__..... . ......, __ . .__... 
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June 30, 2010 

William K. Dickinson, Superinteodent 
Lake Mead National Recreation Arca 
601 Nevada Way 
Boulder City, NY 8900S 

Department of Aviation 
AANOAL.L H , WALK•R -A08&MARY A. VA981LtAOl8 

:ao'VTV~OO-

l'I08TA1. UQI( t1QOl!S 
IJ<S VI.GAS Nl!VAOA M'IU·1ClCXI 

1?0meei..m11 
FAX~~·9C5153 

C-MA'-· O> aouo 12111 ec.-r...._. 

Via F•d•nl Express: 17988 0905 9142 

RE: Lake Mead National Recreation Ana Wlldtrness Manoguneot Plan 

Dear Mr. Dickinson: 

The Clark County Department of Avi&tioo C'CCOOA") submi1s lhese eommenu on lhc Draft 
Wllhm1st Man411menl Pllln and Environmant.al Ass•ssment for th• Jimbibum, PinkJ 
Valley, Black Canyon, EldDrado, lrtleba Peoks, Nel/U Wash, Spiril Moun/4in IUUI Bridge 
Canyon IYi/Umm Ar<as ("WMP/EA '?. We ask that you carefully coos icier lhcsc commcnu as 
you finaliie the WMP/EA and !hat you include lhcse commcnu in the administrative record. 

CCOOA owns and operates a system of airports !hat together accommodate oommctcial airline 
iC:rvice. ClOmm.Cl'Cial air tours, cargo and general aviation. The CCOOA airport system includes 
McCarran International Ailpon, Hcodcnon Executive Ai!J'C)rt. North Lu Ycgu AiJport, JCSJl 
Spon Aviation Center, and Overton -Perkin$ Field. CCDOA pJ8ll$ to construct and operate two 
new facilities in lhc coming years: lhc Soulhero Nevoda Supplemenllll Airpon ("SNSA'? and 
the Southern Nevada Regional Heliport. 

The WMPIEA addn:sses lhe future manogemcnl of wildcmess areas wilhin Lake Mead NationAI 
RCC<tltion Arca ("l.MNRA'), principally by dividing lhc wildcmcss areas accooling to a two
z.one management system. each with ir.s own management rules. Under the Preferred 
A11emativc, virtually all of lhc l.MNRA wildcrnc5s areas WO<>ld be designated as Zone 2, in 
which vishor use would be Strictly controlled. 

CCDOA t.alces oo position on the appropriateness of the Preferred Alternative. However, some 
porlions of lhe LMNRA wilderness areas 1te overflown by aircnft !hat deputed ftom or are 
bound for an a.irpon within the CCDOA airport system. CCDOA has both sub$1.antivc 
information 10 concributc to the dcveJopmc:nl of the WMP/EA and an interest in ensuring that the 
information disclosed in the WMP/EA b accurate. 

The WMPIEA appropriately treats noise impocts &SSOCiatcd wilh aircnft ovcdlighU as pan of 
the cumulative impacts analysis. While not a dorn.in&nl element of the documen1. the WMPIEA 
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includes several statements regarding the source and scvcri1y of aircraft-related sounds within the 
LMNRA wildeme.1S areas. The following comments addrc$s those statemerus: 

!. Th• WMP/EA should substantial< aoy (adual findings regarding airmUI overflights 
above the LMNRA wildemw areas. 

The WMPIEA, at Page 139, contains lhe foUowing statement: 

On a yeu-round basis, the loudC$l and most frequent noise in sevttal of the 
wildcrncu areas, specifically Pinto Valley and Black Canyon. is &om air=ft 
overflights. Many of these aircraft fly from Las Vegas to Grand Canyon 
National Park. &timat.s of air tour ~etivhy Vilt')' &om over 68,000 to 80,000 
flights per year. In addition, com.m.crciaJ jet traffic going to and from l..a.s 
Vegas can be heard in the wilderness areas. 

This paragraph contaW certain misstatements and lacks sufficicnl detail lo disclose the nature 
and $COl>C of aircraft related-noise impaccs. 

Fust, the WMPIEA contains no noise data for the Black Canyon wlldcmess area. The Pinto 
Valley wilderness area soundscape is addressed in Appeodix F to the WMP/EA, but there is no 
comparable ooise measurement data in the WMP/EA reflecting conditions in the Black C.a.nyon 
wilderness area. While chis data may have been collected separately, the conclusion in the 
WMP/EA is not substantiated. 

S«»nd, the pangr11ph could be read 10 imply that all of the referen<ed air tour overflights are 
destined for Grand Canyon Natiooal Park. 1b.. WMPIEA fails to acknowledge that air tours 
o:gululy are conducted within LMNRA, <YI• understand lhAt more than eigluy lhtltl>and 
LMNRA air tours arc authorized to occur annually.) The LMNRA air tours arc distinct from 
Grand can yon air tOUI'$. 

Third and most important, the WMPJEA does not describe the relative numbers of overflights by 
air touzs and commercial jet traffic as compared to air tow operations. Appendix F, at Page 276, 
states chat the LAME009 noise monitor was located "in the flight pathway of a.irt:ra.fi to the Las 
Ve;ga.s McCarran lntcmatiooal Airpon." and I.be division of non-natur1J sounds by source (Table 
6) .:veals that the vast majority of aircraft overflights wen: by "jet" airaafl This data supports 
our own assessment that the airccaf't~related sound expcric:occd in the Pinto Valley wilderness 
area primarily is attributable to high altitude overflights, not commercial air toun.. Importantly. 
the noise events refc:.reoced in the ~fP/EA may include flights at very high altitude that arc ll()t 
departing from or bound for MeCarran. 

The o.ature and altitude of an aircraft overllighl plainly affect the sound levels associated with the 
overlligbt and the con<:lusions that may be drawn ftOm the data. The distinction between Jow
and hicJt-altirudc traffic is particularly important s.ince there is no empirical evidence to support a 
oonclusion that the low .. tevel and common sound IS$0clated with high-altitude aita'1.ft operations 
substantially impairs visitor experience or the environment 

- 2· 
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We arc not suggesting that the WMP/EA should include an exhaustive analysis of aircraft 
overflights. However, we do recommend that the NPS revise the summary information. such 8$ 

the statements oo Page 139. The statements in the draft WMP/EA arc imprecise and may cause a 
reader to draw an incorrect cooclusion. 

2. The WMPIEA ovmtates the likely Impact of planned airport development projeas In 
tht! region. 

The WMP/EA, at Page 176. contains the following sCAtemcnt: 

There &re planning effon.s currently underway 10 develop two more local 
airport.II. and the overflighL~ that would occur from the addi1i()n or rhese 
airpons would have a long·term, moderate to major. adverse cumulative 
impact on the narural soundsape in the wildcmc$s areas. 

We presume that the lWO referenced airports a.re the SNSA and the new Mesquite Airport. If so, 
th.is statement in the WMPIEA is unsubstantiated and li.kely overstated. 

First. the Mesqu.ite Airpon project involves the planned replacement and closure of the e:dsting 
air]>on in the City of Mesquite, not a supplcmcnul ailport. The FAA bas rcluscd a draft 
Environmental Impact Statement C'EIS") for Ibis pt0jcct, which coocludcs lhat noise exposure 
assocla1ed with the replacement airport Y.'OUld net ho~ a slgnijican1 impocl on IM.NRA. 

S<C>OOd, the Federal Aviation Admini51ntion ("FAA") and the Bureau of Land Management 
(81,.M), acting as joint lead agcndes. arc in the process of preparing an EIS for lhe SNSA. The 
SNSA EIS will include supplemental noise a.oalysis to consider impacts to protected resources, 
including certain areas of LMNRA. While the SNSA EIS was originally anticipated to be 
complete in 2013, the project b.as rcocntly been delayed due tO lhe coonomic downturn. Until 
I.be relevant analysis in the EIS is complete. it would be premature for NPS to make any 
conclusions regardfilg the severity of as.soc::iated noise impacts whbin the LMNRA wilderness 
areas. Moreover, because the FAA has not yet finalized or approved the routes that will be used 
by aircraft operating to and from the new airpon, it is premature to make any conclusions about 
which. if any, LMNRA wilderness areas will be overflown by flights associated with the SNSA 
and the severity of any a.ssociatcd noise jmpaccs. 

In addition. by the rcfercnoc to ·~airports", we presume that the WMP/EA is nt>t refening to the 
plann<d Heliport, which was approved by the FAA and BLM in 2009 and will be used to support 
helicopter ..U tours to the Grand Canyon. The Final Eoviron.meru.al Assessment for the Heliport 
indicates that some helicopter air tours will overfly portions of the LMNRA wilderness arcM. or 
note, construction of the Heliport has also been delayed due 10 economic circumstances. 
However, while the actual opening date of lhe Heliport remains uncertain, what is critical for 
NPS's analysu in the WMPIEA u that the FAA <()Deluded in its F'mding of No Significant 
Impact and Record of Oecjsion for the. Helipon that any m1octaud impacts I<> the LMNR.A 
wilderness areas would not be significant. 

- 3 -
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Finally, we question whether lbe conclusion in the WMP/EA that "airpons would have a tong:
tcrm, moderate to major, adverse cumulative impact" is consistent with the Clark County 
Consavatioo of Public Lands and Naiural RCSOU1Ce$ Act of 2002, which, in dC$ignating <he 
wilderness areas subject ro I.be WMPIEA. provides at Section 204(b) as follows: 

The fact that nonwildemess activities OJ uses can be seen or heard from areas wilbin a 
wilderness designated under this tide shall noc. pr-ccJude· the oonduct of those activities or 
uses ouuide the boundary of the wildcmc.ss area. 

Congress expressly rooogniiod in the enabling legi.slation designating: these wilderness a«a$ lhat 
activities would con1inue to oocur outside the designated wildtmC$$. 

The emphasis in the WMPIEA on new alrpon development projeas may be mjsplaood. While 
the location of airports and heliports has an cffcd oo where aira'aft fly and the associated noise 
impacts, the determining factor is the specific route flown by an aircraft or group of aircraft. 
There have been changes in designated routes that may affect the LMNRA wilderness areas, 
such as the reinstatement of the so-cal1od •'right tum., for aircraft departures from McCarran 
bound for eastern destinations. Then: likely wiU be future chwiges in designated routes lluu also 
will affect sound experienced with.in the LMNRA wilderness areas. In addition to the routes to 
be used in COMccti<m with the planned SNSA, <he FAA also Is considering changes in the 
management of airspace surrounding McCarran International Airport in order to optimize use of 
the airtpace and the airpon. 

While we wouJd not presume to advise the NPS or BLM on the appropriatene.u of the Prcfcncd 
Alternative or the designation of any particular wi1demcs.s management zones, we do believe that 
the WMPIEA should disclose the fact that the LMNRA wilderness """"· including 1tcas 
proposed to be designated as both 7.one 1 and Zone 2. have experienced airaaft overflights. may 
experience aira'aft overllig:hts in the future, aod that the precise areas overflown may change 
over time. 

3. Tbe WMPIEA should state clearly that tb• NI'S aJJcl BLM lack jurlsdlctloo to cootrol 
tbe movement of aircraft overflying the L~ wilderness areas, other than LMNRA air 
tours. 

The WMPJEA. at Page l n, contains the following swement: 

Continulng cffons to monitor and establish a baseline for narural sound.scapes 
in the wilderness areas, and the development and implementation of 
mitigation meuure,, would result in a long·term. beoeftciaJ impact on the 
natural sound&capcs. (emphasis added) 

This statement could be read to imply that a viable mitigation measure may be a restricdoo on 
the operation of aircraft overflying: the LMNRA wilderness are&$. The PAA maintains exclusive 
jurisdiction over lhc public use airspace and shares responsibility, along with the pilot· in
comm.and, for the movement of aircraft in controlled airspace. The NPS has aulbority to restrict 
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LMRNA air tours. bul lacks jurisdiction over ocher aircraft ovcrllying LMNR.A. It may be 
useful to the reader foe the WMP/EA to make this point cxplicicJy. 

4. The WMJ>/EA should state clearly that the LMNRA air lOU.t management plan wlll nol 
regulate or restrict Grand Canyon air tours. 

The WMPIEA. at Page 18, cooLl.ios the following suncmcnt: 

lssucs and Concerns Not Being Addressed 

Air tour operators conduct overflights of the wilderness areas, some while 
louring l..a.kc, Mead National Recreatioa ATe3 ~ olhers while trnveHng to 
different destinations (e.g.. Gnnd Canyon National Park). These ovcrAigbts 
affea wildemw resources and values (e.g.. opportunities for solitude, 
apparent naturalness of the areas) as well as wilderness visitors. A future air .. 
tour maoag.emcot plan will address I.he management or these overflights. 

The last sentence of this paragraph could be read to imply that all air tour operations wilhlo 
LMNRA will be subject to an air tour management plan. However, Federal law cx.pticitly 
ex.eludes from the plan those air rour flights traversing LMNR.A for purposes of conducting air 
lOtll$ above Grand Canyon National Park.1 We rc<X>mmend thal the NPS and BLM rcvist the 
~VMP/EA to clarify that only LMNRA air tours will be subject to che air tour management plan. 

We note further that the reference to a "future" air·tour management plan could be misleading, 
since the FAA and NPS initiated scoping for the LMNRA air tour management plan in 2004.1 

We are not aware that the agencies L\ave formally abandoned plans to prepare an air tour 
management plan for LMNRA. The NPS and Bl.M should clarify that the air tour management 
plan prooes! is underway and identify the anticipated completioo date. if a current sdleduJe is 
available. 

4. The WMP/EA uses a misleading represtntatioo of the sound ~.ated with an aircraft 
ovtrfligbt. 

The WMP/EA, at Table 12 on Page 138, identifies a military jet overflight as having a sound 
level of 120 dBA. This same refcn:occ is included in Table 2 of Appendix F. Tb.is is a 
mislead.in.g rep~Ctltatioo of typical aircraft overO.igbr.s, which are high·altltude overflig.ha by 
commercial airlines and. to a lesser ex.tent, low .. atti1ude ovcrllights by commercial air tours. The 
use of data from cxtrcmely-low·altitudc miHtary overflights vas.tly overstetes the sound 

1 Ste •9 U.S.C. f 4712$(c) \This Ketion !requiring •it tour mat11i:emeru pl&td) shall not a.pply eo •ny air &ow
opaloot while. flying Ovet Oc nur the We Mud Nu iotW RccteltiOft Area, solely as • U1t1Sportat1oR t0u.:c. 10 
collduct an •ir tottr over tbt Grand CIJl)'OD Natioaa.1 Pvk. for puiposcs of this 5Ubseaion, a.n air tour opera.tor 
flying ovtt che Hoovct Dam in d'lc l,.ak.r Mead Naliocul Recteation Area en to111e to the Gtt.nd Can)'Oft NatloNl 
Puk WU be deemed to be nylng tolely a.s a tr1.11$1)C)rt.alio11 route."). 

' Su Fcclcnl Aviation Adm.it1hmlioll. Nol.ice. cl lntct11 lO picparc IJ) enviroMXDta.l 8'5C1Smc:nl and ooOOc of 
initiation of PQblic scoptn.,. f:Avfroivntrual A.ueJ-U!Wlt for lh~ Alr TOMr MM08~1JWl/ Plait Pro1ram Of lJJkt MM4 
Natklnal Rtvnitiotl Arco, 69 Fed. Reg. 20,6S9 (2004) . 
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associated with a typical aircraft overflight 11 LMNRA and might suggest to the reader that all 
overflights a.re similarly d.i$1Uplive to visitor experience or the environment. The NPS should 
select a representative sound level from the noi$c monitoring conducted by the NPS in 
ooonoctjon with the development of the LMNRA air tour cnanagemeot plan or for Q(hcr 
purpooes. 

Thank you in advance for your considennion of these oonuncnts. Should you have any 
questions, plea.-contacllcff lacqwut, CCDOA Planning, al (702) 261·5510. 

Sinettely, \...'---. 

~~~ 
Ailpon Plwting Manager p . \ 

cc: Randall Walker 
Roscm81y VassiJiadis 
Jeffrey Jacquart 

· 6 · 
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February 28, 2014 

William Dickinson 
Suptrlntendent 

National Park Servi« 
lake Mead Recreation Area 

601 Nevada Way 

Boulder Oty, Nllnd1 89005 

Fort :\lojaye Indian Tribe 
T1~1o·n1y \\ n.t1Ari'5. etui.rmM 

SHAN L.£\\'lS • \ 'itt-Cbairma.n 
C'Ol."EF.N CARCIA · SttttW')' 

~IAR'TltA l\1tCORO • c.i.iMll ~ ltmbtr • ?\1CHOLE CARCIA • C...11dl l'-t"nbtr 
U~DA OTERO • Council ~ltmbtr • NORVL~ r.kCOIU> SR. • Co..ndl ~ftmlMT 

.50e ~ltni~• """"" • l'oiHdlltS, CA '23'3 
17'°) l?t-4591 • rAX (7'9) 629-5767 

RE: National Park Service WiJdeme:ss Mattagement Plan 
Request for 106 Consuttation 

Dear Mr. Dickinson 

Recentfy. tht Fon Mojave Indian Tribe was made aware that there wa.$ a public htar1ng on the 
Draft Wlldemtss Mana.gtment Plan Envlrof'lmental Impact Statement held in Bullhead City, 
Ari?ono on February 13, 2014. A few tribol members attonded the hearing and made P<Jblic 

statement. Of cone.em exptes.sed ce:ntered around Avt 'Kwa Ame (Spirit Mount•in) and the 
tribe's anct:stf'll associition to the area and its cultural, s.piritual and religious values. 

During review of the NPS Wilderness Management Plan~ this particular section raised concern, 
specifically under alternative 8 (preferred altemative) Page 1v & v in the summary, ln paragraph 
- •No fixed anchors ind equipment for dim bing activities would be permitted in the Splrlt 
Mountain Wiiderness; all fixed anchors and equipment would be removed." Further down the 
paragraph "'the National Park Service would work with the Tribes and patt.nefS to reduce the 
concentratlonJ of some of the exi.sting bolt·intt:nsivt fact dimbs at certain dimblna areas In the 
Bridge <:.anyon Wilderness.• Next paragraph -rhe removal of foced and\ors and equipment In 
the Spirit Mountlin Wildem6.S and the reduction In conuntration of some bolt-lnttnilve face 
dimbs.: 
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At our prior lnfftinp with Natl®ot Pork S.Mce it wos exprused by tribol represenmivts, that 

the preference of the Tribe was to not have the bolts removtd due to the potential for further 
demage and erosion to the faoe climbs of Spirit Mountain both from a physical and spiritual 

sense. Also exprt.ssed was not to have Spirit MOtJntain used as a dim bing area, that there were 
other areas within the overall Wilderness ManagMient area that could provkfe that type of 

venue for dimb1ng. 

We have since learned that NPS ha.s requested Mr. Lynn Robison to assist NPS in the bott 
rtmovol process, contriry to our meeting and discussion with Mr. Robison over a year aco 
expressing the Tribes prtfuence not to remove the bolts and during our 106 Consulution with 

NPS. Mr. Roblcon h.,~ e>q:ire»cd con"m over thi$ 1·equ~>l •> wefl and has tf'll!d to honor our 

request to not remove the bolts. 

At this time, we are requesting under the Section 106 Consultation prOCtiS to meet with you 

and other repre•tntatives to diKUss this concern and potentially other identified items 
contained within the NPS Wilderness Management Plan as drafted for comment. 

I understand that Nora McOowell, Assistant Director, Ahamabv Cultu~I SOdety has been In 

communication wi1h Mr. Steve Daron,. CVttural Resource Manager, NPS and that they have 
Identified Monday .. March 17, 2014 as a date to meet wrth National Par1c Service and the Fort 
Mojave Indian Tribe. 

We apprtdat• your willingne.ss to criscuss and meet with the Fort Mojilve Indian Tribe and look 
forward to furthering our discuss.1on and efforts to protect our sacred area at Avi 'Kwa Ame 
(Spirit Mountain) and informing the Draft Wilderness Management Plan EIS. 

Sincerely, 

~~~~~- ======-=-
Tlmothy WiJUams, Chairman 
Fort Mojavt lndion Tnl>e 

Cc: Nora McDowell, ACS 

Unda Otero, Director ACS 
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AHAMAKAV CULTURAL SOCIETY 
Fort Mojave Indian Tribe 

P.O. Box 5990 ~10hi.l.ve Valley, Arizona 8-6440 
Phon< (928) 768-4475 • Fax (928) 768·7996 

Ju.,. 2, 2014 

William OictinSOf'I, Superintendent 
National P,nk ~rvke 
I.ill~ Mir•'-' ffe1tiun•l Aei.1e-dtiun Ate-111 

601 H!Vfda \Vay 

80vldtr City. Nevada 89005 

RE: HatiOf'\11 Park ~l"lliet's Y~ Mead Recreation AJea Wilderness Managernt"nt Pl1n/Environtr1tntal 
Impact Statement Draft of January ?014 

Ot.ar Mr. OiddnSC)f'I, 

Think you ror meeting with Fort Mojave tribal represencalives on March 21, 2014 regardlne the NPS 
Wilderness Management Plan/EIS Ora~ r0t the Lake Mead Reueatlon Area. 

Tht purpose of thfs leuer is to withdraw o u r o~al lttttr dated ftbru.ary 28, 2014 (attM.htd) and to 

provide ftf'db..c:lt <ind response to NPS based on our 106 Consuhadon mtttlng and discussion held on 
Ma.r<h 21, 2014, In respon1t, w• do not wppon or n!commend Altett1ati'Ve A (tht current status} or 

AlternaliYt C Ctl'le exp.anded visitor plan). 

However, we do suppon and recommend onty Alter,,.tJve 8, "'tM prtrerred plan.'' This •PPfOKh 

•ttempts to best protttl the wilderness area de-$igr\11td within the HPS LaJte Me•d Recreation Alea 

Management Plan. Although Spirit Mountain (Alli 'Kwa Ame) his b«n 111.ted o n the National Register of 

Hi1-toric Pt1c;ts, P'Ottctlon or the trib•I sacred sites and p!Kes ;n tht .surround~ T"ditio~I C1.1ltur•I 

l•ndscape arta is of high imporunce to the many rribts assod u .ed to it, aM sl'IOuld receive the 
ultim~tf ptOt«tlon that continues to be of rellgjous cvhufill value to the FM Mojave ptoplts. We 

strongly encourat;e th,.t no climbing of Spirit Moun tam t•kt place and that •ti climbing •Wfr-•tui.ts bf: 
removed in tilt: most 1fSPKtfut manner and t hat proper rest0tatlon or existing and tempor4'ty climbing 

anthQf'itig M4'ttri•li. be done in consultation with !he Fo rt Mojave Tribe. 

w e a.lso SlfO"llV encourage th•t lhe NPS/8.t.M consider entering into a co-management arrangement 

with th.e Fon Mojlve hli,.n Tribe 10 ,tdvance ,.nd contlnu-t ongolflf.106 and 110 m..-n.agernent 

protection of af\d 10 maintain 0 1.11 rel igious and cuttvrll <:Ont'lot(tiOn to out s.acred Traditional Cultutal 

Property, Avl 'Kwa An•e (Spirit Moun ta.in) h\ tht 8rid,£e (.anyon Wikfeiness arta. 
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we IPCJtt<i.llt the opponuruty 10 comrnen11nd conw'\t on the Or-1ft £IS f« d~ L.ll• ~Id Rtc1t 1tlott 

Alt• Wildemt'' MJNCfmtnl Plln. 

~. 'i\-t<(J....JJ.Q_, 
~~~' 
Aukt1nt 01ttetor 

Ahlm~k•v Cut1~a1 SOdetv 
Fon Mo11ve u~l"'" frlbe 

Cc. Ttrnothy Wit1l1mi, Ct11.-m11n f MIT 

Und101tto. C>.ttt.tor ACS 
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GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY 
POST OFFICE Box 2140. SACATON. AZ 85147 

TRIBAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE (520) 562·7162 
Fox: (520) 562·5083 

Man:h 6. 2014 

Gn:g Jarvis 
Plan.njn~. Ocn\er Service Ctnter 
'Jacional Patk Service 
1!79$ W. Alameda t"ark\\.a) 
l.ol<"ood. Colorado 80223 

RF: llrall \\-ikkmess M1111>8<f!M'nl l'l>n. Etl\ in>nmono>I lmpad Soatcm<nl (tlS~ 
F.igho Wil<kmcss Unios. l.al.c Mead 'IOlional Rc.:rcation Area. Clarie Coon•). 
Nevada 

()ear \1r. Janis. 

lk Gila Ri\'t r Indian Comn1uni1y 'I ribal I lislorie Prl.-strva1ion Office (G RIC·iHl•Q) lw 
n..~ci\t.-d draft EIS and CO\'Cr lencr dutt:d January 14, 2014. The! documents prcM:rU a 
draft ''ildcmc:ss managc1ncnt plw1 EIS ror eight \\i ldcmess units includin,t.; Spil'h 
MvunLain and Bridge Canyon \\'ildcn1c,ss ureas. The National Pait Service (NPS) and 
Bureau of Land ~1anagcnu:nl (BLM) joinlly nl3nawc four of the '"'ildemess units. I he 
NPS and BL~1 plan to in1plcnwn1 lonw:·h:rm plan!S for the wildemc"sS ;..ones '"hich \VOuld 
ptcseni: cultural n::j(>u.n:c$. " 'ildcn'liC.'$$ chwac1er, and wildcm..'SS natural resources. The 
ideal plan for the NPS and Bl,M would also allow rccmuional use of the wilderness units 
to continue. Thef(" a:c three: alu.-math-e:s: 1) Ahemalh'e A is a no ac1jon allcm:ni"c 
l 'urrcn1 use or the: "ildcmcs5 units "ould con1inuc as usual with the NPS and 01 ..... \1 
$l>Oradically moniU>rin1 "i.si1on and thctr cffccl$ on the management units: 2) Ah~h~ 
R i~ lhr: pttrcm:d altttnalJ\.< "hich "oulJ no longer 1110" ttthniC'al climbi-"¥ "'ithin thf: 
Spirit ~tountain and Bridge C1t1)on "ikkmcss units and ttqujre lb: f'C'mo\.-al of fixed 
anchor bolts from rock climbinal b::lks. Wiklcmesl u.nit XCCS$ p()int:J ,.'OUkl be: 
established to conool ''isiwion and 10 di~ US('f'S 10 de-fined use areas. The Voluntttr 
Wildctness Stc"ardship Program v.-oukl pro"'idc StC'\.\'l'U'ds to assi$l NPS and 81...~1 staff 
monitor use or the "ildcmess units. lbc finding of cfTca on historic propaiks undc:r 
Altcmalhc B is considered \0 be no lld\'CtSC effc.:t: and 3) Altemath'e C would continue 
to allov. technical cli1nbing \\ithin the Spirit Mountain and Bridg~ Canyon " ildem~s 
unil:S. \\fildcmcss unit ace:~ points v.'Ould be estnblished 10 control visitation and to 
Jir\..'Cl \ isilors to defined use an:fJJ. 'the Volun1ecr Wilderness Ste~'ardship l1rogrtun 
" ould provide Slc"':uds 10 assist NPS :ind Bl,t-.1 :1otalT n1cini1or u:;c of 1hc \vildcmcs!J units. 
Ille tinding of effect on historic propenics under Alternative C is considcr't.-d 10 be oo 

nthcrsc ~!Teet 
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The NPS llnd lll.M would continue to conduc1 cuhurol resources surveys to identify 
3dditional hi~:toric propenics ,,;thin the ' ' ildcmt'SS units. PrescrYation of cultural 
rc$0Ur\"C'll 1hrou~h the use of in,'entories. documc:nuuion, photographs. and stabiliJ'Alion 
att tht ptt(\.'fft'd methodologjcs for historic pro~n> man:agnnent a.t each v.ildc:mcs.s 
unit An:hacological surveys would b< cooducttd prioc to any ground d15twt>oncc: 
acta\it~ 1n the "ikkmcss Wlits. 

The- GRIC·TllPO agrttS thaJ Ahrma1i,·c 0 v.ould be thr preferred ahcrn11h·c for 
n~"t'mct11 and "-'CCSS to the "ilde:mess units. Technical rock climbing Jhould not be 
allo" ·c<l tt.t any of the "ildcmcss units.. all the units. Vlr:. "''Otlld also indicau.: 1ha1 "ithin 
the 1c:x1 of the dnift t;JS discussions of cth11og.mphic resources on page 19 and 160 
*'tt.-ditional lcwcnd:uy .. is used to explain 1ribal oral histories. ·n.e NPS ::ind OLM should 
be awArc. duo 0\11' vn.t hislv1 ic~ a u; tt~ vali l.11.1:f thtr: history curricu lun1 tougJn to students In 
clcn,rnuary. high school. and college. Our or1d his1orie.s are no1 legends. The use or the 
term ''lrodilionnl lcg~nda1y•· should be changcc.I 10 tribJI oflll histories. 

lbe GRIC • 1 llPO idtn1ifies no rrligious or cuhurall) significant sites or placC'S ¥iithin 1hc 
projec1 ami. Whil< the GRJC-THPO de(<N 10 the Fon Mohave Indian 1 nbc as l<od in 
the ooruulwion pro«ss. i1 is imponant 10 no1c 1hal the GRJC-THPO also rqiresmts 
mcmb«S of th< Ptt Posh (Yuman speaking) or lh< Gila Rh er Indian Community. and WC 
stri\c 10 ensurt' duu the bcsc inttttSt of the Pee Posh uc considered in consuluttmn 
matters. 

·rhanl: ~ou r~•r consulting with 1he ORIC.'11 IPO on 1his dnttl EIS. If you ha"c My 
questionia please do not h~it.atc to eontaet nlc or Arch,t\.."Ological Compliance S1>eciolis1 
Larry Ocnallie. Jr. al 520-562· 7162. 

llamab) V, L.e"1s 
·r riblil l ti~1oric Preservation Officer 
Gila Kivcr Indian Community 

2 
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THE 
OPI TRIBE 

\;.1ih1un ~ O"L1n-..>ii.. S1o1f>"rit•h'n..SC11t 
Antno1>n Jim Hol!1111J, hrl Ptanr.cr 
"atioo;al Par\ Sf"'K'e. l.akc \it.>d N~iollll RC"erc•uon Arc• 
(!.01 'l'\ltOJI V.I\ 

9.Ji.ldn (II\ \t\ iMb JOM~ 

llr!T!\.11\ (I I l<•lhllU( 
t'll \lq\! \\ 

\l1!Nl••m,.1~~!t11k 
\k"t ·tll\K\.to\IY 

Tl'> lirrt1 Of Ill ~IO~«KTnpoladc!KtdilccdJ__,, t.a. :01 ... r~&b(- '.1t"°".al P#t. 
!I-mo.ct t'~' »J 8i...""U" ~La.W Me : oc:m 18l..\llC'*'-td cb1I \\'i.lda'De$s ~~PIM Md 
~''lfO'Wnef't&J I~ SUrlC'mClll (~ t,P ~1~ \lft•.s • •;,m Mid W.;ac.cu IO Ul:t \!cad ~MlCftl) A.m.-.:~ 
A."t<l f\n"1N 10 Hopi Tn""bal C~ R~-cm H•70-9J, dlof Hopi T,. c-la1rmc:u~.r&l 11'rHtat.on \-' dw t.Nl.c:r 
.,xr-dd'i.:ilr C\olon Jl'CM.lt" •n '~ Amcnea:I SoWl"-tst. Tht Hopi Cutnr:al ~..00. Offltt lUN'O'U tht 
~1f"K.MKlfl and l\01da1:1Ct of our 2.nCtStnl ~ttS. and 'Ac con5id« tlw: prthistork a:cbacoiol•cal il:cs of°"'' 
!L'"ICt.>l\"fl tO ~ ·C»>!Jlrll'lll" and Tndllio~I Cultiwal Pfopcn.ri 1lwre(orc. Ytt .ippre<111tc the r-.PS'; and Bl \t ' l 
co11t1n1JmJ wl1\·1:1oon ~'' o.ir lnpui tind ~our ttforu 10 addrcu our con.ccms 

A..> \!of 1utcd In our Jinu.al') :s.. ~Oil lcnn, in acld111on to n\1111~ SO\lthem ~tv11d11111\lc-l and ll'lc H111llpa1 
fn!tt-. Sp1nt .\I011.."ll01n 111J Onlpn inc: Canyon holct cu1rut1l ala:nlncancc for the Hopi Tri!lc Tiit Hopi CY1Nnl 
Pr'k""'.rl1Qn 01r.~c t.inJcnt;iids ~bll comufu.tion wu ln.1l~lcd 1n ~oos aod a. draft •Odtrn..1"' ~ac:cwnt p~ fUt 
me t1V.' "'!Jrt:H'' ~us inc'ud:ng 8nd'e: Cail)CQ a.-.d Spirit ~t~ca1t1 ~-., comp:ctcd m 2010. ~ noc t'!nal.ud 

ll'l 1 kn.tr d:au4 \tlft'.h 1 l. !OJ l . "'t ""'"cd &be pH ·.JD.IMI') flWl.!Jema:t a!t.."TUO'n d:~ IM,,t btm 
dnt~d :. .aJ....t.c» cllt!"..bc:',,a «idocbcr •"tldmwu i:uws v. c mttd •c Sl.IJlPOCt P""cmit!i impantWJ.C anJ 
c;nai;: .. c~lc c:-~tl o. utonl s.nd ni~ rt:SOat"tn ..t ••nnal dnclopnc!L Thcttkwc:, •c: ~ •t IUppot1 
f!X'..nl .a.-.d ""°"111..ni tr'K'm'tc m~ tlw ~ 1°'111 Oft reflvrlhoa of ddr.itbd &fU1. lobC4otl"m tll\UI'~ 
.J:°ld:non•:«l'Tlt ~ ffllt1pt<'O o<dm~s ~ propk,.aftddC'ilfNl"tOftOf'$ m.i1nof·outurr.htr ;l\afl.&.J met«. 
\l. c a,:...., .aa: ... J ~ "'ci scnc:rall> supp;xi tM fl<l'lllOll ~r she: f:"":..p.... Tn"'bc 1:i tl'.e dc: .. <l.,p11K11• ofth1~ "i.iwo"'"..,'' 
?:.tn •nd cnnrOl'mC'1\1al lmpac1 '1*!tmcnt. 

\\ c ?w't no-. tC\ tt'ftcd lhe rndosed dnft Wlkkmtss \lanaac:mt'l'll Plm1 E.n,·ironmen,al lmpac-1 S.a.tffl'lcru 
11'\t SUl"?'•n Alttrnllthc 0, I.he Preferred Atlem1tl\t If )OM hll\C !;Ut i lioni or nct'd 11dd1doMl 1n(orn1.a1ion, 
ple.uc (\lfl~t rm) Morcan ai the Hopi Cultu~I Prtttr\IUI fficc I t 91&-734-l.619 or UnoOfj11.tt~tl091 n•n \IS 
rb:ir:1li. ~01; ltlf' ) l1IV corutdtnilon. 

'''· .<O ... ,,_ lWA m.&. Dfta.x 
Cuhlofll Preief\;l!ton Off'" 

"'V:~JJlr' t..CXC'·P 'PS PO fk.'\:l.SlS-.°"'trCOIO~~.a~li 
\h I Of'rt'I JK~ K~l!~. 1-hula;»i Tnbc 

PO Bo .. 123 KYK01$M0VI Al 88039 
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BLM MOU 6300-N\1930-0402 

AMENDMENT TO 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDlNG 

Between: 

THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

And 

THE NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF WILDLJFE 

Supplement No. 9 

Wi ldlife Management in Nevada BLM Wilderness Areas 

l. Pumns£. 

·n1c purpose Qflhis ~tcn1onu1du1n ofUodcn;landing(~lOU). SuppJc-1ucnl No. 9. is 10 
provide guidanCI! ru1d pt"QC'CdUrC1; for coordi.n:ttion nnd <..wpcrntion bd\\'t'Cn thc Bureau of 
Land ~1aoagemcnt (BL~11l) ru1d 1he KcvacL1 J)eparunenl of \Vildlife (NOO\V) regatdi11g 
the nuu1agciuco1 of,vildli fc in d<.."Signo1cd BU.\I \\l'ild<..•nH.'SS t\rcas \vlthin the St:ilc of 
Ncvad1L 

fl. Objective. 

111c Bl2vl and the NOO\V are conuniucd lo the n1ain1ennncc and rc,slor:ui1.>n of fish and 
\vildlife 1>opul<1.tions and habiu1ts in Nevada '''ithin the j urisdi\.1ions of their rest:iec1ive 
agencies. Coordin.-ition and coopcr.llion bct,vccn the BL~,l and the NDO\V, \vhcrc 
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ju.ri..:idiclions involve de~.:i ign.tued \\lildcn1css, i..:o <-S.S:Cnti;ll in order Lhal OL~t and NOO\V 
ntay accon1plish lhcir rcspcaive n1issions rcl:lting to 1naoagcn1<.:nt of fish and \vildlifc and 
their habi1:us as \veil as the Congressional 011111datc h> 111anagc \Vildcn1css Arclt5 under 
the \Vildi:n.ess >\Cl of 1964. 

TIJ. .<\uthoritics. 

r\ . S'--.c1ioi1 307(b) of1hc Federaf Land Poficy and Afanage11ren1 Act of 1976, 43 
u.s.c. 1737. 

6 . Nevadn Revised S1a1u1~ (NRS) 501.105 nnd 501.331 \Vht.-rcby the Nl)()\V 
is r~sJXt1:1$iblc for ~ntinititoering the polici.;.$ i'Uld r.:gvlations nccC$5iU')' for 
the pr<.'SCl'1ntion, prolc<.1ion, mon agemcnl 1u1d r<.'\Storalion of" •ildlifC \Vilhin 
the Staie of Nevada. 

C. NRS 501.351 and NRS 277.045 provide NOO\\l the authority to .,nter into 
coopernti\'t a11d reciprocal agr~c1ne-nts. 

1) . NRS 503.584 - 503.589 dirccis ~11">0\V to cooperate '''ith other strues il:lld 
legal cnti1ies 10 the 1n:i.xinlu1n ex1enl practic:ible for lh~ cooservation. 
protcc1ion. n.-Storation and prop.ttgation Qf species of n:itive. fish. \vildlifc and 
other fiwna tha1 arc threatened \\'ith C:\1inc1i-0n. 

E. Fish and Wildlife COC1·d1nati<>11 Act. 16 U.S.C. 661. 

F. TheWildemessActof/964(1'.)...88·571), 16 U.S.C. 113 1-1136as 
anH:ndcd. 

G. N..,ada Wilderness Protec11on Act <>f 1989 (P. l . JO 1-1 95). 

H. Black RQCk Desert - f./igh Rock Can>"Qn £1nigron1 Trail:i JVational 
Conservation Act of 2000(P.L 106-554) as amended by P.J. 107-63 or 
200 1. 

I. Clark Co11nty Consero.iauon of Prtbfic Larul and 1Vatur<1f Re.sources Ac1 of 
2002 (P.L 107-282). 

J. Sikes Act of /96(). as amended. (l'.L 86-797). 16 U.S.C. 670g·670 1. 670o. 

!\:. Con~ssional \Vildlile f\lanage1nenl Guidelines agreed 10 by the 
lntcnl:lliontll .Associ:.ujon of.Fish and \Vildlifc t\gcncies. lhc \Vildlifc 
.\tanagcnlen1 Jn.slitute, the BLf\·1, and th¢ USFS. a,>proved b)' tl1e I louse 
Corn1nittce oo buerior and lnsular t-Vfaits. and adopted as policy by Ole 
Bl..4\1 on J\ ugu.sl 25. 1986 in lns:tn1c1ion .\ •lc1noranch11n 86-665 and by lhc 
USFS in fol'est Service t"ta.nua.l 2323.32. 
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I... Ri.!solution of the Nevadll llo:trd of \Vildlifc,: Con1n1issioncn> oonocn1ing 
\Vild..:mcss Dcsignatiol"~ Lu Nevada adopted February 7. 2003. 

~I. L~tnco/11 Coun1y (.:onserv(JI/on. Recrearlon. and Developnu1nr Act of 2()():1 
(P.L 108-424). 

N. Tax lle/lef and f/ool1h Cora lier of ]/)()6 (l'.L. 109-432). 'lltle Ill - White 
Pinc County Conscr\•ation. Recreation 11nd Oc\'clopn1cn11 Subtitle B -
\Vildcm~s.o; 1\reas. 

0. J)ur~nu of Lnnd 1'.tanage-n1cn1 Environn1cn1nl 1.\s.o;cssmcnt "DOI-8 1,..\(. 
NVI .030-2012.-0003-E . ..\" and lkcision Record dated January 13, 2012. 

(\T, ))('finitlons. 

1\. F..rollc Swcies: For purposes of tJ1 is. ~·IOU. ti.II species or ntanunnls, birds. 
fish, reptiles or tJ1eir progeny or tggs. 1101 nanu·aUy occurring either 
pr.:scntly Qr historically in any ccosystcn1 Qf the Unilcd St:..lcs. 

B. Endc111lc or Jndtgenous Soocl(rs: For purr>oses of this ~IOU. those specil!S 
p!"-'°!'cntly or hi~tori"•,aUy occurring nnturally " 'ithin n specific g.eogntphicnl 
area. 

C. Nnt1'¥ Spe,cie}: for purposes of this ]\IOU. <lll species of anin1als: n:lturally 
occturing. eit her presently or historicnlly. ln any ccosysten1 Qflhe United 
State~'>. 

D. Noturali;ed Snecies: l-'Qr purposes Qflhis ti.10U. lhQSC e~Qlic species \\'hich 
\Vere a.ltt-ady occurring i1t a self-sus1aining \Vild situe before 1hc date of 
\Vildemcss d~ign:uion. 

V. '[h<> Hl .. 1\1 and NJ)()\V ..-\ortt to th<> Foll<!\" In•. 

fish ;.md '''ildlife are rccogn.ized as an i1npo11ant ,,•ildttness ' 'aluc. fish artd 'vildlife 
n1:tnagc1nen1 acli\'ilii:s in Nevada'$ BL~·I \Vildcn1C$s . ..\roits \\1111 be plru111cd and <.~arricd 
out in confo11nance \\'ith the \Vildcn1ci;.s ;.\ct's 1>urposc of securing ml ·'enduring resource 
Of\vildcn1css"' fbr the ;\tncrican people. BL~·l \Vildcmcss r\rcn.s in Nevada \ViH be 
111anagcd in such a 1nm1ner thnl ccos.ysten1$ are unruTech:d by hu1nan 1nanipula1ion, and 
lnuniln intluence d()(:S 1101 ioi1>ede. the free plil)' of natural fon.-es or in1t rfl!'n: \\'ith nalural 
ccologit.•al succession. 

Site-s1>ec:ific, ti1ne.sc1ls ili\'e, on·tlle·gi-ound conditio1:i.s '''ill dicl<UC s liglnly diO'erent 
npplie:ltiQns nnd perhaps e\'i:n dissi111ilar d1..'C i~ions in BL,_t \Vildcn1css Area.~ in Nevada. 
·111ese ditlCreru applications and d¢cis io1is are bo1h tl.J>Pros>rfrne and proper. if\\'.: are to 
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allo"' nature to play die dorninant role in " 'ilden1¢SS 1nitnage1nent. lhc c1nphasis is on 
1nanagcn1cnt of BL.~1( \Vildcn1css Areas and \\1ildcn1css V:.llucs as opposed to the 
1nanagcn1cnt of a p:.uticulnr n."Soun:-c-. \Vhcre there arc conlpl"ling resource nhcnulli\'CS, 
'"ildenH."$S \1alues take precedence !lnd priority. 

llalicb~cd pnr:•gr:•phs in this $(.'CtiOti orthc ,..,,10U CQnl.:lin lnngt.utge :tnd guidance front the 
Clark CountyConsen:af/on of Pubflc Land and Natural Resources Act of 2002. t11e 
Lincoln Coun1y Conservalion, RecreaNon. and Develop111e.n1 Act of 2()().1, and the Ttu· 
Relief and Ilea/th Core Act of200(.. 

A. Use of ~lotoriz<.'<l f..(1uipn1cnt 

·ill.: l•1ngi.1.3g-c i n the \\'i ldcn1e:s.s 1-\.,;t is " ic" ·cd <\s d irc.,; tion th.nt <'II 

n1nnag<."1ncn1 nct ivi t ic~ " 'ilhin BL~1 \Vildcnu:ss in Nevada be done \Vithout 
rnotor vehicles, landing of aircmn. ntotorized e<1ui1nne-nt, or ntechnnical 
transport. unless tndy necessary to ndlninistcr the area as \Vilden1css. \Vi th 
rcgnrd 10 landing of ai'crafl, ii i." also against BLti.1 r¢gulation to drop or 
pick up n1aterials. supplies, or pmor\S fro1n aircr.l.ll. \Vhere t11e use of 
aircraft and 1nocortwn1s has :1lrendy be<.'Qn1c established prior to \vildcmess 
designation. they n1aybe pennined 10 con1i11ue subjec1 to such res1rictions :is 

the BLt\·1 dee11u desirable. ·111e language i111be \Vilden1ess 1-\c11neans that 
any such use should b: rtl!'C nnd ternpornry, dlt1l no roads can be buih, :md 
dlt1t \\•ildcmes.s 1nanagcr5 1nus1 dc1cnnine such use is 1he 1ninimu1n 
nocess<uy 10 01ccon1plish the task. Any on-the-ground use of n1otorizcd 
oqui1unent or tnechanical tmnspo11 requires advance approval by the BL~L 

111e OLt\1, in consuhruion \\'ith 1he NOO\V, nni.st dctcnuine if1he use of 
n1otor vehicles. n1ocorizcd eqoipn1cnt. or n1cchanical transport in the 
devclopsncnt and /or itnpl<.'1ncntntion of a projeel ll'Ollld pro111ote healthy. 
viable. t1nd 111ore ntllu .. ally dis1rlbu1ed wildlife populations that u·ou/d 
enhance wilderness va/11('.;S and acco1t1plish lhose purposes with the 
111ini11111111 i111pac1to 1111lderness \•(.r/ue.s necessary 10 reasonably acco111plish 
the l{ISk. 

8. Fish tu1d \Vildli fc Re~!arch nnd ti.1anagcn..ent Survcvs 

Rcscnreh on fish and " 'ildlifc. their habitnL<; and the recrcationnl 1t<;crs of 
lhcsc resources is a legi1i111a1e ac1ivity in Nevada Dl.-t\·I \Vildemcss .Areas 
\vhcn coDductcd in a manner con1patiblc ' vith the preservation of the 
\Vilden1ess environ1ncn1. t\1c1hods tlun tcn1pornrily infringe on lhc 
\vilden1ess. envirorunen1 n1ny be npproved by 1he Bl.t\·1 if alternative 
n1ethods or locations outside \\•ilden1ess arc not :ivail:iblc. ~lethods 1hat 
involve dropping or 1>icking up of any rnaterials, supplies, or persons by 
1neru1s of aitcrafl re<1uite BL.\•( approval ~:lethods that involve the use of 
aircraft that Oy over b:U do not louc-h do\vn in \Vildemcss. such as aerial 
su.rveillance and aeri:d " 'lldlife population counlS, do oot require BLt\,I 
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nppro\'aJ. Aircraft n1ust be u.~d in a n1an.n~r tha1 1ni11i1nizes dis"Lurb:u1ee or 
other users. including huntans and " 'ildlife. Consider tinle of day. sea.son of 
the ycur. route, appropritilc nut.xin1un1 a ltiiudc of llight. ~nd locution of 
kuHling ar~as outside Bl~!\1 \\lildenH.-ss Al'¢as. 

All fish and \Yildlifc Slltdies \\'ilhin and Qvcr Nevada DLrvl \\'ildcmcss ;.\ re:.is 
1nust be cooducted so as 10 ~se1·ve the natural charoct~r of the \Vilden1ess. 
Capturing and 1narking of anirnnls., radio tclcn1ctry. :u1d QCcasional 
tcntporary installation$ nu1y be ~nuiucd, if they arc c~cntia l 10 !ilUdics 1hat 
c.u1i1ot be acco1nplished clse"·hcr..!. l.nstalla1io11 or penn.'\nent bMc stations 
\Vi thin Ot.ti.1 \\lildcrncs.~ is not pcnnincd for n1011iroring of radio
instnuncntcd ani1nals. 

Tht> NOO\V ntust obtain !ipoCific \vrillt'n npprovnl or pc.·nnits front the Bl- \( 
before ~recting any tempornl)' installntion. Th¢ DL~·l should only appro'oe 
cap1\1rc 1uctl1ods that n1inh11izc the in1pact on the \\1ildcn1css cn,•iro1uncn1. 

C. Facilil\' l'.>eveloo1ni."1ll 311d Mabi1at J.\ hct:1tion 

hl rare i11stanoes.. f:tci lity de\•elop1ne111 a11d habitat al1eratio111nay be 
11ecessaJ)' to alleviate adverse inipacts caused by hurnao aclivities on fish 
a nd \vildlifc. Give firs1 priori1y lo loc:Hing fac il i1ics or habitnl allcration.<; 
outsidl! BL.ti.1 \\' ildcml!~ Areas. 

FIO\\'-rnaintenru1ce druns. 'vatcr dcvelop1uc111s.. 'vater dJv(rsion dcvic.:s. 
ditclt..::s and associntcd stn1durcs. and Qthcr fis.h and \vildlifc h.1.bilat 
developinenL~ neCCSSl•f')' for fish a nd \\1ilcll ife ntlln:igern~nt.. \Vhich '''ere in 
existence before '"ildcn1css di.!signation. n1ay be pcnniucd to rcn1ai.n in 
opcralion. 111csc dcvclop111cnts n1ay be maintained, repaired, or rcplac-txl a.-. 
Jong ai the designed capacity nnd/or din1ensioi1s of the exis1in& devclopnh!nl 
arc not cxcc<.'dcd. 1l1c B.Li.\•f nnd the NOO\V '' illjointlyrnn.kc decisions 10 
rcntO\'e cxi!;.ting \\111er-rcla1""'(f devclopnt<.•nis. 

Clc:Lring of dcbri.s !hat in1pcdcs the ntigratory n1ovcn1cnts of fish on prin1nry 
!'·pa\\'n ing s1re1uns 111ay be pcm1iucd. but only in a n1:uu1cr contpatiblc \\1ith 
lite \\'i lckrn~s resource. Use only ll011-1no1orizOO e<tuipnl.cnt to clear debris 
a nd us.c cxplOSi\'cS only \vh <.~n 1he use of hand toolit is not pnlCtical. t .in1i1 
clearing of debris ff<nn liptt\Vning stn:.mns to th~c identified as being critic-al 
to 1hc 1>ro-1xigation of fish. lf i1 is ncccssaJ)< to restore (S:Scntial fOod pl.ints 
aller h111nan di$'lurbancc., use onl)< ind.igeuous plant !;pecics. 

l)eveloprncnl of ll¢\\' or ndditional \v:i,ter supplies 111:..y be pcnnitti..'d. bol only 
\Vhen c~'ls~nlia l to r.>rescrve the '"ilden1ess r~source and to corrtct unnnlural 
cooditio1'lS resulting fro1n hurn:in i11fluencc. Proii>osn.ls tbr ne\\' struch1res or 
habitat altcrn1ions 1nus1 be subfniucd 10 the BLti.'1 for approvnl. 
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lhe BLri.i shall authorize sln1cturcs and fxilit i e~o; if: (/) rhe st111c1ure..s and 
facilities will. as dcte1·111incd by the 81..J\1. enhan~ '<l'ildcrne.ss values by 
pr0111011ng healthy. viable and n1ore naturally distnbuted ·wildlife 
poprtlallons: tuld (1) 1he v1sru1l i111pac1s of the structures andfacllltJlU on the. 
BL'i.( jVilderness Areas can reason<Jbly be 1'11ninli;ed 

Actions 111..'C(.'t'S:uy to protect or n.~cover Federally listed threatened or 
e1ldangered speciesi including habita.1 rnaoit>ulatioo and sp.:cia1 protection 
n1casurc1: as idcnlificd in 1hrca1c-n1.'<l and endangered 1'pccics recovery plan$ 
()r 01her llllUtllgcmcnt asrecn1Clll$, n1:iy be inlplernc-ntcd in Nevada l)l)\'1 
\Vildi:m<:$$ ~:13 in pr¢,·ioll$I)' o.;.;upiicd h<lbitilt. provid.;d it j3 

dcn1<>nstrnh.~d thnl the. actions cannot he done n1ore effectively outside 
\Vildi:n1ess. To prevent Federal listing. indigenous species tllal could 
bccon1c threrucncd or endangered or arc listed as such by the State of 
Nevada " ·ill be pr<>hX:t<d. All tnu1splants or habitat i.1nprovernent proj{-CIS 
tcquire approval by the OLti.'1. 

Angling. hunting. and trnpping :tr~ legi1i1n:uc \\1ildcn11.~s :1ctivi1ics subjctt to 
applicable State :u1d Fcdernl ln\\'S and r\.'gulrt1io1~. 

11-tc BLti.1 1uay, 111 coordination a.od COtk9ultatit)Jl \\' ith the NOO\V. designate 
by regulation. areas and periods during tt•hich no hunting, fishing. or 
trapping l¥ill be per111i1ted in Bl..J\f rf' iltkrness Areas for ret1S()ns of pllbilc 
safety. ad1t1u1istrarion. or contpltance with opplic<Jble laws. 

F. Pooulation Sa1npling 

Scicn1ific sainpling of fi!ih nnd \Vildlifc po1nt1t11ions is :ln ~scnlia l proc"-dur\.' 
in the 1>rotection. or natural popul;Uio1\S in Nevada ·s BL~·f \Vildemess Areas. 
Gill netting. bn11cry-opcrn1cd clcctrofishing. :ind olhcr st:tndard 1ed1niqtK.~ 
of popula1ion sruupl ing 111uy be used. S:mtpling nctivitic?' \\'ill be c losely 
cootdinated \Vith the BL~·cl and scheduled 10 a\'oid h¢avy pob1ic-use periods. 

G. Chc111ic:d ' frc:111ncn1 

Cht111ical 1rc-atJncnt may be ncc1!$Sary to prcp3re \\'aten> fOr rccstablil'hmcnt 
of indigenous fish s1>ccii!:s, to protect or recover Fedtrolly lisled thrtatened 
or cnd~ulgcred species. or 10 correct undcsirnblc cooditions resulting fronl 
1he influtnte or n1an. Species of fi1;h tradi1ionally stocked before '"ilden1ess 
d¢Signatioo 1nay be co1isidered indigenous if the s-pecies is 1ikely to survive. 
Use only rcgislercd piscicidel), in cQOsuhntion \Vith lhc BLf\·l. and according 
10 label directions. Give prefcrei1ce to 1hose piscicides 1hat \\•ill h•"'e the 
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least irnpact on non-t.wget spcci¢S and on th¢ \vilden1css environrnent. 
NOO\V \Viii contply with Environ1ncntal Protection .Agency 1>roccsscs 
delcg.1ted to the Nevada Division of Environn1cntal Protection in nuni1uncn1 
of pennits and oertifiC31ions of personnel aJ>l>lying che1nicals to Nevada's 
\vnters \\'ithin BU.i \\'ildcn-ic.ss Areas. Sd1cdulc chc-1nicnl trcntn1enlS during 
periods of lo\v hurnnn lL'5C :u1d in1n1cdia1cly dispo5e of fish in a rn:lrutcr 
agreed to by the BU~·I and the KJ)Q\V. 

II. SWl\vn-Tnking 

The <.-ollcction of fish Sp!l\\'n sh11ll be pc-nniucd in Ncv11dn OLt\1 \Vilderness 
A.rc:lS \\•hen nhcmntiv! sources ouL~ idc \Vildcn1css An.~as ~ unnvnilablc or 
unrc:liabli:. or "·he~ spA\Vll ·t.lking " 'M an IC$t <'blish.;d pri'l.;ti.;(I bcfo~ 
\Vildcn1ess dc.signation. Use of ti:chniqut.':!; nnd fr1cil it it.':!; nc<.x".ssnry to ta.kc 
and rentO\'e spa,,·n, \\'hich \Ve.re in existence before \\'ilden1e.o;s de:;ignation, 
n1ny continue. except thnt n1otorized cqui1m1cnt " 'ill not be used. Facil ities 
for spA\\'n·taking s1ati>Jt1s a1>1>rov¢<f by th¢ DLt\·1 :llle-r 'vilderness dC$ignation 
n1usl be re1noved at\cr the ten11inatioi1 of each seaso11 's opetation. 
Decisions to prohibit spn\\'ll·l:tking. \\'here ii \VUS nn cslablishcd practice 
before \vilden1e-ss designation. \\•ill he rn:i.de jointly by the OL\1 and the 
NDOW. 

I. Fish Stocking 

Fish stocking 1nay be .:onducttd by the NOO\V ln coordi1l t1.tion \Vith the 
BL.\·l. using n1cans a1:>propriatc for \vildcn1ess. \vhcn either of the follo\ving 
criteri:t is n1et: (I) 10 rees1ablish or n1aint:ti11 an indigenous species 
adversely affected by hu1nan influence: or (2) to pcrpetuntc or recover a 
thrcnlened orendangcrcd species. NOO\V, in consuh:ll ion \vith the BL~·1. 
\viii select the indigenous or naturalized fish specie-s for stocking. S(X.'Cie-s of 
fish tradition:.. Hy s1oc-k1.xl before " 'ildcn1css designation n1ay be considered 
indigenous if1hc species is likely 10 s un1ivc. Exotic species of ft.sh shall not 
be stocked. Nu1nbetsand size of fish and 1i1ne of stocking \\'ill be 
deh.'nnined by the N'OO\\I. Barr'-.':ll lakes and S1rean1s rn ny be considered for 
stocking. ifthcr~ is mutu:tl agrec111cnt thnt no appr\."ciablc loss of sc1cntific 
values or ad,1mc efl~ts on \Vildcmcss Nsourccs \\·ill occur. lllc BL.\1 and 
NOO\\I \\1ill inventory barr~n lakes. strciuns rind 01her suitable \\':ilCl'i> prior 
10 proposing such stocking projt.-cts. 

J. Aerial Fi~h Stocking 

Aerial stocking of fish shall be allo\\·cd for those \vaters in Ncvad.1 BL.i\1 
\\lildenlCss .J.\re-ns " 'h(re this \VAS an es1ablished practice before \Vildeniess 
desigi1ation or \Vhere other 1n·:1.ctic.al 1neans are 11ot available. Aerial 
stocking requires con~ulln1ion \vith 1hc BL~:(. 111c NOO\V \\•ill supply the 
13L~'1 :i. list of those \Vtlters ' vhere stocking \Vilh aircraft \\'as an es1ablished 
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practi~ before \\•ildcn1ess des ignri1ion. To stock \V<lteri; that had not been 
3Crially stocked bcfor~ ''~ ldcmcss designation. the NOO\V \viii dcn1onstratc 
to the BL~'I the need for us ing aircrnfl. 

K. 1'ran~plnnting \Vildlife 

l 'ransplants ( i.e .. rernoval or reintroduction or1el'resll'ial \\•ildlite species in 
Nc.vada BL.\1 \Vildcn·icss Areas) n1ay be pcnniucd if nl!,'CSSary: ( 1) to 
pcrpctutltC or n!C-O\ler .i threatened or cndru1g,-rcd spt-cics: or (2) to rl!Storc 
the 1Xls>ula1ion of indigenous species eliminated or reduced by hu1nan 
influence. The. pQS.1)ibility of utilizing sites :.lnd locations outi>idc OL~·f 
\Vilden1cs....-; 1\ rcas " 'ill be invcstignu."<l first. If sites and locations out.side 
01..i.\•I \Vild<nl¢$$ .A.l"<lA$ aro;: not i'IVail.-ibl <i. l'C-i'IJUpl.-ints $ha ll b<i 1nad.: in a 
n1nnncr coinpatiblc \Vith the. " 'ildcn1css ' 'haracter of the area. Transplant 
proje<::t'i. including follo,v-up rnonitoring, require advance ' vritle-n approval 
fron1 the BLli-1. if the 11ction re<1uires ground di.sl\irbing activities. n1otorizcd 
rnethod.s, and/or 1en\1>orary holding rind handling facilities. 

L... \Vildlifc Dnrnugc Control 

\Vildlife da1nage conHol in Nevada BL~·1 \Vilderness 1\ttas 1nay be 
ncC<.'SS31)' to prot,-<:-1 Federally listed lhreatcnL'<I or endangered species., 10 
prevent lrllllSllliSSiOn -Of dise;L;;t'S Or parasite$ n0te'ting Other \Vildlifc and 
hwnans. for the bencfrt of reintroduced indigenous ' '11dlifc species. or to 
prevent serious losses of don1es1ie livestock. Control of nonlndigenous 
species also nH1y be necessary to reduce conflicts \\1 ith indigenous species. 
Aco.!phtblc control n1.:;isurcs include lethal rind nonlethal n1cthods, 
depending u1>0n need.justification. location. conditions. efficiency and 
applicability ofS1a1c and Federal la\\'S. ' ll1cse CQntrol n1casurcs n1us1 be 
consistent '"ith Section 4(c) of the \Vilden1ess Ace of 196410 ir\Sure that 
prohibih .. "<l uses arc av.;.idcd. Use only the n1ininn1n1 :unount of control 
ncc<.--ssal)' lo resolve nildlifc d!ln1at,"C problc1ns. TI1c .l.\ni1nal !Ind Pl3nl 
Health h1specti.on Set"lice. the BL~'L the NDO\V, or other approved State 
agency \\·ill i1nplcn1cn1 control n1c:li;ur'':5 puf'l)uant lo coop<.-rative :igrcl!nl,'111$ 
or n1cn1ornndn of 1u1dmtnoding. \Vildlifc drunnge control n1easun.~ 
involving the use of 1notorized vehicles. 1notorizcd ecruip1nen1. and.for 
ntcchanicttl trnnsport a1us1 be ttpprovcd by the OL~I on tt c~'l!'e-by-c-asc bn.-.is. 

i\.I. Vi.sit2r ~1l;tnagcn2cnl tl Pr<ltCCI \VjJdcn1s$;s, \Vildljfc RS15ourccs. 

\Vhen necessary to reduce human disturbance to '"ildlifC population.Ii or 
habi1a1.1hc BL~·I. in coordination and consultation \\'ith the NOO\V. n1ay 
take direct or indirect 1nanagc1nent actions to control vis itor tL'ie. Jr and 
' vher2 it beco1nes appwenl that 1>ublic we is s igi1ificantly degrading the 
\vildemcss '" ildlifc r'-sourc<..':5. lin1i1:11ions on visitor use 111ay be i1nposcd !Ind 
enforced by the appt0j>ria1e agency. 
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VI. Annual Onerntions and ) faintenance Schedule. 

A. All \Vj!dlife Projse!s and As.1jvj1jcs O!hcr Than \Valer J)cvc!opmcn! 
Jn$pection i\1(ainte-nance Rei,air. :ind J~epl:lcernent 

By Janu:iry 151111 of cad1 year, the NDO\V \\•ill subinit to the :ipproprialc 
BL!\·I District ~·lana~t(s). art an11ual Op~ations aitd ~'iai 111e11ance Schedule 
of propose.cl fish and \lt1 ildlife 1nanagsn1cnt ac.1ivities. projec.·u; and 
dcvclopn1c-nL'i planned \Vilhin OL~·1 \Vi!dcmL'S.S Arca~ for the. subsc<1ucn1 
l\\'elve.rnonth 1>eriod beginning July 1• a11d ending on June 30'11 of the 
follo\ving c:ile:ndar ycir. Activitic.-s, projc.'CtS and dc\'clop1nents n11L'il be 
subrniucd if they: ( I ) in\'olve one or 1noro of the prohibited uses identified 
in S~tion 4(..;) ofthQ \Vild-cn1C.:1s. A..;t (i,Q .. co1nn1..;r.:ii\I us..;s.. ~mu1n~nt 

roud.o;, tcn1porary road5., lL'iC of 111ocor vehicles, use of n101orizcd cquip1ncn1, 
lLlit of 111otorboats, landing of nircran, rnechanical transportation, stnactures, 
insl3ll:.itions): (2) 1nny be potentially surfaec·dlsturbing (i.e .• any ne\\' 
disn1p1ion of the !>oil or vegetation); (3) involve the use or pesticides or 
other che1nica.I or toxic substances; (4) involve 1nanipulation of fish and 
\\'ildlife h:tbitnl~ andf<r (5) involve 1ncc-hanf:r,ed nnd/or 1notoriicd control 
1neasures for predators or probleru fish or \\•ildlife SJ>CCies . 

. i.\r111ual Opemtions ard ~·fnintcntu1ec Schedules nnLSt be site-specific-, tin1c-· 
scn.~iti\'c, nnd tL~ definitive ii.;;, rcasonttbly possible. 1l1e Schedules \\•ill: (I) 
s1>ecify 'vhcn proposed activities. projects and devclop1nen1s arc 1>lanned. 
(2) describe the proposed activi1ies. projec1s and develop1uen1s in sutlicient 
detail to nllO\\' for lhe asscssn1cn1 of the cnviroruncntal oonscqusnccs of 
s uch actions, (3) estirniue the n1unbcr of people involved. the runount of 
ti111c for oon1pletion. the nurubcr of vehicles (if any) to be tised. the 
cquipn1c-n1 to be u1il izcd. and (4) identify plnnncd ca1nping s i1cs.. n1a1crial 
and equipn1ent repositories, hlnding areas, and associated locations for 
support services nnd focilitic.'S. 'Jl1e BL~:( 111ay n.'<1uest clnrification of 
proposals and additio•nl infonnation. 

111c NDO\V agrees to not i ~y the BL.:\t of uny changes, additiO!l.$ or deletions 
10 proposed ttc1ivi1ics, projccL') :u1d developn1cnL'i. The notification \Viii 
allo"' sufticient ti1ne for the BU<t to con1plete necessary ad1ninistro1ive 
rcquircnH!nt!i, including tt public notific:uion \Vilh 30-day public C01111ncn1 
period, n1ini1nun1 require111cn1 decision nnnlysis, cnviron1ncnt:al revie\\', 
Decision Record (DR) and f·inding of No Significant bnpacl (f'ONSf), 
Ot1t-e 1he Ois1ric1 1\1:.umgcr m:ikcs n final decis ion, copies of the dl!cis ion are 
1nailed 10 nil interested and n.O"'eeted parties. If the NOO\V dis:agrees \Vith n 
d1..-cision oft he District ~lanagcr. the d1..-cision n1ny be-rcvic,vcd and 
1nodifi e.d by the DLJ~I Nevada State Director. All decisions cm1 be appealed 
to the b1terior Board C•f Land A1>1>eals. 
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111c: BL~I r1."Cot;nizcs lhll.l aocornplisluncnl of the: proposed lish iu1d " 'ildlilC 
111anagcincnt acti\~tics. projects. and dcvclop1ncnts dc1>ends on factors 
\\'hich lhe NOO\V n1ny 001 control or thal a.re uncertain and subject to 
change. 1\Jnong 1hese arc 1he \\'C.ather, availability of volunteers and agents, 
funding. etc .. " 'hich n1ay 110 1 pcnnil the NOO\V to co111plcte activities. 
project!) ru1d dcvclop111cn1s tll'Cording to the :u1nua.I Operations and 
~·laintena.11ce Scheduli:. 

B. \Vildlifc \Vntcr Devcloo1nent T~pcction ~laintcntlnCI.' Rc-pt•ir and 
Replaoe1neot 

By the authority of 1)1},,I t'11viro1uncntal asscssn1cnt "J)()J.l)L~vt-NVL030-

2012-·0003·ll1\., "nd 1bc J).;.,;i.~ion Rocord (OR) dat.;d Jru"1ru')' 13. 2012. 
Nevnda 1)1.i\•[ District ~tanagers have iS$UL-d :i fi\'e-ycar nuthorization to the 
NOO\V for inSJ>e<::tion, rnaintenance, re1>air and rt-placeinent of35 big gtune 
and srnall gruue \vaterdevclop1ncnts " 'ithin seven \\1ildcntcss areas in the 
Ely and Southern Nevada Di$tricts. 111c authorization becocnes eOt-.cli\'e on 
the date this an1end1nenl is :l.Pl>toved. ·111e first year of the authorization has 
bi.-cn s.1nclioned by th: cnvironn1cntal asscssn1cnl and DR prc\'iously citt.-d. 

Under these authorities. heliCOJ>ter access \Vill be pennincd to the 20 big 
giunc \\':tier dc.vclopnlC'nts but not to the I 5 sntall gantc \\'atcr devclopntcnL">, 
unk.-ss the conditions under S1.-c1ion VII of this ~·lOU, '·In1n1cdia1c Action.!) 
and Procedures." appty. S1uall grunc \\'ater dcveloprnents " 'iU be accessed 
by foo1 or horseback -0nly. U'helicopter access is needed for a s1naU gruue 
\Vntcr dcvelop1ucnt repair or replaccntcnt. and the conditions described in 
Section VTT do not <tpply, lhc rct1u~1 '''ill he trt.atcd as a ne-." proposal, 
subject lo full BU~I adininistrotive re vie"' (i.e .• public notification '"ith 3().. 
day public conunenl ~criod. 1nini1nlllll requircrncnt decision ru1alysis. 
environn1ental re"ie,v. DR and FONSI). 

For subsequent years {years 2-5). the ND0\\1 '''ill sub1ni1 by Jnnunry 1 511
' of 

each year. to the a1>1>1'C)priate BLA·1 Ois1ric1 A~a1tagers, a11 ai1nual OperatiOllS 
and ~1:ainten!u1oc Schtdule for the suc<.x.-cding h\'clvc-ntonth period 
beginning July 1$11 and ending June 30111 of the follo\\•ing C'-alcndar year. The. 
schedule \viii include 11. request for use of a helicopter for ins1>ection. 
1naintcnan~. repair, and ~placc1nent of big gnn1c. \Valer dcvclopincnts. The 
schedule \Viii also call for the use of 1notorizcd and mechm1iicd c<1uipn1!.'nt 
(e.g. p·O\\'Cr drill. gcncrntor. hand C>lrt) in order to effect m.Untcnancc. repair. 
and replacc1ncnt of big gmnc \\'31'.·r develop1ne-nts. Further, the scht."<lulc 
111ust identify the anticipated date$ for use of a helicopter, and n:une the 
cxpcclcd \Valer develcpinents to be \risi1cd. 

\Vhen received by the appropriate BL~·I District ~·lrutagers. the BL..\I \Viii 
conduct a dct<.'flnination of National Environn1cntal Policy Act (NEP1\) 
adequacy (J)NA) and then, by April 151111 of e.ach year. issue an authori:zation 
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leuerto NOO\V citing 01.~,f cnviron111ent:\l a.<;ses..;;111ent .. DOl-llL~<f

NVLOJ0-2012-000J·EA"' and the DR d."cd January 13. 2012. as tl1c 
111ruJdntc for :.i.uthorizing the propos.al. No furihcr public no1ifica1ion '''ith 
30-day public co1n1uent period, 1n ini1uu1n require1nent decision analysis, 
cnviron1n1.·nt:.i.l revic,v. OR nod FONSJ '"ill be ncc~saJ)' for cncb anou:d 
authoriz:11ion. 

If condition.-; rcrnnin relatively !<Lable and d o n ot ch:ingc sig11ifie11n1ly. the 
fivc-ye;1r authori1 • .a1ion '''ill bl! r-:nc\\'cd \Vilhout furthc-r .1uncndn1cnt 10 this 
~IOU and \\•ithou1 a tUll S1.J.1l acbninistroti,·e re'rie\v (i.e.: 1>ublic notification 
\Vi th 30-day public conuncnt period, 1ninin1un1 requirc-nlenl decision 
an:tlysi!i, enviro1ulh.·ntal re,·ic\\'. DR <u1d FONSI). If conditions do not 
n::rn Ain rcl01.th'<:lr $IA.bl.: •'l.lld do .;bange- $isui.fi.;.11ndy. th.: OL.\I " ·ill w ndu.;t ci 

full ad.1ninist.ra1i,·c revie'v of 1hc fi\'c-y-:ar authoril • .ation. If this r..:vic:\\' 
conclude-.s the fi ve-year authori1.ation should not. be rcne,,·ed by the 01..~·J 

J)is1ric1 ~htnagcrs. and NOO\V disa~es \\'ith this decision. the decision 
rnay be revie\\'<:d :'Ind ntodifie.d by the Nevada OLti.i State Oir«:tor. All 
decis ioos ca11 be appe:i.Jed to the Interior Board of Land J-\ppeaJs. 

Lfinspection ... 1naintel\illlCe. repair. and rcplac.:n1e1u activities extend be)'01td 
the boundary of the ••f001pl'iuf' of djs1urbru1ce (i.e .. the edge of disturbance 
cre~tcd by prcviou~ co1unn.ction or installation). a nC\v :.u1thQriza1ion 
requiring 1he full range or fil..~·I ndntinis-1ra1ivc rcvic\V rcquir-0n1cnts (i.e .. 
public n<itilicat ion '"ith 30-day public con1n1cn1 period. n1Lnin1un1 
rcquire1ne11t decision an.alysis. cnviron1nen1al rcvic,v. DR and FONSI) " 1ill 
be initiated. 1'hc s:.unc n1lc \viii tipply for all additional proposals for 
cons1ruc1ion of ne'v ' "ildlife '"atcr dcvelopn1cnts. 

NDO\\I \Yill prepare :tn annual rcpof1 $lllnn1ariziJ1,g its big and sn1all gan1c 
\Voner develop1nenl acti\~tics .. "lllis report \Viii bi.! relbrred to as the "Annual 
\Vt11cr Dcvclopntcnl Ae1ivi1ics Report" :iud '"ill be sub111it1cd to the District 
~lttnagc~ by l)c(.'\!tnbcr I,., of each year for the previou.c; Stat.: of Nc.wda 
fisca l Y"-3t(i.e~ . July l~ through June 30°'). ·n,e re1>0rt " 'ill includt the 
follO\\'iog infom1ation: 

• tJ1e r1aine of each '"ater develop1ncn1 i11s1>ected. ntaintained. repait ed 
or r'°plac-:d; the datc(:s) of the visi1(s)~ and the n!uuc of the 
enco1npassi11g \\1i l~n1ess; 

• the types <if 1notorizcd and 1nechm1ized equip1neot utilized at each 
\\'atcr dcvcloprnt"1ll on each date: 

• tJte ownber of l3ndiogs aod tJie 11u1nber of sliog·load ttips conduct!.!d al 
c:.ch \Yater devclop1ncnt. 
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This infonnation is ~quired hy 1he DLl\·1 \Va.~hington OJlice for the Bl. .. \l's 
National \Vildcn1ess Character ~:lonitoring Progr:un. 

·n1e tenns and conditions eont:Uned in this ~IOU \\' il l apply to any ne'v '''ildenH.'$S areas 
dc:signn!ed " 'ithin the State of Ncv3dn unless the languagl! in the ne\v designation 
lcgisla1ion contrttdict:;. the 1cnns m» <."Qnditions contained in thi.s ti.10U. 

Vll. hnnu-dh1tc ;\t1ions and Proccdurt'S. 

Ac1ion .. 5 rc<1uiring inun<."<liatc auention due to u.nanti<.·ipntcd nmurtil or hunuu1-C-alL5ed 
circums1tu1c.cs (e.g., flood, vandali ~n1, sick ;u1i1nal), 1hflt directly and i1nn1cd.i:uc-ly 
j ¢opardiz.e th¢ in1rvival of ti~h and ·.vildlif¢ ondi:r lh¢ NOO\V"~ juri$<1iction. 1nay b¢ 
pcnninc-d if 1he follo,ving proc<."<lure is udh!!n."d to: (1) The NOO\V ngrees to no1ify the 
proper BL~,I Di.'>trict l\'1anager as soon as practicable aHer the problern is kno,vn; (2) ' llte 
NDO\V " ·ould be pennittcd 10 sck-.:1 and agrl!cs to use the nppropriate ·•n1ininn11u toor· 
level of rnotorized vchicle, rnechanical tran.s1>ort andfor motorized equip1nenl necessary 
a11d ptactical to rectify the situation; :ind, (3) ·111e NOO\V agrees to subn1it 10 the proper 
BL~1 District ~·ranngcr. a \vrittcn :t:sSl!SSn1cn1 of the action rc<1uiring inuncdiatc attention 
'"ithin (\VO " 'eeks after resollnion cf the s ituation. 

If a \\'ildlife \\'alt.'1" dtvelop1ncn1 is involvl!d. 1hc \Vfillcn tt<>itci;.s1ncn1 should include: 

• the nrune of the 'vilden1ess area: 
• the nnn1e ofd1e " 'atcr dcvclopn1ctU; 
• identiftc:ition of the 11roble.n and the repairs pcrfonned; 
• type of 1notorized aid 1ncchanizcd equip1nent titilized: 
• 1Hunber of persons iavolved: 
• 1nunl>cr of landings and the nun1bcr of sling-lo:1d trips conducccd; 
• date(s) of the inunediate :iction. 

·ro the ex1enl fi!as ible, the NJ)()\V \viii sub1nit as p.'lrt of lheir annual Opera1ions rind 
~·l3i 1uenance Schedule, i1n1nediate action scenarios that n1a.y be possible or probable i11 

connection \Vilh n given pn>poiscd tctivity. project or d.evelopn1<."lll. b1 doing $0. the BL~·f 
'''ill then be i11 a position to a.i1alyz.: 1>otential in1pacts to 'vildemess resour<.'t'S in advai1ce 
of occurrence. 

VIII. Adrninistr.ition. 

A. Nothing in this ~·IOU \\'ill be constnted '1S afiCcting the authorities of the 
BL~'I or the NOO\V or as binding beyond their respective authorities. or 
to require the BL~I or the iNOO\V to obligate or expend funds in excess 
of available funds. 

B. CorlOicts runong the BL\I and the NJ)()\V concerning processes or 
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pro<:edures uuder lbis MOU lhal c.:an1101 be resolved 111 the 
opcralional lcvcl \viii be rcfcm:d 10 s uc-eessivc1y higher lc,·cis. as 
nece$Sllry, for resolution. 

C. 1'hc OLM and the NOOW "ill rev;e\\" 1his MOU at lc:ist e,·cry li"e 
yoor8 10 dc1enninc iL~ ad~acy. eOCcti\'CUC$S Md :sppropri:ueness. 

0 . 1"he 1crr1\ S of this MOU may be rcncgotiu1cd a.t tany tinte ut the initiuti\'C 
of the ULM or the NOOW. J01Jo,,ins o.1 lcas1 30 day~· noticc.10 11.e 
olher ugi:ncy. 

E. l "he BLM or the NOO\V 0\3Y cruiccl 1bis MOU at any ti1nc. follo\\ing 
;,t l cm~1 30 Jay~· notice lo the other :i.5,;ncy. 

F. Tho BLM or NOOW 1n~1y JM'oposo changes to this MOU during its 
1cro1. Such changes " i ll be in t~ form of an an1cndn1cnt and ,,;n 
b«onte cOOc1i\'c. upon s.1gn:uure by both {l.,SCIH~ies., 

G. "l'his MOU \\ ill beco1nc . ..:-1rcc1ive upon signature of both agcnci<..-s. 

APPROVED: 

Bureau of Land f\~anagement 

Nevada Department of Wildlife 
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APPENDIX F: LAKE MEAD NATIONAL RECREATION AREA 
ACOUSTICAL MONITORING 2007-2012 

Acoustic Monitor ing 2007- 2012 
Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
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11ppeudix F: LC1k!! Jfoad National Recr!!arion .11r!!a 11cousticC1l lvionitol'ing 2007 2012 

INTRODUCTION 

A full Acoustic Monitoring Technical Report is available through that National Park Service Inventory 
and Monitoring Division. This executive summary serves as a general overview of the study and its 
findings. Only samples or representative sites are shown in this summary. For findings at each site, refer 
to the full Acoustic Monitoring Technical Report. 

Lake Mead National Recreation Area (NRA) is located in both Nevada 
and Arizona. It includes both Lake Mead and Lake Mohave, created by 
Hoover Dam (1936) and Davis Dam (1951) respectively. Nearby 
population centers include Las Vegas, Henderson, and Boulder City, 
Nevada and Bullhead City and Kingman, Arizona. Between 1935 and 
1964, the Lake Mead area was cooperatively managed by federal agencies 
including the National Park Service. The park was officially established in 
1964. 

The park encompasses a vast array of habitats within its 1.5 million acres. 
Lake Mead NRA offers a wealth of activities and a variety of places to go 
year-round. It is home to thousands of desert plants and animals, adapted 
to survive in an extreme place where rain is scarce and temperatures vary 
widely. In 2002, approximately 184,439 acres of Lake Mead NRA was 
designated as wilderness. Other areas are currently being considered for 

Figure 1. Wildflowers at 
Lake Mead, NPS photo 

wilderness designation. Lake Mead NRA is often represented with the binomials LANE for LAke 
1IBad or LAKE for LAKE Mead and the monitoring sites herein are named similarly. 

An important part of the National Park Service (NPS) mission is to preserve and restore the natural 
resources of the parks, including the natural s oundscapes associated with units of the nation al park 
system. National Park Service Management Policies 2006 state, 

Park natural sound scape resources encompass all the natural sounds that occur in parks, 
including the physical capacity for transmitting those natural sounds and the 
interrelationships among park natural sounds of different frequencies and volumes. 
Natural sounds occur within and beyond the range of sounds that humans can perceive, 
and they can be transmitted through air, water, or solid materials. The National Park 
Service will preserve, to the greatest extent possible, the natural soundscapes of parks. 

The collection of sound level data provides valuable information about a park's acoustic conditions for 
use in developing planning documents, management plans and soundscape management plans. In 2007, 
Lake Mead NRA began an acoustic monitoring program to analyze the long-term baseline acoustics in 
designated and proposed wilderness areas. Monitoring equipment was deployed for a minimum of 30 
days at each location. From 2007 through 2012, 25 acoustic monitoring units were deployed within Lake 
Mead NRA and on surrounding lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). 
Together, these stations cover a range of terrain from shoreline areas to upland hills and cover most 
regions of the park. Focus was given to areas which are in existing or proposed designated wilderness 
areas. 
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1'hc purpose of this n1onitoring effort " 'BS to clH1.rac1cri;e:c. existing sound lc\'cli.. cs1in1a1c nnlural ontbicnl 
sotUld levels. and identify audible sound scutees in suppon of future :Uld Jl'\."'ltding 1nanagl!n1ent 
decisions. 1ltis report provides 3 sun1n1:uy of results of1hcse n1easurc1ne111s. l\."J>resenting all seasons 
over ~cvcral ~·c:trs. Figure 2 sho\\'S a ntnp of the area \\1ith the lo<."!llions of' 1hc rnonitoring sile:-t. 

ln efforts 10 oolli.'CI baseline ao1bicnt dnl::t for a fiuure .i\ir 'l'our ti.tana.gcincnt Pinn, ru1 ncou.slic 
n1oni1oring unit \Vlt.5 placed $p1..-citically at Indian P1~s AR72 (l.J.\J.\<lEOO?). 111i.s llC()lt5tie moni1oring unit 
' ' 'ill help 1uanagm determi11e possible nois.;: i1upacts for the future. Predicti11g and u1ldel'Sla11ding 
potential i1npac1s is <.'fi tic:1l 1.o dctcnnining future 111anag<.'1ucnt :-ictions. 1'o 111c~1 this objcc-1h·c, 
n1oni1orin.g oc.·curred for an cxu•ndtd tintc period ofj u.;,;,1 under one year. Titi!:. ntonitoring location \\'as 
int~nded to collected baseline acoustical data prior to the de,-elop1nen1 ot'the prOjXlSCd lvanpah 1-\iri>0n. 

STUDY AREA 
t\'f1u1y ~ites " 'ilhin Lake ~·lead I\'ltA \\'CTC ntOltiton."<I throughout varying seasons over several )'Ct11"'8. 
'Ibey " ·ere selected ' '' ith focus on acoustic 111011itorlng near the desigri:11ed and proposed \vilden1ess 
areas of the l-..:i.kc !\iead NRA. r~gjon or in relation to a proposed f\ir Tour f\'lannsc111cnt Pinn. Figure 2 
s lH)\\'S a 1nt'tp of thl! are-a ' ' 'ith rnonitoring site )(')Cations. 

~·loniloring sites \Vere ~t:iblishcd ut IS loc:tlions throughout the NRA :1.nd ndj::tccnt Bl....,\l laods. 

Sites '"ere stlected 10: 
a) be represcn1.:itivc of1hc overall ar.:11 or 
b) 10 dctenninc a bi~el inc. for poh:nlial or existing \\'ild..:ntt:s.o;, areas or 
c) to 01011.itor :a specific rcsouroc Un1>.1ct - such as overa ights at site J.. •• A.i.\ •LE007. 

Several of the initi:.tl 01onitoring sites arc described here and dc11101lSlratc representative si1cs throughout 
th..: study area. 

2 
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Acoustic Monitoring Sites 
Lake Mead NRA 

Ac."'•lle MHllortao SllH 

• c""""'' ··~i..ttW..ONRA 

.. °""Gf\•ltodWU-.•k•• 
(Jeu.iH"'°"ll~NN -~-..... Mllf<r,0.0 

w.n"""" llllNYM rOMI 

"'°'"' 

Figure 2. Acoustic monitoring site locations In lake Mead NRA. 
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Exau11,l<'s of site locadon and equipntf'nt Sf.'1 up. 

LM1 E009 is one oftJte original monitoring sites selected in 2007. It \Vas established at Callville \Vash 
(Figure 3)i located near both the. ~~uddy ~1olullains and Pinto Valley \Vildemcss areas. Tilese wildente.<» 
areas are comprised of n1gged hills, scenic valleys~ and red sandstone outcroppings \Yhich 1nerge with 
the green desert vegetation and die grays, browns, and yellows ofdte desert floor. This 1mique place is 
habitat for du: rare Las Vegas beaqiow poppy plant. 

J 

.. . 
Figure 3. LAME009 Callville Wash site (near Muddy Mountains and Pinto Valley Wikfemess Areas). 

LAM EOI 0 (Figure 4) is lOC>ted widtin lreteba Wilderness Area near AR42 B West Powerline Wash 
Road. \Vithi111his wilderness is a portion of the Eldorado Mountain8> gently ro1li11g h.ills and \Yandering 
washes e.'1ending to Lake Mohave. Rugged moumains, secluded valleys, and Oat alluvial fans pro,ide 
opporuu1it1es ftt seclusion and isolation in a setting of scenic splendor. Sparse des-ett vegc-tation at 
LA~·I EO IO iocludes teddy-bear chol.la forests and barrel eactl.1$. This area is hane 10 the threatened 
desert tortoise and TO\vn.scrKl's \Ve.stern big-eared bats. 'vhich arc jus1 sOl:ne of lhe lutique species 
.surviving in lltis part oft.he ~1ojave Oesen. 

Figure 4. lAME010 site near AR428 West Powertine Wash Road (lreteba Peaks Wildernes:s Area}. 
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METHODS 

1\u1on1at«l 1\1on_itoring 
Urson Davis $3 L soluld level n1ctcrs (SL~·l) ,,·ere csnploycd O\'..:"r several long tcmi (generally 30 days) 
1nonitoring periods nt Lake ~'lead NRA. '£'he l-'LrsOn Davi!) Sl.\1 is a hard'''arc-b:lscd, rcal-1i.n1C: analy~cr 
'"hich oonst:uuly records one second sound prd:sure level (SPL) and 1/3 octa''<· baocl data, ;u1d exports 
1hcsc data to :;i portable sloragc device (thu1nb drive), 1'hcsc l ... 'U'Son l)avis-ba.sOO sites 1nct A111crican 
Nationnl Slandards lnstilule (ANSI) 'fype I standards. 

Eac-h l...arwn l)avis s:uupling st:ltion c.-onsistcd of: 
• ~'1icrophone ''ith enviroo1nen1a.I shroud 
• Prc~unplific,..-r 

• Solar pa.net :tnd b:ntcrit.'S 
• ti.~ P3 recorder 
• 1\ne1uonu~ter 
• ~·lctoorological d.ita logger 

l~ch acoustic sampling slation collected: 
• SPt. dala in the fOnn of A-\\·eighh:d decibel readings (dOr\) C\'Cf)' s1.-<:ond 
• Continuous digital audio rtl..>ordings 
• One third oc.~av(' bttnd dnLa cv<..-ry second rnnging fron1 12.S Iii - 20.000 l (z_ 

• ~1cl'-"Orological d:un 

011-Sil<' Lbtening 
On-site listening is the practice of placing an observer near the acoustic n1onitoring station " 'ith 
hand~ld Pcr.mnnl Digital 1\ssistan1s (PJ)As). ·nu~ o~cn't."f li!:>lcns for a designated period of1in1c (in 
lhi~ ca.sc, one hour). and idcn1ilit.~ nit sound sources and their dunttions. On-site lislt.'11ing lakes full 
advaotag.e of lnunan bioaural hearing capabilities, and lll OSI closely 111atc:hl!'s the experience of park 
visitQfS. Logistic con.<>traints prcn.•nt t..-on1prcbcnsivc ~an11>ling by this techni<1ue, but i:elcc1ivc samples of 
on-~ilc listening provide :.1 basis for refuting the re~uh.~ ol' o lr -sitc. listcning (sec bclO\\') to lhc probable 
auditory perception of events by park visi1ors aod 'rildlifc. (>n.site lis1cning sessions arc also ;1n 
excellent screening tool for parks initiating ucoustic ~'11Viron111cn1 Sll1d i~. 11h!) ' produce :tn cxtc115ivc 
io"cntory of sound sour~cs, r~~quire little equipntent or train ing, and can hclf> educate paric stair and 
volunteers. 

lllus, periods of on-site listening '''ere conducted in order 10 dis~.n1 the type, 1in1ing. and duration of 
sot1nd-lc,·cl data collected al Lnkc ~·fc.:td NRA. ln :1ccordancc \\'ilh NPS Nnlural Souods Progran1 
protocol. these sessions. gtnoera11y began al the to1> of an hour aod lasted for one hour. Sta.n· recorded the 
beginniog and ending tintes of aJI audible sound soutees us ing custorn-designed PDA soft,,•are. '11tl!'se 
on-silc lislcning session"- provided 1hc basis lbr 1hc calculttlion ofn1c1rics including the period oftintc 
bet,,•een noise events (avetage noise tree intetval INFIJ), perce1u ti1ne each sound source '"as audible. 
and 1uaxi1nun1. n1i11imutu. and nu.~.an length (in seconds) of sound source events. 
Off-Site Listening 
for l!'ach day of 1uonitoring dat3i- Lake Nle.1d NR.1\ staff visually analyzed a subsc1 of S PL sainples 
(n1inin1u1n of eight days) in order to identify durations of audjblc sound sour~cs. Audio s:unplcs " 'ere 
c1nplO)'<..-d 10 eonfim1 identification. See ."i.ppcndix B for further infonuation on vlsu(ll an.11ly!>iS-. llourly 
tiine audible s1atis1ics arc then inserted into a fonnul:.l ,,-hich produces natural ambient s.uund level 
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cs1i1nnlc$ (sc-e Ca1culation of ~·1clrics bc10\\1). 1111.~ 101.:i.I pcrt<.'111 lirne cxlri0$iC SUt1nd5 \\'ere audible \\1a$ 
then used to c:i.lculate the natural ;uubie-in sound level. Bose Quiet CoantOrt Noise Canceling headphones 
\\'Cl'C used IOr ofl'..sitc audio playb:.lck to 1nini1uizc lin1itations Unposcd by the office acous1ic 
cnvironn1(.'11t 

CalcuhUjon of ~letrics 
1l1c current Slalu$ of the acouscic 1.•nvironn1cn1 can he t h..'lr.ictcriie.d by a nlunbcr of mea.:;urcrnc.nts 
including sound levels across the 1/3 octave band spcctruin (Jfo1n 12.5 Hz to 20.000 liz). O\'CroJI sound 
levels.. and percent 1in1c :audible durmions for various sound sources. 1\vo fundan1eotnJ d~riptors of the 
acoustic <nviroitme1n are. existing and 1\.'lturol an1bien1 sou1td levels. ~·lea.sured in A·\\'eighted de-.cibel 
levels (dB;.\), the existing :u11bicnt or n1cdian sound level (l~o) isa stati.stic-aJ dcscript<>r describi.J,1g the 
SQund level cx<.-cedl!d 50~0 of:• spccilie 1i1nc period. It is the unccn$Qr ... -d c:o111posite of all sound.s a.I a 
siH:, bolh hunlo\lrcaused and oatuml. 

In order to und.:r.:;tand the i.1nplic:Ltion.s of the aCOLL<;tical data fu lly, it i.s i1npGrt.ant 10 describe 1hc 
distribution of sound lcvelci in relation to potential l\nlctional effects. ·r:ible I pr~se:1Hs park sound 
sourc<.-s nnd 001nn1on sound ~ourccs \\'ilh their oorrtsponding d0f\. The dBA i$ a log1tritlnnic n1C<L'iurc of 
sotu1d cnc-rgy that approxiru atcs hunuul hcaringscns i1ivity (I l::inis, 1998. p. 1.16). 

Table l. Interpreting sound levels 
Park Sound Soureies 
Volcano crater (Haleakala NP) 
Leaves rustling (Canyonlands NP) 
Crickets at Sm (Zion NP) 
Conversation at Sm (Whitman Mission NHS) 
Snowcoach at 30m ~Yellowstone NP) 
Thunder (Arches NP) 

Common Sound Sou1ces 
Human breathing at 3m 
Whispering 
Res.idential area ilt night 
Busy restau1ant 

Curbside of busy street 
Jack.hammer at 2m 

Miiitary jet, lOOm above ground level (Yukon· Ttain horn at lm 
Olarley Rivers NP} 

Note: An increase or JOdB,.\ represents a tenfold mufliplication or energy 

dBA 
10 
20 
40 
60 
80 
100 

120 

NPS staff c1tlculat1.-s Lio and l.-90, \\'hic.h describe the sound lc\'Cl.!i exceeded 10'1> and 90°0 of lhe ti1ne. 
respectively. \Vhile 4o describes 1he sound level exc«ded 90~0 <.ll"lhe lfrne. only the quiet..-st I 0 percent 
of the s.:tnlplc cao be found belo"' this point 

1be oaturnl tunbient (4.) is ao es1in1ate of \\'hat the! ainbic111 level fol':\ site \VOOld be if all ex:tri11s ic or 
anthropogenic sources \Vere rcn1oved. Unlike th~ existing runbicnl, I.he nalural :unbicnt is cornpriscd of 
lip«trn dr.n\'n fro1n a subscl of 1hc orisinal data. 

Thi! dilTcrcoces bc1,vccn L$o tuHl laa values 3ll0\\1 NPS st3ff10 3nS\V<.-r 1he follo,ving. qoci;1ions: 
• \\'hat are the listening opportunities ln the absence of ht1nlan developnlent aod :ictiviti¢S7 
• I IO\V arc these listening opportunilies con1pron1i.scd by inC"rcascd sound levels due to nqise? 
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1·0 cnlculolc U.11. the NPS protocol includcs 1he follQ\ving: 
• Calculate the perc~ntage of a.II s.ainplcs cootaining extrinsic SOll!lds for each hout of the- day (PH) by 

either lis1ening 10 sa1nplcs, or analyting d:tily spcclrogrmns. for cigh1 d:iys. 

PH is used to con1plcie 1his fonuula ror every hour: X0 1-P 11 + Pu 
2 

Jiourly >.)I values are entered into n datnbasc of a.II oela\'C band information. 

Exan1ple: if e:\1rinsic sounds are audible 5°'·o of the ti1ne (Pu~.)). then x11 is 0.75. 
Le.a is co1uputcd ns the sound level thru is exceeded 1oo•:i.11pc.-rccnt of1hc tinlc. 
(Jn pr<tctiee, l.,,11 is c.alcuhucd by sorting the rtle\'unt sound level n1easure1nents and us ing xu to cxtrJC1 
the appropriate order stnlistic). 

This procedure nppro,xin1atcs the. sound levels 1ha1 \\'Quid have been mcasun:d in the ab1;cncc of cx1rin.i;ic 
noise. 1be procedure. is guumnlccd to produce nn csthuatc thal is equ:tl to or bclO\V the existing an1hient 
sound levels. and the f\."Sulls of tills calculation have produced cons istent rcsulls :.lt 1nos1 ba~kcountry 
Siles. 

RESULTS 
Excttdf'ltCt- L<-vt'ls 
In order to detcnninc lht effect e~1rinsit noi:;e audibility hll!:i on lhc a<.-oustic .:n\1ironn1e111., it is useful to 
exru:ninc the 1ntdi:tn hourly exoecdcncc Olctrics. Sh0\\'11 bclo\v :ire a IC\\' san1ples of ligurcs that 
dcnlonstr.uc lhe existing :•n1bicnt sound lc, ·ets (Lio. Ld:o. L9o) and c:llcuJatcd natural :.unbicnt levels (J.u). 
·111c cxis1ing arnbient (or mcdi;o1. l.M) level for each hour is 1narkcd by lhc upper lirnit of the black 
boxes 'vhile natural an1hient levels (l..ai) are 111arl:.<.-d by the lo"·er lirnit of the black boxes. 

The hc-igl11 of the blnck box is a 1nc-nsurc of the <."-Onlribution or :u\lhropogcnic noise 10 tllc cxis1ing 
arnbiein sound le,·els a1 this s ite. llte siu of these boxes is dir~dy related 10 the p...~en1 tirne that 
hwnan caused sou11~ are audible. \Vheo boxes do not a1>pe-ar. the natur:ll arid exi.sti1lg a1nbien1 lcvtls 
\\'ere either v.:ry close to each other, or equal for that hour. TI1csc figures al!:o $hO\V cx"-.cedcno.: metric.,_ 
Lio aod L9o. \\ hi ch esse11tially rn::ut. the 3\'erag~ 1na.-.:i1nun\ and 1ui11inlunl le\1els over the rnonitoriug 
periods. 

R.:sults :ire provided for si1es LA.i\•1£007. L-\~11::009 and Li\~1£010 for Sun1nlet and \Vinter seawns. 
Note the· hours durlng '"hich the n:uural alnbienl is lo"' or high as \\'Cll as tbe hours \\·hen L5o is 
intre.iL-;cd to its pc:tk. 
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\Vhen examining natuml quiet, tJte quictc.t houtf; at LA?\1E007 (Summer) occurred at 0500 and 0600. During 
thiS' time the median value. for the natural a1nbie11t sound level fell as: lo\v as 15.4 dBA. Oy 1200 hours, the 
natural ambient levels: increased 10 a peak n1edian value of23.S dOA . From off-site Listening, it is dc1cnnined 
that th.ill' is primarily from tight " ind!. ihe exiirting ambient or n1edian sound level of both human ru1d 
naru.raJ C'<aU.Ses (L,o) is alio represented in Figure 6. Tite L,o feU as Jo,v <ti 19.7 dBA at 0500. Nso 
note\vorthy, the l.$0 rali;ed signjficantly at 0700 3$: scenic heLicopter overfl.ights began dteir daily tours. The 
L~ increased to a peak n1edian value of36.5 dBA at 1000. 

LAME007: Hourv. Sound Pressure Level (Summer) 

0 z 3 ' s 6 7. 9 10 11 12 t314t.5 161711192021 2223 
Hour ...... 

Fieure S. Hourly exceedence levels at LAME007 Summer (Indian Pass). 

"' 
• 

LAME007: Hour v. Sound Pressure Level (Winter) _ .. ,. 

··---
0 1 ~ ' ' s 8 7 • t 10 II 12 1S 14 IS ~ 17 18 19 ~ ~ n n 

Hour 
n • 3145 

Fieu re 6. Hourlyexceedence levels at LAME007 Winter (Indian Pass,). 
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Tito Qtuctcsl hours nt LAME009 occurred 010100 ond OSOO h0tas. Otaing these h<>tas tl1e median dBA 
for the nan1tal aJnbient was I S.3. By 1500 hours, t.he natural anlbient levels increased sUghtly to a 
median dBA of25.4. 

"' 

LAME009: Hour v. Sound Pressure Level (Summer} 
o-l,. 

o 1 2 s ' $ & 1 e t 10 '' 12 '' ., 15 ~ 11 11 '' ~ ~ n n 
Hour 

n • 131'1' 
Figure 7. Hourly exceedence levels at LAME009 Summer. 

"' 

LAME009: Hour v. Sound Pressure Level (Winier) 

I. ___ . .11111111111111111 

o 1 2 s ' s a 1 e t 10 ,, 12 ,, ., 15 ~ 11 1a '' ~ ~ n n 
Hour 

n • 2-129 
Figure 8. Hourly exceedence levels at LAME009 Winter (Caltville Wash). 
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Tito Qtuctcsl hours nt LAMEOIO were 0000 and 0300 ho)t•s. During these l1<>urs 01e median dBA for 01c 
nanind an1bient was 14.7. By JSOO hours, 1.he an1bient levels increased slightly toa 1nediandBA. of 17.2. 
Note\vorthy, L1\M EOJ 0 has less hlunan contributions fro1n visitors or aircraft than LAME009 or 
LAMEO l I. 

LAME010: Hour v. Sound Pros.sure Level (Summer) 

- -- -- -· ••••••••• ·----
o 1 2 , • s e 1 e t 10 11 12 , , ' ' is ~ 11 ' ' ' ' ~ ~ n n 

Hour .. ,.,. 
Figure 9. Hourly exceedence levels at lAMEOlO Summer (AR428). 

.. LAME010: Hour v. Sound Pressure Level (Winter) 
-L,. 

• •••••••• - . ··- --- -

o 1 2 3 ' s & 1 a ' 10 11 12 11 1• 1s ~ 11 1a 1t ~ ~ n n 
Hour 

n • IOtt 

Fieure 10. Hourly exceedence levels at LAMEOlO Winter (AR428). 
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Discussion 
As is e\'idcnt fro 111 1he above ligurcs, hunuu1-c-atL,..c.'<l sounds raised the naturJI ;unbicnt len:ls n1orl! 
during the d:i)1irne hours and into the night. J)uring the early 1noming hours at 1uost sites. the existing 
and natural antbil"'lll levels \\'ere. very near the nQisc lloor of tile recording C\lt•ipntcnt (the lo,vcsl li1u i"t of 
n.~cording « 1uip1ne111). jndieating that these s ites '''tre :u t inh~S remarkably quiet. 

J.'ron1 cx:,n1iniJ1g the figure of cxccedcncc levels. u1ilizing the on-Sile and off-site listening analysis. and 
cornpating the d:ua to rnaps ~l!ld visual ass¢Ssn1en1s. the Call ville sit~ (U\~·IE009. 1:igure 8) s~c1n .. ~ to 
have inhcrcotly higher existing a.iubient levels due to the site ·s proxin1ity to ~·1cCamu1 Airport in I.as 
Vcgn..11. NV. \Vhcn !he hourly L1oand Lw lines dilfer g-catly fron1 each other, this in1plics that th(.TC is 
large variation in the runbicrll levtls for thal hour. ·n1is ha.1>p..::ns oflc11 i111h~ 1nicktay and cveniJl,S hours 
on the, graph for LA~·I E009. Such v:irintion is 1ik.c-ly due to \Vind and aircraft ovcr-nigl_1L~. 111c p-:ak 
hours of huninn contributions cru1 be inferred fro1n this graph by oon1pru-ing thl! i;:iz.c of the blnct. or grn)' 
hoxe.<l. Oeneral ly, 1he l ar~r 1he OOx. the lnrger the con1rihulion of hu1nan~caus<id it~\1 111d during lh.:t1 hour 
\\•ill be-. Th~ siz-: of the boXC-Ji is directly rcla1cd 10 1he pcrcc-111 ti1nl! oudible. 

P<'rc<'1•1 ExcC'<'Clc·nt(' f\1('1rh"S 
In detennining Lh-: ctuu nt conditions <>f <u1 acoustic cnvironrnc-nt, the NPS exan1ines ho'" ollen ~ound 
pressure k~\·els <!XC«d cc11ain decibel v::ih1es that rcl:.uc to interference \\'ith htnnan Ilea.Ith and speech. 
The NPS uses these \•alucs for 1nakiJ)g cQfnpnrisons. but should not be construed as thresholds of in1pac1, 
\\/hen assessi1lg ct1m."'tu conditions :u a site. it is in1port.11\l to docun1e1111he distl'ibution of sound levels 
in r-:lntion to potcntfol fitnctional cflCcts. ' l'ablc 2 sun1nu1rizcs v(1rious sound level \'alucs th:it relate 10 
lunnan hc:lhh and speech, w; docun1cntcd in scicn1ific litcr:tturc. 1111.-.sc sound pr-:s.~urc n1ctri"-s arc often 
useful in plaoni11g doctunerus as a 01ensure of\\ he1-..~ the- 1n:ijority of sound energy is localed. 'llley are 
also useful in n1c:tSuring 1hc ctfccg of sound Q I) \vildlifc. Htunan responses <.·an serve-as :t 1>roxy lbr 
potential in1pa,1s 10 other vcrt..:brntcs bccttuse \VC ha\'c 1norc s<:nsi1ivc h..:nring at lo\\' frequencies tha.n 
nt()Sl i;pcci(.'S. 

Table 2. Explanation of sound pressure levels. 
Sound Level (dBA} Relevance 
35 Blood pressure and heart 1ate increase in sleepi!!Lhumans1 

45 WHO's recommendation fo1 max noise levels inside bedroom$' 
52 ~eech interference for interpretive pr~amsl 
60 Speech interruption for oormal conversatlon"'S' 

1,(llarnlllbidw d aJ . 2008) 
2:.(Jkrg.lund. Lind\1alJ,_ and Schwcla. 1999) 
J..(V.S. lin,•ironmtnLal PrO«"aion J\scney. 1974) 

·rable 3 reports the p~ct111 of ti1ne th.it 1ueasurOO levels '''l!'t'e- above these values at each of the 
repr<!se-1na1ive n1onhoring_site-s. ·Ille fi.rst decibel value. 35 dBi\ addresses the health cO"ec1s of s leep 
inlC-1TUplion (llnrnlabid i~ \.1 al. 2008). The ~ccund vnluc addres~ the \Vorld HcahJ1 Organiiation 's 
rcconunendations that noise levels ioside bedroo1ns re1uain belo\v 45 dB1\ (Berglund et al. 1999). ·n1e 
third \'aluc • .52 dBA. is b:.lSCd on the EnviroonlcntaJ Protection 1\gcncy·s (EPA. 1974) spce<:h 
interference thr<."-.Shold for :c.pc3king in n raised \'Oie¢ to an audience t'll 10 n1Cl(."n; .. ·111is vnluc addrc~(."S 
the effects of sound on interpretive presentJtions in parks. 1lic linal value. 60 dB;.\. provides :a basis for 
cstin1ating i1np:1cls on oonual voice con1nn11licmions at 1 111 (3 fl). Miker.:; and \'isilors vic\\'ing scenic 
vistas in the P""u'k \vould likely be conduc1ing such COn\'erSations. 
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To dc1non~trn1e thi: n1c:,surcn1cn1:i;1 \\'C \\'ill use L..<\~-tE009. ·roo l....;\A11E009 ncoustic n1oni1oring s1:ttion 
\V<\S located in the 11ig.ht palh\\'ay o( airoraf\ to tl1e Las \ legjL"; ~·lcCatran ln1cn1ational Airport. thus 
sound pressure le\'els \vcre slightly louder than the other si1cs. 

·1ne lo"' percent cxceedence 1uctrics for ~ll soluld levels at 1uos1 sites suggest tl1at \'ery loud sounds 
occur infrcqt1ently in tl1cse \\rildcmcss >lteas. ·inc 1op vnlue in C>lch ~ell in 'fnblc 3 focuses on frequencies 
aJlCctcd by lrJnitportation 1\oOi.!'c \\'herc-3S the lo" ·er value$; use lhlO! conventional full lfcqucncy n lngt:. A· 
\vcighting n1casurcinents ~ otlcn used to 1ncasurc. lo"··fr~qucncy transportation noise and as an 
indicator for the quality of at..'Qusticcn\'iron1ncn1.s in roo1ns . 'll1cy a,rc also used to dctcnninc the 
potential ror s~ch interf'Ctcooes, sh~ep intemiption, and ph)-"Siologi..:al responses 10 noise. I IO\\'eve-r. in 
\\•i.1<.kmcs.s nrc:.t.s. dBA n1casure1ncn1s cnu be n1islcading bcc3usc ou.ich of1hc sound energy oon1cs frocn 
high fn.x1ucncy sounds lhttl :trc nntur:dly ()(.'Curring like birds, frog.s. :loci ins;.x:ls. 1ln1s. \\'hen using dl)A 
as a 1neaJls of co1n1>ariso11, \\'ildentess aren.s \\'it1l a 1>repoode-rance of'birdso11g could a1>pear as loud as a 
noisy urbtm enviro1uncn1. ·111crcforc. in order 10 obtain sn 1K.-curntc ntca.:;urc of natural an1bicnL dRA 
l~vcl !>.. NPS hn.'5 cxlr:~tcd !1.nu1.hcr dBA n1ca.<:.ur;.'111cn1 \\'hi<.11 lbctLsc~ on lhc fl\."quCncics ' ' 'here n1otorizcd 
vehicles produce sound (20 Hz - 1250 Hz). 1'11is allo\\'S NPS 10 COO\J)ate levels of sound in parks to 
Lrnn!;port:tlion noise 1n i:a(iuri:n1cn1.s. 

Ta bl b h dd f e 3. Percent time a ove metrics or n~ t an ay or san1p e sites. 
(lo T<>tal above sound level: 0700 -1900 ~O Toul abo\'C sound IC\rel: 1900·0700 

Site N:unc 3Sd0f\ 4Sdl3A S2dBA 61ldBA 3SdBA 4SdBA ~2dBA 61ldBA 

LAME007 -15.3 1 20.9 1 10.27 4-38 11.6 1 4.2-1 1.25 0 .10 
_iSumm<:r) 46A6 21.65 10.91 4.95 13.00 4.57 l.'.lO 0.12 
LAlVIE007 47.23 23.00 12.08 5.16 12 87 4J4 1.39 O. l 4 

J.Wint<& 48.13 23.15 1211 5.26 J.l.74 4 21 1.39 0.14 

l..t.\~·IE009 32 SI s.n l • .&6 035 10.88 I 2.& C>.2S o.os 
(Su1nm<..T) J.) &9 5.92 1 51 0.38 11.20 1 2.a 0.26 0.05 
l, AlVCE009 30.32 6. 19 2.27 0.69 J J.35 1.49 0.21 0.00 
~Vio11'!)_ 30.93 6.2-1 2.29 0 73 11.49 IAS 0.20 0.00 

l,AM~OlO 4 29 0.6 1 010 000 1.SI 0.21 O.oJ 000 
(Sum1n<:r) 4.19 0.68 0.12 0.00 151 0.21 0.03 0.00 

LMCEOIO S.28 O.ltl 0 .14 000 1 72 0 17 005 000 
(\Vintc:r) 8.33 t i-I 020 001 1.37 0.17 oos 000 

Exccc..xlcncc levels (Lx) arc n1ctrics used to describe :tcou$ticul dal:t, They re-present lhc dl3A exceeded x 
per~eot of tht tinti.:: during 1he given otcasure1neot period (e.g. L,o is the dBA that has ~en exceeded 
~~of the tin1t). T3ble 4 reports the Loo. t... •• l-$0. and L10 \1alues for the s ites nteasured at L."\ke ~1ead 
NRA. Tue top vnluc in citch cell focus~ on fn.-qucncic~ :tOCc-1cd by transportation noise \\'hcrcas the 
IO\\·er values~ the conve1uiona1 fuU frequency range. 
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Table 4. Natural ambient {lna.!l and exceedence levels for existi~coodition.s for sample sites. 

Site 
E.xccoclcnce le\'els (d!lA): 0700 IO 1900 £.xcccdcnoolcve-ls (dllA): 1900 lo 0700 

L.. ,_ !,.,,__ ""- L.o L.. !,.,,__ ""--
l, A>"lli007 216 20.3 33 5 525 13.4 14,6 205 33 I 
(Sunmu.-r) 23.0 21.3 33.8 53.0 17.9 19A 25.3 35.4 

LAME007 242 21.6 349 54.1 16.4 17.6 23.1 35.S 
LQvin1'!1_ 25.3 223 35 l 542 17.J 184 246 35.8 

I .A>\ •Jl'.()09 2 1 I 21 I 30.6 41.7 13.S 14.0 19.5 33J 
(StunmC!l_ 22.9 22.8 3_!! 41 9 lS.4 15.9 21.5 33.2 

Lk"IE009 22.7 21.J 30-7 41.7 lo.I 16 .8 21.5 34.8 
li_\\tintcr) 231 ll 6 3 1 0 41.9 16l 170 22,4 349 

l.A'-<EOJO 15.6 17.4 19.0 19. 5 13.2 13 8 141 19.4 

l!§unm1C!!_ 17.3 19.0 20.8 30.6 15.4 16.4 16.9 23.0 

L,AMEOJO 15.0 164 182 19.7 13.4 140 1'3 20.3 
163 18.0 21.4 32.2 l-1.7 15.2 15.5 23.8 (\Vinlei) 17.0 17.9 19.7 27.8 IS.5 16.1 17.9 21.6 

Frt"QuC'nty ' " Sound 1'1·essu1·e L<'''<'I 

Figure I 1 • Figure 16 p lot the dB lev~ls for 33 on~·thitd octa\!¢ band (fe<1uencies over the day and night 
periods :1t the n1onitoring si1cs. 1l1c gr:•y~d area r~prcscot$ J\Qf.Jnd lc.vcls outside of the typical r:u1gc of 
hwnan beari11g. ·n1e 1ypic.1J frc(1uency levels for lransportation:, conversalion and songbirds arc 
prl!Sentcd on the figure as ~xsn1plcs for in1crprc1t1tion of the dttta. 111csc rnng.::s uro 1.-:stin111tcs and arc not 
vehicle·. species-. or habitat- specific. 

The dny and n.igJ11 dR level.!! fOr 33 01tc·third octave b1u1ds illustrate that song birds 1ypically s ing nl a 
IO\\'er f¢vc l dB b ut a higher frequency: \\"hilc tranSJ>Ortation ~ounds :ire typically rit a lo,v<r fi'1!quency. 
An cx:unin.,.lion of one-third octave level v.uiation in f'igurc 11 reveals th"I overtlight ae1ivi1y 
contributes n111ch of the higher dO values a t the IO\!J<.'f frec:1uc-ncies. especially during t11c da)1i1nc hours. 

lbc day and night dll lcvcls for 33 OllC·third oclavc bands illustrate tJ1at song birds typically siug at a 
IO\\'er levc.I dB but a higher frequency~ \\'hil~ trm1s1>ortation sounds :tr¢ typically at a IO\\'<r frequency. 
Rcsemh bas indicated. i11 son1e iostan~s. a 1n~king of song birds by lrai1sportation. 
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Figure 11. Day/night dB levels for 33 one-third octave bands, LAME007 Summer (Indian Pass). 
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LAME007: Frequency v. Sound Pressure Level (Winter) 
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Figure 12. Day/night dB levels for 33 one-third octave bands, LAME007 Winter (Indian Pass). 
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Fieure 13. Oay/nieht dB levels for 33 one-third octave bands, LAME009 Summer (Ciltville Wash). 
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Figure 14. Day/night dB levels for 33 one-third octave bands, LAME009 Winter (Callville Wash). 
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Figure 15. Day/night dB levels for 33 one· third octave bands, LAMEOlO Summer (AR428). 
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Fiaure 16. Day/nieht dB levels for 33 one·third octave bands, LAMEOlO Winter (AR428). 
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Existing Arnbi<'n1 
F'igure J 7 .. l~igure 22 illustrate the variati011 in nalural a1nbie1n dll across au frequencies by hour. Datker 
shades denote IO\\'Cr dB values \vhilc lighter shades denote higher dB values. 'lbc onset of loud JO\\' 
fr~quency :;:ounds n:llccts intrea.o;td aircntfl octivity ,11s \\'Cll a..:; ru1 incrctL'>C in intrins ic sound!> such as 
\Viild, 

For cxan1ple, Figure 17 for L.A~IE007 (Sun1mtr) sho,vs an inc~a.-.e in sound tlround 0630, ,,,hicb 
represents aircraft ovcr1light activity that occt1rs 1hrougl1olrt the day light hours. 

Figure J 7 • Figure 22 ~tc \'el'Y si1nilar in shape. shO\Ving an in<.";1'¢3.<>e in S:OlUld d1tring the rniddle of th~ 
day for n1os1 sites. LA~·l E009 (Figur~ 19 and Figure 20) has a larger ornngc cooiour th:.in the other sites. 
1llis is tln indication of the incrc!'l~cd O\'Crllight activity :11 th.i li !lite. 
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LAME007: Con1our Plol f0< Loo (Summe<) 
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Figure 17. Flat-weighted contour plot of median existing ambient decibel and frequency levels, 
LAME007 Summer (Indian Pass). 
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Figure 18. Ffat~welght!MI contour plot of median QXistlng ambient decibel and frequency levels. 
LAME007 W inter {Indian Pass). 
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LAME009: Con1our Pio! f0< Loo (Svmme<) 
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Figure 19. Flat-weighted contour plot of median existing ambient decibel and frequency levels, 
LAME009 Summer (Caltville Wash). 

LAME009: Contour Plot for 4o (Winter} 
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Figure 20. Flat~welght!MI contour plot of median QXistfng ambient decibel and frequency levels. 
LAME009 Winter (Caltville Wash}. 
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LAME010: Con1our Pio! 10< Loo (Summer) 
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Figure 21. Flat-weighted contour plot of median existing ambient decibel and frequency levels, 
IAMEOlO Summer (AR42B). 

LAME010: Contour Plot for L5C) (Winter} 
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Figure 22. Ffat~welght!MI contour plot of median QXistlng ambient decibel and frequency levels. 
IAME010 Winter (AR42B). 
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Pfr«'nt Tlnie Audible 
The over.d_I percentage of sainples in \Vhich ext.rinsic sounds were audible is de1no1t~trated i_n Figure 23 -
Figure 28. In addition to aircraft, road vehicles \Vere also occasionally audible at these sites. In addition 
to the figures., perce1u ti1ne audibility is exJ)lai11ed for a fC\v of the sites belO\v as eo111pared to recorded 
SOlutds during on-site and off.site listening. Figure 23 and Figure 24 demonstrate the aircraft overOight 
pattern at LAME007. r\s scenic helicopter tours begin their routes and high altitude jets Oy over this 
location there is a rise in activity arow1d 0700. Aircraft audibility increase to over 90% during the mid
morning hours. ln contrast, aircraft overOights were the quietest during tlte 0400 hour, with an audibility 
of only 8.6 percent. This figure also de1nonstrates that aircraft are by far the n1ost dominant extrinsic 
SOlutd souroc al tlti.s site) for all hours. 

"' 
LAME007: Hour v . Pen:ent Time Audibl• (Summ•r) 

.. 
" ·-"' 

, .... 
~ eo ,, 
'a &O 

~., .. 
" 
" 
0 o 1 ii • & • 1•' 1on1?ta 1'1& 1e111• 1t2021nn 

Hour 
••• 

Figu re 23. Aud ibility of extrlnslc and alrctaft sounds. LAME007 Summer (Indian Pass). 

... LAME007: Hour v. Percent Time Audible (Wlnte.r) 

.. .. 

0 o 1 2' " & •' • • 101112n ,.1-S 1•11t•t•:1021nn 
Hou• ••• 

Figure 24. Aud ibility of extrinsic and airer ah sounds. LAME007 Winter (Indian Pass). 
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f igure 25 and figW'c 26 dcrnonstnue the aircraft overflight )Xlttcn l at LMfE009. Titc overall percent of 
s.·u11ples in which extrinsic SOln1ds \vere audibJe is highes1 at this site. There is a peak in the 1nonling at 
0800 holus. In addition to aircraft, road vehicles \Vere also just barely audible at this site. Aircraft 
overOig.hts \vere the quiere$1 during the 0400 hOlD', \vhen nircraO 'vas audible only 8.S percent of the 
ti1ne. 

,,. LAME009: Hour v. Percent Time Audible (Summer) 
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""' Figure 25. Aud ibility of extffnsic and aircraft sounds. LAME009 Summef (Callville wash). 
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LAME009: Hour v. Percent Time Audible (Winter) 
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""' Figure 26. Aud ibility of extfinsic and aircraft sounds. LAME009 Winter (Callville wash). 
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Figure 27 and Figure 28 dc-1110~1ratc !he: aircraft overflight pancn1 :lt LA).1£010. The ovcrnll percent of 
sa1nples i1l '"hich ex1rinsic sou1lds \Vtre ;.urJible is lo,vest at this site. There is a 1>eak in the 1nonli11g at 
0800 hours. ln addition to aircraft. road vehicles '"ere on rare occasions just bmly audible at 1his site. 
l,.Ar-.·IEO 10 is the quic1cs1 site in n:gards 10 humnn c.·au.-;cd contributions. Ain:m.n ovt."l'nights \VCr c tho 
quietest during the 0400 hour " 'hen "ircraft "'~audible only 3.3 J>efCCn1 of the tirne. 
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Figure 27. Audibility of extiinsic and a ircraft sounds, LAMEOIO Summer. 
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Figure 28. Audibility of extiinsic and aircraft sounds, LAMEOIO Winter. 
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On·sile Listening 
The tables bcJo,v display results of on-site listening sessions. E.1ch audible sound source is listed in the 
first co1unln. Percent tilne audible, or PA. is the second oohmn. ·roo third column. ma.x event length. 
reports. the mtt'<imumi event ler@th among the sessions for c(lch sound soorcc in minutes and scoonds 
(ntm:ss). Likt\vise, tile mean event column reports the n1ean l!!ngth of the e\'ents in ·minutes and seconds 
(nln1:ss). The last rovv in the table. noise free intcr.,,al (NF!). is a metric \Vhich describes the ler@th of 
li.1ne bct\\'ecn extrinsic or human-caused events. These on-site Listening tables arc essentially a sound 
in\'entory of each site. They reveal the soon~ one is likely to hear SH or near each lOdltion. 

At LA1'1E007, the Rttcncled li$tCning session \\'8.S conducted on April 22., 2008, during rcn1oval of the 
n1onitaing equipntent Table 5 and Figure 19 report lhe results of on-site listening f-or LA.ME007. The 
audibilily report is 00.cd on two hours of data bctwccnlhe hours of 1000-1 IOOaild 1200-1300. The 
natural $OUDd sources for this $itc consisted of \Vind. insects. and birds. The noise fr.:e interval occurred 
for a n1a'<in1um length of34 S<:Cond~. Figure 29 iUu-.t.rates the data in Table S graphically. 

Table S On-slle LlsU•nlng Report for Indian Pass AR72 (LAME007) 
Percent Tllne ~1a.x .Event Mean Event 

Sound SOtirce Audible<P& l..cnAlh, mm:ss L""'lh, mm·ss Counr 
Al I natural sources 94.1 
All non-natural sources 96.7 
All aircraft 96.7 
Aimaft._pjooeller S.2 02:25 0059 10 
Helieo..J1!<r 23.8 04:17 01:47 16 
Jet 71.8 07:44 01 :16 6S 
Bird 64.5 04:2 1 0032 145 
Insect 18.6 05:27 00:38 1$0 
Wind 6.9 0049 00 11 46 
Noise free intcr.,,al 00.34 0006 41 

On-s~e Audibilty Report For Indian Pass (LAME007) 

All Natural Sources 

All Non-natu1al S¢u1c:os 

All .AJ1crat1 

• Akcraft, Prcpeller )::::::i u 

~ Hehcop!er 

l Jet 

"' B'•d ~ • Tot.lls 
0 Ext•lnslc lnseet 
c 

Intrinsic p Wind 

0 20 •o 60 80 100 
Percttit 

Figure 29. Percent lime present during sampling period. LAMEOO?. 
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The attended lislening session was conducted 011 April I 6, 2008., durir@ rcinoval of the acoustic 
monitoring equi1>ment at LAME009 (O•Uville Wash). Table 6 and Figure 30 report the results of on-site 
listening for LAME009. The audibility report is bosed on 3 hours of data between the hours of 0930· 
I 030, 1100-1200, and 1330-1430. The natuml so1n1d so1 .. ces forthis site consisted of wind, insects, and 
bird calls (Figure 30). The noise free interval occurred ror a 1naxi1111un length of I n1inute and 8 seconds. 

Table 6 On-site Listening Report for Callvllle (LAME009) 
Pen:e111 Time ~ia.x Even1 ~1ean Evert 

Sound Source Audibl'OJ.l'f .~ Le Ill< th .1. nun:s& L•lll<th.J..nun:s& 
All ru•W'81 501.lr{'ts 99.9 
All non-11a1W111 sourcts 89.6 
All aircraft 89.6 
Jc< 72.8 05: t8 01 :08 
He:li~r 13.2 03:29 01 :29 
Aircrnft;:L~Ucr 0.4 00:•14 00:44 
Aircraft. wiknown 6.4 01:37 00:50 
Wind 99.7 59:58 44:53 
Bird 53.0 03:35 00:23 
Insect 13.0 01:38 00:06 
NaumJ. wtl110 \vn 0.0 00:02 00:02 
Noise free irtcr.W Ot:OS OO: tO 

,.., LAMEOD9 On·~ Listeni~ ..l 

.. 
I! 

" ~ ,, 
c 

All ~tural Sou1c~s 

AJI Non natural. 

AllAirC:~ft 

'" 

:J Aircraft, Propelle1 

~ Wind 

• Totals 
o Extmsic 

Bltd 

o r.trlnsic 
''""' 

Natural Unknown 

II 
·11 
II 
11 

lt 
I 

I 

~ 
0 

I I I 
I I I 
I I 

I I 
j 

j 

~ 
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16 
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M 
4 
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2 18 
2 
110 

Fieu re 30. Percent t ime present during sampling period, tAME009 (callville Wash). 
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The attended Ji:ttcning session at L . .l\.MEOIO wns condueted on February2S, 20-09. Table 7 a.nd Figure 31 
repon the results of on-site l..is.tening for LANIEO I 0. Tite audibility report is bosed on 2 hours of data 
behvccn lhe hour-$ of 11 00-1200 and 1230-1330. T he natural sound sources for this sile con'iisted of 
wind. irtSCCts, and bird calls (Figure 31). The noise free intcival occurrt'<L for a n1a:-.,;1nlun length of I 0 
minutes and 31 seconds. 

Ta bl e 7. On·site Listenin 

Sowld. Sowec 
All natural SOUf\."'tS 

All non-n:an.tral sources 
All aircraft 
Aircm!_unknoi.vn 
Jee 
Aircm!h_propcllcr 
lns•ct 
Bird 
\\flnd 
Natural, unknoi.vn 
Noise free i 111 ervnl 

All Natural Sourc~ 

AU Non•natural Sources 

All Aircraft 
• 
~ Aircr.lfl 

1! , 
.): 

, .. 
Airc~ft, Proptllcr 

Ins.eel 

• Totals 
D Extrinsic Bird 
0 1n1rinslc 

Wind 

N atur.;il U nk.nown 

0 

Report or AR4 2 B West Power ine Was h Roa !AME I d( 0 0) 
Pe rccnt Ti me ~1a'I( Evert 
Audibl@&_ 1,,.,..1!..(_mncs.!l_ 
98.5 
47.6 
47.6 
8 03:36 
19.8 02:42 
19.9 06:06 
47.2 01 :21 
74.8 03:33 
77.8 20:21 
0.3 00:09 

10:31 

LAMEOIO On-Site Listening 
I 

~1ean E\'crt 
Le.,.~un:"!.l_ Cowrt 

00:44 13 
00:48 30 
02:23 10 
00: 14 245 
00:40 133 
01 :20 70 
00:04 5 
01 :13 52 

so 90 100 

Figure 31. Percent time present during sampling period, LAME010 (AR426 West Powerline Wash Road}. 
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CONCLUSION 
This s1udy \\'as intended 10 provide <.'UJ"Tenl ba .. 1;.clinc. sound level and ovcr1ligh1 d11tn throughout and 
nearby Lnkc ~·lead NRA. It \ Va.$ intended 10 infonn and fnci litatt.: the fonnul:uion of an .i.\ir Tour 
~·lanag-en1en1 Plan for the park (a CongreMional n1andatc). 'vildcn1ess planni11g. ai1d overall park 
planning. Over.ill, park !;lafT fOund the current conditions at the selected i-itcs 10 be fairly quiet. Oma 
shO\v that the sites '"ere n1os1 nffe-.:.:ted hy extrinsic noise during da)1i1ne and evening hours. 111e 
d01ninan1 extrinsic noise source :it all sites \Vas hig.h·altit\ldc jets. 

·111e a.ooustic rnonitoriog syste1ns also coll(cted detailed records of a1nbient sound pressure levels. l l1ese 
data c:1n be u&1.-d to n:port existing an1bicn1 levels. and in conjunclion \Vith percent ti1uc audible 
statjstics, can help cstirnate the niuural :unbient oooustical conditions. ·111e existing ainbien1 (L50 ) level 
is the 1ne<lian solutd level. It is the coznposite of all sow1ds at a site. both hun1an caused and natural. ·111.z: 
natural a1ubicnt (l_Jlnl ) <.~tin1r11cs \\•hal thc a<.-oustic environnu~nt \\'Ould be \\•i1hout the contribution of 
antl'lt'Opog_enic soundS. 'I htOugJtout lite stully atea. 11atutal a11d existing ruubient levels \\'ete relatively 
quiet ht fbct. in the early 1non1lng hours. sound prcssun;: levels at LM1E009 and LAl\IEOIO " 'ere very 
close to the noiitc floor of acoui;1ic rnonitoring cquipn1cn1, \vhich is the IO\V<.\'it recording li1nit. Sound 
levels as lo'" as these are extre1nely rare and highly sensi1ivc to the influc11ce of ex1rinsic sound events. 
\Vhilc \vind and location of 1nonitoring cqnjpincnl can afl'cct the :.unbient sound 1>rcssurc levels. the data 
pn."SCnlS a likely range.: of :unbient levels fCtr the.: s.antpling area~ in the pilrk, regardless of slight 
variations in anlbicnt \lalucs . 

. l\cous1ic rnonitoring at l .. 'lke ~·lead NRA und surrounding BLr\'1 hinds not only oHi!rs insight into the 
prevalence of extrinsic noise. bld also allows 1nan~crs to dctem1inc the presence of biological (or 
geologic) nctivity. Both on-site nnd oll'·site lis'lcning sessions produced n nu111bcr of infonnati\•c 
biological, 1neteorolog.ic, and geologic SOllld tecordi11gs, such as bighon1 sheep, bird calls, coyote 
hO\\'IS. thunder stonllS. and rock falls. 

Natural 1\n1bient Sound Le, ·el and Audibility 
Park stafl~,\'3S able to assess co1nn1011 noise sources al each site usi11g off.site ai1alys is (either visual or 
auditory). By a large margin. the 1nost conunon noise source \\'as aircraft (\vith audibility at or near 9~0 
fOr sonte hours in son1c loc-ations). follO\\'cd by vehicle!\. The natural :.1ntbient levels at Lnkc ).(cad NRA 
\Vere qi1ie1cst during the early n1on1ing hours. J.\s the day progressed into the night: birds .. \\1ind. and 
extrinsic sounds occurred. 

lltc quietest night1in1e Lau levels occurred at Ll'u\il£017 and LAf.1£020. \vith a dBA of 14.~. 11tc 
loudest day1in1c c..... levels occurred al LA\ ·IEO l 6. \vith a dBA of28.0. \\'here local n1c:,sur1..-d \Vind 
speed \\':'IS the greatest (See fu ll Acoustic :\ionitoring 1·echnical Report for 1nore infonuation about 
these sites). \\lhc-n 1-1 levels \Vere analyzed by frequency. c:1ch site displny1.'tl a sin1ilar pattern. The lo" ' 
frequcnci<.~ \\'ere 111\vays the loudest, and 1hc high frc<1ucnci<.-s \\'ere typicnlly the quietest. 

This trend \\'aS slightly dill'crcnt for l.Ati.1£0 11 (Sec fl.111 ,<.\coustic ).•foniloring Technical Rcpor1 for 1norc 
infomtrllion about this site), \\'here the l:.111! night nnd early n1on1ing hours antbic.-.tt level~ \\'Cn! incn:ased 
fro1n bird and insect sound sources. 

Fron1 the stunple silt."S in this executive sununary, the.: IO\\'t."Sl 1nedjan l.011 dB.A fOr LAt\•IF.009 occurred at 
0 100 and 0500 hours and registered at IS.J dBA. Ll\~11£010 had a s lightly IO\\'er 1ncdian ln• dBA of 
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14. 7 :ii 0000 and 0300 hour... In contrast, the high1:Sl 111cdi:tn n:1turnl tunbi('nt dB.<\ nl LA1'.1E009 
occurred a1 1500 at 25.4. Also at 1500. LAl\.IEOIO reached a 1nedian natut;il ainbi¢1U high ot" 17.2 dBA. 

Looking al n igh1ti1nc :unbi~nt. ui;ing only frequi:ncics affcch."<I by 1r.msportation noise, o r d01', (20 llz -
J 250 l'lz). tbe dal-' in<lic;)tC a lo"·er Ln. for each of the sit¢S. ·111e nigbttin1e dlJ"r at LA~IEO® \VM :tS 

IO\\' a.s 13. l and l.J\.\-IEOJO '''as al 9.5. 

ln addition to the percent tinu: ;)Udiblc 1netrics. off~site analysis of acoustic (,\\1av) S;)1n.ples yielded a 
nu1nbcr ofintcrc.sting \\' ildlife sou11d r¢cordings. In the process of listening 10 the selected dnys for each 
site, patk st:tlr located reoordin~ of 1nany difltre11t speci~ of bitd calls iocludi11g the rock " 'ren, 
n1ocking.bird. phai.nopcpl!.l. and c-actus \\'fCll , Other interesting intrinsic sounds heard inclodc bigl:iqn1 
1:hccp p:t.<>sing by. coyote calls.. rninstonns. :u1d insects. Prcsun1nbly, if conlinuous r\.'cording.~ hsd been 
analyt.ed instead of1en second srunples ~\'el')' l \\'O 1niiH1tes. these sounds rnight ha,•e OO~n discovered 
1nore frequently. 

Fu1ure 1\lonilo1ing and Adoplh'C' )fun~gernent 
Acoustic moni1oring cOOru in t.akc. ~·li:ad ~~ yielded vnluablc resultS 1hat :ill()\V p:1rk 1nanagcrs to 
better undcrs1and the ~xi sting 3COUS'lic environ1ncnt of 11l¢ park. ~·(oniloring existing conditions and 
crcnds :dlO\\'S n1anag\!rs 10 lake action to n1ovc IO\vardS desired fu1ure condi1io11.$. ·1hc aCOllStical d-ata in 
this report pro\'idc the n~ccss.ar)' infom1:uion for the ::ipplict11ion of acou$1iC indicators ru1d stru1dards or 
the develop111en1ofo111nnagt111¢nt plru1. 

1l1e " 'ildenu.-ss ate<!$ li.r;tod in tl1i.s report arc r.:: lati\>ely t1uic1 in c:on1pariso11 to otlu~r p<>rtions or the pa rk 
and C\'Cn other parks i11 the natio11. ·1be so\1nds io and "round Lake i\·lead NRA arc tu1 issue '''hich 
dcscrvcs fvr1hcr considcrntion. The \Vildcmr...-ss :1ri:as \vi thin Lake ~·lead NR;\ arc i1npac1cd by extrinsic 
sounds of tmns-portation. n1:linly high·altinuJe jecs. h\!lico1>1ers. :ind vehicles. Li1ni1ing or 1ni1iga1ing the 
lunnan caused <.•on1ribu1ions of sounds could irnpro\'c !he nnturnl acoustic cnviron1n~nl. 

1be dnla coll\.'Ch.-d nrc an initi11l baseline for 1he~ \vildcmcss arl!a<;,. F·u1ure. 1nan:ige1ncnl nt Lake ~·l c-ttid 
should fOclL'> on ntaintaining this ba.<Wlinc. It is 1\.-COnunendcd that Luki: ~fetid NRA continue to mokc 
sotu,dsca1>e 1non.itoring a priority. lbesc .-ireas should be 1no11itored for tf\.-nds e\'cry 2~5 yelf'S or 1uorc 
frcqui:ntly if :ln)' signi_ficant inl J>-"lC"l is expected. 

Biological n1oni1oring '" ith the us!.! of contjnuous reoording acoustic cquipn1en1 otrers ntany 
opportunit i~s to extend surveys to plac~s nnd intcn'nls \\·hen it i.s in<.•onvcnicnl or i1npos~ible for 
obsetvcrs to be pl'C$e11L Furthennore, 1na11y ani1nals 1nay re.act to the ,,resence of a11 observer, a sn1all 
piece of cquipmenl presents a 1nuch s1na1lcr potcnti:ll for disturbance. 
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APPENDIX A. Glossary of Acoustic Terms 

1-\ rous.tic En,·ironn1e1l'I - 111c nctu:d physical sound rcsoum:s. rcgnrdlcss of nudibility, al :a particulllr Joc3tion. 

A1nplitudl' - TI.c i1ts-L'l.ntsncous m:sgnitudc of :in QScilb.ting qu3n1i1y su.::h :ss r.ound prcs!!urc. '!'he pc.ik :irnplitudc 
i11 the nia.xilnwn ,·a.luc. 

Audibility· The nbility of anim:1k with nonn.il l1e.1ring. i11cluding hu~m.1<> hcM a 8h'Cn sound. 1-\ udibility i~ 
aflCctcd by the hearing ability of the animal, lhe n1asking c.ffocls of other sound sources. and by lhc frcquc:ncy 
content and :stn1>lit·la<k of the; sound. 

d B.>\· A-,v-cighted dcic.ilx:L 1\-\Veightcd .sum of 11ound energy <1cr<>sll thc r.inge of hmnan hc:aring. l lum.1ns do not 
hear \\'cll at VC1)' lO\V or Vt.-'1)' high frcqucneics. \Vcig111ing :idjusto; for this. 

ct llT - TruOC.llCd measurc1nents focus on general i:rnnsporution noise (- 100-800 hertz). The!;c rcsuJLc; allo\\' park 
t 1.Uf1<> ooniiden1ly dr:t\V conclusions about h1nn:an-<.1uscd S-Ounds. 

O«ibd - A logari1hn1ic mc:asurc of :icous1ie orclC<!1tic~1 I sjgn:als. 'l11c fonnul:a forc-0n1pu1i_ng decibels is: 
10(Log10(sound lcvcl/rcfcrencc 11;ound level)). 0 dB represent! the lo\\·cst sound k.·vcl th.:i l C.'l.n be pcn.-ci\'cd by a 
hun13.n \\'ilh ~Jthy hc.1ring. Convcrt:ati<>n:al spcoch is a.bou16.5 dB. 

Did ·A 24..Jiour period usually consiuins of a day and tl10 ~djoinins night. 

& -:t rinsic Sound - 1\J1}' sound not fonnins an cssc:iui:al p:u1ofU1e 1>3tk unii.. ()f' :a sow)(! origin;ning fro.n ou1Sidc-
1he p;irk boundary. 

Fr('qUl'fl()' -1b e numbc..'"t' of Linics per second Lhal the sine w·;n·e of sound n.-pcat.s itself. II c.tn be e.'(prtsscd in 
cycles per 11;o::ond, or Ht..'11z(Hz). Frequt.."UC)'cqual$ Speed of Sound/ \V:avclength. 

l·l t.>aring Ran~ (frequency) - By ccmvcnlion. an :l\'Cr.t1ge. healthy. young pcn10n is said 10 hear frequencies from 
:ipproxirn.11cly 201-1.z to~ Hz. 

1-fttli - A mcssure of frequency. or the nu1nbcr of prcs$uro v:ui:atimis per second. A pcraon \\1 i1h nom1:al hearing 
can hta.r hthvetn 20 Hz a.nd 20.000 I lz. 

l·lun1:1n-Causcd Sound· .Any sound tl1al i.s altrihulable lo a hwnan source 

lnlrinsic sound · J\ sound " hich belOngJ to ;a park by iLS very nalurc. based on lhc park unit purposes, v;ilues, 
:ind csa:ibli.shing lcgisl:itic>n.. 11lc 1crn1 ''intrift.')ic sc>w.cls"' has ropl3ced ' 'n:at·ut:1J sowtds" in order to incorpoDlc 
bolh cuhw;il and historic sounds as part of1.he acoustic envirorun(.'nl of :i park. 

LiS1(•11i11g I I or ii on • 'l'he-r.ingc or Li.inil of on<: 's htarin& ca~biliti<:s. Just :is: s1n<>g lin>i15 tJ1c \ 'is'ill1 horiY..on. so 
noise limi1s tho ~$lie horizon. 

l.;('q - Energy 1-:quiv:11lcn1 Sound L<.-vel. ·1·11c level of :i conliltinl $OUnd over :i jpccUte 1i1nc pMod 1tu1 h:is the $:tn1c 
sound energy ;1s lht 3Ctual (unsteady) sound U\-tr the sa.Lnt period. 

Lx ·A mttric used to describe ~000-~tic dJta. 11 rq>r<:S<.TI" 1.he lt\'cl of sound e.'(cccde<I x p.-roent of the tin1e during 
the g.i\'cn n1c;asuremcnt period. ThlLi, 1,.50 is the level c.xceeded SW.O of the ti1ne ( ii is al!)o refl'ITcd to as <="isling 
3n1bicnt). 
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L11a1 ·An csti1n.1h! of \\'hll thc>aoo1astic <.;nvil'oruucnl rniglu sound like uithout the co1utibu1ion of cxt.rimic 
(anthropogenic) sounds. 

~hasl;ing ·The procQ;s by wh.ich the tJ1reshold of ;iodibility for a sound is raised by the 1xt:scnce of another 
JIOUnd, 

Noi:w-Frt>e lnter\':tl - l hc 1>criod of time bct\\•ccn noi1ic co,·ent~ (not silence).. 

Noise · Sound \\-hich is 1u\\\' :t1\lcd, cithCI' boc:iu.sc of its ctfccu on l1unt:ins. its cl'llxt on f.:itiguc or 1n:1lfunction of 
physic;il equipment or iL'i interference:: 'vilh the peroeption or detection of other sOWtds (Source: ~k,-Gr.aw Hill 
Oi01ion:1ry ofScic:itidte :and ·rccttnical 'fcnns). 

Off-~tc Li!ltening • Thc$)~tcmatic idcntific:tlion of S()t.md s:ourcc!I using digibl rccording."i pM·;oosly collcctod 
in th<: field. 

O n-site Li.stening . The syslcm;itic identification of sound sources :ti ;i spoc.iftc 1nonitoring site using a pc.TSon:1I 
digiL1l :iM.ist..1nt (Pl)A). Cust<>1t1 PO:-\ s.<>fhY.:irc rcc()fds beg.in and end times of :iudiblc.sound S<Klf'CCS. ' l'lw:se 
sess-ions often l;i~ for one-hour. 

Sound • Vari:ilion:s in lo<:al pre.-s.surt lhat pr0p;iga1c through a medium (e.g. 1he :itnlOsph<:rc) in :s.p:1ce :1nd 1in1<:. 

Soundscapc.• • Hunuin percepLKln of the acoustic environnienL 

Sound Pr1,-ssur(' • ·n•c diOCl'C'l'lcc bet\\'<:<:n ins12nt~noous pr¢Ssurc and loc.al bato1uc1ri.:: ptCSSute. ~,tcisul'Cd in 
P:LScak (P:a). Nc\\·tons pct ?1qu3rc md:er, \\'llich is the nictri-c cquiv3lcnt or pound11 per $qua re inch. 

Sound P~urc l...<"·t'I (SPL) - A calibr3tod nicasure of sound Jei.·cJ, cxprcssod in decibels. and rcn.Trcd to an 
:i.llnos-phcric standa.rd of20 micro P:i.sc.ils. 

Ti nu.• Audi bit'· 1'hc amount of time that n sound source is audible to an anim31 \\'ith nonnal hearing. 
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APPENDIX B. Analyzing Audibility Visually 

SoUJ1d pressure levels (SPL) from a 24 hour spectogrant a1 an acoustic n10nitoring s11e al Lake ~lead 
Nationa1 Recreation Area are shO\vn belO\v. ·r\venty four hours ofSPL data are displayed over 12 lines. 
Each line shows SPL values fr01n lo'v frequency to high frequency. Values are re~"Sented \vi th a color 
,;cale, where dark purple is quiet and orange/white is loud (Fig\lfc 32). 

Figure 32. Example of a 24 hour spectrogram from LAME. 
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